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Abs tract 

The impetus for the present study stems fcom the competing interpretations that have 

emerged over the effect of the criminai justice response to partner violence in the form of a 

'zero-tolerance' policy implernented by the W i p e g  Police Service in July of 1993. Using 

data coilected kom Police Incident Reports on cases of women and men charged with 

criminai acts of violence over a five Far period (1991 to 1995), three questions are 

addressed: Are there differences between p m e r  and non-partner violence cases in t e m  of 

their processictg by the criminal justice system? Are there differences in the processing and 

sentencing of partner violence cases before and afier the kplementation of the zero- 

tolerance policy? Are there differences in the processing and sentencing of women and men 

charged with partner violence? Regarding differences between parmer and non-parmer 

violence cases, the results show that parmer vioience cases had a signincantly higher 

incidence of case attrition than non-pmer violence cases. The anaiysis also shows that 

parmer violence was qualitatively different fiom non-parmer vioIence, particularly when the 

latter group was broken down according to the sm-al reIationsbip between the accused and 

victim (îîiends or acquaintances and srrangers). Regarding ciifFerences between parmer 

violence cases before and after the zero-toierance policy, the resuits indicate that while 

partner violence cases where charges were laid after the zero-tolerance policy had a 

significantly higher incidence ofamiuon than parmervioIence cases where charges were laid 

before the policy, there were no sigdïcant qualitative differences between parmer violence 

cases occurring before and afier the impiementiihon of the policy and no ciifferences were 



Coimd in the sentencing of cases before and after the poticy. F i i y ,  regarding gender 

ciifferences, the red ts  indicate that contrary to Conflict Tactics Scale research, men's and 

women's partner violence is asymmetrical, that is, women are not "men's e q d  in 

violence." Together, these findings raise questions about the effectiveness of the zero- 

tolerance policy in responding to parmer violence and suggest some support for the position 

that zero-toletance has had a "net widening" effect. 
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Introduction 

Over the past thiay years, Feminists have been successful in their efforts to force the issue 

of wife abuse onto the politicai and public stage and establish social programs and services 

that provide support for abused women and their chiidren.' While such programs have been 

heralded as a step forward for the Battered Women's Movement. an intense debate remains 

within the ferninist community over the governent response to parmer violence in the form 

of criminal justice intervention. One policy in particular which has received considerable 

criticism is the W i p e g  Police Service's zero-tolerance policy toward parmer violence. in 

light of the controversy surroundhg this issue, the purpose ofthis thesis wilI be to examine 

the effect of the Winnipeg Police Service's zero-tolerance poIicy on the criminal justice 

response to partner violence. 

Since the early 1970s, 'wife abuse' has gndually been transformed fiom a personai 

and private trouble into a public and poiiticd issue.' in their struggie to have wife abuse 

recognized as a socid problem, ferninists implicated the *te. particularly the law. in 

' The term 'ferninist' wi1I be used to refer to ferninist scholars, women's advocates, wornen's 
workers, shelter workers and wornen's goups. 

One consequence of state recognition of wife abuse as a public issue has been the shift in 
terminoIotg to gender-neutrat ternis such as 'dometic vioience.' 'partner violence,' 'intimate 
violence,' ' interspousa1 violence,' 'spousal abuse' and 'family violence.' The tenninology ernployed 
for the present study will be 'parnier violence' or 'domestic violence.' as this denotes violence 
between marrieci. ddng, cohabiting or sepanted or diiorced parmers and refes to violence by men 
and women. At tirnes. however, the ternis 'spousal assault' or 'wife abuse' wiI1 be used to remain 
consistent wnh the terminology used by other wïters. 



historicaüy condoning and Iegitimating violence against women and directeci some of their 

efforts toward Iegai solutions to the pmblem of wife abuse (Cirrne 1998). In particuiar, they 

called attention to the police practice of treating assaults in the home as "private 

disturbances" aud argued tlm violence "in the home" shouid be mated as seriously as 

violence "on the street." 

In response to the pressue fmm feminists, then Solicitor General, Robert Kaplan, 

wrote to police chiefs across Canada in 1985 encouraging police departments to adopt 

rnandato~ charging policies in cases of wife assadt. Most provinces adopted their own 

version of the SoIicitor's GeneraI directive. Manitoba was the tïrst province in Canada CO 

ernbrace the fideral direcuve. In Febcuary of 1983. Manitoba's then AttorneyGenerai. 

Roland Penner. issued a directive CO poiice officers to instimte criminal proceedings in di 

cases of spousal assault, regardkss of the reiationship between the accused and victim, and 

instnrcted Crown Attorneys to promute these cases vigomusiy. Jane Ursel(1998b) notes 

ttiat because O fthis dkcllve the nurnber ofarrests increased the privace nature of wife abuse 

was made public and widespread pubIic support was generated for the directive. However, 

feminists remained uncertain about the qiürlip ofjustice provided to wife abuse victims and 

pointed out that vigomus prosecution did IittIe to address the complex problems which arise 

d e n  the vichm is emotionaily and t-l~lil~lcidly dependent on her assailant (UrseL l992b). The 

remit the impkmentation ofaspecidized FamiIy VioIence Coun in September of 1990. 

in November of 1990. ody two months d e r  the F d y  VioIence Court began operation. the 

province conducted an extensive emmination of the justice sysem's response to domestic 



violence. The Domestic Violence Review (see: Pedar 1991) reveaied numerous 

inconsistencies with the enforcement of the 1983 directive. In response, the W i p e g  Police 

Service implemented a 'zero-tolerance' policy toward parmer violence in Jdy of 1993. The 

aim of the zero-tolerance policy was to remove the burden of laying charges i?om victims of 

partner violence (who are largely women) and d e r  the responsibility onto the police. The 

policy instnicts police officers to treat parmer abuse as a senous crime and lay charges in aii 

cases where there are reasonable and probable grounds to believe that an assadt has 

occurred. regardess of the wishes of the victim and even in the absence of visible injuries 

or independent witnesses ( W i p e g  Police Deparment 1993). This meant that ail discretion 

was effectively removed fiom the police and transferred to the Crown attorneys in the Family 

Violence Unit of the Public Prosecutions Division of the Manitoba Depament of Justice. 

Whiie the mategy of crixninaiizing the problem of wife abuse was seen by some 

commentators as an improvement mandatory charging remahs a highly contentious issue. 

More specifically, the irnplementatioa of the zero-tolerance poiicy in W'tnnipeg has raised 

questions among feminists and victimslsunrivors about the effect of the criniinai justice 

response to the problem of wife abuse. One consequence of the policy bas been an increase 

in the number of men - and women - charged with domestic violence against their spouses.' 

Whereas only 156 women were charged with domestic violence in Winnipeg in 1992, witiiin 

a ke-month period in 1993.190 women were charged with domestic violence (Winnipeg 

See. for emmpIe: Paul Wiecek "Hard Line On Abuse Nets More Women: Numbers Up As L e s  
Evidence Required For Anest" Winnipeg Free Press, 1994: Paui Wiecek "Woman Charged For 
Poinang Gun to End Beating" Winnipeg Free Press. 18 March 1992. 



Free Press, 20 December 1993)- 

While writers such as Ursel(1998a) claim that the increase in the number of charges 

of domestic violence following the implementation of the zero-tolerance policy is evidence 

of its effectiveness, cntics such as Laureen Snider (1995) would argue that the policy has 

redted in a "net-widening," whereby more pesons are now being brought into the crimllial 

justice system on charges of domestic violence. The increase in the number of women in 

Winnipeg charged with domestic violence, in particuiar, is believed to be the resuit of the 

zero-tolerance policy's lower standard forreasonable and probable grounds. Critics have &O 

noted problems in situations where =ch of the parcies alIeses to have been assaulted by the 

other partner. In these cases. police officers are directed to charge both parties. The police 

pnctice of double-charging has led to concems being raised by feminists about the nature 

of justice available to women: they question why a poiicy which was intended to help 

. . . .  
battered women has had the adverse effect of cn&g them? 

At the same tirne. the increase in the number of women being charged with domestic 

violence has led to concems being raised in the media and among the public over whether 

women are becoming increi~~ingly viol en^^ Researchers employing the Contlict Tactics Scale 

as a measure for parmer violence would interpret this increase as evidence that the criminal 

justice systern is working more fairiy. Women who are seen as "men's equaIs in violence" 

f See. for e.mple: Free Press News Services. "Report S e s  Violence By Women Up: More Abuse 
Victims Men," Winnipeg Free Press. S M m h  1993: Paul Wiecek. "Battered Husbands Emerge As 
Zero Tolerance Enforced," Winnipeg Free Press. 1 December 1993: Bill Redekop, "Court Cases 
S o c  Who's Beatinç Whom Under Zero Tolerance?" WÏnnipeg Free Press. 20 December 1993. 



are now being charged alongside men for theuviolent behaviour. The Codict Tactics S d e ,  

designed to measure techniques for resolving family disputes, has consistently produced 

equivaient rates of women's and men's violence and ailowed researchers to c l a h  a semai 

symmerry in parmer violence. The CTS has b e n  criticized, however. for failing to consider 

the social context of the violent act and the meaning, motive and outcome (Le., injury) of the 

violence (see, for example: Browning & Dutton 1986; DeKeseredy & MacLean 1998; 

Dobash & Dobash 1992: Fermo &Johnson 1983; Schwartz & DeKeseredy 1993: Johnson 

1996). Gendered power imbdances in mamage and in society that _gant men more aurhority 

than women are ignored aitogerher (Johnson 1996). Instead. the Conflict Tactics Scaie 

assumes that men and women share equal power and resources in families and in socie .  

Whiie the clairn that wornen and men are "equals in violence" is one that is highiy contested 

by feminist writers. the lack of any in depth resemh on the qualitative nature of partner 

violence prevents us fiom challenging it- 

The present snidy seeks to resolve cornpeting interpretations that have emerged over 

the effect of the criminal justice response to parmer violence. in panicular. the main purpose 

of this thesis is to examine the effect ofthe Wuinipeg Police Service's zero-tolerance poiicy 

on the criminal justice response CO parmer violence. This thesis is divided into six chapters. 

Chapter One provides a history ofthe WiMipeg Police Service's zero-tolerance policy and 

the Manitoba Farnily Violence Court, inctuding the social and politicai ciimate in wtiich tbey 

emerged and the intent behind iheir introduction. .As weii. this chapter considers the 

assessments of the blanitoba criminai justice w e m ' s  response to parmer violence. Chapter 



Two provides the methodology for the thesis, including the main questions to be addressed, 

the sampling design and the method for data coliection. Chapters Three, Four and Five 

conta .  the findings of the anaiyses of data While Chapter Three focuses on a cornparison 

of partner versus non-parmer vioience crises, Chapter Four examines p m r  violence cases 

where charges were Iaid before and after the zero-toIerance poücy. Chapter Five considers 

rbe effect of the zero-tolerarice policy on men and women charged with parmer violence in 

Iight of the c l a b  that women are men's equals in violence. The Conciuding chapter 

discusses the implications of the present study and offérs suggestions for tirnrre research. 



Chapter One 

A Kstory of the Crimioal Justice Response 
to Partner Violence 

Ln their smggle for the recognition of wife abuse as a sociai problem. feminists drew 

attention to the historic marnent of wife abuse as a "private manef by the police and the 

courts. irs Ursel(1998b: 74) notes: "ln the pas.  police kquentiy did not respond, were sIow 

arriving at the scene, reluctant to believe vichrns, and preferred wakhg assdants around 

the biock to cool them off before warning both husband and wife to behave." Police officers 

se1dom laid charges unless the victim putsued her cornplaint and Cmwn Attorneys often 

dropped cases, regardess of significmt evidence that a serious rissauit had occuned 

(McGillivray & Comaskey 1998). A London, Ontario mdy conduçted by Peter Jaffe, David 

Wolfe, Anne Telford and Gary Austin (19861, for instance. found that prior to the 

implementation of the London Police Depurment's mandatory charging policy. ody 3 

percent of domesic assault cases resuIted in c h q e s  Iaid by the police. 

WhiIe there \vas unequivocai agreement among feininists as to the widespread and 

pressing name of the problem ofwife abuse. there was considembIe disagreement as to how 

best to proceed. As Dam Currie (l998) notes. concem emerged not ody  about the merits 

of resorting to a system which is patrimhai at ai1 mges. but dso about the fundamentai 

relatiouship between ferninism and sociai change. WhiIe some feminists used evidence of 

both the predence ofwife abuse and the historic lack of response on the part of the state 

and criminril justice system as a impetus for action, others remained skeptical about the 



potential of law to promote the concerns of women on the issue of wife abuse. These 

divisions on the issue of wife abuse are part of a larger debate within feminism, parciculariy 

among academic feminists. over the desirabili~ of engagement with the state. On one side 

of the debate are those feminists who see potentid wedges in the state and law that ailow for 

a meaningful response to issues concerning women (see, for exampie: Lacombe 1998; Urset 

1 9 9 8 ~  Ursei 1998b; Ursel& Brickey 1996). For these writers, contradictions exis in tfie 

pamarchal dyamics of the state that mate a site of stnrggie, On the other side of the debate 

are those feminists who maintain that the use of the law in advancing women's concems has 

resulted in the cospratioa iBs t i tu t io~ t ion ,  accommodation, deradicaiizarion, 

repackaging and depoliticization ofwomen's issues (see. for exampie: Barnsley 1988; Currie 

1990; Currie & MacLsm 1992: Hilton 1988: Pitch 1985; Smart 1989: Snider 1995; Vdverde 

1 987). While there are points of disagreement among these approaches. as Elizabeth Comack 

(1993) notes. it is important to remember that rhey are not entireiy opposed to each other.' 

Those ferninisu who favoured using the law to promote women's concerns d i r d  

their attention toward state recognition of wîfe abuse as a crime and the equitable trerimient 

of cases of partner abuse by the ctiminsiI justice system. ïhey argued that wife abuse k v a s  a 

"crime like any other" and. as such shouid be dedt with by criminal charges. Currie (1998) 

notes that even femiaim who did not advocate n punitive approach to male violence x y e d  

in favour of using the criminal Iaw for its qmbolic importance. According to Ursel(1998b), 

ferninists proposed three basic sûategies to respond to the issue of violence against women: 

'. Comack (1993) notes. for exampie, Ehat both Ursel and Snider adopt a sociaIist feminist 
appmach in their wvork. 



police must charge in crises of assauit or abuse regztrdless of the relationship between the 

victim and perpetrator, Crown Attorneys must treat these cases seriously and pursue 

prosecution; and sentencing must reflect the gravity of the offence. 

Whiie the argument for Iegai remedies was an appealing one, the desirability of 

crirninalizing wife abuse rernained a h i g y  controversial issue (see, for example: Snider 

1995; Pitch 1985; MacLeod & Shin 1990: Pratt 1995; Miedema & Wachhoiz 1998: 

LaRocque 1995; and McGiIiivny& Comaskey 1999). Accordiog to Walter DeKeseredy and 

Linda MacLeod (1 997), feminists never intended ta direct thekefforts toward legal solutions 

to end male vioIence rigains women. For exampie, in a 1981 meeting organized by the 

Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women (CACSW), women's groups debated 

the benefits of criminaiizatioa Critics raised the fo[Iowing four points: 1. criminai justice 

intervention contains a pmblern by redefuling it within the Iimits of the law: 2. criminal 

justice is an adversariai process rooted in punishment. hierarchy and dependence - factors 

which engender abuse; 3. criminai justice is a system based on intervention into distinct 

events and specific acts: and 4. the probiems of abused wornen are not solely IegaI and. as 

such, have no place in the criminai justice system (DeKeseredy & MacLeod 1997). 

The purpose of this chapter is ro provide a context in which to situate the debates 

which have transpired over the criminai justice response to domestic violence. A pc i f i c  

focus will be on the history of reforms in the province of Manitoba The discussion wiU be 

divided into two parts: the ürst wilI consider the developments which have occurred in 

ManÏtoba over the past two decades, wkle the second wiII review the assessrnents of these 



reforms - with particular attention to the zero-tolerance poiicy - as they apptxmd in the 

Literature and the media. 

1. HISTORY OF THE ;MAiiTOBA iMODEL 

Mandatory charging 

One of the most controversial snategies proposed by the state to respond to the probiem of 

wife abuse has been mandatory charging policies. in response to pressure tiom feminists in 

the carly 1980s to recognize wife abuse as a "crime like any other." an intense debate in the 

House of Comrnons in 1982 resulted in the House a d o p ~ g  a directive which wouid 

encourage police oficers in Canada to lay charges in di cases of parmer abuse where there 

are reasonable and probable grounds to believe that an offence had occurred (Faubert & 

Hinch 1996). FoIlowing the debate, on Juiy 15, 1982. Robert Kaplan, the federal Soiicitor 

Generd 3t the the.  sent a letter to the execuuve director of the Canadian Association of 

Chiefs of Police encoumghg police departments across Canada CO embrace ttris directive for 

cases of parmer violence (Faubert & Hich 1996). 

Mandatory charping policies were "intended to improve the way the justice system 

dealt with cases of domestic violence, and to increase the number of charges laid and the 

number of successful prosecutions" (Johnson 1996: 210). By sendimg the message to women 

that their complaints would be taken seriously. mandatory charging policies were supposeci 

to encourage women to report parnier violence. According to Ho& Johnson (1996), 



mandatory chging is premised on the beiief that victims of domestic violence (who are 

predominantly women) are particulariy vulnerable to violence and lack the power either to 

stop the violence or to change the behaviour of the abuser. Because of this, the power of the 

police is required to intempt the "cycle ofviolence" by resolving the violent episode. Before 

mandatory charging policies, the burden to lay charges against an abusive husband was 

placed on the woman. Because of women's fear of reprisai fiom their abusive husbands or 

because of theu intimidation in the presence of their abusers, charges Iaid by women were 

very seldom, unless there was evidence of serious injuries. As Johnson (1996) notes, 

mandntory charging po licies were therefore intended to provide women with both imrnediate 

protection fiom male violence and with an oppominity to leave the relationship if they so 

choose. Most police departments across Canada implemented their own version of the 

Solicitor's General directive. The Manitoba government was the first province to embrace 

this initiative. C h e  ( 1998) suggests thatthe swifmess with which the govemment embraced 

wife abuse as a crime is evidence of the power of the lobby efforts of ferninim. 

On Febniary 1 1.1983. ~Manitoba's then Attomey-GeneraI, Roland Penner, issued a 

directive to aii pdice agencies in the province to Iay charges in al1 cases of partuer abuse 

where there are ceasonable and probable grounds to beiieve that an assault had occurred 

regardIess of the ivishes of the victim. The resuit was a dramatic increase in the number of 

f d y  vioience cases entering the courts - fiom 629 in 1983 to 11 37 in 1989 (Ursel1998a)- 

As the nurnber of wife abuse and famiiy violence cases proceeding to court increased, Crown 

Attorneys were advised to adopt 'no-drop' policies which encouraged vigorous prosecution 



of ail parmer violence cases. 

With the increased media exposure foiiowing the policy, the court system u m e  under 

scmtiny from feminists who argued that treaùng wife abuse cases like any other crimes 

througti vigorous prosecution did not address probtems such as the conMued lack of 

sensitiviry on the part of the police and courts, the re-victimi7ation of victims through the 

court process. the leniency of sentences for wife baneres and the ineffectiveness of 

restralliing orders. These sarne concems were expressed by women's gmups, 

victims/survivors and members of the opposition in severai media reports in the late ! 9 8 O ~ . ~  

in generaL these groups pointed out that the courts have been slow to Listen to the message 

tfiat wife abuse is a senous crime and have faiied at every oppomuiiry to cornmunicate this 

message to the public. According to Ursel(1993b), victirns' advocates nised the folIowing 

concerns: a large proportion of wife abuse cases end in a stay of proceedings and, therefore, 

never proceed to court; when cases do proceed to court victims ofien feei te-victimized by 

the system: and when cases do proceed to sentencing, sentences are of&en too lenient and not 

reflective of the gravi- of the offence. 

The F a m l  Violence Court 

The ~Manitoba Family Violence Court was implemented in September of 1990 as a direct 

response to the growing backlog of family violence cases. It was based on the recognition 

6 See. for example: fie WinnipegSun. May 13.79: June 1 3  1988: the IViÙtnipeg Free Press. June 
10; September 12: October S. 1988: October 17, 1990: and The Globe And Maiil, September 23 
1988. 



that f a d y  violence cases require specialized prosecution. The court handles ail f d y  

violence appearances, remands, guilty pleas. prelïmimy hearings and trials in Winnipeg that 

would typically be processed in Provinciai Court. Where possible, trials in the Court of 

Queen's Bench in Winnipeg are prosecuted by Crown Attorneys of the Family Violence 

Unit. According to Urse1(1998b), the aim behind the creation of the Family Violence Court 

was to establish a unit staffed with specialized court personnel that codd be sensitive to the 

dynamics of parmer violence rather than treating them in a similar mtinner as assauits 

occurring outside of the family domain. Si.. Crown Attorneys and two support staff were 

assigned to the F d y  Violence Court Unit. One component of the Family Violence Court 

Unit is the Women's Advocacy Program, which consists of counsellors and lawyers who 

provide information and support for women whose partners have been charged with a 

domestic violence offence. The program aiso provides Iegai information and advocacy, 

emotional support and short-tenn counselling to women whiie their cases are being dealt 

with in court. 

The Family Violence Court has three main objectives: to process cases efficiently; 

to i n m e  victim/tvimess coopention with Crown Attomeys so as to reduce case amition 

rates, particdarly at the prosecutorial levei (through a reduction in stays of proceedings); and 

to provide more consisent and appropriate sentencing to strengthen the safkty of the victim. 

to mandate treatment for batterers and to increrise monitoring of offenders (thro* 

probation) (ürsel 1998b). Once a charge involvîng parmer violence bas been laid by police, 

Crown Attorneys are instructed to proceed to trial unless it becornes clear. at some point in 



the proceedings, that there is no longer apnina facie case for which there is a rasonable 

Lielihaod of conviction (Manitoba 1999a). The policy States: 

(1) Every effort shouid be made to encourage wimesses who 
are victims of domestic violence to testifi, including 
putting such wimesses on the stand, but where the charge 
is provable by other evidence, the reluctant spouse shouid 
be excused without m e r  sanction. 

(2) Where there is not sufficient evidence without that of the 
victim regard must be had to the circumstances of each 
offence. The more senous the offence. the more 
appropriate it would be to cake al1 reasonable steps to 
compel testimony. (Manitoba 1999a) 

The Crown policy outlines three m e m e s  for proceeding to nid: 1. charges shouid 

pmceed unless the evidentiary bais supporting the case colIapses: 3. the evidence wiil be 

measured againsr the "reasonable expectation of conviction" standard: and 2. proceedings 

shouid not be terrninated unless it is ciear that there is no longer sufficient evidence to 

support charges (Manitoba 1999a). 

While the Crown policy encourages vigorous prosecution of partner violence cases. in 

the event that a woman requests that charges against her partner be dropped a referral is 

automatically made to the Women's Advocricy Program (Manitoba 1999b). in cases where 

a victim refbes to restify, she cm no longer be ntbject to prosecution. uniess the 

circumstances are e.xtraordinary or unusual (Manitoba 199913)- Before the speciaiized court 

system. victims who refùsed to testi- in court were sornetimes declared hostiie wimesses 

or charged with contempt of court (Utsel I998b). In order to ded tvith these situations, 

Crown Attorneys have developed innovative stntegies such as testimony bargainhg (UrseI 



1998b). Similar to the strategy of piea bargainhg wherein the Cmwn Attorney negotiates 

with the accused or his lawyer, testimony bargainhg involves Crown negotiations with a 

victim/wimess who is reIuctant to proceed to court. For instance, a victim/witness might 

ïndicate to the Crown that she does not want her partner to go to jail. in this case, the Crown 

will ask the victim/wimess what outcome. ideally, she would Iike. if the victimlwitness 

relates that she does not \vant her partner to go to jail. the Crown will agree to drop the most 

serious charge (Le., the charge that couid lead to a sentence of imprisonment) in exchange 

for her testimony in court. ïhese procedures are intended to baiance the Crown Attorney's 

duai mandate of vigorous prosecution and victim sensitivity. Ursel( I998b) notes that a high 

levei of pubiic support for the specialized court system soon followed the implementation 

of the Family Violence Court. For instance. the Winnipeg A m  Study found that ody one 

year after it began operation, 89 percent of the respondents supported the Manitoba Farniiy 

Violence Corn 

The Pedlar Report 

Despite efforts to respond more effectively to parmer violence. probIems remained in the 

application of the charging directive. In particulitr, concems were raised over the 

effectiveness and enforcement of resminiag orders &er two murder-suicides in Wipeg ,  

Manitoba Each case involved a man who was esuanged h m  his parmer. One of these cases 

involved a man who ûequentiy violated tesfnining orders but was never reprïmanded 

( Winnipeg Free Press. 16 November 1990). & a resdt, Manitobafs then t mi ais ter of Justice. 



James McCrae, announced in November of 1990 that the Province of Manitoba wouid 

appoint Winnipeg lawyer, Dorothy PedIar, to conduct an extensive six-month review of the 

crimimi justice system's response to domestic violence against women (Pedlar 1991). The 

review was co focus on eight major areas: enforcement of current laws; processing of 

charges; bail orders: re-g orders: training of individuals involved in the law 

enforcement system: firearms acquisition cenificates; treatment of offenders; and access to 

legai assistance for victims (1 99 1). The Domestic Violence Review acknowledged that there 

h d  b e n  an inconsistent application of the charging directive: 

.As a resdt of the consuItations. it became evident that there was some 
confusionas to the scope of the charging directive issued in 1983. That 
directive specificaily refers to spousal assadt. It was genenlly agreed 
that 'common Iaw' relationships were included in the definition of 
'spousai', but there was a difference of opinion on the length of 
cohabitation necessary to establish a 'cornmon Iaw' relationship. The 
rnajori'y were of the opinion that the charging directive did not apply 
to dating reIationships. Other areas of confision included the type of 
offences to be considered. 

There is a need for clev and consistent terrninology and guidelines to 
be established throughout the province for ail the administration of 
justice. (PedIar 199 1 : 13') 

At the cornpletion of the Domestic Violence Review, six key recommendations were 

made: the definition of spouse be extended to include any i n h a t e  parnier. past or present: 

a diqatch protocol be developed to ensure chat ail cdis are relayed to police for attendance; 

the message be comunicated to both primes tbat the burden to lay charges lies with the 

police and not the victim: the tictim's srarement aione wü1 be suffïcient to constitute 

reasonabIe and probable puncis for the Iaying of a charge; nansportation to a safe place be 



provided for the victim; and the presence or absence of alcohol on the part of either of the 

parties is not a factor relevant to the laying of a charge (Pedlar 1991). 

The Zero-Toiemnce Policy 

In 1993, responding to the recommendations of the Domestic Violence Review, the Law 

Enforcement Services Branch of Manitoba Justice and the W i p e g  Police Senrice 

devetoped ri comprehensive protocol - which came to be known as "zero-tolerance" - for 

responding to cases of domestic violence. The zero-tolerance policy, which went into effect 

on JuIy 12. 1993. reinforced the 1983 charging directive fiom the Manitoba Attorney- 

Generd. The police policy on parmer abuse was intended to remove the responsibility h m  

the victim (who might feel inàmidated against pressing charges in the presence of her 

abusive partner) and to transfer the onus onto the police for the laying charges.' ï h e  policy 

made it ciear that the victim's statement done is sufficient to constitute reasonable grounds 

to lay charges. The policy reads: 

It is a police duty and responsibility to Lay a charge when 
there are reasonable gounds to believe that a domestic 
assault or some other offence has occurred. Charges s h d  be 
Iaid whether or not the victim wishes to pmceed with the 
matter. and even in circumstances where there are no visible 
injuries or independent wimesses. Once a charge(s) 
involving domestic violence has been Iaid ail decisions 
relating to prosecution/disposition are made at the sole 

7 The zero-tolemce policy defines domestic violence or parnier abuse as "violence. threars of 
violence, or other acts of a criminal nature which may inciude elements of emotionai and 
psychological abuse committed qainst a person by that person's spouse. common-law spouse, 
bofiend. girlfiend or other intirnate partner. pastor present" (Winnipeg Police Deparnent 1993: 
6)- 



discretion of the FAMILY VIOLENCE UNIT CROWN 
AïTORNEY S. (Wipeg Police Depsirtment 1993 : 6) 

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), on the 0 t h  han& adopted a notably 

diffexnt version of the 1983 Manitoba Attorney-General's directive. Whereas the W i p e g  

Poiice SeMce's charging policy instructs police officers to lay charges in the absence of 

corroboraring evidence, the 1994 policy statement implemented by the RCMP provides that 

police offices charge oniy the primary aggressor in cases where both parties allege to have 

been assaulteb~urcûer, the RCMP policy advises h t  Crown opinion be obtained "before 

proceeding with charges against any victim who has retaiiated or is alleged to have 

precipitated ('counter-accusations') against the abuser for the purposes of self protection" 

and "Due consideration will be given to the safety meastues deemed necessary and taken by 

the deged crimes and will not automaticaily remit in additionai charges wtiich inciude the 

abused party" (Manitoba 1994). 

Ursel (1998b) ciairns that the W ' i p e g  Police Service has Canada's strongest 

mandatory charging policy. For instance, she notes that W i p e g  police ~inested over three 

ttiouçand men for assauiting their spouses in 1995. whereas in Edmonton (a city of aimost 

identicai size) ody 782 men were arrested for the same crime. in Toronto. a city with four 

tMes the population ofWinnipeg 5487 persons wece m e d  for spousd assault. According 

to Use1 and Brickey (1996), there is a high degree of public support for the new mandatory 

charging policy in W' ipeg .  A survey conducted ody one year afier its implementation 

' Persona1 Communication benveen Elizabeth Comackand Ken Biener. former Inspecter with the 
Winnipeg Police Service. November 1999. 



found 85 percent support for the police directive. 

Post Zero-Tolerance: The Schulman Report 

.As early as Decemberof 1994, the ManitobaCoalition Opposed to VioIence Against Women 

(COVXW) had charged the Provincial Government with failing to act on many of the 

recommendations made in the 1991 Domestic Violence Review (McGiliivny & Comaskey 

1996). Criticisms were M e r  directed at the uneven application of the charging directive 

and the resuiting gaps in policing, prosecution. enforcernent of protection orders, granMg 

bail and timely and appropriate intervention (McGillivray & Comaskey 1996). Many ofthese 

issues were raised at the inquiry into the deaths of Rhonda and Roy Lavoie. Rhonda and Roy 

Lavoie were rnarried. but separated, when they were found dead in their van north of Gimli, 

bh i toba  on January 20. 1995. Roy had murdered his wife, Rhonda and then commi~ed 

suicide. in the months preceding theu deaths. both had been involved with one or more 

zovemment depamnents or social service ngencies that provide services to domestic violence - 
victims and offenders (Schulman 1997). Despite repeated acts of severe physical and s e d  

k-iolence qainst his wife, Roy Lavoie was released on bail. Even after violating a condition 

otais bail order to have no contact or communication with Rhonda. Roy was released on bail 

for a second time. It was during this time that he kidnapped and murdered his wife. 

In October of 1995. then Manitoba Justice Minister Rosernary Vodrey announced a 

public i n q w  into the desiths of Rhondaand Roy Lavoie. M. Justice Perry W. Schuiman of 

the Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench was appointed to head the inW. which was to 



examine how the Manitoba criminai justice systern and social service agencies responded in 

this case, specificaiiy. and the needs ofvictims ofdomestic violence, generaily. In partidar, 

the inquiry was to examine severai aspects of the justice system including: the possibility of 

amendments to the Criminai Code to provide m e r  protection to victims of domestic 

violence: the policies and role of police services and Crown Attorneys in deaiing with cases 

of domestic violence: and the effectiveness of support systerns available to victims of 

domestic violence (Schuimari 1997). 

The report. "A Study of Domesuc Violence and the Justice System in Manitoba" was 

released by then Justice Minister Vic Toews on August 25,1997. Justice Schulman offered 

a total of nineq-one recommendations directed at six groups and organizations: the police, 

che courts. the corrections system. social service agencies, the legai profession and 

governments. h o n g  the recommendations directed at the poiice and courts were that a 

VulnerabIe Persons investigation Unit be established to deal with domestic violence; that the 

zero-tolerance policy direct poiice officers to charge only the primary aggressor in domestic 

vioIence incidents where bath parries claim to have been assauited by one another, chat the 

police policy insmrct police officers to consider ctiarging an offender with obstruction of 

justice where there are grounds to believe that a breach of a restnining order has occurred; 

that Crown Attorneys develop sttategies to dlow domestic violence cases to proceed to uial 

in the absence of victïm cooperation; tfiat nsk assessrnent reports be completed before an 

offender's bail application is heard: and thar Crown Attorneys avoid instituthg a stay of 

proceedings in cases invoiving criminai harassrnent or stalking (Schulrnan 1997). 



Following the release ofthe report, the Lavoie hplementation Cornmittee was f o d  

to work with cotnmunity groups toward implementing the recommendarions. Within five 

months ofthe Lavoie Report, 30 recommendations relating to the provincial government had 

been addressed and implemented and, by November of 1998. ail 73 recommendations 

r e l a ~ g  to the province of Manitoba had been addressed (Manitoba 1998). Subsequentiy, the 

f;?iIure on the part of the Winnipeg Police to respond to repeated 911 cdls h m  hivo 

Abonginal women in Febmary 2000 precipitated City Council's formation of the Domestic 

Violence Working Group to review the Lavoie Report and the City's progress on the 

implementation of recommendations? 

The Domestic Violence Working Group was established by City Counçil in Febntary 

2000 with Councillor Jemy Gerbasi as chair. The following six recommendations were 

made: 

1, The W i p e g  Police Service pmvide ongoing, mandatory proféssional development 

propnms on domestic violence for police officers. and for Emergency Response/911 

Communication Centre Staff., and that uaining components include: the cycle of violence, 

speaking with survivors of domestic violence. the role of the Police in relation to Crown 

Prosecutors. judges and correctiond staff, and intervention goais: 

2. The Emegency Responsel9 1 1 Communication Centre staffreceive additional professional 

development with respect to dealing with codicting and ambiguous idormation which they 

9 Doreen Leclair and her sister Corrine McKeowen calIed the police five times h m  Ledai fs  
Winnipeg home before they were both stabbed to dath by McKeowven's former boyfnend 
( Wmnipeg Free Press. 17 February f 000). McKeowen had a non-molesraaon order agaha her 
former bojnend. 



receive fiom caliers in the course of their duties; 

3. The Emergency Responsed911 Communication Centre staff be included in de-briehg 

sessions with respect to crisis incidents; 

4. The Winnipeg Police Service establish on a pilot project basis, a Domestic Violence 

Intervention Unit, which would include components of social work expemse, to develop 

intervention and nippon initiatives on high risk domesuc violence cases; 

5.  The Winnipeg Police Service establish a process for ongoing monitoring of the Winnipeg 

Police Service response to domestic violence incidents. The monitoring would be conducted 

by an outside communhy-based agency with a background in Domesic Violence; and 

6. The Winnipeg Police Senrice investigare the implernentation of a 3 1 1 telephone number 

for non-emergency calls. to minimize the number of non-emergency cails to the 91 1 

emergency number. as other municipaiities in North America have done. (City of W i p e g  

2000) 

The criminal justice response to domestic violence in Manitoba grew out of a politicai 

and social climate tMthin which the state was pressured by feminists who caikd for the jus 

treatment of wife abuse cases. social science research proclaiming the deterrent value of 

mandatory charge policies and public caiis to "get tough" on crime. One of the key 

components of the state's response was the implementation by the Winnipeg Police Service 

ofa zero-tolerance policy which mmdated police officers to lay charges in cases of domestic 

assault where there are reasonable and probabte _munds to believe an assault had taken 

place. Nevertheless. whiie some writers ar-mie that Winnipeg's zero-tolerance policy has 



fuifiiied irs mandate and represents a step forward for abused women, others argue tha! the 

consequences of the zero-tolerance policy have been damaging for women (and men). 

II. ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE REFORMS 

Une1 (1998a) provides quantitative and qualitative evidence which she argues is indicative 

of the success of the Manitoba governmentrs response to parmer violence, One measure of 

the effectiveness of the 1983 directive in Manitoba and the zero-tolerance policy in 

Winnipeg, she argues, is the number of anests. Because the intent of both policies was to 

improve police response to parmer violence caiis by mandating police to lay charges, success 

would be indicated by an increased number of arrests. Her research reveds that the number 

of arrests did. in fact, increase dramatically h m  1983 to 1992f93 (fiom 629 to 3025) - 
which she daims is evidence of the effect of substantial policy changes at h e  police Ievei. 

At the court level, Ursel(Z998a) notes that one of the main purposes for the creation 

of the Manitoba Family Violence Court was to increase the amount of court time devoted to 

processing family violence cases. She points out that while the court began operation in 1990 

with only 53 court room hours allocated per week. within its nrst year the arnount of court 

time doubled because of the caseload More recentiy, Ursel(1 998a: 144) notes: "the majority 

of cases an processed in a month or NO. because of the iÏequency of guilty pleas." The 

Family Violence Court has also been abIe to set triai dates more quickly than the regular 

court (UrseI 1998a). 

Together with the increase in the number of domestic violence charges is an increase 



in the number of people being sentence& as weil as a substantial change in the pattern of 

sentencing (Ursel 1995a). Ursel (1995a) notes that prior to the Famiiy Violence Court, the 

most fkquent disposition for domestic violence cases was a conditional discharge (28%), a 

nispended sentence (28%) and a Ene (24%) .'O Incarceration was the leas fiequent disposition 

(1 1%). In the first two years of the FamiIy Violence C o r n  probation became the most 

Eiequent disposition (75%), followed by incarceration (22%). For Ursel (1995a), this is 

svidence of a substantiai shift on the part of the courts toward a view of family violence as 

a senous crime with serious consequences. Whether these changes represent an Mprovement 

for the Iives of women and their chiidren remaius to be answered. 

In order to mess the effects of these changes on tfie [ives of women and their children, 

Ursel (1998a) argues that we must examine the qd ta t ive  changes in the justice s y m n  as 

a resuit of the policy directives. She points out that the fim qualitative change that resuited 

h m  the implementation of the FamiIy Violence Court was the change in the work culture 

within the specialized Crown Attorney unit. Before specialization Crown Attorneys' 

definition of "success" was convictions. Accordingiy, domestic violence cases were seen as 

low-profile and undesirable because they rardy resulted in convictions due to the reluctance 

of the victim to cooperate with the prosecution (Utsel I998a). Ursel (1998a) found that 

before speciaiization. several Crown Attorneys admittecf h t  they wouid often leave court 

a e r  an unsuccessfiil conviction feeiinp more bitter towards the victhn than the accused. In 

short. the victim was seen as the major obstacle to success. With specialization. Unel 

'O. The pre-FVC data set consisted of taking a 53 percent smpie of ail spousal abuse cases 
handled in Winnipeg courts benveen 1983 and 1986 (UrseI 19954. 



(1998,) notes, "domesics" were redehed as hi@-priority cases requiring the most M e d  

individuals who could be sensitive to the dynamics of domestic violence cases. 

Ursel(1998b) argues that while the dual mandate of vigorous prosecution and victim 

sensitivity might be conûadictory to some, with s p e c i ~ t i o n  innovative strate@es such as 

testimony bargaining have been introduced to e l i r e  this probkm. In addition, she notes 

that in the first six years of the Family VioIence Court's operation. no vicths  were dmlared 

hostile wimesses and no victims were held in contempt of court. if the victim does not wish 

to proceed in court rhe warrant is cauceled d e r  nvo weeks. Uesei (1 998a) also notes that the 

rise in the rate of stays of proceedings (kom 22% in I990/91 to 47% in 19931941, which 

some mi& interpret iis evidence ofthe policy's fhiIure. is evidence of the sensitiviv of the 

pmsecution poticy to the wishes of the victim- 

On the other side of the debate are fêminists who argue thar the Winnipeg Poiice 

Service's zero-tolerance policy and the Manitoba Family Violence Court have rninimaIly 

improved the [ives of abused women and in some respects. made conditions worse for these 

women, Snider (1995), for example, argues chat there is no m o n  for Ursel (1995a) to 

conclude that rüresting more suspects is beneficid to the women involved. in facr. according 

to Curie (1998), sunieys of women who have successfdly employed the criminai justice 

systern have found that the most important source of satisfaction for many came h m  the 

validation of their experiences of violence. not h m  my positive outcornes that followed 

criminal justice intervention. Snider (1995) furcher points out that the men msted under 

Winnipeg 's zero-tolerance policy are not representative of al1 abusers. They are Iargeiy h m  



the working- or lower-chs, have Iow-level jobs or are unemployed, are l e s  îban 40, have 

prior records and have littie education. in other words, they are the abusers with the lowest 

resources and the Ieast abiiity to resist criminaI justice intervention. Snider (1995) rnakes a 

6nai point that there is no reason to betieve that increased rates of incarceration are beneficiai 

to abused women or men. She notes: "The one documented effect of imprisonment is to 

rnake those subject to it more tesentfd, more dangerous. more economically marginal, and 

more rnisogynous" (1 995: 246). 

While Snider (1995) focuses a large part of her criticism on the damaging effects of 

the W i p e g  Police Service's zero-tolerance policy on rnargiaalized men, the impact of the 

police policy on abused women has generated a q a t  deal of concem among the public and 

in the media At the porice level, three key concerns &ed by women's advocates. 

vicMislSUfVivon and the public following the irnplementation of the zero-tolerance policy 

can be identifid. selective edbrcement: increased charges against women; and a backiash. 

By re-victimizing women who have already been victimized. it is feared that aii three 

probIems will have the ovedl effect of deterring women h m  tuming to the criminai justice 

system to respond to situations of domestic violence. 

The problem of selective enforcement on the pan. of the police has been the subject of 

public concern. On May 36, 1997. the Winnipeg Free Press reported a case involving a 

constable who had been chargeci with two separate attacks on his wife. M e r  the police 

officers spoke with the victim, it was discovered that her husband had artacked her on three 

separate occasions. On di of the occasions, the woman confilcted the police for assistance 



and no charges were faid. in cesponse to this case, the Manitoba Minister of Justice insûucted 

senior Manitoba Justice oniciais to make cIear to Crown Attorneys and WiMipeg Police 

officers that the city's zero-tolerance policy on parmer abuse rernains in effect, and is to be 

enforced indiscriminately (Winnipeg Free Press, 27 May 1997). 

The increase in the number of women charged with domesuc violence folIowing the 

implementiition of the Winnipeg Police Service's zero-to terance policy has prompted a great 

deai of concern among women's groups and victimslçurMvors of parmer vioience. For 

instance, it was reported in the Winnipeg Free Press (20 December 1993) that the zero- 

tolerance policy had resulted in a 400 percent increrrse in the rate of women being charged 

with domestic assauits (compared to a 100 percent increase in the rate of men charged). 

Research fiom the Famiiy Violence Court and the Winnipeg Police Service also indicated 

that within three months (July to September) in 1993, 190 adult women were arrested in 

Winnipeg for domestic violence - an increae fiom 156 for di of 1992 (Winnipeg Free 

Press. 20 December 1993). This research &O indicated bat  856 adult men were arrested for 

domestic vioience in Winnipeg durhg a three-month period - an increase f?om 595 for aU 

of 1992 (Winnipeg Free Press. 20 Decernber 1993). The increase in the number of women 

charged with domestic vioIence is thought to be the result of the zero-tolerance policy's 

lower standard for reasonable and probable grounds. Thus. when police officers are 

confronted with a simation where both partners c l a h  they have been assaulted. under the 

zero-tolerance policy oficers have tended to charge both parties with an offence. 

in 1994. the New Democratic Party o p )  Caucus fomed the NDP Task Force on 



Violence Against Women to gain a better understanding h m  the people of Manitoba as to 

how the provincial govemment could effectively address the issue of violence against 

women. The Task Force ( 1995) found particular concerns arnong people they spoke with that 

offending spouses are able to have their victims charged as welI. whether reasonable and 

probabte grounds for such a charge exist or not. Marguerite Meekis. a resident of Wrnnipeg, 

When 1 was assaulted by my ex-partner, he told the police 1 
had assaulted him and they arrested him and they arresred 
me and laid a charge. They didn't even ask me whether it 
was nue, let alone check for bniising on him and on me. 
(cited in NDP Caucus Task Force 1995: 3) 

Similady, in McGillimy and Comaskey's (1999: 106) study, four women spoke of 

being charged aiongside their abusive parmers: 

1 \vas charged under the zero-tolerance policy. My ex- 
husband counter-charged me ...[ Charges] were dropped 
because 1 had a wimess that was there at the Ume md denied 
1 ever hit him. 

[ was very fortunate. ïhere wiis a witness to ver@ that 1 had 
not hit my husband Iike he claimed. 1 think about the 
situation as being unfair because how many other women 
are being charged under the no-drop policy thiit have no 
witness to venfv that they had not [bit him] and as a result 
they are being charged? 

You both get charged even if you're defending yourself. 
apparently. It's not fair if you're defending yourself. 

t'm kind of scared to phone them any more. I'm scmd to 
get thrown in jail again. 

In 1993. it was reported in the Winnipeg Free Press (20 December 1993) that a 



woman had been charged for trying to stop her ex-boyfÏiend h m  assaulting her. She 

explains: 

My ex-boyfiiend decided to beat me up so 1 phoned the 
police ... I had bruises. He threw me across the room. He 
smacked me. The babysitter is a wimess. 

Her offence occuned soon afier this incident. 

He was going towards the baby's room and I gnbbed him 
and slapped him. 

The NDP Task Force (1995) and women's groups worq that the zero-tolerance 

policy could cause women to stop reporting abuse for fear that they wiil be charged aiongside 

their partners." Waultraud Grieger, president of the Manitoba Association of Women's 

Shelters and head of Nova House. a women's shelter in Selkirk. comments: 

The next time the man actuaiiy hits her, she's not going to 
cd1 for help. She's going to think '1 don't want to be 
charged' ... ï h e  whole idea of zero tolerance wasn't to had 
everyone into court. (Winnipeg Free Press, 20 December 
1993) 

Women's p u p s  maintain that many of these women were only trying to defend themseives 

against abusive parmers (Winnipeg Free Press. 30 December 1992). 

Responding to these concem, Inspecter Ken Biener of the W i p e g  Police Service 

(who drafted the zero-tolerance poiicy) pointed out that the lower standard for reasonable and 

probable grounds iikely has something to do with the inmase in the number of women being 

': ' This concem was also nised by Mr. Justice Perry Schulrnan in his 1997 repoh "Commission Of 
Inquiry bto The Deaths Of Rhonda and Roy Lavoie: A Study of Domestic Violence and the Justice 
System in Manitoba" 



charged with domestic assault (Winnipeg Free Press, 1994). He did concede, however, th 

at l e s t  some of the anests of women couId be the result of vindictive complaints by men 

who are themselves facing charges for domestic vioience. Sharon Perrault, family violence 

team-leader at Ma Mawi Wi Chi Itata, comments: 

My concem is the whole idea of this poticy was to help keep 
women safe and these numbers seem to suggest a lot of 
them are just getting Iocked up. (Winnipeg Free Press, 
1994) 

The third consequence of the zero-tolerance poticy has been the backlash fiom men 

in the fonn of counter-claims of abuse by their femaie parmers. Pervading al1 of these cIaims 

is the image of the 'vindictive' and 'dangerous' woman who knows how to manipulate men 

and the system. For example, in 1993, a case was reponed in the Winnipeg Free Press (20 

December 1993) of a man who was detained by the police because his ex-girlfiend allegedly 

made false accusations that he had violated his restraining order. The man had already been 

charged with aggravsited assault and uttering threats against his ex-girlfriend on three 

separate occasions. He comments: 

1 h o w  women are the ones being beaten up most times. 
ïhere's no denying it. But in rny case. it's vice versa This 
wornan knows how to work the ystem. (Winnipeg Free 
Press, 20 December 1993) 

Roger Woloshyn. president of a men's advocacy p u p  called Men's Equaiization. claims 

that Wipeg's  zero-toIerance poIicy is too susceptible to abuse and that women c m  have 

men arrested and thrown in jail on the basis of one telephone cd1 to police (Winnipeg Free 

Press. -3 January 1998). Implicit witbui men's counter-daims of battering at the hands of 



their female partuers is the suggestion that women are as violent as men and, consequently, 

in need of control. 

From a review of the literature and media reports regarding Winnipeg's zero- 

tolerance policy, two key issues have emerged: the effect of the Winnipeg Police Service's 

zero-tolerance policy on the criminai justice response to partner viotence; and the growing 

concern arnong the public that women are becoming increasingly violent. Following Faubert 

and Hinch (1996), further research needs to be directed at empiricdiy examining the 

unintended consequences (both positive and negative) of rnandatol charging policies. 

especiaily in Iight of the increase in the number of women being charged with domestic 

violence under Winnipeg's zero-tolerance policy. At the same Mie. media attention 

surrounding the growing number of women being charged with domestic violence has, in 

part. Ied to the view that women are becoming as violent. if not more so, than men. Sociai 

science research (particularly family violence research) has played a key roIe in supporthg 

the view that women are men's e q d s  in violence. One of the moa cornmonly used 

rneasures in family violence surveys is the Conflict Tactics Scde (CTS). 

The Conflirt Tactics Scde 

Developed by Murray Straus (1979) and his colleagues to measure techniques for resoiving 

famiiy conflicts. the CTS consists of eighteen items ranging in severity h m  "verbd 

reasoning" (for example, discussing the issue c M y  Rlnh the other person) to "verbd 

ag-mssion" (for example, indts. threats) and "physicai qgression" (for example. throwing 



something at the other person, using a weapon, hitting). Respondents are asked how 

fiequentiy they perpetrated a c h  act during the past year, ranging fiom "never" to "more than 

20 rimes," and estimates of rates of violence are constmcted fkom these self-reports. Based 

on the resuits of the Confiict Tactics Scale, researchers have tended to conclude that asexual 

symmerry exists in parmer violence; that is, women are men's equaIs in violence (see, for 

example: Sommer, Bmes & Murray 1992; Straus 1979). For exampie. Stets (1990) found 

that withùi the family, women intlict more verbal and severe physical aggression than men. 

In a simiIar vein. Brinkerhoff and Lupri (1989) found that wife-to-husband violence 

prevailed over husband-to-wife violence, whether one measures partuer vioience by means 

of the o v e d  violence scale or by the severe violence scaie. In her book m e n  She Wm Bad: 

Women and she . W h  of Innocence, Pamcia Pearson ( 1997) uses research based on the 

Codict Tactics Scde to argue that women are as Iikely as men to initiate acts of violence. 

She argues that the dynamic of domestic violence is not andogous to two d8erentIy 

weighted boxers in a ring; that there are relational strategies and psychological issues at work 

which counteract the fact of physicai strength. 

While researchers have continued to use the Confiict Tactics Scde to suggest that 

violence in intimate relationships is a "two-way" Street. many writers have found evidence 

to suggest othenvise. For example. Browning and Dutton (1986) found that 87 percent of the 

wornen in theù study tended to view theirrelationship with theù partnes as husband-violent. 

whereas 53 percent of the men tended to view their relationship with their parmers as either 

muruaiIy violent or wife-violent. Many writers have also taken issue with the reliability of 



the scaie, arguing that by counting ali acts equally, the Contlict Tactics Scaie fails to consider 

the context of the violent act and the meaning, motive and outcome (Le. injury) of the 

violence (see, for exsmple: Browning & Dutton 1986; DeKeseredy & Keiiy 1992; 

DeKeseredy & MacLean 1998; Dobash & Dobash 1992; Fermo &Johnson 1983; Schwam 

& DeKeseredy 1993). Johnson (1996) argues that the CTS ignores the gender power 

imbaIances that exist within rnarriage and society and, uistead. assumes a levei playing 

ground exists in families and society wherein men and women share equd power and 

resources. To this extenr the CTS ignores the sociai roles of women and men within 

marnage which causes hem to attribute diierent meanings to simiIar acts and to d e r  

different consequences of acts which appear similar when examined without context 

(Johnson 1996). 

Many writers have pointed out that the equivaient mes of women's and men's 

intimate violence based on the CTS might be the resuit of a discrepancy in reporthg among 

men and women or a minimization of certain acts of violence on the part of husbands. For 

instance* Johnson (1996) notes that in clinical studies of counseiiing groups using the CTS 

to measure violent behaviour, women reported more violence by their husbands than their 

husbands reported themselves. and men ofien ignored the fact that their actions caused severe 

injury to their wives. in a similar vein, Browning and Dutton (1 986) found that wives rated 

signiscantiy more violence for their husbands than the husbands acknowtedged for 

themsehes. According to Johnson (1 996), many therapists who work with abusive men have 

fomd that deniai seems to be a typicai response when contionted about their abusive 



behaviour. Dinicuity in iPcallùig abusive incidents against their female partna or 

minimizing the seriousness of their actions may aIso contribute to the discrepancy in 

reporting rates among men and women. 

In sum, whiie Conflict Tactics Scaie research has examined the extent of partaer 

violence in terms of the quantitative differences between men's and wornen's intimate 

violence. it has failed to consider the qualitative nature of their violence. in order to a m e r  

the question of whether the partner violence that cornes to the attention of the police and 

courts is symuetriciti. resemh needs to be directed at expioring the extent to which women's 

intimate vioience is quaiitativeiy Werent k m  men's in terms of the forms ofthe violence 

and the social contem in which it occurs. From this, we wiU gain a better understanding of 

what the parmer violence that cornes to the attention of the criminal justice system looks like. 

CONCLUDïNG RE- 

Over the past two decades. wife abuse ttas been transformed fiom a private trouble to a 

public issue meriting criminal justice response. in the process, however. cornpethg 

interpretations have emerged over the effect of the criminal justice response to wife abuse. 

One policy in particuiar which has received considerabie attention has been the W i p e g  

Police Service's zero-tolerance poIicy toward domestic violence. 

On the one hand writers such as Ursel(1998a) clairn that the increase in the number 

of charges following the implementation of Winnipeg's zero-tolerance policy is evidence of 



its effectiveness; police are now treating violence in the home as a serious matter desenring 

crimimi justice intervention. in a simiIar vein. Confiict Tactics Scale cesearchers wouid 

interpret the increase in the number of women charged under the policy as evidence thai the 

crimimi justice system is working more fairly; women (who are seen as men's equals in 

violence) are now being charged alongside men for their violent behaviour. 

On the other han4 critics such as Snider (1995) wouid argue that the zero-tolerance 

poIicy has redted in a "net widening" effect whereby more individuals are now being 

brought into the criminal justice system on charges of domestic violence. Similar to Srnart's 

(1989) analysis, the recouse to law has had a juridogenic effect by making the situation 

which the policy was intended to resolve worse, By lowering the standard for reasonable and 

probable grounds. the zero-tolerance policy has resulted in more men - and women - king 

charged with a criminal offence. With this lowered threshold. violence in the home is now 

being treated more harshly than violence in the street. thus creating added probierns for 

abused women (particularly those marginalized by their racdethnic and class position). 

[n light of these competing interpretations, the purpose of the present sntdy is ta 

examine the eEect of the Police Service's zero-tolerance policy on the criminal 

justice response to parmer violence. The next chapter discusses the existing research on the 

Manitobacriminal justice system's response to partner violence, poses questions that emerge 

iÎom this research and outlines the materids and methods to be used to hvestigate these 

questions. 



Chapter Two 

Researching the Criminal Justice Response 
To Piirtner Violence 

One of the main sources of idormation on the criminal justice response to domestic violence 

in Manitoba has been the F d y  Violence Tmckuig Project. The project was initiated by 

Jane Ursel in Septernber of 1990 (on the opening day of the Family Violence Court). As 

discussed in Chapter One. the Frimily Violence Court had three main objectives: to process 

cases efficiently; to increase victim/wimess cooperation with Crown attorneys so as CO reduce 

case attrition rates. panicularly at the prosecutorid level (tbrough a reduction in stays of 

proceedings); and to provide more consistent and appropriate sentencing CO swngthen the 

safe'y of the victim. to mandate neatment for batterers and to increase monitoring of 

offenders (through probation) (Ursel t 998b). The FamiIy Violence Tracking Project was set 

up to evaluate whether the FamiIy Vioience Court was reaiizing these goals. The aim of the 

project was to track al1 cases processed in the F d y  Violence Court and to setectively 

rnonitor wife abuse cases and child abuse cases (Ursel 1992a). While the tracking process 

involved coding case chancteristics. court processine and sentencing from the files of the 

accused after disposition, the monitoring process invoived corn observation to record not 

only the relevant case characteristics but dso the court procedure (UrseI 1992a). 

In the fht section of this chirpter. the fïndings h m  the Family Violence Tracking 

Project will be presented. These hdings wiII be used to S o m  the three main questions on 

which the present mdy is based. The second section of the chapter w i U  outiine the materials 



and methods to be used to investigate hese questions. 

1. TEE F m Y  VIOLENCE TRACKING PROJECT 

Before and One Year After the W C  

The nrst phase of the Farniiy Violence Tracking project Uivotved an evaluation of the 

proceçsing and sentencing of cases in the fm year of the Family Violence Court's operation, 

ïhe  operation of the FVC was compared witb the processing and sentencing of cases in the 

Generai Court pnor to specidization. The pre-FVC dm set consisted of taking a five-year 

average (1983 CO 1987) hom data coILected on domestic assault cases. Accordhg to Ursel 

(1992a), three signif7cmt fhdings ernerged h m  the data First. following the 

impiemenmion of the Family Violence Court. tfiere was a 30 percent increase in the number 

of family violence cases coruing to c o r n  wivirh the majority (80%) of these cases being wife 

abuse cases. Second. there was a reduction of 15 percentage points in stay rates, fiom 37 

percent prior to specialization to 22 percent in the FamiIy Violence Court (se: Table 2.1). 

According to Ursel(1992a), the reduction in the stay rate has had a significant impact on the 

percentage of cases proceeding to sentencing, qecificdy, 51 percent prior to speciaiization 

versus 64 percent in the Famiiy Violence Court. Finally, there was a significant change in 

sentencing in the specidized court, in particular. Ursel(1 Wa) notes that the Iargest increase 

over pre-FVC was &e rate of dispositions of probation and incarceration. Before 

specialization. the most fiequent sentences ivere: % a conditionai discharge; second, a 

suspended sentence; and third probation. hcarceraSon she notes. was rarely an outcome in 



domestic violence cases, with only 6 percent of the cases receiving these sentences. 

According to Ursel(1992a), the Family Violence Court is imposing much more ngorous 

sentences. Specificaiiy, of the cases proceeding to sentencing in the Family Violence Court, 

the most fiequent disposition was probation(78%), foiiowed by a suspended sentence (30%) 

and incarceration (25%). 

Table 2.1: Before and One Yeur Aftei ifte EVC 

- No percentages provided. 

W C  
22% 
36% 
6 4% 
10% 

S a y  of Proceedhgs 
Attrition 
Proceed to Sentence 

Suspended Sentence 
Probation 
incarceration 

Source: Ursel, E. J. 1992% Family Violence C o r n  Research Projecr S u m m q  Final Report. 
(May) Department of Sociology. University of Manitoba 

Before FVC 
37% 
19% 
51% 

Comparative Perspective: Before W C  versus W C  versus General Court 

- 
- 

5.8% 

The second report produced fiom the Family VioIence Tracking Project involved a 

comparative anaiysis of the processing and sentencing of 1.625 famiiy violence cases 

Conditionai Discharge 
30% 
78% 
35% 

disposed over a period of four years prior to the introduction of the specialized court, 1,600 

- 

famiiy violence cases disposed in h e  &st year of the operation of the Family Violence Court 

and 500 nondomestic crimes against pesons disposed of in the GeneraI Court over a period 

of one year. According to Ursel(1992b), four si-ificuit hdings emerged fiom the data- 



First, Ursel(1992b) hypothesized that data prior to speciaiization shouid exhibit the highest 

stay rate and highest attrition rate of the three courts. While the data did not reveal the 

expected ciifference in stay rates berneen the pre-FVC data set and the General Court daia 

set. UrseI (1992b) notes that it did reved a higher overail attrition rate before speciabtion 

due to a higher rate of cases dismissed for want of prosecution (DFWOP) and cases found 

not guiity. Overail. the case attrition in the pre-FVC data set is somewhat higher (47%) than 

in the General Court data set (43%) (see: Tabie 23). 

Second, Ursel (1992b) hypothesized that the Family Violence Court should have 

equivaient or Iess attrition of cases rhan the General Court. The data she argues, confirm this 

hypothesis. Specifically, Ursei (1992b) notes that the Family Violence Court has a 

significantiy Iower stay rate (2%) than the Generai Court (52%) and the pre-WC data set 

(3 1%). It also has a slightly lower DFWOP and not guiity rate than the pre-FVC data set 

(12% vcrsus 16%). The cousequence of this is that the FVC has a siguiftcautly higher 

proportion of cases proceeding to sentencing (64%) than the pre-FVC data (53%) and the 

General Court data (57%). 

Third. Ursel ( I992b) hypotfiesized that cases prior to speciaiization should have the 

most Ienient sentences and the highest rate ofconditionai discharges of the three courts. The 

pre-WC data di& in fact, reveal the highest rate of conditionai discharge of the three courts 

(specificaiiy, 8 percentage points higher than the FVC and 5 percentage points higher than 

the Generai Court) and the lowea rate of incarceration (specifically'. 10 percentage points 

Iower than the FVC and 13 percentage points lower h the General Court) and probation 

(specincaliy, 38 percentage points Iower tfi;in FVC and 16 percentage points Iower than the 



G e n d  Court). Accordiig to Ursel(1992b), this is evidence that criticisms of sentencing 

practices of wife abuse cases in the past were accurate. 

Fourth, Ursel (1992b) hypothesized that while the Famiiy Violence Court and the 

General Court shouid be equivalent in severity of sentencing, ciifferences shouid emerge in 

t e m  of the types of sentences. In particuiar, the FVC shouid put a greater emphasis upon 

Long-term monitoring (through probation) and court-mandated treatment than the sentencing 

in the General Court or in the court prior to specidition. What the data reveded is that 

individuals are aImost twice as likely to receive a sentence of probation in the Famiiy 

VioIence Court than in the General Court (49% versus 27%). However, incarceration rates 

are sùnilar in the Family Violence Court and the GeneraI Court (16% versus 19%). Funher, 

Ursel (1993b) argues that the FamiIy Violence Court dso stands out as the court which 

imposes the most labour-intensive conditions fiom the standpoint ofcorrections (Le, a higher 

proportion of supervised probation and court-mandated treatment dispositions). 

Table 2.2: Before W C  versur W C  versus General Court 

1 Before W C  1 W C  1 ~ e n e n l c o u r î  1 
1 S tay of~roceedin~s 1 3 1% 1 22% 1 32% 1 

Conditional Discharge 1 14% 6% 1 9% I 

Attrition 
Proceed to Sentence 

Source: Ursel. Jane. 1992b d Comparative Study Of Senrencing In The Specialked And 
General CrimMCounsln Winn@eg(September) Wuuiipeg: Criminology Rese~ch Centre, 
Department of SocioIogy, University of Manitoba 

47% 
53% 

Suspended Sentence 
Pro bation 
incarceration 

36% 
64% 

t 4% 
11% 
6% 

0% 
L 57% 

19% 
49% 
16% 

9% 
27% 
19% 



Year One and Year Two of the FVC 

ïhe  second phase of the tracking project involved a cornparison of the processiug and 

sentencing of cases in the fvst and second year of the Family Violence Court's operation. 

ïhe  report found two important differences. First, the data revesiled an increase in the stay 

rates fiom 22 percent in the fust year of the Farniiy VioIence Court's operation to 3 1 percent 

in the second year. The result was a decrease in the percentage of cases proceeding to 

sentencing in the second year (57%) as compared to the lïrst year (64%) (see: Table 2.3). 

Unel (1995b) explains the differences between the two years as the r d t  of a significant 

change in police charging practices that began in the Mi of 1991. The ciramatic increase 

(58%) in spousal abuse charges not only increased the caseload. it aIso resulted in a 

significant increase in the stay rate: a s  police discretion was dramaticdly reduced, discretion 

at prosecutorial Ievei increased. The result was an increase in stays of proceedings in the 

second year of the Family Violence Court, 

ï he  second hd ing  reveded by the data was a decrease in the percentage of di cases 

with dispositions of incarceration ( k m  16 percent in the 6rst year to 11 percent in the 

second year of the Farnily Violence Court) and a decrease in the percentage of di cases 

resuitiug in a probationary sentence (fiom 49 percent in the fmt year to 42 percent in the 

second year). Ursel(1995b) suggests that thïs deche rnight possibly be the result of the 9 

percent increase in the stay rate: that is. fewer people are receiving a sentence of probation 

or incarcention because propomonaiiy fewer people are pmceeding to sentence. She claims 

that the best merisure of changes in sentencing pattern is to examine the percentages in each 

sentencing category based on the number of cases proceeding to sentence. The data revealed 



that in k year ofthe FVC, 78 percent of a i i  pesons sentenced received probation, whiie 

in the second year 74 percent of those sentenced received probation. The decline in 

incarceration is simiIarly srnaii with 25 percent of aii persons sentenced in the first year 

receiving incarceration, while 20 percent were incarcented in the second year. Une1 (1 99%) 

insists that we must question whether the higher stay rate is an indication of a serious loss 

of rigor or morneanun in the FVC or whether it is an indication of an evolving division of 

labour berween police and Crown attorneys. 

Table 2.3: Year One and Year Two of the W C  

Source: Urset E. h e .  L995b. Winnipeg Famiiy Violence Court Evaluacion. Department of 
Sociology. U~versity of Manitoba 

Year Two (1991-92) 
3 1% 
43% 

] Yerr One (1990-91) 
Stay of Proceedings 1 22% 

Four and Seven Years of the W C  

Attrition 
57% 
14% 

1 

29% 
74% 
20?4 

Proceed to Sentence 1 64% 

Data from the b four yars of the FamiIy Violence Court reveaied two notable changes 

36% 

Conditional Discharge 
Suspended Sentence 
Probation 
Incarceration 

(see: Table 7.4). FVSt the m y  rate increased fiom 22 percent in 1990192 to 3 1 percent in 

10% 
30% 
78% 
25% 

1991193, to 41 percent in 199293 and, F i l y .  to 47 percent in 1993194. Second. whereas 

pnor to the FVC, the most fiequent sentence \vas a conditionai discharge (28%), a suspendeci 

sentence (28%) and a fine (24%). in the four years after specialization. probation bec- the 



most fkquent sentence (74%), foUowed by incarcention (29%). 

Table 2.4: Four Years of the FVC 

- No percentages available. 

W C  (4 Years) 
15% 
- 

Before W C  

Fine 
Probation 
incarceration 

Source: Ursel. Jane. 1996, Subm&sion ro rhe Commission of Inquiry Inro the Dearhs of 
Rhonda Lavoie and Roy Lavoie. (Apd I f ) .  

L 

Conditionai Discharge 

Data from the f i  seven yem of the Family Violence Court reveded two important 

Cindings. F h  there has been a significant increase in the stay rates fiom 22 percent in the 

28% 

24% 
- 
- 

t'ust year of the court's operation to 47 percent in 1997. Ursel(2000) explains that in the 6rst 

Suspended Sentence 1 28% 
17% 
74% 
29% 

f o u  years of the FVC. there was a signincant increase in the number of spousai assauit 

charges entering the courts ( h m  1.444 ro 3,7433. As police widened the net of cases e n t e ~ g  

the system. not al1 cases had sut'ficient evidence to proceed Further, with the implementation 

of the zero-toierance policy in 1993, police discretion was dramatically reduced and 

cransferred to the Crown attorneys. For Ursel(2000), the most signincant factor conûiiutiug 

to nsing stay rates has been the changc in Crown culture: hi& stay rates are indicative of a 

prosecution policy that is sensitive to the victim's needs. The second f h h g  highlighted by 

UrseI (2000) is the consistent sentencing pattern in the FamiIy VioIence Court over the Iast 

seven years. According to Une1 (2000), the message that is being communicated fiom the 



courts is that domestic violence is a serious crime with senous consequences. Aiongside this, 

Ursel (2000) notes, is a strong cornmitment to rehabiIitation with the most fiquent 

disposition k ing  supervised pro bation and court-mandated treaunent. 

Emecging Research Questions 

Three broad questions emerge %om this review of the hdings fÏom the Family Violence 

Tracking Project: 

I. Are rhere differences benveen parmer and non-partner violence cases in t e rm of rheir 

processing by the criminal justice system? 

Accordmg to L'rsel's second study (1 Wîb), comparative analysis of case attrition and 

sentencing patterns in the General Court and Famiiy Violence Court provided evidence that 

family violence is being seen as a serious crime meriting serious consequences. Subsequent 

ro this report, however. the s e  rates in the Family Violence Court more than doubled: h m  

23 percent in 199019 1 to 47 percent in 1997. This tïnding raises questions about whether the 

criminal justice system is. in fact. treating parmer violence as seriousiy as non-parnier 

violence. 

2. Are rhere diferences in the processing and sentencing of p m e r  violence cases before 

and @et rhe implementation of the zero-rolerance policy? 

Data fiom the Family Violence Tracking Project reveai that both the number of charges 

and the number of stays of proceedings increased dramaticaiiy over the first seven years of 

the court's opention. This nises questions about the impact of the zero-toletance poiicy on 



the processing and sentencing of partner violence cases. For instance, are there qualitative 

ciifferences in the partner violence cases being processed by the court after zero-tolerance that 

would explain the high stay rates? 

3. ;ire rhere diferences in the processing and senrencing of women and men chmged with 

parrner violence? 

As discussed in Chapter One, the zero-tolerance policy has resulted in not ody more 

men - but more women - being charged with parmer violence. To date. however. reports 

tiom the Family Violence Tracking Project have not included an anaIysis of gender. 

especiaüy in terms of whether policies like zero-tolerance are having a differential impact 

on the processing and sentencing of women and men. As well, this analysis is important in 

light of Confiict Tactics Scale ~search that bas consistently cIaimed women as "men's 

equals in violence." 

These three questions provide the h e w o r k  for the present mdy. More specificdly, 

the investigation will be broken down into three stages. Stage One wili focus on the 

processing of cases ofviolence involving parmers versus those hvoLving non-pmers. Stage 

Tvro will concentrate on the processing and sentencing of parmer violence cases before and 

after the implementation of the zero-tolerance policy. Stage Three d l  e.Yamille the 

processing and sentencing of women and men who have been charged with pamer violence 

offences. The folIowing section elaborates on the data set and methods of anaiysis to be 

employed. 



II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The Data Set 

The data for the present study have been drawn fiom City of Winnipeg Police incident 

Reports on cases of women and men cbged  with criminal acts of violence (Le. minder. 

attempted murder, assault. otherassaults, s e d  assault, other sexuai offences, abduction and 

robbery) over a five year penod ( 199 1 to 1995).' A mdom sample O Fadult women (stratified 

by offence type) generated 50 I cases or 15 percent of those charged. A sample of duit men 

(mtified by offence srpe) charged over the same penod was drawn for comparative 

purposes. yielding 501 cases or 2.5 percent of those charged. Of the 1002 cases in this initial 

sample, 525 (53%) involved violence between parmers or ex-parmers (Le. husbands and 

wives. boyûiends and girifriends. common Iaw p m e n  and lesbiadgay parmen): 243 

women and 285 men. The rernaining 474 cases (47% of the sample) involved non-parmer 

violence: 159 (16%) involved violence between strangers: 207 (21%) involved violence 

between fiiends or acquaintances: 89 (9%) invo1ved vioIence between family members: and 

19 (1%) involved violence against police officers. 

Data were collected on the characteristics of the accused (sex. race/ethniciq. age. 

marital stanis. employuent statu, education level. number of dependents, criminal history); 

the social contes or setting of the event (location. tirne of &y, presence of drugs andfor 

'- The rationale for seiecting the period of 1991 to 1995 issues h m  the innoducrion of the 
Winnipeg Police Service's zero-tolemce poiicy towards domestic violence on Iuiy 13 1993. 
Accordingiy~ coilecting data during the period of 1991 to 1995 dlows us to examine the impact 
of poiicy changes aat the police level on the definition and pmcessing of cases of domestic 
violence. 



dcohol); the interactions among the participants (number and  se^ of v i c h ,  relationship of 

the accused to the complainant. number and sex of CO-accuse4 number of wimesses or 

bystanders); the nature of the violence used by the accused, cornplainant and CO-accused (the 

form of violence, the presence and type of weapons); ad, W y ,  the outcorne or aftermath 

of the event (who contacted the police. h z  type of charges Iaid. whether the cornplainant was 

charged, whether the accused was CO-operative with the po lice, whetherthe accused admitted 

responsibiIity for the offence. the degree of harm or injury received, the plea and nature of 

the disposition. 

In order to address the three broad questions posed in the previous section, the data 

were o r g d e d  into three groups or stages of auaiysis. Stage One involved a sub-sampie of 

470 cases of men (285 pmners and 185 non-partuers) who were charged with violent 

offences. Stage Two involved a sub-sampie of 339 cases of partners (male and femaie) 

charged prior to the implementation of the zero-tolerance policy and 3 3  cases of parmers 

charged after zero-tolerance came into effeçt: Stage Three utiiized a sub-sample of those 

cases involving women accused of parmer violence (243) and those involving men accused 

of partner violence (285). 

Because only 190 (36%) of the 528 charses invoiving partner violence were laid prior to the 
implementation of the zero-toIemce policy in 1993. an additionai randorn sample (mtified by 
offence type) of 149 partners charged wich violent offences prior to Juiy of 1993 (when the 
policy came into effect) was coilected. 



Measurernent of Variables 

a. Social Relationship 

Social relationship refers to the relationship between the accused and the primary victim. The 

social relationship variable was coded into five broad social relationships: partuers or ex- 

parmers. famiIy members. fnends or iicquaintances, mangers and police. This variable wilI 

serve as the selection variable for Stage One of the analysis (which examines dinerences 

between partuers and non-parmers). Bewuse one of the aims of the Family Violence Court 

was to be sensitive to cases of family violence rather than aeziting them in the same rnanner 

as assaults occurring outside of the famiiy domain and because we are only interested in 

violence between intimate parmers. cases fiom the non-partner sampie involving violence 

beween famiiy members (n=89) were excluded for the purposes of this f3st stage. Further, 

because of the small sample size. cases involving the police (n=19) were also excluded fiom 

the analysis. The categories consisting of friend or acquaintances and strangers were then 

recoded into a single category referred CO as "non-pamers." 

b. Year of Charge 

Year of charge refers to the year that the charge was laid against the accused by the police. 

Year of charge ranges fiom 199 1 to 1995. As the zero-toIerance poIicy was implemented on 

Juiy 12, 1993. those charges laid pnor to this date were recoded into a broad category "pre 

zero-tolerance" and those charges laid subsequent to this date were recoded into the category 

"post zero-tolerance." This variaMe wiii serve as the seiection variable for Stage Ttvo of the 

anaiysis (which examines daerences between parmer vioIence cases before and after the 



zero-toiesance policy). 

c. Sex of Accused 

Sex of accused refers to the sex of the person against whom charges were laid- This variabie 

will serve as the selection variable for Stage Three of the anaiysis (which examines 

Merences between men and women charged with panner violence). 

dl Legal Variables 

Five legai variables are included in the study: 

Accused Previous Contacr. Previous contact refers to whether the accused has had previous 

contact (violent andtor non-violent) with rhe police as an accused. It shouId be noted that 

previous contact does not necessady refer to prior convictions. As such, previous contact 

is a IegaUy relevant variable not at the sentencing stage but at the Crown attorney level in 

terms of the decision to stay the pmceeding. This variable was coded as a dichotomous 

(yesho) variable. 

Accured Nature of Cliarges. N a m  of charges refers to the ype of criminal charge laid 

against the accused by the police. an accused tgicaiiy enters the criminal justice sytem 

with more than one charge. nature of charges is measured by identifying the most serious of 

dl charges laid qainst the riccused. A severiy of charge scaie was conmcted and consisted 

of five categories of offences: non-violent. Ievei I or other assauIts are considered the least 

serious offences. foIIowed by Ievek 2 and 2 assaults. s e d  offences. robbery and attempt 

murder. manslaughter or murder. which are considered the most serious offences (se :  



Appendk A). For the purposes of the multivariate analysis, however, level2 and 3 assauits, 

semial offences, robbery and attempt mrnder, rnanslaughter or murder were combined into 

one category referred to as "more senous offences." This served as the reference category in 

cornparison to non-violent, level 1 or other assadts referred to as "less senous offences." 

Accused Number of Cliarges. Number of charges refers to the number of charges (violent 

and/or non-violent) laid by the poIice against the accused for a given incident of violence. 

Number of charges may cange tiom one to five or more offences.' 

Victim Charged. Victim charged refers CO whecher or not the victirn was charged with a 

criminal offence alongside the accused. This was coded as a dichotomous (yedno) variable. 

Victim Nature of Charges. This variable refers to the ppe of criminal charge laid against the 

victim by the police. In the same manner as "accused nature of charges." where a victïm was 

charged with more than one offence. the most serious charge was selected. ï he  seventy of 

charge scde was used to make this determination. 

e. Event Variables 

Eleven criminal event variables are included in the anaiysis: 

Accused D e p e  of Violence. Degree of vioknce used refers to the degree of violence used 

by the accused against the victim during the couse ofthe event- A degree of violence d e  

was conmcted consisting ofminor, moderate and major violence (see: Appendix B). Minor 

For the purpose of the multivaciate dysis .  the category "more than five charges" was 
included in the Scharge critegory to rneet the requirernent of intervd level variables in logistic 
regession. 



violence inchdes tactics such as pushing, shoving, @big, elbowing, shaking, wrestiing, 

scratchiag, pinctiing, poking or slapping. Modemte violence includes tactics such as hitting 

with somerhing, throwing an object, biting, punching (once) or burning. Major violence 

includes tactics suchas slamming body or head into something, kicking or kneeing, choking 

or strangling, besiting, shooting or stribbing. 

Accrcsed Use Weapon, Accused use weapoa tefers to whether or not the accused used a 

weapon during the course of the event.' This was coded as a dichotomous (yeslno) variable. 

Accmed ~Viture of Weapon. Nature of weapon refers to the type of weapon used by the 

accused. Weapons may include items such as blunt objects, sharp objects, beer or wine 

botties. tireamis and other weripons. A category was dso included For multiple types of 

weapons. 

Accrcsed injured Accused injured refers to whether the accused received physicai injuries 

during the course of the event. This was coded as a dichotomous (yedno) variable. 

Accmed Degree of Injury. Accused degree of injury refers to the degree of injury received 

by the accused. A degree of injury scale was connructed and consisted of minor, moderate 

and major injuries (see: Appendi- C). Minor injuries includes items such as cuts. broken 

skin. scratches. bite marks. bruises, sweiiing, weIts or redness. Moderate injuries include 

items such as bmken bones. hcnires or burns. Major injuries include items such as gunshot 

wounds. stab wounds, head injuries. loss of consciousness, intemal bleeding/organ damage 

'- The presence of weapons was determined by the resemher nther than according to the police 
officer's definkion of a weapon. For e.mple. there were instances where objects were used 
during the course of the event which did not corne to be defined as a weripon by the police 
officer but were coded by the researcher as a weapon. 



or death. 

Victim Use PTolence. V i c h  use violence refers to whether or not the victim used violence 

against the accused during the course of the criminai event. This was coded as adichotomous 

(yesho) variable, 

W m  Degree of Violence. Victim degree of violence refers ta the degree of violence used 

by the v i c h  against the accused during the course of the criminai event. The severity of 

violence scde was used CO determine minor, moderate and major violence (see: Appendix 

W. 

Vicrim Injured Victim injured =fers to whether the victh received physicai injuries during 

the course of the event.' This was coded as a dichotomous (yedno) variable. 

Vi& Degree of 1njrri-y. Victim degree of injury refers to the degtee of injury received by 

the victim. The severity of injury scale was used to determine minor, moderate and major 

injuries (sec Appendk C). 

Social Locmt'on, Social location refers to the social context or setting in which the violence 

took piace. Social Iocation consists of seven categories: private d w e h g  (includes hotel 

room); on the street (includes back lane, alley, parking lot. garage or secluded area); drinking 

establishment (includes bar. lounge or pub); other commerciai establishment (includes store, 

gas station. diner or shopping ma); in a vehicle (inchdes private vehicle, public 

transportation, taxi, train or bus); school property, park or piaygmund aad other (includes 

'. As police ofticen are primarïiy concernai with the establishment of physid evidence. 
whether or not the victirn experienced emotionai trauma as a muIt of the incident could not be 
accutritely recordeci. tt is nat unreasanable to assume. however. that an? domesic violence 
incident has the potential to be emotiondly unsectling at the very least 



workplace, employment office. court, institution or leiçure centre). 

Who Contacted Police. This variable idenaes the person who initiaiiy contacted the police 

for assistance with the violent evem The variable consists of six categories: 

complainanrlvictim; accused: co-accuseci; witness or bystander, police happened bylacting 

on information: and both accused and victh. 

f. Social Variables 

Eight social variables were inciuded in the d y s i s :  

Race. Race refers to the m i d  background of the accused and consists of three categories: 

Abonginai. Caucasian and 0ther.6 

Employment Status. Empioyment status refers to whether the accused was empioyed or 

unemployed and/or on social assistance. Students were considered employed. information 

about the level or type of employment of the accused was not inciuded in the police incident 

reports. 

Sa of Accwed Sex of accused refers to rhe sex of the person against whom charges were 

laid. This variable is included as a predictor variable in the regession mode1 for only Stage 

Two of the analysis. 

Sex of Victim. This variable identifies the sex of the victim of the violent event, 

~Vumber of Wctim. Nurnber of victixns refers to the totai number ofvictims involved in the 

violent event. The number of victims may range h m  one to more than five. 

" Although race is a very cmde measure of the erhnicity of the accused police incident reports 
either do not record the ethnic statu of the accused or do so inconsÏstent1. 

53 



Presence of Cwccused Presence of CO-accused refers to whether any CO-accused were 

involved in the cruninal event. A CO-accused Uicludes any penon who acted with the accused 

during the course of the event and was charged alongside the accused with a criminal 

offence. ïhis was coded as a dictiotomous (yesho) variable. 

Nuntber of Co-accured This variable refers to the number of CO-accused present during the 

violent event. The number of CO-accused may range fiom one to more than five. 

Sa of Co-accused This variable refers to the sex of ail the CO-accused involved in the 

violent event. Sex of CO-accused consists of three categories: CO-accused male; CO-accused 

femaie: CO-accused male and CO-accused femde. 

g Case Attrition 

One of the dependent variables in the present study is case attrition. This variable wiii be 

used in both the descriptive and multivariate analyses. Case attrition is the term used CO 

describe aü cases that enter the criminal justice system that do not proceed to the sentencing 

stage. Case attrition includes acquittais. stays of proceedings, dismissais, discharges and 

dismissed for want of prosecution. As bin- logistic regession requires a dichotomous 

dependent variable, the case attrition variable (attritionhot attrition) was employed with "not 

attrition" being the reference category. This variable was created by combining di those 

dispositions that resulted in attrition as a -1' (attrition) and al1 those dispositions that 

proceeded to sentence as a 'O' (not attrition). 



h. Disposition 

Disposition is the second dependent variable and will be used in the descriptive analysis 

aione. Disposition includes di those cases that proceeded to the sentencing stage. Since an 

accused who is c h q e d  with more than one offence may receive multiple dispositions, the 

most serious of al1 dispositions laid against tûe accused was identifie& A sever* of 

disposition scde was c o m c t e d  and consisted of h e  categories: 1. abso lute or conditional 

discharge. h e -  communiry service work [CSW) or restitution; 2. suspended sentence plus 

probation; and 3. incarceration (provinciai or federal). The category including dispositions 

such as absoiure or conditional &charges. Fines, community service work or restitution is 

considered CO be the l e s t  serious, while the category inctuding provincial or federai 

incarcention is considered the most serious disposition (see: Appendix D). 

Methods of Data Anabsis 

The data anaiysis for the fim two of the thx stages of the study was conducted in two parts. 

The first invoived a descriptive analysis in whicii a chi-square test of signifïcance was used 

for testing bivariate rehtionships. The data analysis for the third stage of the study involved 

ody a descriptive analysis in which a chi-square test of significance was used. ï h e  second 

part involved a more advanced multiviiriate technique. Binary logistic regression is the most 

appropriate technique for predicting a dichotomous dependent variable tÎom a set of 

independent variables (Brownridge & Ha% 2000). Unüke oher mdtivariate techniques, 

logistic regession has no assumptions about the distributions of the predictor variables: in 

Iogistic regession. the predictors do not have to be normaüy distributed. linearly related or 



of equd variance within each group (Tabacbnick & Fideli 2000). Further, in logistic 

regression. the predictors c m  be any combination of continuous, discrete and dkhotomous 

variables. The interpretation of the logistic regression method is simple as well. For a given 

variable, it provides a ratio of the odds of the occurrence of the dependent variable 

(Brownridge & Halli 3001). .4n odds ratio of greater than one suggests a positive effect of 

the covariate on the occurrence of the dependent variable. An odds ratio of less than one 

miggests a negative efect of the covarïate on the occurrence of the dependent variable. 

CONCLUDINC REMARKS 

The present study offers a number of methodologïcai advantages over exisMg research. 

Stage One of the m d y  wili allow for acomparison between parmer and non-partuer violence 

in terms of the nature and severity of violence used during the event, as well as the injuries 

received. It can dso  examine whether there are ciifferences in terms of the nature and severity 

of the crimiad justice response between partuer and non-partuer violence cases. Whiie the 

FamiIy Violence Tracking Project examines the processing and sentencing of al1 f d y  

violence cases entering the Family Violence Court (in comparison to the GeneraI Court and 

prior to the implementation of the specialized court), it c m o t  examine the more quaiitative 

ciifferences that might e i s t  between p m e r  and non-parmer violence cases. The present 

m r d y ' s  broder focus wïiI aiiow for such comparison. This analysis will be particularly 

important given that the Manitoba Family Violence Court and the Winnipeg Police Service's 

zero-toierauce policy were Mplemented to correct the historic inequity of treating "vioIence 

in the home" as a private matter not meriting criminai justice intervention. 



While the Family Vioience Tracking Project is abIe to assess changes over time in 

t e m  ofthe number of cases entering the Famiiy Violence Court and the resulting outcomes, 

it has not examined the issue of whether there has been aquaiitative shifl in the nature of the 

parmer violence cases where charges were Iaid before and afterthe zero-tolerance policy. A 

funher area of interest is in the processing and sentencing of parmer violence cases before 

and after the implementation of the police protocoI. Indeed, the Family Violence Tracking 

Project has shown an increase in stays of proceedings over tirne. What the Tracking Project 

does not explain. however, is what impact diis has had on both the men and women accused. 

In Stage Two of the mdy, whether there have been any significant changes before and afler 

the zero-tolerance policy will be examined in terms of: the nature and severity of the violence 

tactics used in the event and the resuiting injuries; the social characteristics of the accused 

(specifkally, whether charges are more likely to be laid against individuais marginalized by 

their racdethnic or class position}; and the m m  and severity of outcomes and dispositions 

(specificdly. the incidence of case attrition). This anaiysis will be parricularly important 

given the claims by some ~vriters that the zero-toierance policy has resuited in a "net 

widening," whereby parmers (particularty those marginaiized by their racdethnic and class 

position) are now more likely to be charged with a criminal offence. 

A fial  benedt of the present study is its mention to gender. specif?caiiy, the women 

who are charged with domestic violence offences. This analysis is cruciai given the gowing 

belief that women are men's equals in violence and that the increase in the number of women 

being charged with criminai offences under the zero-tolerance policy is evidence that the 

c r i m i ~ I  justice system is working more fàhIy now. This view is one which has long been 



supported by Conflict Tactics Scale researchers who claim equivalent rates of women's and 

men's vioIence. One of the benefits of the present study is that Police incident Reports are 

employed as the main source of data.' While we know that men constitute the vast majority 

of xcused processed through the courts. we do not have a good understanding of the 

consequences for the women who have been charged under the zero-tolerance policy. In 

Stage Tbree of the study, partner violence cases involving women and men xcused wiil be 

used to determine whether there are quaIitative differences in men's and women's violence 

in terms of the violence tactics used by both the accused and complainant, the injuries 

incurred by bah the accused and complainant and wbo is seeking assistance fiom the police. 

These data wiII also be used to determine whether there are qualitative differences in tenns 

of the charges laid against men and women accused (and their cornplainants) and the 

resdting outcornes and dispositions of their cases. 

The next three chapters lay out the fïndings for each of these three stages of the 

anaiysis. 

'- Although family violence research has, for the most part relied on the Conflict Tactics S d e ,  
Police incident Reports serve as a potentidly more reliable source of data on women's and men's 
violence for a nwnber of msons. Firsî. while Conflict Tactics Scale research relies upon 
respondents' self-reports of their perpeation of and victimization by violence, Police incident 
Reports are consnucted h m  a number of sources (Le. accounts by victirns, accused and 
witnesses or bystanders, as well as police observations). Second while Conflict Tactics S d e  
research asks respondents to recall events over a twelve-month period. Police incident Reports 
document acts of violence on a case-by-case basis. thereby increasing their reliabiiity. Finally, 
because Police incident Reports are constructed with a view to establishing whether evidence of 
a c h i n a l  act is present in a panicular case. they contain detailed information regarding not only 
the violence tactics used (by both the accused and the complainant) but dso the resulting harm or 
injury incurred - a vm-able which has been absent in Conflict Tactics Scale reseacch. 



Chapter Three 

Partner Versus Non-Partner Violence 

One of the 6rst reports (Ursel 1992b) released as part of the Farnily Violence Tracking 

Project involved a comparative andysis of the processing and sentencing of cases involving 

violent crime charges based on three diierent data sets: 1,600 family violence cases 

rrocessed during the nrst year of the Famiiy Violence Court's operation; a non-random 

sample of 1.625 f d y  violence cases (53% of the total) processed in the General Court pnor 

to the implementation of the Family Violence Court; and a sample of 510 non-famiiy 

violence cases processed by the Provincial Judges Court during 1991. Ursei's (1992b) 

andyçis of these data reveded the Family Violence Court to have a significantly lower stay 

rate (22%) than the General Court (32%) and the pre-WC data set (3 1%). It also had a 

slightiy lower DFWOP and not guilty rate than the pre-FVC data set (12% versus t 6%). 

Consequentiy, the W C  had a sipificantly higher rate of cases proceeding to sentencing 

(64%) than the pre-FVC data set (53%) and the General Court data set (57%). The data also 

reveaied that whiIe incarceration rates were similar for the FVC and the Generai Court (16% 

versus 19%), individuais were almost twice as iikely to receive asentence of probation in the 

Famiiy Violence Court than in Generai Court (49% versus 27%). 

On the bais of these findings. Usel (1992b) conciuded that family violence was 

king treated by the criminai justice system as aserious crime meriting serious consecpences. 

Yet, in a subsequent report. Utsel (1992b) notes that the stay rate in the F d y  Violence 

Court increased h m  22 percent in 1990191 to 47 percent by 1997. This finding raises 



questions about whether the criminai justice system is, in fact treating partner violeme 

(between husbands and wives, cornmon Iaw partners, boy&iends/girlfriends and gay and 

lesbian parmers) as seriously as violence benveen non-partners (friends/acquaintances and 

strangers). 

To address this issue, a sample of 470 men charged by the Winnipeg Police Smice 

with criminal acts of violence over a five-year penod (1991 and 1995) was utilized; 285 

(61%) of the men were charged with violence against tiieir partners and 185 (39%) were 

chasged with violence against non-parmers. Parmer violence cases had a significantly higher 

incidence of case aîtrition than non-parmer vioIence cases (53% versus 39%). Consequently, 

a higher number of non-partner violence cases proceeded to the sentencing stage (6 1% versus 

47%) (see: Table 3.1). 

Table 3.I: Case Amifion by Social Relationship 

i There are 4 missing cases. 
L There are 3 missing cases. 

Outcome ** 
Attrition 
Proceed to Sentence 
Total 

At iïrst giance, then. it wouid appear that parmer violence cases ate king pmcessed 

W e r e n t .  by the cnmina[ justice Wern  than non-parmer vioIence cases. In order to pursue 

Partners+ 
53% (149) 
47% (132) 

100% (281) 

this issue M e r .  two different yiaiyses were undenaken. First a descriptive d y s i s  was 

Non-Partners k 

39.3% (72) 
60.7% ( I l l )  
100% (183) 

conducted to determine whether there are qualitative ciifferences between partner and non- 



partner violence cases that would iiccount for the disparity in attrition. Second, amuitivariate 

analysis involving a series of logistic regressions was performed to determine the extent to 

which the differences in case atmtion levels can be expiained by legal, event and social 

variables. 

1. QUALITATIVlE DIFFEREXCES BETWEEN PARTNER AND NON-PARTNER 
VIOLENCE 

Descriptive Analysis 

Ten m e m s  were used to examine whether there are qualitative differences between parmer 

and non-pmer violence cases: the number and sex of the victims; the social relationship 

between the victim and the accused; the socid location of the event; the number and sex of 

co-accused: the nature of the violence tactics used by accused; whether weapons were used 

by the accused; and the extent and nature of injuries received by victims. Because Comack, 

Chopyk and Wood (2000) found qualitative Merences in the nature of the violent event 

based on the social rdationship of the accused to the victim, the non-partner category was 

separated into fnends or acquaintances and sangers where it was appropriate. Doing so 

produced some interesthg findings. 

Our nrst and second m e m m  of qualitative diierences between parmer and non- 

partner violence cases is the number and sex of the victims. Eighty-aine percent of partner 

violence cases invoived oniy one vicUm, tvhereas only 76 percent of non-partner violence 

cases invoived a single victim. ï h i s  sugesu that parmer vioIence cases are more Iikely to 

be one-on-one. whiIe non-parmer vioIence is more ükely to be directed at a number of 

victims. Femaies comprise 93 percent of the victirns in parmer violence cases but onIy 34 

6 1 



percent of the victims in non-parmer violence cases. Maies, on ttie other han& comprise 7 

percent of the victims in partner violence cases and the remaihg 66 percent of the victims 

in non-parmer violence cases. Thus. the sociai relationship between the victim and the 

accused in partner vioIence cases is primarily inter-gendered (maidfemaie), while the sociai 

relationship in non-parmer violence cases is primariiy inna-gendered (maldmale). 

There were a total cf 3 19 v i c h  of men accused in parmer violence cases and 248 

victims of men accused in non-panner vioIence cases. Twenty-6ve percent of the victims 

were (ex)giriîiiends of the accused 3 percent were ûiends or acquaintances of the accused, 

6 percent were farnily members of the riccused and 1 percent were police officers. WhiIe 

same-sex partners were inchded in the definition of 'parmer.' only one case in the sample 

involved a gay couple. The majority (64%) of victims were (ex) married or common-laws 

of the accused. Of al1 the victirns of men in non-parmer violence cases, 48 percent were 

fnends or acquaintances of the accused and 52 percent were mangers to the accused.' The 

finding tbat almosr haif of the vicurns in non-parmer cases were either liiends or 

acquaintances of the accused c d s  into question the image of violence outside of the 

domestic reaim as king perpetrrited by "dark strangers" skulking about the streets (Comack 

Chopyk & Wood 2000). Furcher. when ive separate non-parmer violence cases by the social 

relationship of the victim CO the accused we îïnd the gender dpamic to be more continuous 

rather than dichotomous. More specificdy. as we move 5om parmer violence to non-partner 

violence involving fnends or acquaintances to non-parmer vioIence involving strangers. we 

'. The category "friend/acquaintance" inchdes fnends or acquainnnces, employers or 
employees and roommates or tenants. ïhe  category "manger" incIudes strangers, security 
guimis, bar or store empioyees and undercover police offices. 



see a graduai decrease in the number of femde victims and a subsequent increase in the 

number of maie victims (see: Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2: Sex of Wctim by Social Relationship 

The fourth measure of qualitative ciifferences between parmer and non-partner 

violence is the sociai location of the criminai event. Table 3.3 present. the resuits of sociai 

location crosstabulated by social relationship. Not surprisingiy, the vast majority (93%) of 

parmer violence cases took place in private dwellings. M a t  is perhaps most interesthg is 

that 4 1 percent of non-partner violence cases aiso took place in private dwellings, whiie only 

2 1 percent of non-partner violence cases took place on the m e t ,  ï h i s  Eïnding again c d s  into 

question the notion h t  non-partuer violence primarily occurs outside on the mets.  

IndeecL when we separate the non-parmer categol into fiends or acquaintances and 

sangers we find that simiiar to panner violence cases, the majority (72%) of events 

invoIving fiiends or acquaintances took place in private dweliings. Thirty-six percent of 

events involving sangers took place on the streets. From these findings. we obsare that as 

we move îlom pamer violence cases to non-parmer violence cases involving  ends or 

acquaintances to cases involving strangers. we see a graduai shift h m  private to public in 

the sociai location of the event. 

Sex of Victim 
Femaie 
Maie 
Total 

Partner 
93% (297) 
7% (22) 

100% (319) 

FriendlAcquaintance 
40% (51) 
60% (75) 
100% (126) 

Sîranger 
28% (34) 
72% (88) 

3 

100% (1221 



Table 3.3: Socia[ Location by Social Rrlationship 

a. Includes dwelling of accused dwelling of victirn, muniril dwelling of victim and accused. 
dwelling of other and hotel mom. 

b. Includes sueel back lane or alle?, parking lot or g m g e  and secluded area 
c. Includes bar, lounge and pub. 
d. Includes store, gas station. diier and shopping mall. 
e. Includes private vehiclc. public ansport, nin. bus and taxi, 
f. Includes workplace. court. institution. rmployment office and leisure centre. 

ï h e  nfth and sixth measures of qtüiIitative ciifferences is the number and sex of co- 

accused While onIy one parmer vio knce case involved a co-accused, 40 percent of the non- 

partner violence cases involved co-accused, Of the non-partner violence cases involving co- 

accused, the majority (61%) involved more than one. Further, the co-accused in the parmer 

violence case was a wornan. whereas the majority (86%) of the CO-accused in non-parmer 

violence cases were male. The tindings indicate thsit men accused in parmer violence cases 

act alone, while men accused in non-pmer violence cases engage in group-based activity 

with other men. ifwe sepante non-parmer violence cases into &ends or acquainttances and 

mangers, we lind that the involvement ofco-accused to be more continuous, as  was the case 

with the sex of the victim and socid location of the event. Specificdfy, whiIe CO-accused 

were present in 32 percent of non-parmer violence cases involving fiends or acquainfanceq 

CO-accused were present in 48 percent of cases invoiving strangers. 



The seventh measure of qualitative differences between partner and non-partner 

violence is the nature of the violence tactics used by the accused. Table 3.4 provides the 

incidence of each type of violence used by the men accused crosstabuiated with the social 

relationship variable. The dara reved that men accused in partner violence cases are most 

iikeiy to push. shove, grab. elbow, puiI. shake or M e  (52%); punch faces d o r  bodies 

(25%); and slap face andror bodies (24%). Men in non-parmer violence cases, on the other 

han& are most iikely to damage or sted propercy (35%), push, shove, grab, elbow, pull, 

shake or wrestie (35%); and utter thrats or threaten with a weapon (28%). These findings 

suggest that partners are using much more serious vioIence tactics than non-parmers. This 

is consistent with the hdings tiom hc: severity of violence scaie. which show 6 1 percent of 

parmen use major violence versus 52 percent of non-partners. m e n  we s e p m e  the non- 

parmer category, we observe that it is tnends or acquaintances who are using more serious 

violence tactics than strangers (60% versus 40%). hdeed whereas tnends or acquaintances 

are most likely to push. pull. shove. p b ,  eibow, shake or wcestie (36%) and beat repeatedy 

(25%), mangers are most likely to damage. deswy or seai property (44%) and pusk pull. 

shove. grab. elbow, shake or westle (33%. 



Table 3.4: Type of Violence Used by Accused by Social Relatwnship 

Non-parîners 

51 27.6% 

Type of Violence Used by 
Accused 
Utter thre;its/threaten with 

hill/shakei&stle * * * 
Bite/Pinch/scxatch/poke eye 
PulYcut hai. *** 
Sit odrestrain otherwise 
Slap (face andlor body) *** 

Pnrtners 

63 2.1% 

-~itwith/thretv something 
BumiS p ray 
Kickhee 
Punch (face andor body) * 
Beat Irepeat punching) 
S e d  acts *** 

14 4.9% 
47 16.5% 
43 15.1% 
67 23.5% 

Strangldchoke ** 
SIam or push body or head 

7 3 %  
9 4.9% 
29 15.7% 
12 63% 

49 17.2% 
4 1.4% 
57 20% 
72 25.3% 
62 21.8% 
10 3 -5% 

into something * * * 
Stab/Slash 

No. of violence tactics 819 476 
No. of accused who used viotence 285 (2.9 per person) 185 (2.6 per person) 

40 21.6% 
1 0.5% 
40 21.6% 
30 16.2% 
50 27.0% 
3 1 16.8% 

3 9 13.7% 
76 26.7% 

- - - - - - - - 

The eighth mesure of qualitative differences is the use of weapons. Men accused in 

1 O 5.4% 
24 1 3 .O% 

6 2.1% 

non-parmer violence cases are more likeiy than men accused in parmer violence cases to use 

6 3.2% 
O O 
7 33% 

Shoot 
Other violence' 

The "other violence" category for pannes includes tactics nich as head-but force to remove 
clothinghrinate on victim. force to remove clorhing shove fingers dom victim's throat and twist 
arm. The "other" catesory for non-piutnen includes head-but. expose oneseifltwin arm, remove 
clothing/pass virus. remove clothingkub semen on victim. remove clothing/tattoo victim's body, 
shave victim's pubic haïr and hvist wrist. 

1 0.4% _ 10 3.5% 



wezlpons (41% versus 28%)- There are no simiifictiat ciifferences, however, in the types of 

weapom used. Table 3.5 provides the incidence of each type ofweapon used by the accused 

msstabulated with social relationship. it is intereshg to note that biunt objecrs are the 

weapons of choice for both partners and non-partners. foiiowed by sharp objects. if we 

separate the non-partner category into tnends or acquainmces and mgers ,  we observe that 

accused in fiend/acquaintance vioIence crises are less Iikely to use weapons than accused in 

stranger vioience cases (26% versu 47%). 

Table 3.5: Type of Weapon k d  by Acctrsud by Social Relatiunship 

The ninth and tenth meaure of qualitritive differences is injuries. Table 3.6 provides 

Type of Weapon** 
Blwt object 
Sharp object 
B e r  or wine bottie 
Firearm 
mer w e q d  
Multiple types of weapons 

the incidence of each .pe of injury crosstabuiated with socid relationship. While men 

accused in partuer violence cases are more iikelyto use more serious forms of violence. &eu 

Parmers 1 Non-partuers 
35.1% (78) 35.5% (27) 

victims are as Ilkely as men's v i c e  in non-parmer vioience cases to receive injuries (78% 

25.0% (20) 
16.3% (13) 
2.5% (2) 

11.2% ( 9 )  
10.0% (8) 

5. The "other weapons" category for parmers incfudes weripons such as chah, rope, pepper 
spray, cigarene. cIothin& shoe, bag filted with toilenies. picture frame. pilIow. chocolate bar, bed 
and unknown object. ï h e  "other weapons" c a t e p y  for non-pmecs includes weapons such as 
chah, mpe. pepper spray. cigarerte, truck md umbrellz 

37.6% (21) 
11.8% (9) 
7.9% (6) 
5.1% (4) 

11.8% (9) 
100% (76) Total no. of accused using 

weapons 
IOO% (80) 



versus 81%). Men's victims in non-parmer violence cases, however, are more iikely to 

receive serious injuries. This might have somethhg to do with the earlier findings that men 

in non-parmer violence cases are more likely to use weapons and to sexually assault their 

complainants. Specifically, whik men's victims in parmer violence cases are more likely 

than men's victims in non-pmer violence cases to receive sprains or sore body parts (37% 

versus 26%), men's victims in non-parmer violence cases are more iikely to receive or suffer 

cuts, broken skin. scratches or bite marks (48% versus X%), lacerations or slashes (17% 

versus 6%) and s e d  violation (22% versus 6%). The more severe injuries received by 

men's victirns in non-partner violence cases is con6rmed by the severity of injuries scaie, 

which found 25 percent of non-parmer victims to have received major injuries compared to 

10 percent of partner victims. Men's victims in non-parmer violence cases are aiso far more 

likely than men's victirns in partner violence cases to require medical attention for their 

injuries (40% versus 16%). When we sepamte non-parmer cases by fiiends or acquaintances 

and mgers ,  we find that similar to the d e p e  of violence used. it is victirns of fiiends or 

acquaintances who are more Iikely than m g e r s  to receive injuries (91% versus 70%), 

especiaiiy serious injuries (33% versus 14%). 



Table 3.6: Type of Injury Received by Victim by Social Reiationship 

Type of Inju y Received 
bv Victim 

L - 
Pnrtners 

BLoody or broken nose 
C uts/bro ken 
skin/mtches/bite marks ** 
Bruises/swelling/weltsl 

Eye darnage/black eye 1 27 12.1% 1 10 l3.4Y0 I 

Non-partne rs 

Redness 
Loss of hair 

2 1 9.4% 
7; 52.7% 

145 65% 

11 7.4% 
71 47.7% 

90 60.4% 

1 0.9% 

SpraWsore body parts * 
S~rav-related bums 

5 3.4% 

Lacerations/slashes * * 
imbedded dasshther obiect 

53 372% 
O O 

Other burus 
ChippedAost teeth ** 
S e d l y  violated * ** 

2 8 25.5% 
1 0.7% 

14 6.3% 
O O 

Stab wounds 
Gunshot wounds 
Concussionihead injury *** 

25 16.8% 
t 0.7% 

3 0.9% 
2 0.9% 
13 5.8% 

artery damage * 
Loss of limbhody part 
LOSS O ~ C O L I S C ~ O U S ~ ~ S S  ** 

O O 
9 6.0% 
22 22.1% 

2 0.9% 
O O 
O O 

Coma 
Brain damage 
Parah sis 

No. of injuries received 297 
No. of victims who teceived injuries 223 (1.8 per person) 

5 3.4% 
1 0.7% 
10 6.7% 

O O 
5 22% 

Death 
Other injury' 

358 
149 (2.4 per person) 

2 1.3% 
14 9.4% 

O O 
O O 
O O 

,. The "other injury" for the piutner violence case \vas loss of heaing; for the non-parmer 
violence me. the "other injuw" was whac the police defined as "post-incident murna." 

69 

O O 
O O 
O O 

O O 
1 O -4% 

2 1.3% 
1 0.6% 



Based on the descriptive anaiysis, two observahoas can be made. First, it appeats that 

parmer violence is qualitatively diierent than non-parmer violence. Whereas partner 

violence is primarily inter-gendered (maldfemde), one-on-one and occmhg withh the 

private sphere, non-parmer violence is ina-gendered (maiefmaie), group-based and 

occurring in public. In terms of the seriousness of the event. while parmers are more likely 

to use serious violence tactics, non-parmers are more likely to use weapons (aithough there 

are no differences in ternis of the nature of weapons used). ifwe look at the resdting injuries 

fiom the violence, we observe that victims of parmers are as Iikely as victims of non-parniers 

[O be Uijured Victims of non-partners. hoivever. are more IikeIy than victims of parmers to 

receive serious injuries. 

The second observation is that while parmer and non-parmer violence cases are 

quaiitatively different these differences are more continuous rather thandichotomous. When 

we separate non-parnier violence cases into tiiends or acquaintauces and mangers, we find 

that as we move fiom partners to &ends or ricquaintances to manges there is a graduai shift 

b m  violence that is inter-gendered one-on-one and occurring in private to viotence tbat is 

intra-gendered, -mup-based and o c c b g  in pub tic. Similarly. non-partner violence ktween 

fnends or acquainmces appem to be more serious than non-partner violence benmen 

m g e r s  in terms of the severity of violence used by the accuseci. the Gcequency of injuries 

received by the victim and the severity of injurïesPerhaps the main reason why manger 

violence events appear to be less serious thm events between hiends or acquaintances is the 

motive behind many of these incidents: 37 percent of the charges laid by the police in cases 



of stranger violence were for robbery. uideed, the most &quent violence tactic used in 

stranger violence cases was "damge. destroy or steaI propeny." This suggests that accused 

in cases of stranger violence are intent on stealing or damaging property more so than they 

are on inflicing injury or h m  on their victims. 

Given the qualitative differences between events involving parmen, fiends or 

acquaintances and mangers, then we mi&[ expect the processing of these cases to aiso 

differ. As we move fiom panners to &ends or acquitintances to mringers, however, we 

obseme a graduai demeare in case attrition. Specüïcdiy, 53 percent of partner violence 

cases, 45 percent of non-parmer violence cases involving tnends or acquaintances and 34 

percent of cases involving mangers resuIt in attrition, 

CI. DIFFERENCES IN THE CJS TREATMENT OF PARTNER AND NON- 
PARTNER VIOLENCE CASES 

Multivariate Analysis 

That partner violence cases are qualitriuvely different fiom non-parmer violence cases begs 

the question of what it is about each of these groups that makes hem unique with respect to 

the processing by the criminal justice m e m ?  More specifïcaily, to what extent are 

differences in the cases attrition levels between partaers and non-parmers exptained by IegaI. 

event and social variables? To address this question, a multivariate anaiysis involving a 

series of logistic regressions was performed.' 

A correlation mamx was perfonned to test for multicotlinexity. MulticolIineYny is the tenu 
used to descnÏe when two variabtes are hi@y correlateri (0.8 and higher). None of the 
correlation coefficients were p a t e r  that O.S. 



Table 3.7 provides the results of the Logistic regession on case attrition for legal. event 

and social variables. The fh model contains the resdts for the sociai retationship variable 

Table 3.7: Resuiîs of Logistic Regrtlssion on Incidence of lase Attritioii for Legd, Event 
and Socid Variables 

1 SociaI ] Legrl 1 Event 1 Social 1 Full Model 1 
1 Relationship 1 variobles 1 Variables ] Variables 1 

Covariates 

Relationship 
P m e r  
Non-parmer 

Consistent with the descriptive mniysis. the odds are different in both groups. The 

cesuits in Table 3.7 show that parmers have 74 percent higùer odds of case atûition than the 

teference category of non-partners. 1s titis Gndiog due to legai hctos, &ton relating to the 

nature of the violent event or factors relriring to the sociai characteristics of the accused? 

The second mode1 in Table 3.7 controk for kgai variables. It appears that legal variables 

(such ris previous contacc with the police. the- nanue of the charges Iaid and the numkr of 

cbarges laid) make the difference in case attrition betweefl parmers and non-parma greater. 

Controihg for legai vaxiabies increases rfie odds of case attrition for parmers compared to 

Odds Ratio 

Constant 
-2 Log 

1.740 +* 
1 .O00 

l I 
Orlds Ratio 1 Odds Ratio 1 Odds Ratio 

I 

.649 
633.836 

Odds Ratio 

?J-J~*** 
1 .O00 

I .967 1 5 6 5  1 J O 8  
603.71 1 1 62.846 626.W 

1.706** 
I .O00 

1.453 
607.49 

1 
1.752** 

1 .O00 
2.3 12*** 

I .O00 



non-parmers by 56 percent, Legaf variables, &en, play an important mie in the greater udds 

of case attrition for partners. 

Event variables (degree of violence. weapons use& injuries received and degree of 

injury) are conuolled for in the third mode1 in Table 3.7. The results show that controliing 

for event variables. the odds of case attrition for Pamiers compared to non-partners remain 

M y  the same. Event variables appear &O have no effect on the greater odds of case 

attrition for parmers. 

The third mode1 in Table 3.7 conuols tOr socid factors (race and employrnent mm). 

The results show that by controlling for sociai factors, the odds of case attrition for partners 

compared to non-parmers rernain vimrally unchanged.Sociai variables, like event variables, 

appear to have no effect on the p t e r  odds of case attrition for parmers. 

When IegaI, social and event variables are entered into the N I  mode1 in TabIe 3.7, the 

odds of case attrition for parmers relative to non-parmers remah virtuaily unchangeci as 

when legal variables done are conuolled. This appears to reinforce the fmding that it is 

primariIy legal variables that make the difference in case attrition between parmers and non- 

parmers greater. 

While the logistic regressions performed above provide insight into the impact of le&, 

event and sociai variables on sociai relationship differences in case attrition, they cannot tell 

us which variables are important for borh parmers and non-parmers and they do not aüow 

for a comparison of parmers and non-parmers To give us an idea of the impact of legai, 

event and sociai variables for each group on case attrition. sepante Iogistic regressions were 

perfonned for parmers and non-pmers. 



Legal Variables, Social Relationship and Case Attrition 

Recail fiom the logistic regression in Tab te 2-7 that it is the block of legai variables that was 

found to make the ciifference in case attrition berween parmers and non-partners greater. This 

regression anaiysis does not, however, tell us how individuai Iegal variables operate for each 

sociai relationship group. Table 2.8 contains the d t s  hmthese regressions. Fim, whether 

the accused had previous contact with the police has vimially no impact on case attrition for 

parmers. For non-parmers, on the other hand. having previous contact with the police 

decreases the odds of case attrition by 16 percent Second the number of charges laid against 

the accused hm an impact on case attrition for both parmers and non-parniers. SpecScdy, 

for every additionai charge laid against a parmer, here is a 33 percent decrease in the odds 

of case attrition. For every additional charge laid against a non-partner, there is a 26 percent 

decrease in the odds of case attrition. Finally. the variable which has the greatest impact, by 

far. on case attrition for both Pamiers and non-pmers is the nature of charges laid against 

the accused. C o n w  to what we wodd expect. however, it is the less serious charges (Le. 

non-violent. level 1 assaults and other assaults) in cornparison to the more serious charges 

(i.e. level 2 and 3 assaults. s e d  offences. robbery, attempt murder. manslaughter and 

murder) that decrease the odds of case attrition. in particuiar, being charged with less serious 

offences decreases the Iikelihood of case rrtation for partuers by 5 1 percent and non-pariners 

by 75 percent This finding is especidy surprising given bat one wouid expect the more 

serious charges to be ones that would decrease the likeiihoad of case attrition and hence 



increase the k l i h o o d  ofproceeding to sentencingb Non-parmer cases involving less serious 

offences, however, are stiU less likely to result in case attrition than parmer cases involving 

the same. This is consistent with the descriptive analysis that found partner violence cases 

io have higher levels of case attrition than non-partner violence cases. 

Table 3.8: Resulls of LogLstic Regrasion on Incidence of Case Attrition for Legal 
Variables by Social Relationsliip 

Covariates 

Block 1 (Legal Variables) 

More serious I 1 .O00 1 1 .O00 1 

Odds Ratio 

Previous Contact With Police 
Yes 
No 

Accused Charges 
Less senous 

Odds Ratio 

n = 281 
-1 Log Likelihood = 

Recaii tiom the descriptive ruiaiysis that as we rnove h m  parmer WoIence to violence 

n = 183 
-2 Log Likelihood = - 

372.544 

.996 
1 .O00 

A86 

Accused Number of Charges 
, Constant 

between f?iends or acquaintances to violence involving m g e n ,  the level of attrition 

- 
228.202 

0.835 
1 .O00 

0352 
~~ ~ 

J 

.663 1 0.738 
3-96 1 2,095 

decreases. This raises the question of what it is about each of these groups that makes them 

unique with respect to the processing by the criminal justice s p e m .  As it was the block of 

legai variables that were found to amplie the social relationship differences in case attrition. 

4. One possibIe explanation for cases involving parmers is that accused in more serious cases are 
more Iikely to be denied bail and Iield in detention. it is at this point that victims face the most 
pressure h m  their partners to drop the charges, thedore. resulting in a stay of proceedings. 



the question that remains to be m e r e d  is: to what extent are dierences in the case attrition 

levels between tnends or acquaintances and mangers exptained by individual legai 

variables? To address this question. a muitivariate analysis invoiving a series of logistic 

regrcssions was pertormed- Tabke 3.9 provides the resdts fiom these logistic regressions. 

Table 3.9: Results of Logistic Regrasion on Incidence of Case .4Itrition for Legal 
Variables by Non-partner Reiatioirrli@ 

1 1 

Covariates 1 Odds Ratio Odds Ratio 

Previous Contact With Police 
Yes 
No 

Accused Charges 
Less senous 
More serious 

RecdI fiom Table 3.8 that previous contact had an impact on case attrition oniy for non- 

parmes, with previous contact decresing the odds of crise attrition by 16 percent. 

interestingiy. an examination of Table 3.9 shows that i t s  impact can be accounted for by 

m g e r  violence. SpecificalIy. whik having previous contact reduces the odds of attrition 

for strangers by 40 percent, having previous contact, in fact. increases the odds of attrition 

for fiiends or acquaintances by 33 percent -4s weil. r ecd  LÏom Table 3.8 that the number 

of charges had an impact on case rimition for both Pamiers and non-parniers. Every 

Accused Number of Charges 
Constant 

1.377 
1 .O00 

- 1  04 
1 .O00 

0.604 
1 .O00 

0.476 
1 .O00 

-613 
0.033 

0.831- 
1.41 1 



additional charge laid against a non-parmer decrwsed the odds of case attrition by 26 

percent. An examination of Table 3 -9 shows tfiat this impact cm be accounted for by fiiends 

or acquaintances. In paticular, every iiddiuond charge Iaid against a fiiend or acquainmce 

reduces the odds of attrition by 39 percent. However. the odds of attrition are oniy reduced 

by 17 percent for strangers. Finally, Table 3.8 indicated that the severity of charges Iaid 

against the accused had an impact for both parmers and non-partners, with less serious 

offences decreasing the odds of attrition for parmers by 51 percent and non-partuers by 75 

percent. An examination of Table 3.9 shows that wtiile the impact for strangers and friends 

or acqui-tinmces is in the same direction and a p p m  to be significant for stranges, it is 

much -ter for fiiends or ricquriinrances. Specificdly, the odds of case atmtion are reduced 

by 90 percent for fnends or acquaintances charged with Iess serious offences. whereas the 

odds of case attrition for strangers are reduced by 52. percent. 

The hdings of the logistic regession are difficult to interpret; many are not in the 

direction that one might expect This suggests Ehm there are likely other factors at work 

which might explain the differences in case attrition between partuers and non-partners. 

Nevertheless, what these findings do tell LU is chat the social relarionship between the 

acnised and complainant(s) - not jusr berween parniers and non-partuers. but also within the 

non-parmer group between Eends or acquriinmces and strangers - is a key factor in the 

crimimi justice processing of cases. 

CONCLUDING REiMARKS 

Citing the hd ing  that the FamiIy Violence Court had a sipiiicantly lower attrition rate 



(;6%) îhan the General Court (43%)- Ursel(1992b) has concluded that famiIy violence is 

being treated by the criminal justice qmem as aserious crime menting serious consequemes. 

The findings of tfiis study however. suggest that p m e r  violence cases are being processed 

differently by the crimind justice system thm non-parmer violence cases. Specificaüy, 

p m e r  violence cases were more likely to resdt in attrition than non-parnier violence cases. 

in an effort to detemine why this \vas the case, we examineci the specific fearures of these 

events. 

The findings kom the descriptive malysis suggest chat p m e r  violence is qualitatively 

different h m  non-parmer violence. with the socid ddynmics being more conthuous than 

dichotomous. More specificdly, as we move from parmer violence to violence involving 

Eiiends or acquaintances to violence involving strangers. we see a graduai shift h m  violence 

that is inter-gendered (mdeXemaIe). one-on-one and occurring in private to violence that is 

intra-gendered ( m d d d e ) ,  _mup-based and ùccurring in public. More signincm the 

violence tactics used in evenrs invohing partnefs and tiiends or acquaintances were more 

severe thm those invoiving strangers. and compIainants in cases involving fiends or 

acquaintances were most likely to incur injuries as o d t .  Nevertheless, the case amition 

levels differed between these three groups: 5 percent of parmer violence cases resuited in 

amition compareci with 45 percent of non-partner violence cases Învolving fiiends or 

acquaintances and 34 percent of those involving strangers. 

Consistent with the descriptive andysis. the findings h m  the logistic regression 

indicated that parmers hi 74 percent higher odds of case attrition rhan the reference category 

of non-parmers When other variabtes were controlled, Iegd variables were found to play an 



important d e  in the greater odds of case amition for partuers. The Iegai variable that seemed 

to operate most differentIy mong the groups was the seriousness of offence variable. 

Surprisingly, the less serious charges in cornparison to the more senous charges decreased 

the odds of case attrition, although non-parmer cases involving less serious offences were 

s t i i i  l a s  likely to result in case amition than partner cases involving less serious offences. 

The high level of attrition for parmer violence cases - when cornbiied with the 

qualitative differences benveen events invoh4ng pimuers, tnends or acquaintances and 

strangers - does suggest that the crirninal justice system is responding differently to cases 

depending upon the socid reIationship benireen the accused and the complainant(s). We 

know that the zero-tolerance policy has resdted in more parmer violence cases entering the 

system. One way of investipating this issue fiidter, then, is to examine partner violence cases 

which were processed by the criminal justice system before and after the irnplementation of 

the zero-tolerance policy. This will be the focus of the next chapter. 



Chapter Four 

Pie  Venus Post Zero-Tolerance 

The zero-tolerance policy w a ~  formaUy introduced by the Winnipeg Police Service on July 

12,1993. This pohy initiated a change in police protocof, whereby police were instnrcted 

to lay a charge "whether or not the victim wishes to proceed with the matter, and even in 

circUmStaLlces d e r e  there are no visible injuries or independent witnesses" (Wiipeg 

Police Department 1993). As noted in Chapter One, the number of arrests increased 

dramaticdiy under this new protocol. As well, data fiom the Family Violence Traclang 

Project reved a ciramatic increase in the number of stays of proceedings over the first seven 

years of the operation of the FamiIy Violence Court, h m  22 percent in the court's first year 

of operation to 47 percent by year seven. 

While writers such as Ursel(1998a) have interpreted these fïndings as evidence of 

the po licy's effectiveness in responding to partner violence, critics such as Snider (1995) 

would argue that such Endings are evidence of a "net-widening" effect of the zero-tolerance 

. - 
poiicy, whereby more individuais -particuIariy those marginalizedby theirrace/ethnicityand 

cIass - are now being brou& into the crimhd justice system oncharges of parmer violence. 

The increases in charges and stays of proceedings raise questions about the impact of the 

zero-tolerance policy on rhe pmcessing and sentencing of partner vioience cases. To address 

this issue, a random sampie (strarined by offence type) of 677 cases of men and women (1 8 

years and older) charged withcriminal acts of vioknce agahsttheirpartners over a five-year 

period (1991 to 1995) was drawn h m  W i p e g  Police Incident Reports. Of these cases, 



M ( 3 3 9 )  occurred prior to the implementation of the zero-tolerance policy and half(338) 

occurred after the change in protocol. Of par t ich intetest is whether or not the policy has 

resulted in a net-widening effect. One way of addressing this issue is to determine whether 

there are qualitative differences between those cases of parmer violence processed pnor to 

the implementation of zero-tolerance and those cases where charges were laid afterthe policy 

was implemented. This wiii be the focus of the first section. The second section will consider 

whether parmer violence cases occuning after the zero-toierance poiicy arc being treated as 

seriously as those o c c d g  before the policy in terms of the processing and sentencing of 

cases by the criminal justice system. 

1. QUALITATIVE DLFFERENCES PRE AND POST ZERO-TOLERANCE 

Descriptive Anaiysis 

To address the question ofwhether there are qualitative ciifferences between partner violence 

cases before and after the zero-toIerance poticy, four measures will be employed: violence 

used by the accused; violence used by the victim; injuries received by the victim; and injuries 

received by the accused. 

The first measure used to determine whether qualitative differences exist before and 

&er the zero-tolerance policy is the violence used by the accused As indicated in Table 4.1, 

there are vimially no ciifferences between the two groups in terms of the nature (and number) 

of violence tactics used. The oaiy exception is that partnefs in cases o c h g  before the 

zero-toiexance policy are more iikely than partrters m cases occurring after the poiicy to utter 

threatslthreaten with a wapon (25% pre versus 18% post), although this difference was not 



statisticaily significant. These findings are somewhat consistent with the resnits h m  the 

severity of violence scde. Partners in cases occwring &er the zero-tale- poiicy are 

slightiy Iess Iikely to use major violence than partners in cases occurring b e f i  the policy 

(49% pon versus 55% pre) and hence are sIightiy more likeiy to use minor visleme (16% 

post vernis 10% pre). 

Table 4. I :  Type of Violence Used by Accused Before and Aper Zero-Toleraace 

1 Type of Violence Used by 1 Pm Zero-Tolerance 1 Post Zero-Tolemce 

Properp damage/thefl 
Utter threats/threaten with 

, weapon* 
Pushishove/grablelbow/ 
Pulyshakelwrestle 

Beat ( repeat punching) 19.5% 61 1 S.?"' 
Se.walacts 1 I l  3 3% - 0.9% - . 

59 17.5% 
84 24.9% 

Sitomrestrainotherwise 
S l a ~  (face and/or bodv) 

44 13% 
60 17.5"'/0 

126 37.3% 119 38 .26  

33 9.8% 
69 20.4% 

S tranelekhoke 1 25 7.4% 
Slam or push body or head ) 55 16.3% 

1 Other violence 18 2.4% 1 3  0.9% 

2 1 6.20/n 
77 22.5'D/0 

j 1 9.201.0 
47 13 .Om'o 

into something 
StabiSIash 
Shoot 

No. of t-ioIence tactics 923 
No. of accused who used violence 338 (2.7 per person) 

34 10.1% 
0 oO/o 

21 6.20.a 
1 0.P.o 



The second m e a m  of qualitative d i n i c e s  is violence used by victims. Table 4 1  

displays the resuIts of whether the victim used vioIence by year of charge. The &ta reveal 

that victims in cases occurring after the zero-tolerance poiicy are more likely than victims 

in cases occuning before the policy to use violence (46% post versus 37% pre). Howwer, 

there are virtuaUy no ciifferences in temis of the severity of violence used by victims. 

Table 4.2: Type of Violence Used by Kcth Before and Afer Zero-Tolerance 

Did Vicîim Use Violence?" 

Yes .. 
No 

The third measure of quditative differences is the injuries received by victims. The 

results h m  Table 4.3 show that victims in cases occurring before the zero-tolerance policy 

are more iikely than victims in cases occurring after the policy to receive injuries (8 1% pre 

versus 72% post). 

Total 

Pre Zero-Tolerance 

37.2% (126) 

62.8% (213) 

100% (339) 1 100% (338) 

Post Zero-Tolerance 

45.6% (154) 

54.4% (184) 



Table 4.3: VrcrUn Injwed Before and Afer Zero-Tolerance 

+ There is 1 misshg case. 
* There is 1 missing case. 

Did Victim Receive 
Injuries?** 

Yes 

No 

Totsl 

However, the majority of injuries (76% pte versus 77?4 post) are minor in nature. As 

indicated in Table 4.4! the most fiequent injuries involved bruises, swebg ,  weIts or redness 

Pre Zero-Toiemnce+ 

81.4% (275) 

(53.8% pre vernis 42.7?41 post) or cuts, broken skin, scratches or bite marlcs (42.9% pre 

Post ZemTokrance i 

71.5% (241) 

versus 48.5% post). 

A nnal measure of qualitative differences is the injuries received by the accuseci. The 

18.6% (63) 

iOO% (338) 

resuits h m  tfie descriptive anaiysis show IittIe clifference in tenns of the Wuency and 

28.5% 1%) 

100% (337) 

severïty of injuries received by the accuse& Specificdy, par?ners charged after the zero- 

tolerance policy are only slightiy more iikely than parmers charged ùefore the poiicy to 

receive injuries as a cesuit of the incident (28% post versus 22% pre). These injuries are 

minor in nature, however, with more minor injuries occurring a f k  the poticy than before 

(94% post versus 88% pre). 



Tabie 4.4: Type of Injuries R e c W  by Vicrinr Be/ore and Afler 2-Tolerance 

1 Type of Injuy 1 Pre ZcrpTokrance 1 Post Zer+Tolerance 1 
R&eived by Viaria 
Bloody or broken nose 
Luts/broken s W  

Bruises/sweliing/welts/ 
redness* 
Loss of hair 
Eye damage/black eye* 
Sprains/sore body parts 
Spray-related bum 

Imbedded giasdotber O I 0% 1 O 
0% 1 obiect 

24 8.7% 
118 42.9% 

Broken bones/htures 
iacerations/slashes 

15 6.2% 
117 48.5% 

148 53+8% 

7 2.5% 
28 10.2% 
63 22.9?? 
O 0% 

1 Internai bleedinglorgan 1 6 2.2% 1.7% 1 

- 

103 42.7% 

4 1.7% 
12 5% 
65 27% 
1 0.4% 

3 1.1% 
37 13.5% 

., 
ûther bums* 
ChippeMost teeth 
Sexually violated 
Stab wounds 
Gunshot woimds 

or artery damage 
Loss of limbhody part O 0% 

1 0.4% 
27 112% 

Loss of consciousness 3 1 .l% 
Coma O 0% 
Brain damage O 0% 
Paralysis O 0% 
Death O 0% 
Other tme of iniurv O 0% 

O 0% 
3 1.1% 
8 2.9% 
16 5.8% 
O 0% 

No. of injuries received 466 380 
No. of victims who received mjirnes 275 (1 -7 per person) 241 (1 -6 per person) 
No. of missing cases 1 1 

4 1.7% 
O 0% 
6 2.5% 
14 5.8% 
O 0% 



From a review of the d t s  of the descriptive anaiysis, we observe that the violence 

tactics used and injuries received are either the same or siightly more serious in partner 

violence cases occurring before the zero-toIerance policy than after. indeed, victims of 

partners accused before the po iicy are siightIy more likely to use violence and are slightly 

more likely to receive injuries, aithough there are Little differences in terms of the severity 

of violence and injuries. Further, partners cbarged before the policy are siightly more iikely 

to use major violence. WhiIe accused parmers are sii ghly more likely to receive injuries after 

the policy than before, these injuries are more likely to be minor. Thus, wbile qualitative 

differences exist between partner violence cases occttmng before and after the policy, the 

d.erences are small. This suggests that the zero-toilerance poiicy is simply bringing a p t e r  

mmrber of partnervioience cases into the criminai justice system rather than bringing in more 

serious partner violence cases. If anything, zero-tolerance has resulted in a siight increase in 

more minor partner violence cases, supporthg the argument for net-widening. 

LI. DIFFERENCES IN THE CJS TREATiMENT OF PARTNER VIOLENCE PRE 
AND POST ZERO-TOLERANCE 

i. Descriptive Analysis 

Six measures wiii be used to examine the impact of the zero-tolerance poiicy on the 

processing and sentencing of parmer violence cases: case attrition; dispositions; nature of 

charges; number of charges; employment statu and race ofthe accused: and victim charges. 

The fïrst measure of the impact of the zero-tolerance policy is the case attrition levels. 

Table 4.5 presents the results of case outcome crosstabulated by year of charge. The data 



reveal case attrition to be considerably hi& after the zero-tolerance poticy than before 

(73% pst versus 58% pre), largely as a consequence of the high number of stays of 

proceedings d e r  the policy than before (64% pst versus 50% pre). The consequence of the 

increase in case attrition is a decrease in the number of cases proceeding to sentencing d e r  

the zero-tolerance policy than before (27% post vernis 42% pre). This hnding coincides with 

the hding of Utsel (2000) that the stay rate i n c m d  fiom 22 percent in 1990191 to 32 

percent in 1991192 to 41 percent in 1992193 and M y  to 47 percent in 1993194. Given that 

one of the goals of îhe Family Violence Court was to reduce attrition levels for partner 

violence cases, the findings of the present analysis sugest a net-widening effect of the zero- 

toierance policy, whereby more cases are entering the criminai justice system, yet an 

increasing number are resulting in attrition. 

The second measure of the impact of the zero-tolerance policy is the sentencing 

patterns of partner violence cases. Table 4.5 presents these resuits. The data reveal that of the 

cases proceeding to sentencing, accused parmers in cases occurring before the zero-tolerance 

poiicy are as Iikely as accused parmers in cases occurring after the poiicy to receive an 

absolute discharge (3% pre versus 0% post), conditional discharge (15% pre versus 17% 

post), fine, community service work or restitution (2% pre versus 4% post), suspended 

sentence plus probation (45% pre versus 42% post) and incarceration (35% pre versus 36% 

post). Recaii fiom Chapter One that one of the objectives of the FamiIy Violence Court was 

to provide more consistent and appropriate sentencing to mngthen the safety of the victim, 

to mandate treatment for batterers and to increase monitoring of offenders (through 

probation) (UrseI1998b). Indeed. UrseI (1996) found that four years d e r  the opeMg of the 



Family Violence Court, we witnessed a dramatic change in sentencing patterns, with 

probation beeoming the most meat sentence (74%) foiiowed by mcarçaation (29%). Yet, 

îhe findings h m  the present snidy suggest that while the implmentation of the zero- 

tolerance policy has not had a negative impact on the sentencing of partaer violence cases, 

it bas wt had a positive impact eitber. In fàct, it wouid appear thaî the poiice policy has had 

virtually no impact on the sentencing of partner violence cases. 

Trrble 45: Accusad M m  Sidous Oir~co~ne Before and Am Zertr-Tulerance 

Accnsed Most Serions 
Outcorne*** 

Acquitted, Discharged or 
Dismissed 

Pre ZemTolerance 
(n = 338)t 

ATTRITION 

PROCEED TO 
SENTENCE 

Post Zer+Tolerance 
(n = 334)V 

8.9% (29) 

- - 

Absoiute and Conditional 
Discharge, Fine, CSW or 
Restitution 

+ There is I missing case; 
V There are 4 missing cases. 

8.1% (27) 

58.3% (197) 

41.7% (141) 

19.9% (28) 

Suspended Sentence plus 
Probation 

725% (242) 

27.5% (92) 

45.4% (64) 1 42.4% (39) 



In a similar vein, an examination of the nature of charges laid against the accused 

shows Wnially no difference in terms of the severity of charges laid aga& parmers in cases 

occurring before and after the zero-tolerance poiicy (see: Table 4.6). Speciiicaily, accused 

in cases occurring before the zero-toterance policy are aimost as liicely as accused in cases 

ocÉirrring f ie r  the poiicy to be charged with less serious offences such as level 1 and other 

assaults (58% pre versus 63% post). in tum, accused partners in cases occurring before the 

zero-tolerance poiicy are only siightiy more likely than accused partners in cases occurring 

d e r  the policy to be charged with more serious offences such as level2 and 3 assauits, 

sexuai offences, robbery and attempt murder, manslaughter or murder (42% pre versus 37% 

post). it is notable, however, that the majority of partner violence cases (both before and &er 

the zero-tolerance poiicy) involve less serious offences. That vinuaiiy no diffèrences exist 

in ternis of the severity of charges laid before and after the zero-tolerance policy suggests 

littie or no change in the nature of the charges laid by the police. 

Table 4.6: Accused Most Serious Charge Before and Afier Zero-Tolerance 

1 Accused Most Serious 1 Pre Zero-Tolerance 1 Post Zero-Tolerance ] 
Charge 
Non-vioient charge 
Level 1 and other assauits 
Level2 and 3 assadts 
Sexual offences 
Ro bbery 

Attempt murder, 
Manslaughter or Murder 
Totai 

0% (O) 
57.8% (196) 
40.4% (137) 

0.9% (3) 
0.6% (2) 

0% (O) 
63% (213) 

25.2% (119) 
1.2% (4) 
0.3% (1) 

0.3% (1) 

100% (339) 

0.3% (1) 

100% (338) 



The fourth variable which is used to measute the impact of the zero-tolerance policy 

is the number of charges. Table 4.7 displays the d t s  fiom the number of charges iaid 

against the accused crosstabulated by year of charge. The data reveal that parmers accused 

in cases occurring before the zero-tolerance policy are slightiy more likely thau parmers 

accused in cases occurring after the policy to be chatged with two or more offences (48% pre 

versus 39% pst). 

TaMe 4.7: .4ccused Number of Charges Before and APer Zero-Tolerance 

[ Accnsed Total Pre Zero-Tolennce 1 Post Zero-Tolennce 1 
Number of Charges 
1 charge 

The tifth measure of the impact of the zero-tolerance policy is the employment status 

and race of the accused. Table 4.8 presents the results of empIoyment status crosstabulated 

by year of charge. The tlndings indicate that individuals who are in more margrnaiized 

economic positions - those who are unemployed or on social assistance - are over- 

represen~ed in the data. However, no differences were found before and &r the poiicy. 

Specindy. xcused partners who are either unemptoyed or on social ~ c e f w e L f a r e  are 

2 charges 

3 chaqes 

4 charges 

5 charges 

Total 

176 (5 1.9%) 206 (60.9%) 

94 (27.7%) 

40 (1 1.8%) 

19 (5.6%) 

10 (2.9%) 

339 (1 00%) 

80 (23.774) 

25 (7.4%) 

18 (5.3?%) 
, 

9 (2.9?6/0) 

338 (1 00%) 





Caucasian). These findings wodd seem to [end support to Snider's (1998) argument about 

the net-widening effect of mandatory chq& policies on Abonginai men. In particular, 

Snider (1998) argues that mandatory chqing policies are more about punishing and 

controIling mat- groups than they are about making the lives of women more safe 

or eliminating the violence. She argues that it is largely lower income, visible minority and 

urban Aboriginal women who have d e r e d  the damaging consequences of mandatory 

charging policies. These are the women whose parmers are most vulnerable to these police 

practices as they are the abusers with the lotest resomes and the Ieast ability to resist 

criminal justice intervention into their iives. 

Table 4.9: Race of Men Accrcsed Before and Aflm Zero-Tolerance 

1 Othe? 1 l4 (S. 1%) 1 l4 (8.8%) 1 

Race of Men Accused** 
Caucasian 

1 1 

Total 1 172 ( 1 OOYO) 1 160 (100%) 

+ There is 1 missing case. 

Pre Zero-Tolerancert 
95 (552%) 

'- The "other category pre zero-tolemce inciudes accused descnied by police as hian,  Black, 
East Indian, Mulatto. Filipino, Portuguese and Non-white, nie "othef category pst zero- 
toletance inchdes accused dwcribed by police as Asian, Black, East indian, Mulatto. Non-white, 
Filipino and Portuguese. As the sample of "other xcused is so mail, it wouid be misleading to 
interpret. 

Post Zero-Tolerance 
57 (35.6%) 



The final measure to be exlimined is the fkquency and severity of charges laid agaht 

victims. The data reveai that victims in cases occurring aAer the zero-tolerance poiicy are 

slightiy more likely than victims in cases occurring before the policy to be charged by police 

dongside their partners (33% posr versus 27% pre). Ttiere were vimially no ciifferences, 

bwever, in terms of the severity of charges laid against victims More and after the policy. 

Specificaiiy, 74 percent of the charges laid before the policy and 76 percent of the charges 

laid fier the policy involved less serious offences (Le. non-vident, levei t and other 

assaults) (sec Table 4.10). Similar to the charges laid against the accuseà, it is noteworthy 

that the majority of pmer violence charges laid against victims are for rdatively minor 

offences. 

Tubk 4.10: VictUn Nature of Chuees Befure and APer Zerui-Tdemc~ 

1 Victim Most Serious 1 Pre Zero-Tolerance 1 Post Zero-Toleronce 1 

I 1 

LeveI 1 and other assauits 1 58 (63%) 1 83 (74.1 %) 1 
Charge 
Non-violent cbarge 

1 Level2 and 3 assauits 1 24 (%%) 1 2 7  (24.1%) 1 

10 (10.9%) 2 (1.8%) 

S e d  offences 
Rob bery 

h double-charging (the phenornenon whereby victims are chargecl alongside their 

~atlsku~hter or Murder 
Total no. of victims charged 

partners for adomestic vidence offence) has been idennned by wornen's gruups and victims 

1 

O (0%) \ O (0%) 
O (0%) 

Attempt murder, 1 O (0%) 

92 (1 00%) 

O (0%) 
O (ml 

113 (100%) 



as an important issue, it is necessary to examine the percentage of charges laid against 

v i c h  before and afteï *k zero-toIerance policy. Table 4.1 1 presents the d t s  of this 

msstabdation. The hdings reveal a süght increase in the n u m k  of charges laid against 

victims fier the zero-tolerance policy (33% post verms 27% pre), Athough the increase is 

d, this hding does suggest a slight increase in double4wghg foUowing the 

implementation of the zero-tolerance policy. In other words, while double-ctiarging was an 

issue priur to the zero-tolerance policy, it becomes more of an issue &m. 

Table 4. il: Do ubk-Charging Before and A fter Zeru-Tolerance 

~&Victim(s) Charged? 
Yes 

B a d  on the descriptive analysis, three observations can be made. First, the zero- 

to lmce  policy appears to have had rinie s imcant or nibstantial effect on the nature of 

ctiarges laid by police, as weli as the sentencing patterns. Where diffkences emerge, 

however, is in terms of the case attrition leveis and the race of the accused. The second 

observarion that can be made h m  the descriptive anaiysis is a net-widening effect of the 

zero-toleraace poiicy whereby more parmer violence cases are entering the criminal justice 

ystem yet an increasing nurnber are resuIting in attrition. F i Ï v ,  the data suggest that the 

zero-tolerance poticy's movai of discretion h m  the police level iias not reduced the over- 

t 
No 

Total 

Pre Zero-Toiemnce 
92 (27.1 %) 

Post Zero-Tolemnce 
113 (3 3 -4%) 

247 (72.9%) 

339 (1 00%) 

225 (66.6%) 

338 (1 00%) 



represenmtion of mar- groups as accused. indeed, the dam reveai an apparent net- 

widening for Aboriginal men. 

If we examine case attrition leveh by race before and afhr the poiicy, we find 

virtually no ciifference between Aboi- and Caucasian men accused. In particular, the 

incidence of case attrition for Aboriginal men accused k simiiar to the incidence of case 

attrition for Caucasian men accused both before (45% versus 47%) and after (56% versus 

60%) the zero-tolerance policy (Table 4.12). M e n  we examine sentencing patterns, 

however, adifferent p i c m  emerges. S pecificdly, whiie Aboriginal menare equally as likely 

in cases occming before and der the policy to receive a conditional discharge (9% pre 

versus 8% post), Caucasian men in cases occurring after the poiicy are far more likely than 

Caucasian men in cases occurring before the poiicy to receive a conditional discharge (23% 

post versus 8% pre). On the other hand, whiie Caucasian men are equally as Iikely in cases 

occurrïng before and after the policy to receive a suspended sentence plus probation (52% 

pre versus 46% post), Aboriginal men in cases after the policy are far more likely than 

Aborigind men in cases before the policy to receive a suspended sentence pIus probation 

(4 1 % post versus 29% pre). This &dhg appears to Lend support to Snider's (1 998) argument 

that mandatory charging policies serve to controbg marginaked groups through enhanced 

surveillance (Le., probation and inmeration). 

Perhaps the most important difference which emerges when race is considered is that 

Caucasian and Aboriginal accused d e r  the zero-tolerance poiicy are Iess Iikely than 

Caucasian and Aboriginal accused before the policy to receive a sentence of incarceration. 

Specificaily. 40 percent of Caucasianaccused received asentence of incarcerarion before the 



policy versus oniy 32 percent of Ca& accused who received an incarceration sentence 

after the policy. SirniIarly, 62 percent of Aboriginal accused received a semence of 

incarceration before the policy versus only 51 percent d e r  the policy. While the zero- 

tolerance policy does not appear to have had a differential impact on Caucasian and 

Abonginai accused in terms of incarcention, that Aboriginal men are d l  far more iikely to 

receive sentences of incarceration both before and after the zero-tolerance poiicy lends 

support to Snider's (1995) argument that criminalization of male violence fimaions to 

control groups who are vulnerable on the basis of theu race, class, gender or edmiciry. 

Table 4.1 2: Most Serious Outcorne Before and Ajer Zero-Tolerance &y Race of Accrrsed 

- - - -  ~ 

Accused iMost Serious 
Outcorne*** 

ATTRITION 1 45.1% (28) 

Aboriginal 
(n=m 

- -- 

Acquitted, Discharged or 
Dismissed 

Stay of Proceedings 

102% (9) 

45.5% (40) 

- -- 

PROCEED TO 
SENTENCE 

Csiucasian 
(n=95) 

12.7?% (7) 

47.396 (26) 

- -  

16.1% (1 0) 

29% (18) 

54.9% (34) 

Absolute and 
Conditional Discharge, 
Fie. CSW or Restitution 

- 

12.6% (12) 

34.7% (53) 

8.8% (3) 

Suspended Setence plus 
Probation 

+ There are 2 missing cases. 
* There are 3 missing cases. 

Aboriginal 
(n=û8) 

29.4% (10) 

Incarceration (provinciai 
or federal) 

Cau~uirrn 
(n- 

61 -8% (2 1) 

. 

JO% (20) 5 1.3% (20) 3 1.805 ( 7) 



While we know that the level of attrition is higher after the zero-tolerance palicy than 

before - suggesting a net-widening effect of the protocol - we have little or no understaading 

of what explains these differences in case attrition levels. We do know h m  anecdotal 

evidence that one of the main reasons for high stays of proceedings is complainants' refusal 

to teste against their partuers. The followhg section wiU examine the extent to which 

ciifferences in case attrition levels before and after the zero-tolerance policy c m  be explained 

by legai, event and social variables. To accomplish this, a muhivariate analyçis involving a 

Table 4.13 provides the d t s  of the Iogistic tegression on case attrition for legal, event and 

social variables. The 6rst mode1 contains the results for the year of charge variable without 

any controis. 

Table 4.13: Ra& of Logisa'c Regression on Case Anrition for Legal, Event and Social 
Variables 

1 1 Yearof 1 Le@ 1 Event 1 Sochi 1 FaiiModel 1 
Charge 
a = 672 

Covariates 

variables 
a = 667 

Year of Charge 
Post 
Pre Zï 

Odds Ratio 

Constant 
-2 Log 

Variables 
a = 669 

1.883 
1 .O00 

I 

Odds Ratio 1 Odds Ratio 
I 

1397 
852.434 

Variables 
n = 642 

1.904 
1 .O00 

a = 636 

Odds Ratio 

3 -92 1 
703.532 

Odds Ratio 

1.685 
1 .O00 

0.827 
775.54 

1 

2.036 
1 .O00 

1 

1.92 
1 .O00 

3 -799 
756.49 

13364 , 

654.665 



Consistent with the descriptive analysis, the odds are different in both groups. The 

r ed t s  in Table 4-13 show that partners charged after the zero-tolmce poiicy have 88 

percent higher odds of case attrition than parmers charged before the policy. 1s this finding 

due to more mimr charges king laid after the zero-tolerance policy? 1s this fïnding the result 

of more minor injuries received by victims of partners afier the mu-tolerauce policy? ûr, 

is this hding due to the social characteristics of the accused? These are particuiarly 

important questions h t  need to be answered. 

The second mode1 in Table 4.13 controls for legai variables (previous police contact, 

nature of charges, number of charges and fkquency of victim charges). The results show that 

controlling for legal variables, the odds of case attrition for partners charged after the zero- 

tolerance poIicy remah virniaIIy the same. Legai variables appear to have no effect on the 

greater odds of case attrition for parmers charged &er the zero-toIerance policy. This is 

consistent with the descriptive analysis which found no differences in terms of the nature and 

number of charges taid against accuseci partners before and &r the zero-tolerance poticy. 

Event variabIes (degree of violence used by accused, weapons used by accused, 

victim use of violence and fkquency and degree of injuries received by victim) are controiied 

for in the third mode1 in Table 4.13. The resuits show that controlling for event variables, the 

odds of case attrition for parmers charged d e r  the zero-tolerance policy compared to 

parmers charged before the poIicy are reduced by 19 percent It appears, then, that factors 

such as the degree of violence used by accused, the ûequency of weapons used by accused, 

the tiequmcy of vioknce us& by the victim and the kquency and degree of injuries 



received by victim in fict d u c e  the odds of attrition for partner violence cases occurring 

after the zero-tolerance policy in comparison to parmer violence cases occurring before the 

palicy . 

The fourth model in Table 4.13 controls fot sociai factors (race, employment status 

and sex of acwed). The tesdts show that controlling for sociai fimors, the odds of case 

athition for partners charged afler the policy compared to those charged before the policy are 

increased by 16 percent. It appears that the greater odds of case mition for pmers  charged 

afler the policy is amplified by factors mch as  race, employment status and sex of the 

accused. Social variables, therefore, play a role in the greater odds of case mîtion for 

parmers charged d e r  the zero-toIerance policy. 

When legai, social and event variables are entered into the fitil model in Table 4.13, 

the odds of case amition for parmers charged after the policy relative to partners charged 

before the policy are increased siightly (4%). It appears that sociai variables such as the race, 

employment status and sex of the accused increase the differences incase amition for parmer 

violence mes before and &es the zero-toiexance policy. 

WMe the Logistic regressions perfonned above provide insight into the impact of 

legai, event and social variables on différences in case attrition before and after the zero- 

tolerauce policy, they m o t  teU us which variabIes are important for partuers charged both 

befm and d e r  the policy and they do not aiiow for a comparison of cases p e  and post zero- 

tolerance. To give us a sense of the impact of Iegal, event and sociaf variables for each group 

oncase attrition, separate logistic regressionswere performed for parmers chargeci before and 

after the zero-tolerance policy. 



Sociril Variables, Year of Charge and Case Altrition 

As the bgistic regressions in Table 4.13 found that it ffi the block of sociai variables that 

increrised the ciifferences in case attrition before and afkr the zero-tolerance policy, it is 

important to examine the impact of each of these variables on case anrition, Table 4.14 

contains the results h m  these regessians. Whiie behg Aboriginal decreases the odds of 

attrition both before and afkr zero-tolerance, the decrease is greater before zero-tolerance 

than der. Speciücdy, being Aborigind decreased the odds of aïfrition by 38 percent before 

zero-tolerance and by 29 percent afker zero-tolerance. Employment statu also had a 

decreasing effect on attrition both before and &er the poiicy was Mplmented, although this 

effect is Iess so than for race. Being unempbyed or on social assistance decreased the odds 

of attrition by 19 percent before zero-tolerance and by L2 percent af3er zero-toIerauce. The 

sex of the accused had ;tn even greater influence: being male deamsed the odds of case 

attrition by 70 percent before zero-tolerance and by 77 percent after zero-toietance. 



Tabie 4.14: Resuüs of Lo- Regmion on Incidence of Case Aitdikn for Socirrl 
V i M e s  by Pepr of Charge 

1 Pre Zero-Tolerance 1 Pod Zero-Talerance 
I I 

L 
Covariatcs 

Block 3 (Social Variables) 

Odds Ratio 

Race of Accused 

Sex of Accused 1 1 
MaIe 0.297 0.233 

Odds Raüo 

n = 327 
-2 Log Likelibood = 

Accused 
Unem~loved 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

n = 315 
-2 Log Ldcelihood = 

118.068 

One consequence of the implementation of the zero-tolerance poiicy by the Wtnnipeg Police 

- 

337.573 

0.812 

Service in 1993 was a dramatic increase in the number of arrests for domestic vioIence. 

0.88 

Consistent with Ursel's (1998a) resemh, the data h m  the present study aIso r evd  a 

significant increase in the Ievel of case attrition. Whiie 58 percent of charges resuited in 

attrition prior to the policy, 73 percent of charges resuited in attrition after the poiicy. This 

increase raises questions about the impact of the zero-tolerance po iicy on the processing and 

sentencing of partner violence cases. Are we to interpret these changes as evidence of the 

policy's effectiveness -or - as evidence of a "net widening' effecr? 



ûae way ofdewmining whetherthe zero-tolerance policy conûibrdedb an incxwsed 

e f f d v a x s s  of the criminal justice response to domestic violence is to examine the specific 

nature ofthe events which resuited in charges being laid before and a f k  the implemwtation 

of the po ücy. A descriptive analysis of partner violence cases pre and post zero-tolerance 

reveded rhat wiiile there amiorne qualitative différences between -es occiaring before and 

after the policy was implemented, these clifferences me d. For instance, there are vinually 

no ciifferences in tenns of the nature (and number) of violence tactics used by accused. While 

victims in cases occurring d e r  the zero-totemce policy are more iikely than victims in 

cases occurring before the policy to use violence (46% pst versus 37% pre), there are 

M y  no differences in the seventy of violence used by victims- As weU, victims in cases 

occtnring before the policy were more tikeiy to receive injuries (8 1% pre versus 72% post), 

although the majority of injuries were of a minor nam. Given the s i d a r  characteristics of 

parmer violence events occming before and &er the zem-tolerance policy, one would have 

expected the criminal justice response to these events to also be sirnilar. While the 

descriptive andysis found that those cases which proceeded to sentence received virtuaiiy 

the same distribution of dispositions before and after the policy, it remaius the case that the 

incidence of stays of proceedings - which (at 50%) was hi& prior to the implementation of 

zero-tolerance -rose even higher (to 64%) once the policy is in place. in ottier words, even 

though the nature of the events which kd to a charge appear to be comparable, those 

occrimng &er zero-tolerance are more likely to resuIt in stays of proceedings. On the one 

had, this niggests that the zero-tolerance policy is working against the initial objective of 

the Farnily Violence Court to reduce the attrition leveIs in partuer violence cases (ürsel998b). 



violence cases (ürsel998b). Tbis findmg is especiaily ùnportaat m light of the coneems raised 

by victims= advocates prior to the cfeation of the F a d y  Violence Court îhat a large 

proportion of wife abuse cases end in a stay of proceedings and, therefore, never proceed to 

court (Unel 1992b). On the other han& the high number of stay of proceedings could be 

interprieteci as an indicator of Cmwn sensitivity and women=s agency; Crown attorneys may 

be staying the pmeedings at the request of complainants. 

The d t s  of the logistic repmion indicated that partners charged d e r  the zero- 

tolerance policy had 88 percent higher adds of case aîûition than partaers charged before the 

policy. Controühg for event variables did d u c e  the d i s  of case attrition for partners 

charged &er the zero-toIerance poiicy compareci to partners charged before the policy (by 

19%). Yet, even when event variables were conûolled for, those partners charged af€er the 

policy dl1 had 69 percent higher odds of case attrition than partners charged before the 

policy was implemented. Moreover, one would expect thai Iegai variables (such as previous 

police contact, nature of the charges, number of charges and hquency of victim charges) 

wodd explain the ciifference in case attrition for the two groups. This, however, was not the 

case. The results of the Iogistic regression show that even when controlling for legal 

variables, the odds of case attrition are WtuaIlytùe same for partuers charged after the policy 

as those charged before. Such nndings Id one to suggest that B rather than increasing the 

effiveness of the criminal justice response to partner violence B the zero-tolerance policy 

has resuited in such an incrertse in the nmber of cases entering the cnminaI justice system 

that even more cases are & h g  m aîtrition m order to manage the workload of the court. 



Snider (1 998) has argued that policies üke zero-tolerauce represent a "net widening" 

on the part of the çriminal justice system, whereby more individuais - especiaiiy those 

marginaiized by their racdethnicity and class - are inmasingiy being targeted for 

. . cnminalization. The resuits ofthe descriptive analysis show that individuais who are in more 

marginaiized economic positions are over-represented in the data; 69 percent of those 

charged both before and a e r  the poiicy were unemployed or on social assistance at the tirne 

of arrest. Aboriginal people are sùnilarIy over-represented. In particuiar, Abonginai men 

represented 37 percent of the men charged prior to the poiicy and 56 percent of those charged 

d e r  the policy. hdeed, the results of the logistic regression indicate that social variables 

increased the ciifferences in case attrition before and d e r  zero-tolerance. Such hdings 

suggest that while rnarginalized groups have historically been over-represented in the 

cnminal justice system, zero-tolerance has intenssed this process. Nevertheless, whiie the 

over-representation of Aboriginal men increased with the imptementation ofthe policy, there 

is evidence to mggest that the increasing case load of the court which accompanied the new 

charging directive had some impact on the Iikeiihood of case attrition; being Aboriginal 

decreased the odds of attrition by 29 percent post zero-tolerance compared to 38 percent pre 

zero-toterance. SimiIarly, the descriptive anaiysis indicated that sentencing patterns for 

Aboriginal men changed. While 62 percent of Aboriginal men received a sentence of 

incarceration before the policy, 51 percent received a sentence of incarceration after the 

policy. However, that Aboriginal men were more Eely than Caucasian men to receive prison 

. . 
sentences tends support to Snider's (1 995) ar-ecunent that cnrmnalization of male violence 



is more about controlling groups who are Milnerable on the basis of their race and ciass 

position. 

One of the findings h m  the logistic regression (Table 4.14) saggests that sex is an 

important social variable to consider in accounting for the impact of the zero-tolerance 

policy. The next chapter wiii consider the effects of the zero-tolerance policy on men and 

women accused of partner violence. 



Chapter Five 

Women Versus Men 

The number of women king charged for domestic violence increased dramatidy with the 

implementation of the zero-tolerance policy. Within the fkst three months (My to 

September) of the policy's enforcement, for exampie, there were 190 women arrested for 

domestic violence - an increase h m  156 for al1 of 1992 (Winnipeg Free Press, 20 

December 1993). This increase led to concems being raised in the media and among the 

pubiic over whether women are becoming increasingiy violence. Despite the explosion of 

pubiic concern in the past ten years, however, women's violence is an issue which has 

received little attention in academic research (Shaw 1995). indeed, to &te, the Famiiy 

Violence Tracking Project has not included an analysis of gender, especiaüy in terms of 

whether the zero-tolerance poiicy is having a differentiai impact on the processing and 

sentencing of women and men. 

Data h m  the present study refl ect the increases in charges apsinst women for parmer 

vio tence that resuIted fiom the implementation of the zero-toierance po ticy. Table 5.1 

presents the dimiution of women's and men's charges for parmer and non-partner violence 

by year. These data are derived h m  the initiai random sample (n = 1002) of women and 

men charged with violent offences between 1991 and L995. Whereas partner vioIence 

represented ody 23 percent of women's charges in 1991, the proportion increased to 57 

percent in 1993 (when zero-tolerance came into effect) and remained at that 1eveL for 1994 

and 1995. By comparison, partner violence charges make up a sïgnincant proportion of 



men's charges in each of the five years and, whiIe the proportion increased over the fiveyear 

pexiod (hm 43% in 1991 to 64% in 1995), it is not as dramatic as for women accused. 

Table 5.1: Poraier venta Non-partner Charges Against Women and Men Accmed by 
Peur of Charge 

Total 

Men Ac& 
l 

This increase in the number ofwomen charged with domestic violence raises questions about 

Parmer 

43% (34) 

54.7% (52) 

59.6% (68) 

59.6%(65) 

63.5% (66) 

56.9% (285) 

Women Accwed 

the impact of the zero-tolerance poiicy on women. As discussed in Chapter One, researchers 

Partner 

22.8% (1 3) 

26.8% (î2) 

573% (75) 

56.5%(67) 

58.4% (66) 

48.5% (243) 

employing the Coafiict Tactics Scale as a measure for parmer violence wouid interpret this 

increase as evidence that the criminal justice system is working more fairfy; women (who are 

NonPartner 

77.2% (44) 

73.2% (60) 

42.8% (56) 

43.2%(51) 

41.6% (47) 

5 1.5% (258) 

''men's equals in violence") are now being chargedaIongside men fortheirviolent behaviour. 

Total 

100% (57) 

100% (82) 

100% (13 1) 

100%(118) 

100% (1 13) 

100% (50 1) 

Whiie the claim that women and men are "equals in violence" is one that is highly contested 

by feminist writers, the lack of any in depth research on the qualitative name of partner 

vioIence prevents us h m  challenging it. To address this issue, the randorn sampie of 528 

women and men charged by the Winnipeg Police Service with criminal acts of violence 

against their partuers over the five-year period, 199 1 to 1995, was &ed: 743 women and 



285 men. The fh t  section of the chapter will consider whether there are quatitative 

differences between men's and women's partner violence. The second sectionofthe chapter 

will focus on whether women's and men's partner violence cases are king treated similady 

by the criminal justice system. 

1. QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WOMEN'S AND MEN'S PARTNER 
VIOLENCE 

Descriptive Analysis 

To address the question of whether there are qualitative differences between women's and 

men's partner violence, five m e m m  will be employed: violence used by the accused; 

violence used by the victim; injuries received by the victim; injuries received by the accused; 

and who contacted the police for assistance. 

ïhe  kt measure of qualitative diff'ces is the violence tactics used by the accused. 

Table 5.2 presents the results of violence tactics crosstabuiated with the sex of the accused. 

The hdings suggest that men are using more viotence tactics per person t b  women 

accused (2.9 versus 23) and are more Likely to use serious forms of violence than women. 

Specincallyy men are most Iikely to push, shove or grab (5% versus 28%), slam or p h  

body into something (27% versus 3%), sit on or restrain (1 5% versus 2%) and strangie or 

choke (14% versus 3%), wbiIe women are most likely to hit with or throw something (32% 

versus 17%), bite, pinch, scratch or poke eye (28% versus 5%) and stab or sIash (9% versus 

2%). The hclings h m  the severity of violence scale are consistent with the violence tactics 

used. with men accused king far more IikeIy than women accused to use major forms of 



violence (6 1% versus 40%). 

Table 5.2: T)pe of nofence Used by Accused by Sex of Accused 

Type of Violence Used 
by Accuscd 
Propeny damagehheft 
** 

eve *** 
W c m  hair 

Women Accused 

23 9.5% 

Men A c c d  

52 18X0 

40 16.5% 
43 15.1% Sit omrestrain other 

* ** 
S l q  (face a d o r  body) 
Hk mithithrew 
somethinp; *** 
hmSpray 
Kickcknee 
Punch (face a d o r  

47 16.5% 
4 1.7% 

se'rual acts ** 
Strandefchoke *** 
Slam or  push body or  
h d  into something 
*** 

Other violence ** 1 O 0% 1 10 32% 

54 22.3% 
77 31.8% 

5 2.1% 
47 19.4% 
55 22.7% 

S&SIash *** 133 9.1% 
Shoot 10 0% 

No. of rioInce tactics 556 819 
No. ofaccused who used violence 242 (2.3 per person) 282 (39 per person) 

67 5 . 5 %  
49 L 7.2% 

4 1 .SYO 
57 20% 
72 23% 

O 0% 
6 2.5% 
6 2.5% 

6 21% 1 
1 0.4% 

The tinding that women accused are more iikely to hit tvith or tfitow objects or d 

or s I h  than men accused is rdected in the use of weapons. Women accused were more 

10 3.5% 
39 13.7% 
76 26.7% 



Likely than men accused to use weapons (42% versus 28%). Tabie 5.3 presents the type of 

weapon used crosstabuiated by the sex of the accused. The most fiequent weapon used by 

women accused was beer bottles and other çharp objects such as knives or scissors. These 

objects accounted for 66 percent of the weapons used by women accused (versus 51% for 

men accused). Men accused used hams in three of the cases, and were twice as likely as 

women to use blunt objects like bats, wooden boards, hammers or metal pipes (19% versus 

Tabie 5.3: Weapons Used by Sa of Accused 

Type of Weapon* 

Fkarm 

Beer bottie 

Sharp object 

Blunt object 

Other weapon 

Women Accused + 

O (0%) 

28 (27%) 

40 (39%) 

Total no. of accused 
using weapons 

Men Accused + 

3 (4%) 

13 (16%) 

28 (35%) 

I 44 (43%) 

9 (9%) 1 15 (19%) 

32 (40%) 

+ Percentages add up to more than 100 due to multiple responses. 

* p < .OS; ** p < .01; *** p < ,001 

Table 5.3 aIso indicates that a mnsiderable number of "other objects" were used by 

women and men accused (43% versus 40%). "Otiier objects" inciuded items such as: 

bathroom plungers. telephones, wooden spoons. ashtrays. coffee pots, dishes, books, hair 

bnishes. TV remote controls and ninning shoes. Taken together, this list suggests that 

103 (42% of accused) 80 (28% of accused) 



virtually any object which is readily accessible in a domestic sening could patentially be 

thrown or used to hit with during the course of a violent event. 

The second measure of qualitative ciifferences is the fiequency and nature of violence 

used by the victims. Table 5.4 dispIays the &ts of the victim's use of violence 

crosstabulated by the sex of the accused, From an examination of the data, we 6nd that 

women's victims (who are Iargely men) are almost three times more likely than men's 

victims (who are largely women) to use violence against their partnem. 

Table 5.4: f i c h  Used Yiolence by Srr of Accused 

1 Victim Use Violence?*** 1 Womm Accusal 1 Men Accused 1 

1 Total 1 100% (243) 1 100% (285) 1 

Yes 

In terms of the nature of the viotence used. women's victirns (who are iargely men) 

are more likely to pus4 pull or shove (56% versus 33%), punch face andfor body (24% 

versus 6%), slam or push body or heiid into something (1 8% versus 3%) and sit on or restrain 

(1 7% versus O%), whiie men's victims (who are Iargely women) are more Iikely to hit with 

or throw something (25% versus 10%) and bite, pinch, scratch or poke eye (21% versus 5%) 

(see: Table 5.4). In short, the violence used by women's victims mirmrs the vioIence of the 

men accused, whiie the violence used by men's victims miwrs that of the women accused 

I I 1  

65% (158) US% (67) 
i 



Further, an examination of Tabb 5.5 reveals that women's victims are aiso using more 

violence tactics per person than v i c h  of men accused (2.1 versus 1.4). 

Table 5.5: Type of Violence Used by Vidm by Sex of Accused 

[ Type of Violence Used by 1 Women Accwed 1 Men Accused 
Victim 
Protlertv damadthefi 

poke eye *** 
W c u t  hair 

16 10.1% 

Slap (face andfor body) 
Hit withlthrew something 
** 

7 10.4% 

24 15.2% 

Kickiknee 
Punch (face a d o r  bodvl ** 

5 7.5% 

24 153% 
16 10.1% 

Beat (repeat punching) * 

5 7.5% 
17 25.4% 

24 15.2% 
38 24.1% 

S trangldchoke 
SIam or push body or head 

No. of viotence tactics 238 93 
No. of victims who used violence 158 (2.1 per person) 67 (1 -4 per person) 

7 10.4% 
4 6% 

Sexuai acts O 0% O 0% - 18 1 1 .#%O 

Shoot 
Other violence 

2 3% 

10 6.3% 
28 17.7% 

1 1.5% 
2 3% 

O 0% 
O 0% 

O 0% 
O 0% 



One measure which bas been absent h m  Conflict Tactics Scale research is the 

outcorne (Le., injury) of the violence (Browning & Dutton 1986; DeKeseredy & MacLean 

1998; Dobash & Dobash 1992; Ferraro & Johnson 1983; Schwartz & DeKeseredy 1993; 

Johnson 1996). in the present study, women's victims are aimost as likely as men's victims 

to receive injuries as a result of partner violence (73% versus 78%). Table 5.6 presents the 

resuits of type of injury received by the victim crosstabulated by the sex of the accus& The 

findings reveal that men's victims are more iikely to receive bruises, swebg, welts or 

redness (65% versus 32%)' sprains or soreness (37% versus 10%) and eye damage (12% 

versus 5%). Women's victims are more likely to receive cuts, bmken skin, scratches or bite 

marks (63% versus 32%), lacerations or siashes (16% versus 6%) and stab wounds (9% 

versus 1 %). ïhe f~ndings h m  the severity of injury scale found that women's victims were 

more likely to receive major injuries than men's victims (24% versus 10%). Nevertheles, 

there were no signiticant differences in terrns of medical attention required by men's and 

women's victims (1 5% versus 2 1%). 

The fourth measure of quaiitative differences is rtie fkquency and nature of injuxies 

received by the accused. As noted in Table 5.7, women accused are almost seven times more 

iikeiy than men to receive injuies (48% versus 7%). 



Toble 5.6: Type of Injwy Received by Vi i im by Sex of Accrrred 

[ Type of Injury Received 1 Women Accused 1 Men Accnsed 
by V i d  
Bloody or broken nose 
Cuwûroken 
skia/scratches/bite marks 
*** 
Bruisessweiling/weltsl 
cedness *** 

S p d s o r e  body parts 1 l8 10.2% I *** 
Loss of hair * 
Eye darnage/bIack eye ** 

12 6.8% 
112 63.3% 

57 323% 

objea 
Other burns 2 1.1% 2 0.9% 1 

21 9.4% 
73 32.7% 

145 65% 

7 4% 
_ 5 2.8% 

Spray-reIated bum 
Broken bonedfiactures 

2 0.9% 
27 12.1% 

1 0.6% 
O 0% 

ChippedAost teeth 
Se?rually violated ** 

1 Other t'pe of iqiury 1 O 0% 1 1  0.4% I 

O OVO 
3 1.3% 

S tab n-ouncis *** 
Gunshot wounds 
Concussion/head injury 
I n t d  bleedinglorgan or 
art- damage 
Loss ofiimb/body part 
Loss of consciousness 
coma 
Braia damage 
Paraiysis 
Dr& 

No. of injuries received 
No. of ~ictims who received injuries 
No. of missing cases 

1 0.6% 
O 0% 

2 0.9% 
13 5.8% 

15 8.5% 
O 0% 
2 1.1% 
4 2.3% 

1 0.6% 
2 1.1% 

2 0.9% 
O 0% 
O 0% 
3 L .3% 

O 0% 
5 22Y0 

O 0% i O OYO 
O 0% 
O 0% 
O 0% 

O 0% 
O 0% 
O 0% 



Did Accused Receive 
Injuries?*** 

Yes 

No 

Table 5.8 presents the resuits of the nature of the injuries ceceived by the accused 

crosstabulated by the sex of the a c c d  The findings reveal that women accused are more 

Likely to receive bruises, swehg ,  welts or redness (56% versus 33%) and spins or sore 

body parts (24% versus 5%), while men accuseci are more likely to receive cuts, broken skin, 

scratches or bite marks (71% versus 41%) and spray-related bums (10% versus 1%). From 

these findings, we observe that the injuries received by men's victims minor the injuries 

received by women accused, whiie the injuries received by women's victims minor the 

injuries received by men accused. There were no Merences between men and women in 

tenns of the medicai attention received. 

The fifth measure of qualitative differwces between men and women is who 

contacted the police for assistance with the violent event. Table 5.9 presents these results. 

The findings reveal that victims of men accused (who are Iargely women) are far more likely 

than victims of women accused (who are largely men) to contact the police for assistance 

(77% versus 42%). 

Total 

Women Accused 

48.1% (117) 

51,9% (126) 

Men Accused 

7.4% (21) 

92.6% (264) 

100% (243) 100% (285) 



Table 5.8: Type of Injury Received by Accused by Sa of Accused 
-- ~ 

Type of Injury Received by 
Accused 

No. of injuries received 171 26 
No. of victims who received injuries 117(1.5perperson) 21(1.2perperson) 

X o d y  or broken nose 
Cwbroken 
skiniscratcheshite marks * 
Bruises/swelling/welts/rednes 
S 

Loss of k 
Eye dmmge/bIack eye 
Spraindsore body parts * 
Spray-reiated bums * 
Broken bones/fiacnws 
Lacerations/siashes 
imbedded giasdother object 
ûther bums 

Women Accused Men ~ccÜ&l 

8 6.8% 
48 41% 

66 56.4% 

4 3.4% 
7 6% 
28 23 -9% 
1 0.9% 
2 1.7% 
5 4.3% 
O 0% 
O 0% 

O 0% 
15 71.4% 

7 33.3% 

O 0% 
O 0% 
1 4.8% 
2 9.5% 
1 4.8% 
1 4.8% 
O 0% 
O 0% 



Tubfe 5.9: Wko Contactcd Polke for Asskdance by Sex of Accuscd 

1 Who contaded p d * e  Women Accused+ 1 Men Accuscd 1 
for assistance? *** 

, Victim 95 (42.4%) 220 (772%) 

1 Total 1 224 (100%) 285 (100%) 

Accused 
Both accused and victim 
Witness or bystander 
Po lice happened 

* p < -05; ** p < .01; *** p < .O01 

+ There are 19 missing cases. 

What is perhaps most interesthg is that it was the womm accused who caI1ed the police in 

35 percent of partner violence cases (versus ody 5% of the men accused). if calls to the 

police are interpreîed as a fonn af "heip-seeking behaviotrr" on the part of someone in 

trouble, the findings of the present study suggest that in more than one-third of the cases 

involving a woman accused she was the one who perceived the need for police intervention. 

Indeed, when women accuscd cailed the police, their victims (who are largely men) were far 

more likely to use vioience tiian victims of men (who are largely wamen) (90% versus 36%), 

especiaüy major violence (45 % versus 0%). Moreover, v i c W  of women who caiied the 

police are more likely to bave bcen subsequentiy c'fiareed tiian victims of men accused who 

called the police (80% versus 53%). 'Ihiç wodd seem to indicate, then, thai when a woman 

accused contacts îhe police, she is dohg so because she is in a situation of r d  danger and 

in need of assistance. Neverthekss, she ais0 ended q beiag cbrged with acriminal offence. 

From the descriptive adysis .  we observe thar parmer violence cases involving 

69 (30.8%) 
10 (4.5%) 
44 (19.6%) 

6 (2.7%) 

13 (4.6%) 
1 (0.4%) 

47 (16.5%) 
4 (1.4%) 



women and men accused are quaiitatively different. Men accused are using more serious 

violence tactics and more violence tactics per person than women accused. Moreover, 

women's victims (who are IargeIy men) are far more likely to use violence than men's 

victirns (who are largely women). When we examine the injuries received by women and 

men accused, we find that women accused are fhr more iikeiy to receive injuries than men 

accused, and they are receiving more injuries per person. In tenns of who contactai the 

poiice, the data reveai that victims of men accused (who are largely women) are far more 

likely to contact the police for assistance in partner violence cases. More importantly, women 

accused were fa. more likely than men accused to contact the poiice for assistance. Together, 

then. the findings presented here suggest that men's and women's parmer violence is 

q m m e ~ i c a i  rather than symmetnd, as Conflict Tactics Sa l e  research has previously 

suggested. 

Given the quditative clifferences between men's and women's partner violence, we 

might expect the mimird justice treatment of these cases to also differ. The foUowing 

section wiiI address this issue. 

iI. DIFFERENCES CNTHE CJS TREATMENT OF WOMEN AND MEN ACCUSED 

Descriptive Anaiysis 

in order to determine whether there are differences in the criminai justice response to women 

and men charged with parmer violence, four measures wiii be employed: the n a m  of 

charges Iaid against the accused; the fiequency and nature of charges Iaid again the v i h ;  

case attrition; and sentencing patterns. 

l I 8  



The nrst measure used to determine whether there are differences in the crimiml justice 

treatment of women and men accused is the nature of the charges Laid against the a c c d  

Table 5.10 presents the findings of nature of charges crosstabdated by the sex ofthe accuseci 

The resuIts h m  Table 5.10 indicate that men accused are more likely tban women accused 

to be chargeci with l e s  senous offences such as Ievel one and other assaults (67% versus 

55%). In turn, women accused are more likely than men accused to be charged with level 

two and tbree assauits (44% versus 30%). This is iikely due to the fact that women accused 

are more ükely than men accused to hit with or throw something at their partners. 

TuMe 5.10: Accused Nature of Charges by Sa of Accmed 

Accused Most Serious 
Charge ** 
Non-violent charge 

Level 1 and other assauits 

1 1 

Attempt murder, I o  (00/0) 1 1 (0.4%) 1 

1 1 

Women Accused 

O (0%) 

133 (54.7%) 

Level2 and 3 assadts 1 108 (44.4%) 

The second measure used to determine whether there are differences in the criminal 

Mea Accused 

O (0%) 

191 (67%) 

86 (0.2%) 

Manslaugtiter or Murder 
Total no. of accused 

justice treatment of women and men accused of parmer violence is the kquency and nature 

of charges laid against the victim. Table 5.1 1 presents the hdings of victim charged 

243 (100%) 285 (IOû%) 



crosstabuiaîed by the sex of the accused. The data reveai that women's victims [who are 

Iargely men) are almost six times more likely than men's victims (Who are largely women) 

to be charged alongside their partners with a criminaj offence (55% versus IO0?. 

Table S. I l :  Vicfk Charged by S a  of Accused 

I I 

Total 1 243 (100% ) 1 285 (100%) 1 

Was victim(s) charged? *** 
Yes 

In terms of the nanue of the charges laid, women's victims are more ükely than men's 

victims to be charged with Iess serious offences such as non-violent offences or Ievel one and 

other assauits (79% versus 62%) (see: Table 5.12). in tum, men's victims are almost two 

times as iikeIy as women's victims to be charged with more serious offences such as IeveL 

two and three assaults (39% versus 21%). This is iikeiy due to the fact that victims of men 

accused (who are largely women) are more iiiely than victims of women accused (who are 

IargeIy men) to hit with or throw something at their partuer. 

The third measure of clifferences in the criminal justice treatment of men and women 

accused is case attrition. The hdings fiom Table 5.13 reveal that cases invoiving women 

accused are far more likeiy than cases involving men accused to r d t  in attrition (83% 

versus 53%). in te- of the nature of attrition, cases involvhg women ascused are twice as 

iikeiy as cases involving men accused to receive a stay of pmceedings (79% vetsus 39%). 

Women Accused 
134 (55.1%) 

Men Accued 
27 (9.5%) 



Cases involving men accuseci, on the other han& are more than three times as likely as cases 

involving women accused to receive an acquittai, discharge or dismissai (14% versus 4%). 

Table 5.I2: VrctUn 1Vatute of Charges by Sa of Accused 

Victim Most Serious 
Charge *** 
Non-violent charge 

Level 1 and other assaults 

Level2 and 3 assaults 

S e d  offences 

Women Accused 

1 (0.7%) 

Ro bbery 

Attempt murder, 

I There is 1 missing case. 

Men Accus& 

5 (19.2%) 

IO5 (78.4%) 

28 (20.9%) 

O (0%) 

Manslaupliter or Muder 
Total no. of victims charged 

The finai measure of clifferences in the criminal justice treatment of women and men 

accused is sentencing. Table 5.13 presents the results of sentences crosstabuiated by the sex 

of the accused. Of the cases pmceeding to the sentencing stage, men accused are more than 

three times as Likely as women accused to receive a sentence of incarceration (43% versus 

13%). Women accused, on the other hand, are 2.5 times as Iikely as men accused to receive 

more Ienient sentences such as an absolute and conditional discharge, fine, comrnunity 

service work or restitution (35% versus 14%). 

I l  (42.3%) 

10 (38.5%) 

O (0%) 

O (0%) 

O (0%) 

O (0%) 

O (0%) 

134 (100%) 26 (100%) 



Tabie 5.13: Accused Most Serious Outcome by Sw of Accrrrcd 

) Aecused Most Serious 1 Women Accused+ 1 Men A c c d  
Outcome *** 
Acquitted, Dischged or 
~i&sed 
Stay of Proceedings 

10 (4.1 %) 

t 
ATTRITION 
PROCEED TO 

1 Discharge, Fine, CSW or 1 1 1 

38 (13.5%) 

192 (79.3%) 

SENTENCE 
Absolute and Conditional 

I 
14 (3 5%) 

110 (39.1%) 

202 (83.4%) 
40 (16.6%) 

18 (13.5%) 

148 (52.7%) 
133 (473Yo) 

Restitution 
Suspended Sentence plus 

t There is t missing case. 
i: There are 4 missing cases. 

Probation 
incarceration 

An examination of the four measures reveais that partner violence cases involving 

women accused are, indeed, treated differently than partner violence cases invoLving men 

accused by the cr imid justice system. While women accused are sfightiy more likely than 

men accused to be charged with more senous offences (Le., level2 and 3 assaults), their 

victims (who are predominantly maie) are significantly more likely than victims of men 

acmed (who are predominantiy women) to be subsequently charged with acriminaI offence. 

SimiIar to the nature of charges Iaid against the accused, men's victims are more IikeIy than 

women's victims to be charged with more serious offences (Le., IeveL 2 and 3 assaults). In 

terms of the processing of men's and women's parmer violence cases, however, cases 

21 (52.5%) 58 (43.6%) 

5 (12.5%) 57 (42,9%) 



invoIving men accused are hr less IikeIy than cases h l v i n g  mmen ammd to result in 

artrition and, consequently, are more likeiy to proceed to the senmcing stage. F i i y ,  the 

hdings show that cases involving men accused are si@cantly more keiy than cases 

involving women accused CO receive sentences of bwceration. Women accuseci, on the 

other han& are more likely than men accused to receive more lenient sentences such as an 

absolute or conditionai discharges, fine, community service work andor restitution, 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

One consequence of the zero-tolerance policy was an increase in the number of women 

charged with parmer violence offences. The data from the present study revealed a significant 

increase in the number of women charged with partner violence offences d e r  the 

impkmentatioa of the zero-tolerance policy in 1993: whereas partner vioIence represented 

oniy 23 percent of women's charges for violent crime in 199 1, by 1995 they represented 58 

percent of women's violent crime charges. The findings h m  the present snidy, therefore, 

raise questions about the impact of the zero-tolerance policy on women. i s  the increase in the 

nurnber of women charged with parmer violence offences evidence that the criminal justice 

system is working more fairiy? [n ather words, is it simply the case tbt women - as "men's 

equais in violence" - are now behg charged dongside men for their violent behaviour? Or, 

is the dramatic increase in the proportion of women king charged for parmer violence 

evidence of a "net-widening" effect of the zero-toIerance poiicy, whereby more women are 

beiq brought into the criminai justice systern under a lower standard for reasonabIe and 

probalde gtormds? 



One way of detemiining whether the increase in the number of women charged with 

partner violence offences is the d t  of the efféctiveness of the zero-tolerance policy is to 

examine whether there are qualitative differences between men's and women's partner 

violence events. The descriptive anaiysis in the present study found that partner violence 

cases involving women accused are qualitatively different h m  partner violence cases 

involving men accused- For example, men iiccused were almost twice as iikeiy as women 

accused to push, shove, grab, elbow, pull, shake or wrestie. When combineci with tactics Iike 

sitting on or resa?iining, slamming body or hend into something and strangling or choking, 

the picture which emerges is one of men using their physical strength or force to overpower 

their female partners. On the other han& women accused are almost six times more likely 

to pinch, bite, scratch or poke eyes. They are also more Iikely to hit with or throw something 

and to stab or slash. That women resort to the use of objects or weapons during the course 

of a vioIent event couid be taken as evidence of selfdefensive strategies in respoEe to an 

aggressive partner. This wouId add weight to the ciairns of feminist researchers (Dobash, 

Wilson & Daly 1992) that women's violence in intimate relationships ofien occurs in the 

course of defending themseives against their abusive parmers. 

Another signincant resuit of the descriptive analysis is that women's v i b  (who 

are largely men) are far more iikeiy than men's victims (who are largely women) to use 

violence against their pariners. Added to this is the hding that women accused are far more 

Likely than men accused to receive injuries as a result of parmer violence. This latter hding 

is important given the failure on the part of CodEct Tactics Sa l e  researchers to examine the 

outcome of partner violence in terms of the injuries received. Taken together, these finding 



suggest that violence benween men and women is not "mutuai combat"; partner violence is 

not symmetricai, as Conflict Tactics Scale researchers have suggested. 

One of the more concerning hdings to emerge h m  the descriptive analysis is that 

in over one-third of the cases involving a woman accused, she was the one to cal1 the police 

for assistance, yet, she also ended up being charged with a criminai offence. This suggests 

that poticies like zero-tolerance, which tramfer the discretion h m  the police to the Crown 

attorneys' office, can work against the interests of women who are in abusive relationships. 

Doubling-charging (whereby both partners end up king charged by police) occurred in 55 

percent of the cases involving women accused and 10 percent of those involving men 

accused. 

If women are not "men's equals in violence," then the increase in the number of 

women charged with partner viotence offences following the zero-tolerance policy cannot 

be interpreted as evidence that the criminai justice system is now working more fairly or 

effectively. Rather, the nndigs fiom the present study suggest that this increase is the r d t  

of a net-widening effect of the zero-tolemce poticy, whereby women are king brought into 

the criminal justice system for more minor incidents of partner violence. hdeed, the 

descriptive d y s i s  found that parmer violence cases invoiving women accused are fat more 

likety to result in stays of proceedings than partner violence cases invoIving men accused 

(79% versus 39%). Stays of proceedings were even higher in those cases where double- 

charging occurred (88% versus 77%). In ai l  likelihood, Crown attorneys are more inclined 

to stay charges in such cases on the ground of seIfkiefense. Under the sekiefense law, if 

there is evidence to show that an accused's use of force was 'monable' - they were 



responding to the force used by an assaitant - then hdshe will not be held culpable (Comack 

1993). As such, women accused may be more likely to receive a stay of proceedings if 

attorneys deem their actions to be in selfdefense. Further, when women's cases do proceed 

to the sentencing stage, they are more k l y  to receive less serious dispositions such as an 

absolute or conditional discharge, fie, community service work and/orrestituîion (compared 

to men accused who are far more Iikely to receive sentences of incarceration). It seems, then, 

h t  the zero-tolerance policy bas indeed had a net-widening effect; more women (mcluding 

those who c d  the police for help) are being puiied into the criminai justice systern ody to 

have their cases subsequently stayed by the Crown. 



Conclusion 

In the last two decades, we have wimessed a major change in Canada in the criminai justice 

response to partnet violence. While wife abuse was historicaliy treated as a 'private maîîer' 

by the police and courts, changes in policies and practices have resuited in the haudormation 

of domestic violence into a public issue meriting çriminal justice intemention. Nevertheless, 

the c nminalization ' of wife abuse has remained a highiy controversiaI issue w i t h  the 

women's movement. Whiie some feminists have favoured using the law to respond to 

women's concerns, others have been more skeptical about tfie potential of the criminal 

justice system to irnprove the [ives of battered wornen. 

One poIicy in particular which has generated considerable debate has been the zero- 

tolerance policy imptemented by the Winnipeg Police Service in 1993. One consequence of 

the zero-toletance poiicy was au increase in the number of men - and women - charged 

with partner violence offences foUowing its implementation, WhiIe some have interpreted 

this increase as evidence of the effectiveness or equity of the zero-tolerance policy, others 

have argued that the policy has resulted in a "net-widening" effect. In tight of these 

competing interpretations, the purpose of this thesis has k e n  to examine the effect of the 

zero-tolerance policy on the criminal justice response to parmer violence. In order to address 

this issue, three broad questions were posed: 

1. Are rhere differences between pariner and non-partner violence in rerms of thek 

processing by the criminal jrcstice system? 

1. Are rhere differences in the processing and senrencing of parmer violence cases 



before and Mer the impiementarion of the zero-tolerance policy? 

3. Are there d~rerences in the processing a d  sentencing of women and men charged 

with pmtner violence? 

Partner versus Non-Partuer Violence 

With regard to the processing of partner versus non-partner violence cases by the criminal 

justice system, analysis of a sample of 470 men charged by the Winnipeg Police Service 

(6 1% parmers versus 39% non-pmers) over a five-year period found that partner violence 

cases had a sisnificantly higher incidence of case atirition than non-partner violence cases 

(53% versus 39%). These fùidings are contrary to those of Ursel(1992b) which found the 

Family Violence Court to exhibit a lower incidence of case attrition than the General Court 

(36% versus 43%). Further analysis of the data found that partner violence was qualitatively 

different fiom non-partner violence, especially when the latter group was separateci according 

to the social reIationship between the accused and the complainant(s) (that is, into fiiends or 

acquaintances and strangers). While partner violence cases were found to involve more 

serious violence tactics, cases involving fnends or acquaintances resulted in the most serious 

injuries to compIainants. Nevertheless, the criminal justice response did not correspond to 

these qualitative clifferences, in that cases involving stranger violence were most likely to 

proceed to sentencing, despite the fact that they were the le& serious in terms of violence 

tactics used and injuries incurred by victims. 

To investigate this issue Further, a series of logistic regressions were performed. The 

resuIts indicated that parmers had 74 percent higher odds of case attrition than the reference 



category of non-partaers. Controllhg for other variabIes indicated thaî kgal variables 

(specificaiiy, previous contact with the police, seriousness of the charge and the m b e r  of 

charges laid) i n d  the odds of case atirition for partners cornpared to non-parmers by 

56 percent. Srirprisingly, the l e s  serious charges in cornparison to the more serious charges 

demaseci the odds of case attrition, altbough parnier cases were stii i  more likely to resuit in 

case attrition than cases involving non-partners. 

While sometirnes clifficuit to interpret, what these hdings do tell us is b t  the 

social relatiomhip between the accused and the complainant(s) - not just between parmers 

and non-partnefs but a h  within the non-partner p u p  between fiends or acquaintances 

and strangers - is a key factor in the criminal j d c é  pmcessing of cases. As such, to the 

extent that partner violence cases are more iikely to resuit in case attrition - despite the fact 

b t  they involve serious vioknce tactics and their victimç are as iikeiy to receive injuria 

as non-parîntx violence cases - Ieads one to question whether, in fact, the çriminal justice 

system is treating domestic violence as a serious crime meriting serious consequences. 

By compaing vioience cases involviug parmers versus non-partuers processed 

during the same thne period and by examinhg the qualitative feanires of these cases (such 

as the natm of the violence tactics used and the injuries incwed), the present study has 

dowed us to go beyond the existing research. Nevertheless. it is limited in that no cIear 

m e r s  were provided as to 'why' these differences in pmcessing occur. As such, firrther 

research which examines the criminai justice proceshg of cases based on the social 

relationship between the accused and the cornpiainant is warranfed. 



Pre venus Post Zero-Tolerance 

The second way of assessing the effect of the zero-tolerance policy on the criminal justice 

response to partner violence involved an examination of partner violence cases where 

charges were Iaid before and &er the implementation of the poIicy on July 12,1993. An 

analysis of a sample of 677 partner violence cases (339 before versus 338 afkr the zero- 

tolerance policy) found that - similar to the Family VioIence Tracking Project (Ursel2000) 

- partuer violence cases where charges were laid after the zero-tolerance poiicy had a 

signincantly higher incidence of attrition than parmer violence cases where charges were 

laid before the policy (73% post v e m  58% pre). This hding is s imcan t  given that the 

aim of the Family Violence Court was to reduce attrition b e l s  for partner violence cases. 

Tt suggests that the zero-tolerance p o k y  has hhibited the court's ability to realize this goal, 

as it has brought more cases into the criminal justice system, the vast majority of which 

r e d t  in attrition. 

An examination of the partuer vioIence cases proceeding to sentencing revealed ;IO 

differences in the sentencing practices before and &er the zero-toierance policy. This 

hding was especialiy important given Ursel's (1996) finding of a ciramatic change in the 

sentencing patterns p6t.h probation becoming the most muent  sentence, foliowed by 

incarceration) four years after the irnptementation of the Family Violence Court in 1990 

compared to four years prior to the Farnily Violence Court. Moreover, an examkition of 

the nature of charges Iaid against partners revealed no difTerences before and after the zero- 

tolerance policy. Taken togethet, these findings suggest that the zero-tolerance policy has 

had virnially no effect on the sentencing pmtices in patmer violence cases. TNhere the zero- 



tolerance policy has had an impact, however, is on Aboriginal men. The present study fomd 

that before the zero-tolerance policy, Caucasian men were more likely than Aboriginal men 

to be charged with a partner violence offence. After the policy, however, Aboriginal men 

were more likely to be charged, Indeai, the d t s  of the logistic regressions indicate that 

sociai variables üke race increased the Werences in case attrition before and after the zero- 

tolerance policy. These hdings support Snider's (1 998) argument about the net-widening 

effect of the zero-toierance policy, especially on Aboriginal men. 

An examination of the data ~vealed asIight increase in the frequency of charges laid 

against victirns d e r  the zero-tolerance policy (34% pst versus 27% pre). Thus, white 

double-charging was as an issue before the zero-tolerance policy, it became more of one 

d e r  the policy was implemented. This nnding is important given the concerns raised about 

the re-victimizing effect of the zero-tolerance poticy, whereby victims of domestic violence 

are being charged with a criminaI offence dongside their partners. 

One of the benefits of the present mudy bas been the ability to examine the specinc 

features involved in partner vioience events (for example, in terms of the nature of the 

violence used and the injuries incurred by participants). A descriptive anaiysis of partner 

violence cases occurring pre and p s t  zero-tolerance revealed that while there are some 

qualitative ciifferences between cases occurring before and d e r  the policy was 

implemented, these differences are smd. This hding is especially noteworthy in light of 

the resuits with regard to the processing and sentencing of partner violence cases. In other 

words, whiie those cases which pmceeded to sentencing received M y  the same 

distribution of dispositions before and after the poiicy, the Ievel of attrition - which was 



high prior to the impiementation of zero-tolerance (at 58%) - rose even higher once the 

policy is in phce (to 73%)). 

h combination, these hdings suggest that the zero-tokrance policy has inhi'bited 

the ability of the Famiiy Violence Court to realize its objectives (such as reducing case 

attrition). They alw Iend support to the argument that zemtolerance has had a net-widening 

effect. Cleariy, mare individuais are king brought into the criminai justice systern on 

parmer violence charges as a result of the policy. Yet, more of those charges are being 

disposed of without proceeding to sentence. The diEerential impact t h t  zero-tolerance 

appears to be having on Aboriginal men and the continuing concems with the issue of 

double-charging are areas which quire  further investigation. 

Women venus Men 

One consequence of the zero-roterance policy was an increase in the number of women 

charged with parmer violence offences. To date, there has been little in the way of a gender 

d y s i s  of the impact of the zero-tolerance policy. This issue was examiaed using a sanple 

of 501 cases of women and men charged by the Wnipeg Poiice Service with parîner 

violence offences over a five-year period. The descriptive analysis indicated ttiae partner 

violence cases invoIving women and men accused are tpafitarively drjjlerenr: men accused 

ate using more serious violence tactics and more violence tactics per person than wornen 

accused; women's viaim (who are lacgely men) are far more Iikdy to use vioIence than 

men's victims (who are largeiy women); women riccused are far more iikely to receive 

injuries than men accused and they are receiving more injuries per person; victims of men 



accuseci (who are Iargeiy women) are far more ükely to contact the police for assistance in 

p m e r  violence cases; and women accwd  were far more Likely thau men accused to 

contact the police for assistance. Taken toeether, these findings suggest - contrary to the 

hdings of Conflict Tactics Scde resemh - that men's and women's partner violence is 

An examination of the criminaI justice treatment of women charged with partuer 

violence found thaî these cases are, indeed. ueated differently (more leniently) than partner 

violence cases invoiving men accused. These findings correspond to the nature of parmer 

violent events, Specin~aiiy~ partner violence cases invoIving women accused (which were 

revealed to be less serious) were far more likely to result in attrition than partner violence 

cases involving men accused (which were found to be more serious). Moreover, parmer 

violence cases involving men accused were Far more Likely to receive the more serious 

sentence of incarceration than those cases involving women accused. 

The hdings of the descriptive andysis raise concerns about the gendered impact 

of the zero-tolerance policy. Given that wvamen are not "men's equals in violence," then the 

increase in the number of women chargeci with partner violence offences afkr the policy 

cannot be interpreted as evidence that the crimind justice system is workhg more 

effectively. indeed, the hding that in over one-third of the cases invoIving a woman 

accused, she was the one to caü the police. yet, she also ended up king charged with a 

criminai offence suggests that the zero-toisrance policy is working against the interests of 

women who are in abusive relationships. lt would appear, therefore, that under zero- 

tolerance, more women (including tfiose who cal1 on the police for help) are king p d e d  



into the criminal justice system for more minor incidents of partuer violence, ody to have 

their cases subsequently stayed, dismissed or discharged by the Crown. Clearly, further 

research which concentrates on the effects of poiicies like zero-tolerance for women 

(especially as accused) is warrante& 

Implications 

What implications does the present study have for the criminal justice system's response to 

partner violence? Evidently, the criminai justice response to parmer violence is a highiy 

cornplex and controversial issue. As Ursel(1998b) cautions, police response must not be 

used as short hand for everything that is wrong with the criminal justice system. htead, she 

(1 998b) argues that the question that should be addressed is whether it is possible to provide 

a respoosible safety/crisis intervention without re-victiminng the victim. The answer, she 

suggests, lies not within the police department alone, but "witbin the web of intemenhg and 

intefacting agencies such as criminal justice and social services systems" (1998: 74). At the 

same the ,  however, Cunie (1998: 49) makes an important point: "in our haste to pimish 

vio tent offenders, we have mistaken the need for policing and legal redress as the solution 

to, d e r  than symptom of, living in a violent society." 

The focus of the present study has been on one particuiar aspect of the criminal 

justice response to domestic violence. it has not, for example, considered issues such as the 

enforcement of testraining orders or the priorizing of 91 1 caiis to police. Nevertheiess, 

M e  the focus has been Iirnited, the hdings do raise serious questions about the merits of 

using a zero-toletance policy for responding to parmer violence. Carol Smart (1989) uses 



the concept of "juridogenesis" to refer to the phenomenon whereby efforts to remedy a 

partidar social p b l e m  have the adverse effect of making conditions worse. in this 

respect, wMe the zero-tolerance policy may have been implemented with the best of 

intentions, it has a h  been shown to have produced barriers which ümit the potential to 

effectively respond to the problem of domestic violence. indeed, as noted in Chapter One, 

both Justice Schulman and various women's groups have expressed concems that the 

increased charging of women under the zero-tolerance policy might lead few women to 

report to the police for fear of being charged themselves. In the same vein, Snider (1995) 

maintains that strategies which use criminai law and the çriminal justice system tend to have 

a boomerang effect for women. Criminalization, she argues, is more about controlhg 

groups who are vulnerabie on the bais of their race, ciass, gender or ethnicity than it is 

about enhancing women's d e y  oreliminating male violence. Snider (1998) aiso points out 

that criminaiization has the adverse effect of empowering criminal justice officiais, rather 

than the women in whose name it is advocated. According to Snidei (1998: 147), by 

appropriating conflicts, criminai justice intervention effectively removes them "hm the 

aegis of those parties responsible, dtimately, for resolving them in a meaningful way." 

Snider (1998) concedes, however, that crimindization does two things weU. On the one 

hand, incapacitation by arrest or incarceration has the temporary e&ct of stopping the 

vioIence, which is the primary m o n  why women cal1 the police. On the other han4 

. . 
CllllllllSLLiZation has an important symbolic hction: denunciation through criminai Iaw 

sends a strong message that violence against women is unacceptable- Nevertheless, Snider 

(1995) argues thn by focusing our efforts on punidment and social wntroi, political and 



theoretical attention is directeci away h m  strntegies which are potentially more meaningful 

and empowering for women such as preventative community-based education for male and 

femaie children and securing funding for victim/survivor services and offender restaraiion. 

At the very least, these arguments - in conjunction with the hdings h m  the 

present study - highiight the importance of engaging in discussions about alternative 

strategies for responding to partner violence cases that may prove to be beneficial to women 

and men; strategies which do not invoIve removing the discretion of the police or resutt in 

a net-widening of marginalized gmups. Ursel suggests that those who are criticai of criminal 

. . 
justice intervention in f d y  vioierice rnatters advocate that we "abandon cffrmnalization 

of f d y  violence" (Unel 2001: 3) or that thuse who are critical of zero-tolerance are 

caiiing for "reinstating past practices of po lice discretion" (Ursel200 1: 18). This is aot the 

position taken in the preseat thesis. Domestic violence is a serious matter desenring of 

specific attention and resources. However, this does aot necessarily mean that 

. . 
cxunmabrion is always the best route for responding to partner violence. ktdeed, the 

present study has found that there are probIerns wirh a zero-tolerance approach toward 

partner violence. For instance, zero-tolerance has resulted in signiiicant increases in the 

workload of police and Crown attorneys and a conespondhg taxing of resources which, 

more often than not, resuits in attrition. This means that individuah are less likely to get 

access to heIp at a time intheir Iives when they most need it. One recommendation proposed 

in the Schuiman Report (Schulrnan 1997) is the impIementation of a crisis intervention unit 

which wouId consist of police ofncers working in tandem with social workers to develop 

intervention and support initiatives on high-risk domestic violence cases. This 



recommendation is currendy being run as a pilot project by the Wipeg Police Senrice. 

Such an approach has the potential to ensure individuah' physical safety and to comect 

them to resources in their community - without overextending the reach of the criminai 

justice system into their lives. 

The criminal justice response to domestic violence is not static; neither is the 

criminai justice system the oniy site where soiutions to the problem of domestic violence 

are to be found. HopefulIy, the present mdy has contributed to the ongoing discussion of 

ways in which to end the vioience. 
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Appendix A 

Severity Of Charge Sale1 

Unlawfully enter dweliing-house 
Forcible enay 
Break and enter 
Wear disguise with intent 
Theft under 
Possession of goods obtained by crime 
Cany concded weapon 
Possession of weapon dangernus to public peace 
Possession of prohibiteci or restricted weapon 
Point firearm 
Use €ïrearm in commission of indictable offence 
Cause disturbance 
Mischief 
Rescue or permit escape h m  lawfiil custody 
Obstmct police/pce officet 
Obmcting justice 
Breach of recognimnce 
Breach of FamiIy Maintenance ActMon-molestation order 
Failwe to comply 
Disobey subpoena 
Contempt of court 
Failure to comply as a wiîness 
Breach of Taxi Cab Act 
Open liquor/Breach LCA 
Personation 
Cruelty to animais 
Extortion 
Drive while suspended 
Drive impaired 
Drive imprudentiy 
AssauIt (level l) 
Assault policefpeace officer 
Assault - resist a m  
Utter threats 
Criminal harasment 
Dangerous operauon of a motor vehicle 

'. The Seventy of Charge Suie was reviewed and accepted by C m  Attorney Ti Owens of the 
FamiIy VioIence unit of the Crown Prosecutors' office, Deparmieut of Justice, Manitoba 



Failure to stop at scene of accident (hit and nin) 

2. Level2/LweI 3 asmulb 
Assault with a weapon/Assault cause bodily h m  (Levei 2) 
Aggravated assault (Level3) 
Dangerous opemion of a motor vehicle cause bodily hann 
Forcibte co&ement/abduction/kidnap 
Discharge fham with intent 
Choking to overcome tesistance 

3. Sexual Offences 
Sexuai w u l t  (Level 1) 
S d  a s d t  with a weaponithreats to a third partylcause bodily ham (Level2) 
Aggravated sexuaI assauIt (Level3) 
Other s e d  offences 

4. Robbery 
Robbery 
Attempt robbery 

5. Attempt MurderManslaughterMurder 
Attempt rnurder 
Accessory &er the fact 
Manslaughter 
Murder 



Appendix B 

Severity Of Violence Scalef 

1. Minor Violence 
Sit on/restrain otherwise 
Blind-fold 
Push~shovdgrab/elbow/pulvshakel~~e~tle 
Pmperty damagddestniction 
Scratch/pinch/poke eye 
htiVcut hair 
Twist a ~ r n / ~ s t  
SIap (face and body) 
Spray (with something) 
Force to remove clothing 
Expose one's self 

2. Modente VioIence 
Sexual touching/forced kissing 
Shave pubic hair 
Urinatehb semen on 
Tattoo body 
Bite 
Punch (once) 
Utter threaWthreats with weapon 
Hit withhhrow object 
Head-but 
Shove fmgers d o m  thmat 
Sick dog on victim 
Burn 

3. Major Violence 
Slam bodyheaâ into something 
Kickknee 
Chokelstrangle 
Came into body 
Pass virus (i.e. chlamydia) 
Beat (repeat punching) 
Force to perform sexual acts 
Sexual penetrationhpe 
Stab/slash 
Shoot 

The Severity of Violence Scale was adapted h m  the Severity of Violence Against Women Scales 
(SVAWS) developed by Luida L h4arshalI (1992). 



Appendix C 

Severity Of Injuries Scale 

1. Minor injuries 
Cutslbruken skin/srratches/bite marks 
Bniisedswellin~weIts/redness 
B lack eye/eye damage 
Spraindsoreness 
Loss of hau 
Spray-related bums 

2. Moderate Injuries 
Broken bones/fnctures 
Broken teeth 
Irnbedded glasdobject 
Burns 
Sexual violation 

3. Major injuries 
Gunshot wound 
Stabwound 
Slashes/lacentions 
Concussion 
Head injury 
Loss of consciousness 
interna1 bleedinglorgan damage 
Loss of bnb/body part 
Coma 
Brain damage 
Paraiysis 
Death 



Severity Of Disposition Scale3 

1. AcquittPYDischarge/Dismissal (includes Dismissed for Want of Prosecution) 

2. Stay Of Proceedhgs (may include conditions such as domestic violence counseling or a 
peace bond) 

3. Absolute/Conditiond Diiharge/Fine/CSW/Resthtion (includes conditional discharge 
in combination witù probation and/or conditions such as community service work and 
inciudes fine or community service work or restiturion alone) 

4. Suspendcd Sentence Plus Probation (includes suspendeci in combination with probation 
and may include conditions such as community service work, restitution and fuie) 

5. Incarcention (includes a provincial or federaI sentence of incarceration in combination 
with conditions; may also include time in custody) 

' The Severity oCDisposition Scaie was reviewed and accepted by Crown Attorney Ti Owens of the 
FamiIy Violence unit of the Crown Pmsecutors' ofice, Deparanent of Justice, Manitoba 
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This thesis is a reflection on Filippo Tommaso Marinetti's (1876-1944) 

book L a  cucina futurista which was published in 1932. The text will 

provide the setting for an interpretation and a discussion of the possibility 

for finding a way of addressing and creating architecture today that strives 

to initiate creative, imaginative, poetic, and playful attitudes - yet attitudes 

that are always ethical. Marinetti's book offered a resistive project that 

was to breathe new life into the creative realm. With help from the text, 

this thesis will ponder the notion of architecture today as a place of 

invitation in which humans may gather and share vital and emotive 

dialogues about themselves and their existence. Reading Marinetti's text, 

we may conclude with a possible strategy of resistance for. architecture that 

can bey as its Futurist predecessor once was, critical of its present 

limitations. 

Cette these est une reflexion sur le livre de Filipo Tommaso Marinetti 

(1876-1944), La Cucina Futurista, publie en 1932. Ce texte servira de 

cadre a une interpretation et a une discussion de la possibilite de trouver 

une facon de penser et de creer une architecture qui serait a la fois 

creative, imaginative, poetique et ludique, tout en restant eminemment 

ethique. Le livre de Marinetti offrit une position de resistance qui allait 

insuffler une nouvelle vie au domaine creatif de l'epoque. A l'aide du texte, 

cette these tentera de valider la possibilite que l'architecture actuelle soit 

un lieu invitant les etres humains a se rencontrer et partager des dialogues 

emotifs et vitaux concernant leur vie et leur existence. En lisant le texte 

de Marinetti, on pourra en arriver a une strategie de resistance pour 

l'architecture qui pourra etre, comme le fut son predecesseur Futuriste, 

critique vis-a-vis ses limitations actuelles. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis takes an interpretive look at La cucina futurista (1932) - 

an intriguing artifact from Futurism, written by the Futurist poet Filippo 

Tommaso Marinetti.' This interpretation will provide the framework for a 

discussion of the ideas in this text (which is essentially a text on making), 

to relate them to the making of architecture, and to argue for their 

retevance to a practice of architecture that is conducive to better being. 

Furthermore, this thesis uncovers the possible contributions that La cucina 

futuristu might have for architects today such as an appreciation of the 

relevance of an ethicaI, creative, and poetic imagination in the theory and 

practice of architecture. In a time of crisis - during the 20's and 30's - 
Marinetti strongly advocated for a return to the imagination, stressing the 

relevant place of imagination for creating wonder, joy, and happiness in 

our lives. If architecture is to be rescued from its current crisis it must 

delve into the imagination as Marinetti had advocated many years ago. At 

once on reading this book one realizes that this densely poetic text, written 

by a poet, brings a new and extraordinarily unique perspective on what it 

means to live, to make food, and to eat. 

As a Futurist document, La cucina futurista has been rather neglected 

in discussions about Futurism by the experw2 This book is in fact 

Marinetti's sumrnary of ItaIian Futurism, comprising and employing the 

many innovations of Futurism and embodying the Futurist way of being. 

Marinetti uses a seemingly unconventional discussion of making food as a 

', F.T- Marinetti, La cucina futurisra (The Fururisr Cookbookl. Trans. Suzanne Brill. 
San Francisco: Bedford Arts Pub., 1989. 
Lc cucina furunsta is  rarely commented on in the seminal English langaage books 

on Futurism such as: M.W. Mariin's Futurisr Art and Thcary 1909-1915 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1968), Angelo Bozzolla and Caroline Tisdall's Fufvrisrn (London: 
ïhames and Hudson Ltd.. 1973). MichaeI Kirbfs Futurist Performance (New York: 
E.P. Dutton & Co. Inc., 1971), Christiana J. Taylor's Fururism, Politics, Painting 



metaphor for creating art and architecture. A palate of food becomes a 

palate for creating art in the way of gathering, assembling, cooking, 

presenting, and eating "food." This text, like al1 Futurist works, poses 

essential questions about the creation and role of art in this century. 

La cucina futurista is a fascinating story filled with rich imagery of 

elaborate dinners - orchestrated banquets that are more Iike staged food 

theatre, including recipes that seem to push the imagination to its limits as 

one contemplates his fate upon eating them. The text is written poetically 

and creatively - it shows off Marinetti's personality, as well as his unique 

style in its Iiterary manner and presentations of these dinners, banquets, 

recipes, including a bizarre collage of different newspaper reports, 

personal Ietters, weird science, and historical ho axe^.^ That creative 

optimism and faith in imagination is desperately needed today in light of a 

post-modern and deconstructivist nihilism that only takes apart and 

parodies and that is cautious and suspicious of any creative originality.' In 

that light, L a  cucina fururist stands as a striking contrast today. 

There exists a common ground between Marinetti's artistic concerns 

of writing La  cucina futurista in a dimate of artistic and economic crisis 

and the contemporary crisis of architecture. This modern crisis became 

increasingly apparent as modern scientific formulations, d e s ,  and theories 

have become entrenched in the practice of architecture. Rational 

objectifkation, hnctionalization, and styiization have falsely stood as the 

and Performance (Michigan: UMI Research Press,1979), and Rosa Tri110 Clough's 
Futurism (New York: Philosophicai Library lac., 1961). 
' The text is both aniquely of Marinetti's style and also very different to anything 
cornparabte to his past work. Lu cucina futurista is not a manifesto, a novel, a short 
story, a poem, a speech. A11 thcse literary genres, which Marinetti regularly ased, are 
cooked togethcr to compose the flcsh of La cvcino fvrurista's literary structure. 
' Richard Kearney finds that contemporary phiIosaphers are not concerncd with the 
imagination. 'The very opposite is the case," he says, as modem philosophers are 
only keen to "dismantle the vtry notion of imagination." The Wake of Imagination 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988). 251. 



only relevant purposes and meanings of creating archi te~ture.~ This 

standpoint marked a departure from the traditional paradigms of 

architecture that took ideas of building and architecture as moments where 

human poetic, mythical, narrative, and existential intentions were to be 

pondered and related to the human other. The primacy of the poetic sense 

of man, as a way in which humans have corne to gather and share 

themselves - much like the dinner table around which humans continue to 

gather, to eat, speak, laugh, flirt, play and sometimes sleep - has been lost. 

Any dinner table serves not only the functional purpose of supporting 

dishes and elbows, more importantly it draws out a place where people are 

to gather and present themseIves as they eat. Arguably, the dinner table is 

more architectural than many works of modem architecture. 

Italian Futurism - the artistic movement pertaining to L a  cucina 

futurista - represeats a unique moment in al1 modern am6 There was a 

desire by Marinetti and others7 to create a new idiom of expression 

accountable to the twentieth century hurnan being but with a critical 

rejection of any idea that caIled for a return to traditional ways of creating 

art - these past ways, they felt, could no longer deal with the facts of an 

ever technological future. Futurism is famous for its technological bent. 

The movement tried to incorporate technological advances, in fact, 

cleverly turning technology in on itself, seizing it artistically, and 

discovering and celebrating its irrationality. The movement attempted to 

conquer new technologies by setting down creative Futurist criteria for 

new technological products such as airplanes, photography, cinema, 

Albert0 Pérez-Gbmez, Architecfrre and the Crisis of Modern Science (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1983), 4. 

In this thesis, unless otherwise indicated, "Futurism" always refers to Ifalian 
Futurism and specifically Marinetti's own ideas of Futurism. 
' Others is a refercnce to not o d y  othcr Italian Futurists, but includes other anistic 
and philosophical tendencies sach as, Cubism, Surrealism, Dada etc. 



theatre, to will them into art.' The desire to impose Art on machines 

stressed Marinetti's view that, the human is firstly and forever an artist 

and that humanity itself is defined by its inherent insistence on art as the 

primary outlet from which to express, relate, situate itself the w o r ~ d . ~  

In some respects, many Futurists, including Marinetti, did perhaps 

overstep their faith in technology becoming enamoured by these new 

technologies. In this regard they were uncritical of technology and refused 

to see the detrimental effects that technologies would have when forced on 

humans and the environment. Nonetheless, it should be noted that 

Marinetti's technological interests were not only based on a general 

fascination with technology, rather, the interest was made a fetish - made 

more grotesque by the visible Isck of technology in 1taly.l' 1 believe, that 

Marinetti was not interested in tecbnology itself, rather only interested in 

exploring a poetic modem fantasy of technology for other technologically 

illiterate ~talians." In Futurism there was a ditrerence between technology 

and machines. Machines were not technological instruments but objects of 

entertainment that exhibited alien forms of existence. The table machines, 

for instance, in La cucinu futvrista that revolved and sprayed perfume, and 

which accompanied the dances of waiters are a good example of Futurist 

machines as poetic tropes.12 Similarly, the transforming stage machines of 

* In the text Marinetti makes teferences io Television. He has already seized this 
invention and laid a Futurist pian for its appropriation. 

Marinetti sought to transform Iife through art, and for "art to become a form of 
Iife." As a modern artist, the hnman k i n g  uses technology to create the bread for his 
existence, Art. See Ganter Berghaus' Futrrism and Politics (Oxford: Bergham 
Books, 1996). 47. 
'O Clough wrote "it would never have occarred to a New Yorker, for instance, to 
address to an American pubIic an appeal extolling speed, machines and fast living. It 
was a c y  of long repressed admiration for a spectacle that else where was taken for 
granted by millions of persans," Fururism, 15. 
" Considering the rapid pace of technological development witnessed in Europe (but 
not Italy), Marinetti attcmpted to forge an Italian relationship to technology - not 
necessarily one of facto y efficicnq but rather one of artistic fantasy. 
'* Our conception of Machine is for more complex than Marinetti's. The airplane, so 
ubiquitous today, wts a wondrous flying metapbor doring Marinetti's age. The Turk - 



Prampolini and Depero, and indeed all machines were to have an artistic 

imperative. As a Futurist artifact, La cucina Futurista is surprisingly 

sparse with the technological polemic of other Futurist texts. 

Futurism, as an ideological position, is not perfect and it is not 

without its faults, presuppositions, rnisguided adventures and dubious 

political interactions. Marinetti did associate with certain people, politicaI 

groups, and ideas (such as Fascism) that have stained his reputation and 

his artistic accomplishments. Accordingly, many commentators have 

unfairly judged, wholesale, this heterogeneous and diverse poetic and 

artistic m ~ v e m e n t . ~  They forget the various innovations to the different 

arts that many Futurists made, which even today seem wondrous, creative, 

and imaginative given their time and place, not withstanding their clear 

influence on other artistic movements such as Surrealism and ~ a d a . "  

These Futurist artifacts, are worth re-examination, another look under a 

different light, in the hope that they may reveal inspirations for the 

architects and artists of today. 

We may frame the context of Futurism to grasp how and why 

Marinetti decided to undertake a searcti for a way past what was initially a 

crisis in poetry, but which became a larger existential crisis punctuated by 

artistic mediocrity and imaginative paralysis in Italy and Europe. 

a mysterious and magical, chess-game playing mechanical automaton- represents a 
parallel example of the Futurist definition of 'Machine.' And perhaps, the term 
'machine' was not restricted to mechanical objects, but non machines like clothing, 
musical instruments, and fireworks. 
" Futurism was not a monolithic artistic block but rather an umbrella for al1 sorts of 
artistic and philosophical tendencies. In its ranks were Marxims, Nationalists, 
SurreaIims, Pacifists, architccts, and non-Italians. Avant-gardists not directly 
involved in Futurism were also considered Futurist. Tndeed, 'Futurist' generaIly 
meant, avant-gardist. 
I4 Michael Kirby stresses that Faturism contributcd in a number of ways to the 
development of Dada and Sartealism. He supports his daim by showing the historical 
development of modern theatre, and showing the idLaence of Futurism on the work of 



Marinetti's Futurism can be viewed as a remedy or a figurative recipe 

whose creative spirit can still be drawn upon to offer a different proposal 

for art and Iife and from whicb we can devise an architecture of critical 

resistance to formahatioa. 

Biogrrphy of Marinetti 

FiIippo Tommaso Marinetti was born in Alexandria, Egypt in 1876 to 

weaIthy Italian parents. His father, Enrico Marinetti, had amassed a 

fortune practicing as a lawyer in Egypt. Marinetti received a French 

educatioo in Egypt at St. Francis Xavier College - a Jesuit lycee. He was 

allowed to cornelete his education despite baing expeIled for allegedly 

bringing a book by EmiIe Zola to schooI. Marinetti, then eighteen years 

old, was then sent to the Sorbonne to prepare for a bacculaureat. In Paris 

he spent most of his cime frequenting cafes and cabarets, gaining access to  

the prestigious salons of literary society, and becoming aqu@nted with the 

latest of French trends in art and Iiterature. In 1894 Marinetti received his 

Diplorne de Bachelier de L'Enseignement Secondaire Classique upon 

which he enrolled at the University of Pavia, then weat on to Genoa to 

study Law accordiag to his father's wishes. He graduated with a 

Doctorate in Law in 1899. 

During his education, both in France and Itaiy, Marinetti was rather 

uninterested in his schooling and derived more satisfaction frsm pursuing 

his tme calling: poetry. He was never far away from his friends in Paris, 

and commuted from Italy to France regularly to keep weIl in touch with the 

Parisian artistic scene. 

non-realistic playwrights like Pirandello and Thornton Wilder, and to the 
dcvelopment of the Theatre of the Abmrd. Futurist Performance, 6. 



From the years 1900-1909 Marinetti poured himself into writing 

poetry, and was a h  a cultural critic and a playwright. In 1905 he 

Iaunched Poesia, a literary journal, which translated and published avant- 

garde French and Italian poetry. Poesia had the dual purpose of offering 

young ItaIian poets a place to voice their opinions, and introducing the 

Italian public to the international poetry scene. In February of 1909 

Marinetti pubIished in the French journal Le Figaro, The Founding and 

Manîfesto of Futurism. The manifesto IargeIy defined the Futurist program 

in which Marinetti became fully immersed until his fatal hean attack in 

1944.15 

After founding Futurism, he earned the name "The Caffeine of 

Europe," as ho traveled tirelessly from city to city.I6 Marinetti's Iife was, 

it seems, dedicated to energetic confrontation and riotous fervour. He 

Iived his Iife with a unique intensity, he held international exhibitions of 

Futurist art by day, and presented poetry readings, called Serate, at night 

which sometimes turned into uncontrolled riots in the streets. In his 

manifesto he writes: "we intend to sing of the Iove of danger, the habit of 

energy and fearlessness."" Then continues: "courage, audacity , and revoit 

will be essentiaI elements of our poetry."" He was well known for his 

violent style of writing and his love of commotion and quarrel. 

With his tendency for violence, it would seem difficult today to value 

Marinetti and to find inspiration in his writings. It would afso seem 

perverse to regard this bellicose figure as someone fiom whom we should 

distill an ethical, poetic, and imaginative concoction to help us live better, 

more joyful, and more fulfiIling lives. We certainly can not afford to 

'' The Founding and Munifesto of Futurisrn 1909. Umbro ApoIIonio, Futurist 
Munifesto (London: Thames and Hudson Ltd., 1973)- 19. 
'' Ange10 Bozzolla and CaroIine TisdaIf, 8. 
j7 The Founding und Manifesto of Futurism 1909, 19. 

Ibid., 19. 



romanticize violence and war. We possess unprecedented powers that, 

with a single push of a button, can annihilate us and our planet. And after 

two world wars and countless other conflicts that have resulted in mass 

death and destruction, Marinetti's words and his philosophy of life may 

seem suicida1 if not insane. We cannot cry out "We glorify war - the 

world7s only hygiene," as Marinetti did in 1909. 

The Complexity of Interprttation 

To take Marinetti's life as something to emulate and to live our lives 

as he once did would certainly be a mistake. Paradoxically, it would also 

be counter to Marinetti's insistence on persona1 creativity and originatity. 

On the other hand, to ignore Marinetti and his Futurism would be a greater 

mistake because Futurism did open up positive new ways of expression that 

other artistic movements continue to pursue today. Those who decline the 

implications of Futurism, preferring to locate exclusively the origins of 

modem art in some other moment in the past, do not give Futurisrn its 

proper credit. There is a basic issue of appropriation - what can we "make 

our own" out of Marinetti and his Futurism? 

1 chose La cucina fururista because 1 believe it provides a good 

window from which we can look at and evahate Futurism so that it may 

bear positively upon Our lives. It is important not to forget to place 

Futurism within its proper historical setting. We are able today to look 

back at Marinetti and Futurism and perhaps imagine and understand them 

first before we begin to cast judgments, and to draw conclusions. 

Interpreting and appropriating this and any Futurist text becomes a delicate 

matter. What can complicate the interpretation of Marinetti's work is his 

often overly polemical style, he was interested in drawing attention to 

issues of real importance that he feIt were being negiected. In his 

outspokenness he was more interested in getting an immediate and mostly 



agitated reaction from his listeners, this made any serious and genuine 

dialogue dinicult. When reading Futurist texts a critical sifting of the text 

must occur in which the polemics are recognized and contextualized. 

In the conclusion to The Wake of Imagination Richard Kearny 

illustrates the hermeneutic task we rnust take when we open a text for 

discussion. He explains that a hermeneutic reading would allow "repressed 

voices to speak out, neglected texts to get a hearing.nw Futurism is a 

rather repressed topic, due in part to its involvement with Mussolini's 

Fascism - it was censured during the postwar years and even today. That 

connection with Fascism left it uapopular artistically and academically, and 

leaves many texts lost and ~ n t r a n s l a t e d . ~  The task Kearny points to is one 

that "reminds us that humanity has a duty, if it wishes to survive its 

threatened ending, to remember the past and to project a future."*' He 

adds: "we cannot e w n  begin to know what the post-modern present is 

unless we are first prepared to imagine what it has been and what it may 

becorne."= He stresses the importance of not abandoning "the imaginative 

quest for historical deprh."= The interpretation rnust also recognize the 

importance of suspending the positing of reality, or bracketing, as 

described by the philosopher Edmund Husserl. 1 recognize La  cucina 

futurista as a work of fiction, I do not read it Iiterally or as a gag but as a 

poetic text on making that is relevant to the making of architecture. 

l9 Richard Kearney, The Wake ofimagination, 390. 
Michael Kirby tells the story (Futurist Performance, viii) of the first time he went 

to interview Fortanato Dcpero's widow, Rosetta. There, to his amazement, he foand a 
cabinet "completelp EiIIed with stacks of Depero's notes and sketches. Nobody, not 
even his wife, had gone throagh them since his death." Kirby wonders how many 
other cabinets there might be, containing valuable information, but due to the stigma 
of Futarism thcy remain andocumented. 

Richard Kearney, The Wake o/imagination, 390. 
Ibid., 392. 

z3 Ibid., 392. 



Tbere has to be a subtle middle paih of vigilance when looking at 

Futurism that may not be as necessary when looking at other modern 

artistic movements. Its roots are tangled, they nin in every direction - 

sometimes interweaving and fusing - and other times they are foreign and 

of another tree. Futurism was purposefully interdisciplinary and 

multidisciplinary, and for that reason it becomes a delicate matter when 

interpreting and appropriating the text. What then is Futurism? 

Futurism 

It is correct to Say that Futurism wis symptomatic of a general 

breakdown of values, d e s ,  and conventions that had held firm from the 

earliest days of Western culture. By the nineteenth century Friedrich 

Nietzsche saw that with the waning of religion and the Ioss of man's 

connection with a transcendent realm of being - humanity was cast adrift in 

a world that no longer answered the needs of the spirit.= 

T t  was to action, as Hannah Arendt points out, that the men of the 

nineteenth century would turn to in time of crisis. "In this predicament 

action, with its involvement and commitment, its being engagde, seemed to 

hold out the hopt, not of solving rny problems, but of making it possible 

to live with them without becoming, as Sartre once put it, a salaud, a 

hypocrite."" This turn to action created existentialism as *a primary 

escape from the perplexities of modem philosophy into the unquestionhg 

'' The loss of religion is a complex fact. William Barret writes: "Religion to medieval 
man was not so much a theological system as a solid psychological matrix 
mnounding the individual's life from birth to death, sanctifying and enclosing al1 its 
ordina y and extraordinary occasions in sacrament and ritual. The loss of the Church 
was the Ioss of a whole system of symbols, images, dogmas, and rites which had the 
psychoIogical validity of immediate experience, and within which hitherto the whole 
psychic Iife of Western man had been safely contained." Irrational Man (New York: 
Anchor Books/Doubleday, 1958), 24. 
zs Haanah Arendt, Between the Past and Future (New York: Penguin Books USA Iac.. 
1993), 9. 



cornmitment of action."26 It was in action that artists, intellectuafs, 

writers, and others "could find access to the public reaim. , . in timc of 

revo~ution,"~ something Marinetti learned from others before him. Action 

is the basis in Futurism upon which ideas of change, cmotion, sensory 

stimulation, and physical engagement were to find their footing. 

In poetry, the Romanticism of the nineteenth century legitimized the 

concrete "cognitive drives of the body, to sense, emotion, passion,"" over 

forma1 knowledge, as existentialism did when it rebelled against 

philosophy. -Marinetti, a grrduate of law, turns to poetry rather than law 

to undergo bis plin of change. He, as wcll as other Italian writers of the 

period, looked towards French models when they ventured to find a new 

idiom to express their poetic concerns. MarÎnetti was inspired by French 

poets like Sttphane MaIlarmC and Pau1 Valéry who expressed their disgust 

with the artistic rnediocrity of the nineteenth century imagination. 

However, action did not exclude violence as a means to change an 

unsatiseing artistic situation.= The absurdity of a world no longer 

Iogically constructed revealed its brutality - poets entered the political 

realm and hised together their art and their poli tic^.^ It became 

= Md., 8. 
lbid., 8. 

" Kojin Kantani, Architectirre as Metaphor (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1995), 23. 
zs 29111 The F m t u ~ i ~ t  Moment, Ma jocie Perloff meticulous1y presents the ubiquitous cal1 
for violent action expressed by varions disenfranchiscd groups siich as artists, 
philosophert, and Icftists. Violence wrs rocn as a direct method for achicviag change. 
Violence was not excInsive to the Fnturists, rathcr it r a s  an artistic expression 
wieldcd by 811 those intcrested in overcoming the crisis of art in the modem scientific 
age. Fttrthcrmore, within the Futurist movement viotencç s a s  expressed in different 
ways, somc Like Aldo Palrzzeschi - iuthor of the Munifesto against Pain - did not 
-en acceptcd violence as a n  instrument for change. (Chicago: University of Chicago 
P~CSS, 1986), 29-38 

In French Symbolist Iitcray circles the love of violence and destruction expresscd a 
disgust for the modem bourgeois by engaging in the extraordintry, the gloriously 
immoral, and the rdventuroirs. The reaI-life exploits of anarchists, assassins, and 
tcrrorists inspired rnists and poets. Rimbaud, for instance, gave up poety entirely, 



increasingly ctear that art was no longer able to stand up by itself and now 

necded justification, whether political, economic or cultural. 

The artistic and political situations in ItaIy had not been so turbulent 

as they had been in France and Germany. For the most part Italy was 

untouched by modernity. In 1861 Italy became a modern nation of 

previously autonomously ruied statcs. The Risorgimento had consolidated 

on Italian state with its capital in ~urin." The New Italy was seen by many 

non-Piedmontese as simply an expansion of the Kingdom of Piedmont, and 

was far to qudifjr as a nation. With two percent of the population as voters 

it was hardly representative of the population in general - especially the 

poorer southern part of the peninsula. For such Italians the new state 

became personified only by the tax collector who collected to pay back the 

debt of forty years of fighting for this unified Italy. The massive debt was 

paid almost exclusively by taxation. Italians were the most heavily taxed 

people in Europe, The country was leh with no economic growth 

prompting many southerners to Ieave Italy for America. 

For Marinetti, the period fiom 1870-1913 represented a era of Italian 

history that wrs rife with economic and political failure. Successive Italian 

govemments became enthralled with scanda1 and corruption and Ieft many 

Italians, including Marinetti, to see oaly weakness in the country's tack of 

proper parliamentary representation, in its deep corruption, its impotent 

foreign policy, and its technological and educationd retardation. The 

project of the Risorgimento never lived up to its promises of a unified, 

strong, colonial Italian state - something which haunted Italy iato the 

1940's. Futurism was initiated by Marinetti as a revolt against a decaying 

-- -- - - - - - - - 

hc lcft Europe ta be a gan runner in Abyssinir. In the end hc spokc of poctry as "one 
of my follies." 
'' For a detailcd discussion of the Risorgimento sec, Paul Ransome's Antonio Gramsci 
(Hertfordshire: Hanester Wheatsheaf, L992), chapter 2; and Ganter Bctghius' 
Fntnrisrn and Politics (Oxford: Bcrgham Books, 1996). 



status quo that was becoming ever more estranged from modern life.= 

Marinetti saw that there needed to be a radical reassessment of the place 

and importance of Art in life - elevating the status of art and making Life 

as its subject. The task of Futurism was to use, artistically, the objects of 

modem life to define, re-imagine, and create the possibility of just what 

such a life can be like. L a  cucina futurista is a good ilhstration of this 

actuality, where human experitnces like love and desire, sadness or 

depression, freedom and travel, become subjects for art. 

Marinettis# Mission 

During Marinetti's schooling and travets he became acquainted with 

many notable figures: the Symbolist poet Gustave Kahn, Sarah Bernhardt, 

Alfred Jany, Guillaume Apollinaire, and Gabriele D'Annunzio. But, it was 

the philosophical works of Friedrich Nietzsche rdd Henri Bergson - which 

Marinetti had read from an early age - that outIined for him the mission of 

Futurism as a comprehensive project which was intended to bring change 

to an unsatisfying cultural atmosphere.jJ 

Marinetti's disappointment with Italy's unchanging artistic tastcs 

which were unibte to speak about the present and the fùture lead hirn to 

believe that he could contribute to its overcoming, and that Italy's attitude 

to its past prevented its artists from exploring their own creative 

Iandscapes. This was no easy task in Italy. Whereas "a gentle murmur 

How Marinetti u w  Italy's artistic environment caa be summed up in this speech 
given to an English audience in 1910: 'When, oh whea, will you rid yourselves of the 
Iymphatic ideology of your deplorable Ruskin.,.with his morbid drcams of primitive 
rustic life, with his nostalgia for Homeric chceses and Iegeadary spinning-wheels, 
with his hatrcd of the machine, of steam and elecuicity, this mania for antique 
simplicity ir like a man who in f ' l l  maturity wantr to slecp in his cot again and fced 
again at the breast of a dempi t  old nurse in order to regain the thoughtless state of 
infancy." Qnotcd in Bozzolla and Tisdall, 123. 



rnight instigate change or at least interest in Paris, the most amplificd 

shouts would not carry Car in ~ t a l ~ . " ~  The heavy weight of Italian history 

which was visible throughout Italy's cities and landscapes was something 

ltalians could not fûlly scparate themselves from. Marinetti saw Italy as a 

giant rnu~eurn~~ dedicated to preserving the past not for the service and 

sake of life, but for "the inquisitive tourist or pedantic rnicrologist."* 

Marinetti appropriated Nietzsche's concepts of the Ilbermensch or the 

Superman, and der Wille sur Mucht or WiIl to Power ta gather the tools 

from which to forge a new outlook on the importance of creative action 

which he trinslated as Futurism into the Italian artistic, politicai, and 

social arenrs in order to change the cultural situation." 

Marinetti saw this Italian servitude to the past as Nietzsche had in, On 

the wses and disrrdvantuges of history for m." In this essay Nietzsche 

outlines the detrimentd effects of improper historicity, and points to three 

possible relationships one can assume towards history: the Monumental, 

Antiquarian, and Critical relations. The monumental relationship to history 

assumes the past as r great wondrous tirne, better than Our own present. 

Although these iders did have a formative ifluence on Marinetti. 1 am merely 
giving 8 picturc of Futurism with hetp Rom Marinetti's known philosophic rcadings. 
Firturism and Muinetti'r philosophic i d a s  were his own. 
Y Bozzollr aad Tisddl, 131. 
15 See Umbro Apollonia's Fwtnri~t Manifdo, Foundiq Manifcsto, 22. 
" Sec Bozzollr and Tisâall. 123, and Freidrich Nietzsche's Unrfmelj, Meditutions, 
Trans. R.J. Hollingdrlc (Cambrid8e: Cambridge Univcrrity Press, t983). 68- 
" Just M r e  the beginning of this centuq Itilian translations of Nietzsche bccarne 
rvailrble, sparking off a Nietzsche cnze. This cnze r a s  rcffectcd in the mrnner in 
which Italian philosophical, cultunI, and literaty jo~rnrls  fertutcd apmetous essays 
on Nietzsche's work - teslifying to the pnerrl  popuiarity of the philosopher. Just 
how much Nietzsche's philosophy exploded in popularity is summrrized by MA, 
Stefani who writes: -At the end of the nineteenth century and the bcginiing of the 
twentieth century Nietzsche wrs in the first instance a curiosity item. He wrs 
regardcd as an inteIlectua1 who hrd raid somt 'strrnge thingr' in a Irnguage so ultra- 
modern as to give us a trstc of the tbiny to corne. He was hudly onderstood at the 
time. For Europan and, even more su, Itilirn culture, Nietzsche was still a part of 
the hitore. He was a phenornenon outside the norm, beyond his time, an anticipator of 
a new epoch." Quoted in Giïnter Bergbrus Futurism and PoUtics, 24. 
3a ïbid., 57, 



For instance, the Italians of the Renaissance were monumental about the 

Romans and Greeks of their past. The antiquarian relationship sets about 

preserving and reserving the past "for those who should corne into 

existence after him,"" This would be the museum mentality that 

umummifies* life, and prevents new Iife from interacting with that of the 

past."' Lastly, Nietzsche's preferabIe relationship, the critical, is one that 

allows man to "if he is to live. . . break up and dissolve a part of the 

past."" This critical reading of history was seen by Nietzsche to be "in the 

service of life ... . for the sake of ~ i f e . " ~  

Marinetti's critical retitionship to Italy's past confronted the ideas of 

the past with the Futurist imagination, pitting them against each other. In 

La cucina futurista the recipes, the manner of eating, the preparation, and 

the setting of the meals are critical of Pelegrino Artusi's La scienza in 

cucina e l'arte di mongier bene, which at that time represented the 

quintessential gentile, bourgeois ideal of nineteenth century family 

cooking. Marinetti's critique questioned the idyllic pastoraI images in 

Artusi's book as unsuited to modern living. He chaltenged Artusi's picture 

that presented the making of food (art) as "a Romantic, Rousseauan notion 

- as one of nourishing fart, gathering from the countryside and preparing 

at length with loving  are."^ 

Marinetti's answer to Italy's histotical and cultural crisis was to 

confiont the past critically by reaching into the imagination, and to 

develop, creatively and poetically, a better Iife. Through an interpretatioa 

of the superman, Marinetti showed Italians that they were not so 

overwhelmed by their history that they could not develop the necessary 

Ibid., 73. 
Md., 75. 

" Ibid., 75. 
Ibid., 75-77. 
Lu cucina jiiturista. 7. 



historical distance for a criticaf recollection and engagement. Nietzsche 

envisioned the superhuman as a person who, with his own ski11 and 

determination, could change his fortune by willing it so, who could create 

for himself what he wanted, and this figure would standout because of his 

creativity. But interpreting Marinetti's take on Nietzsche is compficated by 

Nietzsche's own ambiguities with regard to the superman. Nietzsche is at 

times so extreme that the superman becomes personified as the symbol of 

an SS offices. Indeed, it is not too dificult to sec how easily Nazis 

'misinterpreted' Nietzsche's concepts of the tugenic super-hem. 

For Marinetti, the superman was not the dtmonic soldier, but the 

forward Iooking (and moving) artist who creates because he must- In La 

cucina fuiwista the superman is petsanificd by the cook whose crtative 

interventions with food alleviates the csisis at haad (of which more will bt 

said in chapter 1, The Function of the Cook). Both the superman and the 

cook were leaders. The cook was charged with making foods which were 

better suited to modem Iife. It was the cook's unique abiiity to present to 

others - with inviting cdible constructions which momentarily captured 

their attentions - another point of view or alternative tastes of Iife that 

made him r superman to Marinetti. 

Both, superman and cook, accomplished their goals by affirming their 

capacity to reach their goals, ta saying YES; that is Will fo Power. 

Nietzsche had recognized that power was something that classical 

civilizations had restcd on and saw relations of power as a natural and 

basic part of al1 life. Power rningkd in al1 the exploits of fife - in seduction 

and in conquest. Nevertheless, one can argue for a different interptetation 

of power, not as a force of domination and subjugation of others and the 

world, but rather a power over oneself, exemplificd by the "1 cann of the 

artist. Such a willing ovtr oneself becomes an ethicd undertaking, that 



moves the individual, the cook, and the architect into a prefecable realm - 
that of creativity." 

Bergson's philosophy did to some extent complement and developed 

several aspects of Nietzsche's thought." His ideas played a constructive 

role in the artistic formulations of Futurism and they are in evidence in 

many Futurist works like La cucina futurista. 

Marinetti must have sympathized with Bergson's ideas on time, 

change, and duration. Like Bergson, Marinetti also felt that "for a 

conscious being, to exist is to change, to change is to mature, to mature is 

to go on creating oneself endlessly."" Marinetti's critique of Italian 

culture was its lack of change, presented in La cucinafuîurisia as the blind 

ItaIian servitude to Pastasciutta. Italian food (art) was frozen and unable 

to mature - it needed to grow, to be recreated and recreated endlessly, to 

accommodate the tastes of thosc now living as well as those of the past. 

Marinetti's argument for change was linked to life, to a better life, which 

grants growth, imagination and creativity. Marinetti constantly stressed 

that WC could in no way return or continue to live a past, because that past 

moment was now something else - forever changing as "a new 

"Se Fragments 809 and 829 in Nietzsche's WilI to Power, also Gianni Vattirno's 
The Adventure of Difference (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press), and Joan 
Stambaugh, The Other Nietzsche (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994). 
19. 
" Beigson was capable of bringing philosophy out of the mechanistic dcterminism of 
Herbert Spencer by illustrating the limited scope of science, He stressed that the ilan 
vital could not be accounted for with mechanistic and determinist methods but could 
on19 be h o w n  in immediate intuition. 
Ais philosophizing focused on the concept of the prescnt, and Mtrleau-Ponty ctedited 
him to drawing 'for the first time . . . attention to what was pecuIiar to the verp 
being and articulation of the present," Signs (Evanston: Northwcstcrn University 
Ptess, I964), 191. Bergson, like Nietzsche, wrote in an manner that was accessibie 
enough to attract to philosophy Iarge audiences. His style r a s  friendly, penonal, 
mystical. and contrary to the philosophized technical jargon of his predecessors. 
" Ibid., 7. 



accumulation [of the pastl arises r t  every  te^."^ However, this did not 

imply a rejection of the past. The Futurist cook uses the same ingredients 

as his predecessors, but combines and shapes them in a different way to 

express a present persona1 outlook, The present is thea for Bergson and 

Marinetti an important weighty moment, it "lights up the zone of 

potentialities that surrounds the act. It fÏlIs the interval between what is 

done and what might be d ~ n e . " ~  The present is that theatre of imagination, 

where every possibility of action is imagined and tested, before the 

irrtversible choice is made, it is also where we encounter our free will. 

Bergson ugued that the hurnan inclination to materialistu had led us 

to think in terms of space but time is as fundamental as space, and it is 

time undoubtedly, Bergson says, that holds the essence of life and possibly 

of al1 reality. He explains that time is an accumulation, a creeping gradua1 

growth, a duration and that "duration is the continuous progress of the 

past which gnaws into the future and which swells as it advances;" that is, 

"the past in its entirety is prolonged into the present and abides there 

actual and acting."" Durition, then, means that the past penists, it is 

somehow present and active, it is the context from which we can act and 

nothing is lost of it. The iccumulatioa of the past, and the constant adding 

of time means that "erch moment is not only something new. . . but 

something unforesecable; . . . change is far more radical than wt  are 

inclined to suppose," says i ergs on." 

a Bergson had shown thrt the goal of mechmistic science for the prtdictability of al1 
things proved to k an intcllectuai frllrcy, because erch moment is 'something 
unforesttable," it is unpredictable and consuntly changing. Will Durant, The Story 
of Philusophy (New York: Washington Square Press Pub., 196 1). 45 1. 
' Henri Bergson, Creative Evolwtion, trrns, Arthrir Mitchell (Lanhom: University 
Press of America, Inc., 1983), 179. 
" Ibid.. 4, 15. 

Ibid., 6,l.  



These philosophies were, for Marinetti, an expression of power over 

the artistic crisis of his time, which he felt he couid change- The making of 

those foods in La cucina ftttwista is an affirmation of the philosophical 

bases Marinetti followed, and a critique of cuItural tastes of Italy. 

Art & Life 

Marinetti's understanding of art and the sole of art in life were ideas 

that wtre supportcd by popular modern philosophic inclinations. 

Nonetheless, these ideas were encompassed into a singular poetic idea - 
likc in La  mcina fitirrista - that stressed the importance of access to art 

for working through the modern crisis of imagination and creativit~." 

Marinetti saw Futurism from its eariy beginnings as a movement that 

would not just bring about artistic innovation but also social and political 

innovation. The idea was that only though a complete overhaul in life 

could there be a revolution to Art. It was Marinetti's belief that the artist 

with his superior creativity and imagination, intuitiveness, and vitality uses 

art as a primary means for self understanding, and through which he 

contributed to the process of renewal. Through violent artistic actions, 

synonymous with poIitical action, Marinetti brought about this much 

needed renewal and bettement of Italian art. 

The Futurist project was determined to bridge the gaps between art 

and life. Indeed, "Iife was to be changed through art, and art to become a 

form of life."n In addition the inner gaps that existed within both spheres 

of art and life were to be interpenetrated and dissolved. As a multi- 

discipIinary spectrum, Futurism was to brin8 total innovation ta a11 aspects 

Marinetti understood buman life as something that is mderscored by art. 'Thanks 
to us. . . the timc wiII corne when life will no longer k a simple matter of bread and 
labonr, not a Iife of idleness either, but a work ofart," &id,, 206. 

Md., 47. 



of human existence - it was to be nothing short of a total Reconstruction 

of the universe." 

The Futurist artist possessed creative and vital qualities and brought 

Futurism to the political arenas as a way of sharing a vision of change in 

art and Iife. The Futurist is thus that avant-garde artist, prophet of the 

imagination, pioneering public man, who showed another way that things 

could be. Despite being so deeply involved in the politics of his day, 

Marinetti never limited himself by being a politician - he saw he could 

maice a far greater contribution to politics (life) as a poet and artist, 

When confionted with Marinetti's actions it is dificult to pigeonhole 

him either as a poet or a politician. In fact, he succeeded in both roles - 
as an artist. As poet, he was able to make successfiilly from his life a 

joyfùl and eventful world in which to dwell. Futurism tried to elevate 

human existence to a higher level through art - by making previously non- 

artistic activitics important artistic subjects in themselves. And by giving 

anyone access to art, Marinetti was giving art a rcason to exist. Art 

served an important existential concern for expressing understanding, 

happiness, and satisfaction from one's Iife experiences. By deliberately 

using food as raw material for making art, Marinetti was underlining 

nourisbment as an artistic endeavor. Food that is made with art becomes a 

remedy for better living. Thus, living Futuristically meant living artfully. 

Marinetti, Mussolini and Fascist art. 

The issue of the relationship between Futurism and Fascism is a 

complicated matter. In La cucina futurista Marinetti does make references 

to the DUCE and Fascism. However, one should not hasten to conclude 

" Written by Giacomo Balla and Fortuato Dcpero The Futurist Reconstruction of the 
Univcrse 2915 manifesta combined Fnturïst innovations in a singular expression. 



that it is a Fascist work. In Ganter Berghaus' book, Futurism and Politics 

the subject of the many political associations Marinetti and other Futurists 

made bcfore the founding of Futurism and during Futunsm is addrtssed, 

Berghaus recreates the tumultuous political landscape of Italy to illustrate 

its highly interwoven complexity. His book sets about uatying and 

untangling the political threads in a process that is tedious and time 

consuming, yat urgently needed. His discovery of anti-Fascist Futurists 

lead him to conclude that "there was more to Futurism after 1924 than 

being a support group of the Fascist govemmentl"~ 

It wis Marinetti's supposed friendsbip with Mussolini that first lead 

to the suspicions that Futurism wrs born with Fascism. Early in 1914 

Marinetti and Mussolini had met in Tnterventionist rallies ta voice their 

opinion that Italy sbouid enter the first ~ a r . ' ~  Mussolini found himseIf 

allied with 8 motley collection of right-wing Nationalists, Rcpubticans, 

Mazzini youths, Freemasons and Futurists. But Marinetti's constant 

critique of popular socialists angered Mussolini and hindered them from 

solidifying a relationship based on their similar interventionist vicws. With 

an ill-managed postwar economy both Marinetti and Mussolini found 

tàemselves unliktly allies against an inept g~vernment .~  

Y Ganter Berghaus Fvtwrfsm und Polifics, vii. Bcrthaus States that the rcputation 
Futurism and giined rf'ttr the end of the Second World War was i resolt of the 
sttongly rnti-Fascist feelings in Italy thrt condemacd anyone or any groop thomght to 
have supportcd the oppressive régime. Bcrghaos credits Italian rcscarchers. spch as 
Enrico Crispolti, Giwrud Lista and Gitn Battistr N w r m  who proposcd that 
Futurism had a nature contrrdictoy to thrt of Fascism. The tleven points of the 
Programme of rhe Furvrist Political Party (11" October 1913) iltustrates this 
opposing nature, pg., 99- Tbe poiiticrl program put forth draws the dernacratic and 
jost aspirations of the Futurists in conttrst to the Fascist police state to corne. 
Many scholan generriIIy studying the anistic rorks of the Futurists downplay or 
simply avoidcd the complex potitical dimension and ideological positions of the 
movement. And dcrpitc the new research eunent opinion contindly and unjustly 
paints Futurisrn in Fsscist colours. 
56 At the timc Mussolini wis a sacialist and cditor of L 'Avanti a socialia publication. 

BoaoIIa and Tisdall samest that Mussolini's relationship with Marinetti subsisted 
with a mixture of love and hate, *tiagcd pcrhaps with envy and certaialy 
opportnnism," (pg-, 203) from Mussoiini. He iud tumcd to Marinetti when he wanted 



Mussolini's ever increasing tilt towards the right left Marinetti 

disappointed, isolated and unconviaced by Mussolini's Fascism. Marinetti 

had encouraged a mixture of tendencies - from Anarchistic to Marxist, to 

the fancifiil, and occult. Futurism was a heterogeneous, democratic, and 

pluralistic association cornprised of al1 sorts of personalities and views, 

and they did not al1 share the same ideals." Marinetti encouraged and 

promoted this aspect to accomplish his goal of spreading Futurism into al1 

aspects of human existence. 

The art of the Fascist movement was to be radically non-Futuristic. In 

architecture, non-Futurist works like the Casa dei Fasci and Mussolini's 

neo-Roman plans for his EUR (Esposizione Univerale Romana) exemplified 

the new Fascist taste in architecture. As a Fascist, Mussolini had turned 

away from Futuristic art preferring the vision of a Roman, Mediterranean 

and Latin art. This was the ideal that D'Annunzio had projected - a 

ciassical clockwork state, ordered and platonic, and thoroughly rational. 

Futurism would never become the official state art of Fascist Italy. Instead, 

it was the neo-classical rationalism that found favour. Despite the requisite 

mention of the Duce and Fascism, La -cina futurista remains a Futurist 

wort because of the marked difference between Futurism and Fascism. 

It is true that Futurists did collaborate with the Fascist government. 

Yet along with those who acted jointly with the Fascists, there were those 

Futurists who resisted the Mussolini-Fascists artisticaily, politicdly, and 

violently. Undoubtedly, there was some accommodation by Marinetti with 

the Fascist rrégime. He was personally selected by the Duce to be a 

founding member of the Italian Academy and his praises of the Duce are 

to txploit the poet's panache, cncrgy and crowd stimng abilities. Othcr timcs 
Mussolini distanced hirnsclf from Marinetti's rrdicalism which he saw as 
inconvtnient and tmbarrassing. 



plentifil. However, having seen the destructive method in which the 

Fascists and Nazis treated the avant-garde art in their countries it is 

probable that, Marinetti may have been just protecting his right to create 

his Futurism by seeming to col~aborate.~' Marinetti remained the poet and 

anarchist. His radical disIike of discipline, authority, hierarchy, and 

tradition in culture could never serve the Fascist's abysmal artistic ideals 

"for longer than a passing h ~ u r . " ~  Marinetti, was too much of an 

individual, too pretentious and temperamental, too boisterous to accept 

their ridged confomity. He would not have it any other way. As one 
Y biographer wrote of his chiIdhood temperament, hc was a gentle, 

volcanic, nostalgie, amazed and sentimental bambinone (big baby)," not 

unlike the Marinetti of adulth~od.~' 

- . - - -- - - - 

Within the Futurist ranks were a widc range of diverse political and artistic beliefs. 
Marinetti had encourrged this aspect of Fotwism which in many ways contributed to 
the longevity of the movemcnt. 
* By the mid-thirties, as N u i  d a p u  bcgan to enter into Fascist idcology, increasing 
anti-Semitic attitudes in a n  and poIitics bcpn rppcaring in commentiriw and 
discussions of Fascist art. Marinetti used his relrtioaship with the Duce to hinder 
Nazi rrtistic idws of censorship. degenerate art, and rnti-modemism from grining 
Eirm ground in Italy. By actively organizing meetings to protest the repressioa of 
intellectpal fretdom Marinetti was able to wcaken, even if slightly, Fascist 
intimidation of the rrtistic community. Incidentally, the cover of the secret police 
file in the Ministry of Intecior, which conîains police reports and details of the 
private and public activities of one Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, read 'Anti-Fascist 
Subject," Berghaus, viii. 
99 The Futurist Cookbook (La cvcina futiiridu), 18. Marinetti's individualism is 
marked by his dislike of, above a11 things, practices of equality. justice, fratctnity, 
communism and iatcrnatioarlisut. His vision of artistic frcedom was of an anarchist 
individualism rathcr than the conformity o i  commuaist collcctivism or of Fascist 
teaction. Without individarlity, odginrlity, and inequality, Marinetti couid aot 
envision Iife. It is those qurlitiw that Fascism runs coanter to. Fortunrtely or 
otherwise, it is those qualitits that mske life wbot it is. They m a t e  the flux, the 
p e a b  and valleys, the wedth and poverty of Iifc that contribote to the making of out 
stories - not the 'smooth commnnism of the billiatd ball," Bozzolla and Tisdall. 205. 

Chtistiana J. TayIor Futurism, 2. 



TEXT AND INTERPRETATION 

CHAPTER 1 

The Metaphor 

If we are to really appreciate La cucina futurista we should not be 

afraid of reading it constructively, despite the presence of the unsettled 

philosophic and political perspectives that may have influenccd its 

development. It does serve some purpose to acknowledge the artistic 

influences and political Iandscapes of Marinetti's time so that we may 

better imagine his horizon, but they should not bar us from appreciating 

the creative, imaginative, and colourfi~l expressions or wordings of La 

cucina futurista for a constructive conclusion with architectural bearing. 

The text for this thesis is based on Suzanne Brill's 1989 English 

language translation of Marinetti's La  cucina futurista. Brill's translation 

is the only English translation of the text. And while the actual translation 

is good and suiting to the original text, the form of its presentation, the 

curious design, and spelling mistikes leave much to be desired. The layout 

of the translation is confusing, it also lcaves one unsure of the translation's 

faitbfulness to the original. A new translation should include the original 

text and layout. Brill bas also choscn to translate the title of the book as 

The Futtrrisr Cookbook, which 1 believe to be unfaithful to the Italian word 

cucina - meaning kitcherr, cooking or cookery. The word cucina elegantly 

opens up the relevancc of the text and avoids the singular meaning implied 

in an idea of a cookbaok. 1 have chosen not to translate the title, 

persevering the original L a  cucina forturista to its literal ambiguities, which 

in turn emphasizes the book's wide range of topics, that include food 

related and non-relatcd issues such as imagination, creativity, art, 

architecture, play, sex, festival, suicide, nationalism, war, etc. 



This text about food - its making, its presentation, its eating, its 

involvement in Our lives and bodies, and its communicative and symbolic 

significancc - is a metaphor about the making of art in a tirne, that is ever 

markedly different from the past. Marinetti redefines the past ideas about 

food, what constitutes food, and the manner of combining the ingredients 

for making dishes, by underiining it as an artistic process - yet in a mode 

that is appropriate and accessible to those who read it. This was important 

to Marinetti who objectcd to the over intellectualizing of acadcmics, 

specifically ia art and poetry. 

1 read the text as a pottic metrphor for the creation of an architecture 

that can become creative with its raw materials. Marinetti's discussions of 

making Futurist dishes art in fact, discussions about art and architecture, 

al1 related to the experience of living in modernity. However, the book is 

more than just a metaphor about art. Through the book, Marinetti 

celebrates life, the process of living, a love of the body as a thing of 

wonder rather than condemnation. My thesis will attcmpt to flesh out this 

existential dimension of La cncino fufurista, which serves to remind us 

that, architecture is a bodily exercise as well as an intcllectuai exercise. 

In .La cucina fnturista the ancient ways of making or cooking, and 

eating, as well as the food itsclf, wete deemed to be no longer suited ta 

modem living. In the same way that Marinetti rejectcd Italy's hold on the 

old ways (the monumental and antiquarian) as inappropriate, he also 

rejected the old relationships ltalians had to their foods (arts). In such a 

t h e  of crisis man needcd to restore his faith and use of imagination aIong 

with his creative skills to discovcr better ways in which food couid become 

a remedy rather and a hindrance to modem living - how and what one eats 

has a profound effect on how he lives. Paralleling Marinetti, I beIieve that 

how and what we &el1 in and around, too, has a qualitative effcct on our 

Iivcs. 



The message to us is that: confionted with Our present post-modern 

situation, we cannot wholesale create historical collages, and that 

"creating the new" as Venturi purs it should not mean "choosing from the 

01d."~' Marinetti challenges the reader to create new solutions to the 

current problems and hardships of living. We have come to believe that 

everything has been dont, that one has no choice but to pick styles from 

the past because, he dare not think he can imagine and create something 

original - which is a rather pessimistic attitude. La cucina futurista 

challenges, as al1 Futurist works do, the individual to make something from 

oneself, and of oneself, to invent and caok a new recipe that can satisfi. the 

present and desire for the future, and to acknowledge the primacy of man 

as an embodied, living, breathing, being. 

Marinetti's tessons for writing La cucina futurista become apparent 

from the first page, they being: "the lofty, noble and universal expedient 

aim of changing radicalty the eating habits of our race, strengthening it, 

dynamiting it and spiritualizing it with brand-new food combinations in 

which experiment, intelligence and imagination will economically talce the 

place of quantity, banality, repetitioa and expense." The aim of the book 

was "to create a harmony between man's prlrte and his life today and 

tomonow," because "until now men have fed themselves like ants, rats, 

cats, or oxen. Now with the Futurists the first human way of eating is 

born. We mean the art of self-nourishmcnt. Like al1 the arts, it eschews 

plagiarism and demands creative o~ ig ina l i t~ . "~  

m 1 am in agreement with Richard Kearncy who is critical of the postmodcrn method 
that collages 'visual idiams from p s t  traditions' as a critique of the modernist 
imagination. The pastmodcmist stance rgainst modem progressioc thinking and 
utopian proposais, is rlso critical of the cthical and pctic imagination. The Wake of 
Imagination (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, I988), 20. 
F.T. Marinetti, La Cwcina Futwrista (The FutPrist Cookhok), trras. Suzanne Brill, 

21. 



The culprit hampering ItaIians from being able to deal with their crisis 

was Pastu. For Marinetti pasta, a staple of the Italian diet, was worsening 

the effects of the Great Depression by rendering Italians impotent in the 

face of hardship. The book attacks pasta (the p a ~ t ) , ~  because it was 

responsible for evacuating the energy and creativity of the Italian leaving 

him unabIe to resort to action,& He writes: "Pastasciutta, howcver 

agreeable to the palate, is a passéist food because it makes people heavy, 

brutish, deludes them into thinking it is nutritious, rnakes them skeptical, 

slow, pessimi~tic."~ Marinetti points out that a "bloated stomach does not 

encourage physical enthusiasm for a woman, nor favour the possibility of 

possessing her at any tirne."' This possessive act is itself a metaphor for 

an affirmation to action. Thus La cucina futurista is meant to assist us as 

"an antidote to this panic [of mistic crisis] a Futunst way of cooking, that 

is: optimism at the table."* 

The attack on pasta as a retardant symbolizes Futurism's attack on the 

monumental and antiquarian attitude towards the past in Italy, and her 

inability to couater the drowsiness of the pasta (past) to becomt creative. 

As a Professor Signorelli writes: "In contrast to bread and rice, pasta is a 

food thtt is swillowed, not masticated. Such starchy food should mainly 

" 1 rm mrking r connection ktwccn Marinetti's attack on ftalian pasta as 
burdcnsomt, and bis attack on the ttolians' attitnde towards their burdensomc p s t .  

Sccxal virility was sten by Marinetti as a positive passiouate driving force of 
crertivity. Stx wrs i n  exercise in utistic crtrtion, a willing to power as in taking the 
bull by the homq without which wr wouid not be creative. "The vo1uptnousness of 
the palatt, however, is for both men and womcn aiways an upwud movcmcnt throagh 
the Buman body. We aIso icel that w t  mast stop the Italian male from becoming a 
solid leaden block of blind and opaque density. Instcad hc should harmonizc more 
and mort with the Itrliin iemaIe, a swift spiralling transprrcncy of passion, 
ttnderntss, Iight, wil1, vitality, hcroic consturcy. Let us m a k  our Italian bodies 
tgik, ready for the feathcrweight alominiam trains which will  replace the prtscnt 
hcavy ones of wood iran steel." Lu cucino fvtwista, 36. 

ibid-, 33. 
ïbid-, 41. 



be digested in the mouth by the saliva but in this case the task of 

transformation is carried out by the pancreas and the liver. This leads to 

an interrupted equilibrium in thcse organs. From such disturbances derive 

lassitude, pessimism, nostalgie inactivity and neutralism."' 

Marinetti sets pasta as synonymous with the Italian's uncritical 

attitude towards history and art. The Italian does aot chew the pasta 

(past) but swallows it, hdshe is uncritical of it because he/she does not 

digest it in the mouth, that is, helshe do not address it, break it dowu, 

think and speak about it. Non-digestion (non-critique) of the starchy pasta 

(past) leaves the body ill, unbalanced, and prone to crisis. 

The Crtrtivity rad Imigiaitioa o f  Cooking 

Cooking is thus the metaphor in La cucina futurista for the creation 

of art. Cooking is the artistic process through which one can create 

relevant merls that are better suitcd to our modern selves. Let us look 

more closely, then, at cooking. 

Cooking is the act of creating by bringing together different 

ingredients - it bas the result of releasing and sathQing our bodies from 

hunger." Cooking brings these ingredients together, hopefully creating 

" My brackets. Ibid., 21. 
a Md., 37. 
" Sec 'Architecture as the Site of Reception," Chora Ir Intervals in the Philosophy of 
Architecture. Donald Kunze describes hungcr as a hunger of the senses which is 
located 'antipodal ta the self," The work of art pushes US to anticipate that future 
moment for a rendezvous with it. In La tucina futurista cooking does aot only imply 
the making of edible foods, but also includes non-edible food - an apparent 
contradiction in terms. Marinetti envisioncd food has having a wider purpose thaa 
senring oniy as a metibolic hcl. The word 'hunpr,' here, means not only the 
functionat rcquirement for metabolic fpel, but also inte1lcctual and desirative hunger 
that fills the imagination. 
Marco Fmscari in Taste in Architecture, JAE 4011, Fa11 1986, bas made the analogy 
that contemporuy architectural production makes buildings that 'look good" during a 
prcdefined life-span. This is like fast-food which is designed to bt 'gulped dom. 



pleasure from manipulating them, chopping, boiling, building, heating or 

freezing them in different ways. The many different dishes in La crcina 

futurista (and in the world) testifL to humanity's creative abilities to 

satisfy itself ftstively and gastronomically, We cook our food, and we eat 

Our food in different ways, but each has his own way. We brhg Our 

creative and imaginative skills to bare when we cook. We cook to bring 

delight not just for ourselves but to the other person who eats with us. 

Cooking is special, it is not a "necessity" for life - animals don't cook, and 

yet we do. Cooking, then, is beyond basic necessity, it is necessary in a 

different way - in an artful, poetic way. Not al1 cooked food is meant to 

taste great, medicines are also foods, their different purposes heal Our 

bodies either medically or magically. Cooking, the act of creating food for 

Our well being is then an important medicinal act humans perforrn, For this 

reason, it is not just done haphazardly, instead there is an alchemical 

science to cooking, the cook is demanded to know and respect the power 

of his ingredients, his imagination, and his ability to cook for his diners, 

and to consider the appropriateness of the situation for which he makes the 

food. The cook must know himself. In the section titled Nourishment by 

radio, Futurist cooking demonstrates a sensitivity to the diner, it will 

"create meais rich in different qualitics, where for each person dishes will 

be designed which take into account sex, character, profession and 

~ensibi l i t~ .~"  This way of making food and cooking would firstly bc 

sensitive to an individual's needs. Mirrored, such personalization is 

comparably rare in current architecture and building, as homes and other 

buildings are starnped likt hamburgers onto the landscape without any 

ceremony or consideration of the individuality and humanity of the dweller. 

Creativity has etymological connections to crescere, meaning growth. 

In the act of creation, things are grown out of oneself. Creativity is an 

They ire o feast for the eyes bat there is no possibitity, no icason, to take the time 
and plerwre to taste thtm," 3. 
"La cvcina fvturista. 67. 



individual exercise of discovery and growth. Consequently, individuality 

demands creativity. And creativity must figure into every dish the Futurist 

cook creates. The creative aspect of cooking is carried by the word 

poiesis, which is Greek for, making or producing, but differentiated as a 

distinctly human way of making. Cooking is poetic because it is an activity 

that is particular to humans. Architecture is poetic because it, too, is 

particular to humans. Both share creativity as their pathway to exploring 

the possibilities of imagination to lift man into the realm of arthl making." 

Creativity is the handmaid of imagination. When we are most creative 

our imaginations seem to run with out creativity each inspiring the other 

Iike the double helix of a DNA strand. Our imagination is the largest part 

of us. It is in fact the place where we will spend the rest of our history. 

In times of crisis it is our imagination that we first cal1 upon to provide the 

immediate and necessary solace for our comfort and relief, giving us hope 

and answcrs to our predicament. By the words our imagination 1 imply 

not just a collective mental act, but also a unique and personal act that a11 

living individuals possess. The human imagination is not only for idle 

contemplation of fantastic things - it also opens up the place in which 

humrns form their interpretations of the world. We al1 understand and 

know by foming unique and personal interpretations that both depend on, 

and are encouroged by our imagination. 

Nonetheless, Our imagination is not so personal as to be impfisoned 

within us. Humans have become apt at sharing their interpretations of 

their own interpretive imagination, for interpretation by others. We share 

our personal images by creating things (food, architecture, art, and 

Marco Fnscari writes: 'Architecture and grstronomy employ similar procedures of 
production, As James Fergusson pointed out, the process by which a hnt built to 
hoose a holy image is refined into r temple. or r covered market transformed into a 
basilica. is the same as thrt by which a boiled neck of mutton is refincd into 
cotelettes b I'fmperiale or a grillcd fowl made into a poulet d la Marengo ... both 



Ianguage) through which we can express ourselves to the other. There is a 

balance between our need to express ourselves to the other and our 

imagination, Imagination also gives us the unique and magical ability to 

place ourselves altruistically ia the others shoes, whether in the place of 

sorneone standing in front us or, in a long aga time. L a  cncinafirturista is 

an imaginative work in which Marinetti along with various artists have 

collaborated to express and impress their unique and poetic imaginations 

for others to read and dream. 

From the beginning of La cncina futurisfa its author says that this 

Futurist "culinary revolutionn will change "eating habitsn with foods in 

"which experiment, intelligence and inraginotion will economically take the 

place of quantity, banality, repetition and e ~ p e n s e . " ~  As a poet, Marinetti 

believed strongly in the power of imagination in art and life. He was also 

interested in imagination as the place fiom which original and fantastic 

poetic images of a particular fictional life (a Futurist life) would corne to 

endure and case the crisis of modern art and life. Consequently, the 

Futurist imagination is not a flight from reality but a fantasy of a reality 

that counteracts the present critical reaiity. In a critique of a theatrical 

play of D'Annunzio, he was unhrppy with the "exaggerated and minute 

realismn of the presentation which, for him, dcstroyed the "postic 

splendour" of the t ~ a . ~  Marinetti believed it was more important that 

theatre overcome the banality of everyday life experiences rather tban 

recreating them accurately. Theatre was to have "a usefiil influence on the 

human sou1 like (and sometimes even more than) alcohol and [ove, by 

making us forget reality and instead giving us access to the world of 

disciplines face ill-defined problems and solvt them asing conjectmrl procedures. 
IAE 4011, Fa11 1986, 6. 

Marinetti's opening statement is highly critical of any notion, of fonction, 
rationalism, or other atilitariaa aims like: pcice, quantity, repetition wbich al1 stress 
pragmatism over poetics for creating food (art). My italics. La cucina f~turista, 21. 
" Ganter Berghaus Futtcrïsm and Politics, 18. 



dreams. *" Overcoming everyday banalit y did no t mean fleeing into 

imagination, but rather it rneant bringing those dreamscapes ta bure upoa a kJ- 

concrete experience of life. 

Architecture too, can fulfill Marinetti's demand for intoxicating the 

human bting into a possible imaginative fiction. What better subject is 

there for architecture than to bc an accomplice in someone's life-dream. 

Here architecture becomes the threshold through which one enters into a 

story. Architecture is that "transporter beam" that flings the sou1 into 

another time and rnother place.n 

In the Poerics of Reverte Gaston Bachelard suggests the role of 

imagination to be r portal fiom which one crn have access to other worids, 

and so gather a sense of the possibitity of bccoming something else." 

Bachelard's philosophy and Marinetti's Futurhm seem to agree on several 

points about the primacy of the poetic imagination. Although, Bachelard 

contextualized his discussion on imagination mainly within the reverie or 

day-dream, one can still draw a connection to Marinetti's demand of 

theatre to enroll the viewer into another universe, such that "this dreamcd 

world ttrcbes us the possibilities for expanding our being within our 

 univers^."^ Bachelard emphrsizes the reIevaace of the dreamed world for 

14 By discovering drearns Marinetti ras interested in txploring irtadoaatily 8s a basis 
from which to crertt art - ptefipring Siincrlism. Ibid., f 8. 
l5 Ont tan sec architecture as threshold, analogoasly to the shaft in Aiicc in 
Wonderland, or the Tomrdo in the Wiurd of Oz. 
l6 "In a more p n c r i l  wry, one cin rlso understand the grtat value in establithing a 
phtn~menology of the imagiaary where the imagination is rtstorcd to its proptr, all- 
important place as the principle of direct stimulation of psychic becoming. 
Imagination attemptr to have a future. At first it is an elemcat of imprttdcncc which 
dctrches us from hervy stabilities, We shall see thrt certain poetic rcveries are 
hypotheticrl Iives which cnlrrge our lives by letting us in on the secrets of the 
universe. A world takes f o m  in aar rewrie, and tbis world is ours. This dreamcd 
world teaches us the possibilities for expandimg our k ing  within Our universe. Thcre 
is futurism in any dreamed tutivetse. Io& Bousqpct wrote: 'In a world born of him, 
ma, cra become anything*." Gaston Bachelard, The Poctics of Reverie, tram 
Daniel Russell (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), 8. 
" Ibid., 8- 



opening up and baring upon our Iivcd world in the same way Marinetti 

calls for theatre to do. In L a  cucina furrrrista, Marinetti buiIds a world 

very much outside of the everyday. Ia this different wotld he performs 

Bachelard's description of poetic imagination which secms at first glance 

to have "an element of imprudence," but is really meant to successfully 

detach "us from heavy stabitities" or everyday realities. The recipes, 

dinners and theoreticai bases in La  cucina fururista have this imprudent, 

destabilizing, and transportive clement in their imaginative formulations. 

Bachelard aiso agreas with Marinetti as to what purpose rnight be 

served by imagining these dreamed universes. When Bachefard writes that 

"imagination attempts to have a friture," he points the imagination towrrds 

a firtirrism for creating a different, hopcfully a better wortd in which our 

poetic needs may bc met. La  cucinaftrrtrrista is Futurist work because it 

creates a fururism in a dreamed nniverse where imagining, creating, and 

eating food bccomes an experiential, "hypothetical" and poetic 

undertaking. Again, there is an ethicd dimension to the poetic imagination 

when it proposes a future, for all, that is unlike the present. 

The architect is challengtd with the responsibility to imagine a bctter 

futurism, thrt creates architecture in which the human k i n g  can also 

become the imaginative being. Architecture invites the hurnan in, 

transporting bim into imaginative narrative experienccs, in which he c m  

change poeticdly. Instead, many modern buildings have actually conspired 

to cancel this human compufsion or nccd to resort to imagination by 

breeding a failed mechanical fiinctionalism of convenicnce and cornfort, 

designed to sevtr the imagiaation from the imagining body.n La cucina 

fururista went in another direction and away from t5e modernists. Rather 

than clean up the unpredictability or sucprises of bcing human it chose to 

=What is missing from our dwetüngs today are the potential transactions ktween 
body, imagination, and cnvironment," say Kcat C, Bloomer and Charles W. Moore in 
their Body. Meinory, A~chitectuw (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), 44, 



revel in humanity. It resorted to the imagination to invent different ways 

of overcoming crisis and boredom, in which its authors found themsclves. 

Improvisation 

In improvised dinner the painter Luigi Colombo Fillia has outlined the 

demands and requirements of the cook who is confronted with the cal1 to 

improvise (create). "These improvised dinners are recommended as a 

means of bringing together maximum originality, variety, surprise, 

unexpectedness and good humour."" Fillia demaads of every cook that 

they acquire certain attitudes that may test their creative capacity and 

inventiveness when confionted with these unexpected and surprise 

moments. In fact, the ultimate test of creativity for any cook or architect 

is improvisation where creativity is at its most critical level. This 

impromptu tests the creator's ability to deal with what is at hand, to shape, 

and rethink his design quickly. Improvisation does not resort to calculative 

thinking 'planning out,' rather it throws the body against the task at hand. 

The hand thinks its own way when it is IeA to improvise. For improvised 

dinntrs Fillia essentially points to four basic demands. 

Firstly, Fillia hints at an essential ider in Futurist cooking, that 

questions the role of food in Futurist Iife. For instance, should food bc 

created to just taste good, or does food have other possibilities equal to or 

more important than taste. Unfortunately, Fillia restricts these other 

possibilities to aesthetics and does not elaborate other possibilities. 

However, by opening up the possibilities for creative cooking, and by 

creating food that does not pretend to only taste good, the act of cooking 

is savcd from any notions of basic palatability. In other words, cooking 

becomes a poetic act of making food that quenches other thirsts- The 

implications of Fillia's first point for architecture can serve as a foundation 



for a critique of architectural theories that propose only rational and 

functional purposes for architecture. In other words, is architecture 

(cooking) only about making efficient shelter (metabolic sustenance fuel), 

or can architecture ask other questions and invite or fulfill other demands? 

Secondly, the cook must have a feel or grasp for those who are to eat 

his creations. She must be able to "conceive of an original architecture for 

every dish, in such a way that EVERY PERSON HAS THE SENSATION 

OF EATMG not just good food but WORKS OF ART."* Fillia is saying 

that eating should not just be responsible for canceIing hunger. Instead, he 

stresses thrt eatiag has a direct emotive changt on the eater, who not only 

eats food but "works of art." Not surprisingly, when Fillia describes his 

dishes as "original architecture," he not on1y connects food and 

architecture, but also the human experience of food and architecture 

underlining the oral experiences in both. Juhani PrIiasrnaa tells us, "the 

most archaic origin of architectural space is in the cavity of the mouth . . . 

Architectural experience brings the world into a most intimate contact with 

the body."" We are perhaps reminded of the giant human head at Bomarzo 

- its entrance is an open gaping mouth that leads into a room. 

Both food and architecture can be creative enough to spark within the 

person sensations or epiphrnies that can truly change the course of that 

person's life. Architecture becomes a remedy able to regenerate within the 

eater a sense of life, and what it means to live as a human. In L a  cucina 

futurista, some dishes are actually designed by architects such as Enrico 

Prampolini and the Buigarian Nicolaj Diulgheroff as well as others. 

Thirdly, for unknown reasons the cook may not know who he is 

cooking for, until they appear before him. For the cook to assume he can 

produce a universal dish that can satise al1 tastes, regardless of "age, sex, 

Ibid.. 133. 



physical make-up and even psychological factors," can be a culinary 

disaster. By studying these various traits the cook arrives at the reason 

for making a particular dish for an individual. As a test of the cooks 

abilities, Fillia demands that neither the cook nor staff "take into account 

the personal taste of the d i n e r ~ . " ~  Why? If the cook were to ask the diner 

of his preferred tastes she would be discounting her own (the cook's) 

culinary creativity, making unnecessary any reasons for creating 

improvised food. The architectural implications hcre are clear, architects 

who confine their practice to standardized minimums or average 

requirements for creating architecture, are not meeting their own 

minimums or average requirements for the human creative imagination. 

Modernism was notoriously arrogant in its assumptians of universality, and 

its dependence on the science of human factors as a framework for the 

design of living spaces - for example socialized housing. 

The final attitude the cooks need acquire is a creative sense of 

presentation or delivery. Here al1 the characteristics of creativity, 

mentioned, of affirmation to freedom, change, originality and 

unpredictability are thrown together in dinners in motion. Dishes are 

placed on "moving carpets" or conveyor belts that carry the dishes in front 

of the diners. The diners exercise their culinary preferences or freedoms 

by seeking those dishes they want. Fillia reassures us that the rctive and 

vital exercise of leaping at the prefetred dishes, %ould encourage the 

human spirit of adventure and heroism," both implying fieedom, 

unpredictability, and a sense of the artistic task of creating purposefully, 

from a particular starting point unimagined stories or feats.'" Simply put, 

this means that both the architect and the persons he creates for, should 

not be afraid of grabbing what they want, whether it is an idea or 

something tangible. 

" Juhani Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin (London: Academy Group Ltd., 1996). 42. 
't La cucina fiituristo, 133. 
* ïbid., 133. 



The Faaction of the Cook 

Good cooks have great responsibilities and they are oflen a mixture of 

poets, philosophers, magicians, doctors, pharmacologists, engineers, and 

lawyers. They are also architects. What, then, can we state about the role 

of the architect today reading through La cucina futurista? 

Although cooks are oniy mentioned in passing, their mention is 

without much emphasis on their talents as chefs, and they are mostly 

grouped with other restaurant staff. There were not many Futurist cooks 

at the time of La cucina futurista - mort according to the book resisted 

the Futurist palate. "A Roman chef*" says Fillia , "threatened Futurist 

cooks with thunderbolts from the Italian Academy of Gastronomy," and it 
"84 was "Fillia versus Artusi. Noue of this is surprising considering 

Marinetti's contention with professionals in general, especially in the realm 

of the arts. It was flattering to Marinetti that a Roman chef woufd be 

resistant to Futurist cooking, and it is yet another telltale sign (from 

Marinetti) of the antiquated preferences Italians favoured from their 

culinary arts, and other arts. Fillia continues: "if the academic cooks 

challenge us purely on reasons of technique, they are beaten; their 

opposition as artisans cannot win against our strength as a r t i ~ t s . " ~  

Meaning, the Futurist cook is not a specialized technician whose narrow 

interest will centre solely on technique. The Futurist cook is an artist who 

uses the range of his talents and imagination to mix edible and non-edible 

things, to poetically create food for the spirit. 

Wt find an illustration of the purpose of the non-spccialized Futurist 

cook at the beginning of La cucina futnrista in a narrative entitled The 

Dinner mat Stopped a Suicide. In this story the cook is not a chef with a 

La cucino futurista, 69, 79. 



predictabie task rathet, he must resolve an existential crisis through 

cooking. The story may illustrate a position of the responsibilities of the 

architect. 

As the story goes, Marinetti was suddenly confronted with a crisis. A 

close friend and Futurist named Giulio Onesti is conternplating his suicide. 

Marinetti quickIy rounds up Enrico Prampolini and Fillia, to head in search 

of their friend's villa, nestled behind a park, and situated at the edge of a 

lake. There, they find their friend sad and lonely convinced that he would 

take his own life that night. 

"'Unless?' cried Prampolini. 

'Unless?' repeated Fillia. 

'Unless?' concluded Marinetti, 'unless you take us instantly to your 

splendid, welI-stocked kitchens."" 

At this point Marinetti orchestrates a coup d'état in the villa's 

kitchens. Prampolini orders: "Our ingenious hands need a hundred sacks 

of the following indispensable ingredients: chestnut flour, wheat flour, 

ground almonds, rye flour, cornmeal, cocoa powder, red pepper, sugar and 

eggs. Ten jars of honey, oil and milk. A quintal of dates and bananas."" 

They receive their ingredients immediately, and set about "emptying 

them into pyramidal heaps of yellow, white, black and red and transforming 

the kitchens into fantastic laboratories where enormous upturned 

saucepans on the floor changed into grandiose pedestals predisposed to 

supporting unpredictable statuary."" They begin to rnake with whatcver 

skills they possess. Some created openly, others Like Prampolini, "jealousIy 

surrounded his creative work with s c reen~ . "~  They spend roughly an 

'5 Ibid., 70. 
" iùid.. 24. 
" Ibid., 24. 

[bid., 24. 
tbid.. 25. 



entire day in the villa's kitchens having made, "22 edible sculptures under 

1 1 electric lightbu~bs."~~ 

Guilio's female friend arrives that evening and reviews the procession 

of sculptures, asking al1 four to explain their actions. Marinetti, 

Prampolini and Fillia deliver their reasons as to why they unifordy 

decided to make with edible material such deliciously ephemeral objects. 

They said "We love women , . . Al1 of the forms of hunger that 

characterize our love guided us in the crcation of these works of genius 

and of insatiable toagues . . . an artistic expression so intense that it 

dtmrnds aot only eyes and admiration, aot only touch and caresses, but 

teeth, tangue, stomach, gut - al1 equally in love."g1 

Giving their answer, and afier an exhaustive day of furious making the 

three guests collapse and sleep into the next day. Giulio is sleepless. He 

gets up and sneaks to the sculptures, to eat them? By dawn he is finished 

eating the sculptures. He is cured. 

When Marinetti receives Guilio's message of sadness and his plea for 

help, he at once rushes to his friend's aid. Remernbering the improvised 

dinner, Marinetti quickly rssesses this unpredictable situation at hand. 

With intuition he selects Prirnpolini and Fillia to aid him on this mission to 

Save his friend's life. Marinetti sets his friend's willingness to relieve 

himself of life as a mistake. Suicide for Marinetti, is not an option to be 

considered in times of crisis, not because it is the easiest and rnost 

effortless option, but because it is an artless option without an imaginative 

and creative struggle. Accordingly, Giulio should not consider suicide 

because he has not hlly txhausted a11 his options, and the options of 

others. Giulio lives alone in a "veritrrble Royal Palace* with "weII-stocked 

kitchens," which amazes Marinetti, not because it is an architectural 



wonder to be awed at, but because Giulio bas so much and yet he cannot 

find the imaginative and creative impetus to make something out of what 

he has, he is paralyzed, and has lost the joy of Iife. Doctors are often 

faced with the probIem of creating for a patient, who has lost some 

important part of his body, the desire and wiliingness to live by helping the 

patient discover the joy in continuing to live. Often finding joy in life 

becomes hdf the battie. 

GiuliQis the architect of today who surrenders himself to the fniitkss 0 
post-modern philosophies that emphasize the scarcity of options, despite J d  
the potential and wedth of possibilities prcsent a11 around him. These 

philosophies of intercontextuality hastily discount the imaginative and 

creative potential of humans to work with what is at hand, and to discover 

new truly ways of becoming, When Marinetti discovers Guilio's kitchens 

he immediately sets his creative wheels in motion. He promptly demands 

and gets the ingredients he needs to make the sculptures - he is afirmative 

and confident in his skills as a cook to make. The architect must be able to 

respond intuitively to a given situation that-she has not made, but suddenly 

fmds herself in. She must in times of crisis turn to het imagination and her 

creativity to discover her manipulative skills, then share her solutions with 

others. It is thus a duty of the architect to contribute in this way through 

making in order to re-install meaning and an optimism, and a joy in living. 

Marinetti has corne to Guilio's villa to heIp him overcome a crisis. 

Giulio has arrived at this crisis because he cannot see a way to live, and he 

has lost confidence in hirnself. Marinetti helps Giulio by bringing him in 

with the efforts of the three, and letting him in on the creative process of 

making a sculpture which was, "designed by Marinetti and constmcted 

under his direction by Giulio Onesti, uaexpectedly turned sculptor-~ook."~ 

Marinetti's directions to Giulio have allowed Giulio to discover a ski11 that 



oniy moments earlier he did not know, showing him that he had not 

exhausted al1 bis potentiaiities. He has brought Giulio into the process 

essentially allowing him to help himself. Marinetti's directions to Giulio, 

and their creative relationship and collaboration, can be interpreted as an 

indication of the possibilities of theory as a means €rom which one can 

overcome a creative crisis to discover a way, a ski11 or, an inspiration. The 

narrative makes it unclear to what extent Marinetti directed Guilio's 

constructive efforts. Interestingly, neither are dependent or independent on 

one another. Marinetti has not drawn a diagram for Giulio to follow, rrnd 

because their method of making is improvised each has to be willing to 

respond to changes and unpredictable interpretations with creativity. The 

thrce guests construct for Giulio, and they also construct wirh Giulio. 

With his direct involvement, Guilio's name merged into the procession of 

names earning the title of sculpter-cook along with Marinetti, Prampolini 

and Fillia. The improvised cooking process represents the improvised life 

we al1 lead. It is also a function of the architect to involve those he makes 

for and those he makes with into the creative process. 

Wbcn the work is done and presented to others to encounter, the 

architect must be able to distance herseif from the work, and ta allow 

those who encounter it to do so freely. The architect must be prepared to 

face the unpredictability of interpretations of the work from others. 

Towards the end of the story, when Giulio emerges aAer the others have 

slept, to eat or make love to the edibIe sculptures, he does so freely. The 

sudden sleep the creators faIl into signifies the end of their involvement in 

the making process. How and when the sculptures are to be eaten is left to 

those who eat it. Thus the architect offers her soiutions, gives birth to the 

work, then withdraws. This is another one of the architect's duties - 

Ietting those he creates with to expericnce the work in freedom. 

9f Ibid., 25. 



When Giulio emerges into the armoury ho first finds The Cumes of 

World and Their Secrets, a ta11 feminine sculpture. "Kneeling before it he 

began like a lover to adore it with his lips, tongue and teeth."93 He eats 

sculpture after sculpture, "at d a m  he devoured the mammellary spheres of 

a11 rnothers' milk,"" The authentic physical experience of licking the 

sugary works, of eating them one after the another slowly till the early 

hours of the morning, in freedom and without fear, convinced Giulio that 

he should not take his life. These sculptures gave him the answer, to 

perhaps a hidden question, as to why he should continue to live. The shear 

physicality of the experience was enough to re-install the joy of living, and 

to fil1 Giulio with a conviction in the value of being an embodied being. If 

previously he had neglected to remember he had a body that situated him in 

the world, this sugary feast would fil1 his stomach with its memory. 

Marinetti's cure to Guilio's suicida1 tendency was simple, he would simply 

remind bis friend of the joy of being alive, of breathing, of eating, and of 

wanting. Guilio's experience of himself was almost exclusively bodily. 

Towards the end of his unbridled feast Giulio releases "a flood of vain 

tears," he mns "out bare-headed into the park" feeling refreshed. His life 

was now filled with new meaning "he feit at the same time unencumbered, 

liberated, empty and bursting. Enjoying and enjoyed. Possessor and 

possessed. Unique and complete."'" 

Perhaps one of the most important duties of the architect is to cast a 

similar spell on the individual who experiences a work of architecture. It 

is a spell in the sense that the individual - like Giulio - is driven to an 

experience of architecture that is embodied. The architect makes 

architecture that needs to be physically experienced, that tempts and teases 

the individual, to lick and eat it metaphorically, in the same way 

-- - -- 

Ibid., 29. 
" Ibid., 29. 
" Iôid., 29. 



Marinetti's edibIe sculptures drove Giulio to eat them. The architect 

should be interested in how an individus1 encounters, interacts and grows 

with an architecture. This calls for a realization that any encounter with 

an object (food or architecture) becomes an experience that addresses al1 

our senses.% This requires an architecture of the senses, "a haptic 

architecture of the muscle and the s ~ i n . " ~  The most successfii1 

architectural creations are those that connect us to the world, by 

impressing upon our bodies the world about us. Architectures that strive 

for efficient living discount the experiential connecting time an individual 

netds in order to experience. With such estranged architectures there is 

oaly anonymity in both the individual, and the architecture. Neither know 

of the other's presence, 

Making architecture that engages us as embodied human beings within 

a bound contextual frame, like s story, is the ultimate task of architecture. 

Marinetti's sculptures do this precisely. Marinetti did not come to Giulio 

to satisfy a selfish goal of eating large amounts of pastry. Instead, he and 

the others came to resolving a probiem that was common to them al1 - they 

came together to make for the common good of al1 - the sculptures were 

made and offered openly for alL Thus, a duty of the architect is to make 

and offer up cures throwgh architecture. Medicines can be architectural 

too. Perhaps these edible sculptures were srnart medicines that were made 

to help each character individually: Giulio, to show and remind him of a 

bettcr existence, the three guests, to quench their imaginative and creative 

nceds, the woman, to surprise, and honour her as an agent of whoIeness 

and totality, and as the impetus for thtir creative works. 

% "In a process of 'transformation," the tactile icon of the fact is embodied in the 
artifact, sach as the enjoyment of earing a succcssfal gourmet dish, or dwelling in a 
successfiil building," Frascati, 7. 
* hhani Pallasmaa The Eyes ofthe Skin, 48. 



Banquet as Architecture. 

The banquet is an event that takes up much room in La cucina 

futurista. As an event the banquet became important in Marinetti's 

Futurism. Firstly, the banquet is a natural extension of the Futurist Serate. 

And banquets fiilfilled or illustrated many of Marinetti's concepts 

regardiag total theatre, but compressed withia the idea of banquet. There 

are four accounts of Futurist Banquets in the book for the reader to 

imagine and enact. 

1 would like 

endeavour made to 

to show that the Futurist banquet was an artistic 
j 

involve the diner by engaging his senses in a fiction of .' -- - 
food. The diner's experience of the Futurist banquet can be seen as - 
analogous to an experience of a work art - as that experience of art has 

been outlined by the Germsn philosopher Hans-Georg  ada amer.^ In 

describing the experience of art, Gadamer emphasizes the festive essence F' 

- 
of the work of art, This festive essence is present in the experience of the 

Futurist banquets in La cucina fnturista. Gadamer's illustration of the 

festive elcments in the work of art and in the theatrical expcrience, makes 

up the essence of one's experience of architecture. The main elements 

tying festival and art together inciude: the immediacy of the experience, its 

capacity for gathering, the fiction or story element, and the particular 

temporality of the event. I extend my argument by saying that the banquet 

experience represents a constructive metaphor upon which a more suitable 

attitude towards architecture can be c o n s t r ~ e d . ~ ~  The idea of banquet as a 

metaphor for architecture takes into consideration Gadamer's expositions 

Hans-Georg Gadamer, The Relevancc of the Beautifut. trans. NichoIas Walker 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). Sce also PART II, Festive Charmer 
of Theatre, 57. 
99 In Architecture as the Site of Rcception, Donald Kunze suggests that the body is 
the site of teteption of the work of art, He writcs: "To talk about the reception of the 
work of an, we must ta& about art as if WC were eiting it," 8%- ArpabIy, the banquet 
is an ideal site of reception of the work of an. 



of the festive character of art, marrying these considerations with 

architecture, to create an architecture that is participatory and meaningful. 

Any banquet is a place where persons come to gather, to eat and 

experience food as well as the Company of others. Those gathered at a 

banquet, gather into an organic body in which al1 become immersed as they 

eat, speak, flirt, and play with one another. The banquet is the place 

where Our embodied selves gather to participate in a concrete experience 

where food plays a significant roIe, but not the only significant role. 

From the earliest days of Futurism the banquet represented the place 

where Futurists and Futurism were presented to the public. This gathering 

became an essential elemeat of Fututism, as in the early Serate of the First 

Futurist period or the lavish three hundred guest multi-coursed banquets of 

later Futurism. Banquets in their various forms were a way of exhibiting 

Futurist art, poetry, film, and the Futufist life to a curious and sometimes 

hostile public.100 The banquets immersed the participant into a total 

happening where various artistic works, including food, were exhibitcd for 

the diner to expcrience sensuously. In addition to food and art, the totaI 

experience included speech making, excitement over what was about to be 

eaten, as well as strgcd brawIs strategicrlly timed through the course of 

the festivities to create surprise and commotion. 

The Futurist banquets not only challenged the gastronomic palate with 

bizarre food combinations, they also went up against every accepted 

conception of food a diner may have had. Some foods were perhaps "too 

poetic to be appreciated by the needs of the stomach, which as everyone 

knows is a cmde materia~ist."'~' In that sense these foods lived up to their 

'O0 The banquets were scandalous public cvents that became the next day's trlk among 
the Italians, who shared the sometimes comical reports of the pervious night's 
happenings in newspapers thai gladly reportcd on these, 'food sculptural orgies," 
calling them: 'extraordinary gastronomic cxperiments." La cwcina futurista, 91. 
'O' Ibid., 9 1. 



anti-pasta position, which espoused creativity and virility in opposition to 

filling necessity. 

The manner in which these banquets were held recalls something of a 

festival atmosp here, and particularly that of the carnival. '02 They also 

included a colourfirl list of characters, locals and non-locals, Futurists and 

non-Futurists. The large numbers of guests, required the banquets to be 

well prepared. Thest banquets were held in different cities and presented 

as unique and spectacular moments, when really they were largely 

recurrent, but never repetitious. Every banquet was an individual 

undertaking and an autonomous work. Groups of Futurists nomadically 

traveled between cities bringing dong with the banquets poetry readings, 

painting exhibitions or theatrical productions. 

Gadamer illustrates the festive character of the work of art by 

highlighting the autonomous marner in both, the festival and the work of 

art. Gadamer writes: "naturally, this quality need not always be associated 

with joy or happiness, since in mourning we also share this festive 

character together. But a festive occasion is always somcthing up lifting 

which raiscs the participants out of their everyday existence and elevates 

them into a kind of universal communioa."103 Gadamer's essay puts forth 

several important points about the festive nature of art, on which 1 wish to 

dwell and associate back to architecture via the Futurist banquets. 1 would 

thereforc regard Gadamer's interpretation of the work of art as a worthy 

explication of the work of architecture.'@' 

lm Banquets wert usually announced weeks or months in advance emphasizing and 
sensationalizing theit andertaking. In fact. "oact a Foturist tvening had bttn 
announccd in a city it wis awiited as an ment CO be cxpericnccd at al1 costs." Ange10 
Bozzolla and Caroline Tisdall, Futurisn, 153. 
lm The Relevo~ce of the Beaurfjiul, 58. 
'm Ibid,, 59. 



One of the most striking elements of both festivals and banquets is 

their immediacy. By immediacy, 1 mean the genuine experiences that corne 

upon the participant or diner, The banquets in La  cucina futurista exhibit 

this very immediacy in the shock of experiencing dishes that bring surprise, 

revulsion, heightened awareness, and fantasy along with other States of 

being. There is an immediacy of experience in tasting something never 

before tasted, but this immediacy is further heightened when everyone 

around is experiencing a similar attack or fertilization of the senses. To 

be bound up with other people is an essential characteristic of the 

existence of each of us, indeed, "the being of man is 'being with' 

('rnit~ein')."'~~ The banquet dishes elevated the diner's awrreness of his 

prescnce by being convoyed and accompanied during the dinner with other 

ingredieats like perîbmes, music, or special lighting, al1 "designedn to 

intensifj. the embodied experience of eating a poetic surprise such as, an 

Afncrn date pregnant with a stuffed anchovy. These immediate experiences 

remind the diner of his embodied nature with an clectric sensation of what 

it means to be alivc, to eat while breathing scented air, in a placc filled 

with others whose experiences you can also imagine because they are also 

your experiences, This was the lesson Giulio leaned at the end of The 

Dinner thut Stopped a Suicide 

The idea of gathcring of 'being with' is another important point. 

Festivals essentially rely on there being people present "gathered together 

before what they encounter." Gadamer adds: "the celebration of a festival 

is, in technical terms, an intentional activity. We celebrate in as much as 

we are gathered for something, and this is particularly clear in the case of 

the experience of art."Ia Futurist banquets were usually associated with 

art exhibitions, poetry readings or other works of art, but they were also 

works of art in themselves. These banquets were works of art because for 

everyone gathered, there was an intention that brought them together and 

las Mary Wamock, Existentiolist Ethics (New York: S t  Martin's Press, 1967). 13 .  
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united them for a particular experieatial encounter- The work of 

architecture unites separated individuals because it can resonate within a 

gathered group of individuals a particular 'frequency' that seems to fil1 

what divides them with a communality of experience within a concrete 

unity (fiction). The dinning table around which people gather to eat, 

speak, flirt and so forth does precisely what the work of art or architecture 

is rneant to do, by elegantIy wedging itself between diners, it circurnscribes 

an outline of intention, it unites those around it by plugging them into a 

concrete unity (fiction). The work of architecture demands that humans be 

present and gathered to experience and celebrate it. 

Another point about festivals hts to do with what generates the 

reason, or story for gathering. Festivals occur because there is a story that 

grounds the event, and provides the frame in which the festival actions 

occur. Al1 festivals have fictions into which the participant enters. Al1 the 

Futurist Banquets have a story - they are only playfully different in the 

case of every banquet. And despite their various thcmes, al1 banquets 

share an essenth1 structure that ties them to one another, but also allowing 

each to enjoy a certain degree of autonomy dictated by the occasion. 

Gadamer makcs this point when he writes, "therc is a concentration of the 

beautifiil, which is shown precisely by the fact that wt may make a range 

of possible changes, by ahcring, replrcing, adding or removing something. 

Nevertheless, this is only possible on the basis of a central structure which 

must be left intact if we are not to destroy the living unity of the work."lO' 

The central structure of Futurist Banquets is the dinner gathering 

where the participant is immersed to experience a fiction called Futurism. 

The different guests, palates, Iocations, speeches and fights are those 

elements that corne around to dress the central structure of the banquet as 

the need arises. In this way, the banquets can be at once different and 

Hans-Ocorg Gadamcr, The Reievance of the Beautifni, 40. 
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unique, but also similar and related to one other. The story is 

indispensable to the work of art, and the work of architecture. By making 

storïes, humans caa relate their physical and imaginative experiences to 

one another through allegorical packages, that Say Y am here." 

The banquet fictions like other festive experiences enjoy and make 

their own temporality outside of the normal, pragmatic, everyday 2' 
clocktime. We are familiar with the temporality of the slow torment of 

boredom and the quick evaporating temporality of deadlines. However, 

these two extremes of tirne says Gadamer, are experienced as definite 

petiods that must be "~pent."'~ That is, they are still related to clocktime 

because they are clocktime slowed down or speeded up. Gadamer 

proposes another experience of time, uautonomous time," which is , .- . - -  
characteristic of the festival and the work of architecture. Autonomous - . 

/=--  
tinte is a pesiod of time that cannot be measured mechanically, it fills itself, 

much like out experience of "childhood, youth, maturity, old age and 

death," it has no definite start or end  point^.'^ This "autonomous" 

temporility is the temporaiity of a story into which the participant can 

loose herself. The total immersion into the banquets peels the diner away 

from a experience of life - synchronized by the clock - by allowing the 

diner a temporal experience that was dictated by and dependent upon, the 

qualities and experiences of eating the strange Futurist dishes. For 

instance, time can seem to slow as a diner makes his way through a Fire in 

the Mouth, or speed up as one swallows The Regenerator in one gulp. L+ L,-- 

Theatre held a notable place in Futurism and the movement brought 

great changes and innovation to the theatre, Futurist Banquets exhibited a 

sense of theatrical presentation. Michael Kirby has documented the 

innovations of Futurist performance underlying the important, yet 

Ibid., 43. 
la Ibid, 42. 
lW Ibid., 42. 



unrecognized, impact and influence these performances had on the 

theatrical performances that came after Futurism. One conncction that 

Kirby did not address involves the theatrical nature of the banquet. A year 

&ter publishing La cucina futurista Marinetti published his Total Theatre, 

in which the ultimate theatrical experience was to be had. There is a 

connection between La cucina futurista and Total Theatre in the similarity 

of the intended experience. Both use diverse elements such as music, 

smells, poetry, painting, film, radio, and television which were combincd 

with audience participation to create a totaling and immersive experience 

for the participants. "O 

Arguably, the Futurist banquets are perhaps a realization of 

Marinetti's unfirifilied concept of Total Theatre, where a desire to remove 

the "Fourth wall," that separated the performance from the audience, was 

actually realized - only in the form of a banquet. Similarly, there is not a 

'Fourth Wall' in festival celebrations, instead, the participant is brought 

into the action (fiction), and lifted into a communal experience where 

"everyone is gathered together before what they en~ounter."~" The fourth 

waU only succeeds in separating the participant fiom the work through an 

invisible intellectual barrier that prevents a truc experience of the work. 

The festival goer is not a voyeur (arguably like the traditional theatre 

goer) but an important participant whose subtraction reduces from meaning 

of the festival. Futurist banquets and theatre bridged the gap between the 

performer and the participant as though in a carnival or festival. In the 
" 

experience of architecture there, too, is not a fourth waII, but rathcr an 

immediate concrete experience. Yet the question of participation in . - 

"O For a Tora1 Theatre Marinetti had designed an imaginative circular thcatre that 
was never built but that resembles the structure of Futurist banquets. Michacl Kirby, 
Frrturist Performance, 89, Marinetti has, already in 1932, turned his attention to 
television. 1 believe this fanher emphasizes an earlier point that accented Futurist 
nced to conquer new technoIogics, for the puqose of art. 
"' Hans-Georg Gadamer, The Relevance of the Beauriful, 40. 



architecture cannot be taken for granted, as "aesthetic distance" is often 

part of the architect's misguided intentions. 

The Futurist interest in banquets as a vehicle for imaginative and 

creative thinking can be a constructive base for a more suitable attitude 

towards architecture. This attitude can lift the experiencer of architecture 

into a fiction that engages and involves, like that of the diner at a Futurist 

Banquet. The multi-coursed meal banquets are poetic tropes, metaphorical 

architectures where every course is a particular room in an architectural 

creation that tells little stories (each with a particular temporal character) 

within a largtr story. The exptrience of architecture is without conceptual 

barriers, rather the experiencc is full and enveloping to our senses. 

Current architecture either lacks this festive characteristic or wishes 

to de-emphasize it, a status quo that gcncrates buildings without stories 

and ultimately without purpose or meaning. Many modern buildings have 

become meaningless because they too tell nothing to their guests who come 

and go without having learned anything about themselves. Architecture 

should be a banquet that invites and envelops individuals for the sake of 

life. In this way the banquet metaphor seems an obvious metaphor from 

which to cast r different more creative and imaginative ground upon which 

an architecture may be created. This different architecture will poetically 

combine, different ingredients in a collage that will attempt to engage the 

human capacity for surprise, wonder, mystery and magic. Architecture is - - - L ? 

s-uch a magical place where the range of human characteristics are to be - 
gathered and extrcised- 



The Ingredientr for Architecture 

The pervious chapter centred around an interpretation and a 

discussion of the latent creative and imaginative potential still open to man 

to discover a meaningful common ground h m  which to create and share 

architecture. There was a discussion of the Futurist banquet as a metaphor 

for creating architecture that can assume the task of a common ground. By 

virtue of bcing a work of art that is festive, architecture can gather and 

assemble people "in a participatory experience." 

In this chapter the discussion wiI1 turn around the ingredients of 

architecture. Every cookbook recipe demands a certain set of ingredients 

from which a particular dish is created. By ingredients, 1 mean the 

elements that maybe creatively combined to provoke and evoke a particular 

sensory expericnce in us. The Futurist work of art poetically combined 

ingredients in a collage (synthesis) to crcate States of Mind such as 

surprise, shock, woader, magic, agility, virihty, and creativity. lu 

The ingredients are combined in a particular way as dishes, so as to 

convey a story- In The Bachelor Dinner meals are created and directed at 

a certain ta& or program to which it answers. Marinetti presents a 

Futurist dinner cooked to help a young bachelor ovetcome the "usual 

pitfalls of eating a10ne."'~ Al1 the ingredients that constitute the different 

dishes, as portraits of possible guests, are poetically combined to evoke in 

the bachelor States of Mind that would help reconcile the loneliness of 

eating alone. As the bachelor eats the food portraits, he also is in effect in 

"* States o f  Mind was a Futurist term dtscribing the qnalities of an environment. The 
description is both of the physical and psychoIogica~ expcrienct of a moment. Set 
Christiana I. Taylor's Futurtsm, Politics, Painting and Performance (Michigan: UMI 
Research Press, l9?9), 23. 



dialogue with the portraits that accompany him during the dinner - he is no 

longer lonely and enjoys his food more. Marinetti realized the importance 

of fiaming the food portraits within a story that grounds the action, and 

lays down a fiction with which bis reader can participate in. The work of 

art needs a narrative to provide a reason and a context for making it. 

This chapter will discuss the possibility of creating architecture with 

the help of Marinetti's metaphor of cooking food. The chapter will 

interpret a number of different ingredients Marinetti uses to create the 

"provocative and evocative""' experiences when ont is poetically engaging 

his cooked creations. The different ingredients, although treated here 

iadividually, ovetlay one rnother, teaming up like an orchestra to create 

various experiences. 

Motion 

Perhaps one of the gre iatest p reoccu 

during the nineteenth and twentieth 

pation of artists and philosophers 

centuries was movement, its 

characterization and depi~tion."~ la art motion was a complcx affair. The 

new invention of the camera and motion-pictures prtsented movement in a 

photographic mode, as a series of still images that produced the illusion of 

a perception of motion. Not al1 artists were content or believed that 

motion could be depicted in such a manner. Bergson had associated the 

successive series of motion-pictures with mechanistic clock time, 

devitalised due to the eternally static nature of the individual still 

"' La cucina futurista, 115, 
'14 Ibid., 101. 

The nineteenth centnty was a h  the centuy of sciencc, it was a time of 
quantification and mcchrnization, rcientific theorizing and explanrtions In science, 
motion as a causal effcct of mavernent was important ta figures sach as Poincare, 
Person, Mach, and Einstein who achieved grcat progress in mathematics having 
conccntnted on concepts of time and motion dong with the traditional geomttrg of 
space. Incidentally, Artasi's book calls cooking la scienza in cucina (the science of 
cooking [the kitchen]). Cootiiig in the nineteenth centory is now a science. 
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images.'l6 Bergson understood a11 movement as flow, not a span to be 

divided into lengths, parts, and progressions Iike on a clock, but rather as 

a fluid and persistent Stream. This indivisible current of movement was 

time, which he believed to be the essence of life, and perhaps of al1 reality, 

Life was a question of time rather than of space, it was not a position, it 

was change; it was not quantity but rather quality. 

The Futurists sided with Bergson. In the first few years of the 

movement the Futurist painters, (along with others like, cubists, and 

impressionists) in particular the painter Umberto Boccioni, tried to depict 

motion (dynumism) according to an interpretation of Bcrgsonian 

philosophy. Dynamism, as it was called in Futurism, was uaderstood as 

motion which is an inherent quality in an object to be intuitively sensed by 

the artist. The Futurists claimed that they could sense motion in an object 

because they could intuitively feel the movement of its atoms and 

molecules. It was more important for the Futurists to capture an object in 

motion, rather than in movement, because by depicting motion an emotion 

could be shared about the object between the artist and the spectator."' 

Unique to Futurism, the spectator pIayed an important role as a 

collaborator. The irtistic work had to involve the spectator who shared 

the artistic sensitivities of the work with the artist. The Futurist artist 

focused on the possibility of what joint participation through motion could 

afford both the artist and the viewer. 

116 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Primacy of Perception (Evanston: Northwestern 
University Press, 1964). 185. This explains why the work of Brrgaglia, the Futurist 
photodynamist, who created photographs wÏth extended exposures showing the traces 
of movement - was never accepted by Boccioni, who felt it did not convey motion. 
Il7 See Christiana J. Taylor's, Fnturism: Politics, Painting and Performance, 22, and 
Rosa Trillo CIough's, Fururism, 78, for a discussion of the pictorial Dynimism of 
Futurism, and spccifÎcal1y the Fatorist interest in movement with respect to the other 
modern artistic movements of the period 



However, after the First World War the depiction of motion on canvas 

and sculpture was no longer emphasized.l'g During this second period of 

Futurism theatre and aero-poetics became the dominant artistic pursuits for 

Marinetti and his Futurists. This noticeably changed the marner and 

poetics of motion in Futurism, altering their earlier understanding, In Lu 

cucina fururista the use of motion becomes metaphorical and theatrical, 

and perhaps more interesting from an architectural standpoint. 

ln Futurism and in La cucina futurista the significance of motion Iay 

in its and interplay between the body and the world. Motion mediates the 

world to the body. Bergson had pointed out that "the objects which 

surrouad my body reflect its possible action upon them."'" Indeed, 

architecture is unique among the arts because it is present to our bodies to 

a greater degree than in the other arts. Buildings are experienced in a full 

and concrete way, 

A relationship between the body and architecture is made in the 

manner we approach and encounter it, eventually journeying from room to 

room, and traveling up and down between floors. Within a particular 

building, we confront doors, pushing or pulling them we measure their 

weight against our strength. Motion is suggested to us as we encounter 

and enter through a door, or look to someone outside, through a 

~ i n d o w . ~  Some years after Bergson's statement, the French 

phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty echoed Bergs~n. '~  Mecleau- 

"' I bclieve that with Cana's and Serverini's abandonment of Futurism, but more 
specificalIy with Boccioni's death, the previous emphasis on philosophy for artistic 
qualification became no longer prevalent. As opposed to painting and sculpture, the 
ncw direction into theatte was perhaps a resnlt of its importance to the main figures 
of port-wrr Futurism Iike Prampolini and Depcro. 
119 Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory (New York: Zone Books, 1991), 21. 

Juhani Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin (London: Acadcmy Group Ltd,, 1996), 45. 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Phenamenolagy of Perception. trans. Colin Smith 

(London: Routledge and Kcgan Paul ttd.. 1962), 137. "sight and movement are 
spccific ways of cntcring into a relationship with objects- . . - 'Each voluntary 
movcmcnt takes place in a setting, against a background which is determincd by the 



Ponty suggests that through sight and motion the body establishes a 

particular relationship with the world, and that motion itself cames with it 

an intentionality towards the object. For instance, "in the action of the 

hand which is raised towards an object is containcd a reference to the 

object, not as an object represented, but as a highly specific thing towards 

which we project ourselves, near which we are, in anticipation, and which 

we hunt."" Motion, then, is a significant and indispensable part of our 

human condition - motion is one of the foundations that shape our 

expcriences and perceptions of art, and architecture. 

It was in motion that the diner wis to be made aware of her vitality. 

Being in motion, meant that one was in Life: living and breathing. The 

diner was placed in a controlled relationship with the food. She confronts 

these cooked "original architectures," that are unknown to her.lD She 

begins examining them with her eyes, thon het hands, lifting a morsel to 

hcr nose, then to her mouth. With her tongue only slightly cognizant, she 

takes the food through a tour of the mouth - the diner tastes. The food is 

chewed, Different taste sensations open up, some explode in the mouth 

without notice, others develop and die, and yet others lay dormant, their 

surprise awaits. The swailow is different for every morsel. Some glide off 

the tongue smoothly, others - being dry - have to be forcefully swallowed 

with a drink of White Rose. And others are too big and must wait longer 

until they become suitable for swallowing. The swallow is a powerfuI 

reminder that we are not separated and outside of the background. The 

food, once extemal bas moved and become part of the d i n ~ r . ~  

- -- - - - - . 

movcment itself- . . . WC perform out movcmcnts in a spacc which is not 'empty" or 
anrelated to them, but which on the contray, bears a high determinate reIatioa to 
them: movcment and background art, in fact, only artificially separated stages of a 
unique totality.' 

Ibid., 138. 
Lu cucina futurista, 133. 

'" M.F.K, Fisher defines herself as a Gastronomical being. In her book, The 
Gastrornomical Me she pays attention to the sensations of her body when she eats. 
She makcs constaat connections bctween the food she eats and the place she tats in. 



Having moved through the multi-course dishes, the diner realizes their 

effects on him. The seventh course, Edible Landscape, bas cast a spell 

upon him, by eating it he is simultaneousIy fdliog his thoughts with the 

fantasy of taking the beautifil blonde scated across fiom him.'* The 

different courses have taken him on a sensory journey - like Giulio, the 

diner rediscovers and re-founds once again "the joys of living," by 

grasping that bis embodied nature, his hurnan condition, is grounded in 

motion. Ub 

Motion is a threshold through which a particular experience can be 

presented, as in the Futurist banquets. This fiction places the diner in a 

world filled (Total) with sensations that impress the environment upon bis 

body, externilly and internally, as he eats, listens, talks, piays - carrying 

on in action with the food, and those around him. Through "sight and 

movementn the relationship he has to ttiis world - of food, people, music, 

and so forth - is induced by the peculiarities of the differing qualities in 

the foods, and the repetitious sequences of the different courses. They in 

turn regulate the tempo of his motions." The diner, through motion, 

eaters into a reIationship with the objects of his "background." Eating 

becomes a dance of sorts, timed and rhythmical, This choreography is 

crucial for the banquet, and integral to its meaning. It is this precise space 

between the object, or background, and the body that is important to the 

experience of architecture. 

The motions the diner performs in relation to food are not 

inconsequential. The food was cooked, composed, and built in order to 

"restore taste and enthusiasm to eating, to invent dishes that induce 

' 2 ~  Ultravirile and Edible Landscrpe, art Futurist aphrodisiacs dcsigntd for ladies and 
gentlemen rerpectiveLy. 'Highly enjoyable." Ibid, 78. 
'" Ibid., 68. 

Maurice MerLeau-Ponty. The Plrenomenology of Perception, 137. 



happiness and optimism and multiply infinitely the joy of living: this is 

something we cannot possibly get from the dishes we have the 'habit' of 

eatingmnm Deliberately then, and without using knives and forks, Futurist 

dishes were intended ta set the diner into a new relationship with food - a ? , 
1 

fresh experience that was outside of the diners habit. 
, ? 

1 \ 
1 

Having been moved, the diner discovers a new way to be and live, 

inspired by the experience of eating these "crazy" Futurist dishes."" The 

experience of architecture is not very different from the experience of 

eating an interestiag dish. The architect must gather ingredients and make 

architecture that caa bring or cany a similar type of enthusiasm to living, 

The architect makes a place that takes the inhabitant through a nomadic 

journey of experiences, and through which he enters into a vital 

relationship with the architecture. 

Surprise 

To introduce surprise into life is to introduce a sense of magic, 

wonder, imagination, and freshness. The use of surprise in the Futurist 

movemerit was a way of introducing the possibility of something to 

instantly lift one into fiction, to suddenly imagine and set something 

unexpected in a different and unforescen way, and to create an unforeseen 

use for something nevcr imagined before. Surprise is that unexpected 

discovery that rcwards with a pleasurable experience, or an epiphany. 

Surprise was often employed as an unexpected electnc shock designed to 

dismpt any hints of monotony, habit, stagnation or immobility - that is 

Antipastaism. Accordingly, surprise is an important and indispensable 

ingredient of the architectural experience. it can remind us of our 

'" The 'background" of the movements in a banquet - with its panicalar setting of 
chairs and tables, walls and partitions, doors and windows - becomes the horizon 
wherc the motions or emotions, of the diners are to be groandtd and related. 
'" L a  cucina futurista, 68. 



embodied natures with its power to concretize the experiences of tife - 
architectural, culinary, or otherwise. 

Along with the Founding manifesto of 1909, the Futurist manifestos of 

theatre introduced and elaborated the use of surprise in art. In the 

Surprise Theatre manifesto of 1921, Marinetti argued that "surprise is the 

essential element of art.nUL He argued that even a Botticelli projected 

elements of surprise, but that with time its shock has worn out. The 

Surprise Theatre manifesto, along with other theatte manifestos, defintd 

surprise as either whimsical shock such as the juxtaposition of unlikely 

things to spark wonders, or as innovation (technical or otherwise)." 

Surprise was seen as a remedy that would purge both theatre and life, of 

the stagnating boredom of Italian art. The diner would discover surprises 

that moved him out of the habits of lifcm These habits have paralyzed 

Italy's instinctive ability to act freely by stagnating ber imaginative and 

creative skills. 

By  La cucina futurista a deeper understanding and ernployment in 

Futurist art of surprise, as a genuine instrument for creating imaginative 

sparks, ripened. In the Manifcsto of Fnturisr Cooking a departure from 

the previous emphasis on surprise as innovation, to an awareness of the 

f 
capability of surprise for the creation of wonder, and making figurative use 

, of poetic: tropes. The wonder came from an unexpected encounter that 

c rea te ra  pleasing unconventional moment, For instance, Whe use of 

'% Ibid,, 36. 
'" Christiana I. Taylor, 81. 
ln 'Our Theatre of Surprise proposes to exhilarate by surprising through contrasting 
methods, facts, ideas which have not as yet introduced to the stage, tntemining 
coaglomerations which have not as yet taken advantage of but capable of chccrfulIy 
sbaking humin sensibility." ïbid., 81. 
'" Uncxpected events or cpiphanies were meant to "hit with mcny surprise the 
sensibility of the public" and to, 'provoke in the public words and actions which arc 
totally unexpected, so that one surprise will evoke new surprises in the theatre, in the 
city that very same night, the next day, ad infinitum ." ïbid,  81. 
'Y La cmcino futurista. 33 



proscribed doses of poetry and music as surprise ingredients to accentuate 

the flavours of a given dish with thcir sensual intensity."13' The surprising 

effect is created by the careful use of music and poetry to accentuate the 

meal. Rather tban being background clemeats, poetry and music were seen 
P to actually iontribute to the flaveur of the food. Without them the food 3 
tasicd diffarsntly altogethcr. The implication is that music, for instance, 

can surprisingly change the taste of a strawberry. 

Surprise was a poetic ingredient to tnhance the diner's apprcciation of 

a dishau6 It was mixed with other feelings. For examplc, "under the eyes 

and nostrils of guests," different dishes wcrc presented in between courses 

to heighten the diner's "curiosity, surprise, and imagination," but not to be 

~ a t e n . ~  Surprise, delicately employed created for the diner an anticipation 

for eating those dishes that have ignited a curiosity (upon taking these 

wondrous dishes visually and aromatically), a desire, born out of an 

embodied imagination, for the moment when the possibility of eating these 

dishes actually arrives." The surprise is greater when the diner is 

revisited by those dishes he prcviously met and desired. 

Present in the manifesto is the use of Surprise for creating 

unexpected images. The manifesto calls for the creation of magically 

"sirnultaneous and changing canaph which contain ten twenty flavours ta 
1 

be tasted in a fcw seconds. In Futurist cooking these canapCs have by 

analogy the same amplifying function that images have in literature. A 

given taste of something c m  sum up an entire ares of life, the history of an 

amorous passion or an cntire voyage to the Far ~ast.""' The unexpected 

US tbid., 40. 
" '6) The use of music timitcd to the iatcrvals between courses so as not to distnct 
the scnritivity of the tonguc and plate  but to hclp annal the last trstt cnjoycd by rt- 
cstabIishing pstato y virginity." Ibid., 40. 
ln ïbid.. 40. 
'= Our imagination is ticd to ouf embodkd Cact, such that, when food is ctaved it is 
donc so in a complcmentrry manner - bath physically and imaginativcly. 
" tbid., 40, 



flood of images that pour from the diner's mind, aher eating these 

cinematic canapés surprises, because one does not know when and if such a 

mental evocation will materialize, nor where it wilI lead. This is perhaps a 

fitting description of the complexity of architectural meaning in our 

experience of buildings. Like the canapés, every room in a building can be 

a speciai moment, that induces memories, fantasies, or epiphanies. 

The most sophisticated form of surprise used was juxtaposition. It 

involved the cook's ability to alchemically juxtapose two or more 

ingredients, and combining them to reveal a third unforeseen result. The 

juxtaposition of tastes, for instance, that of an African date stuffed with an 

anchovy - of sweet date and salty anchovy, of fibrous and slippery, of fruit 

and fish, reveals poetic differences that surprise and excite the senses, not 

just at the extremes, but through the full range of endless combinations. 

The Futurists had even invented a kitchen appliance called the 

Elecrrolyzer, which was to "decompose juices and extracts, etc. in such a 

way as to obtain from a known product a new product with new - 
properties.n'o This kitchen appliance was a collage -making device. A ,,. 

collage, despite being made of many pieces, assumes its own autonomy as a 

result of the harmonious unity of its many juxtaposed pieces. The emphasis 

on surprise in La  cucina futurista is largely a celebration of the poetic 

accident that can at once change one's life, revealing to the body what had 

been concealed as in the anangemeat and juxtapositions of a ~ollage.~" 

The relevance of surprise in architecture could parallel the relevance 

of surprise in La cucina futurista. And surprise should remain an 

important element in architecture - having been marginalized, planning 

always rules and this implies predictability. But in La cucina futurista and 

in architecture meaning is revealed in a pleasurably unexpected way, and 

serendipitously strikes at the heart of what it is to be human. Surprise is 



an agent of curîosity and poetic discovery, it may evoke mental images 

from our past which suddenly becorne present as if they are still being 

lived. And then there is the sensory surprise of touching, noticing, and 

measuring the texture of food with the hands before eating it. Couplcd 

with imagination it leads to discover something never noticed before, 

perbaps a concealcd path through a wooded park, an aromatic or medicinal 

garden secretly enclosed behind a taIl wal ,  the surprising texture of 
a -  . touching a particular door handle that invites and leads you to enter. . ? 

Surprise3tests one's ability to improvise and think differently, even ' 

v 
irrationally, Surprise, wonder and magic can greatly enrich our 

monotonous and rhytbmically predictabtt modern lives, with a festive 
- ? 

shock of uncxpectednass and joy. That, aftcr a11 is life. 
: \ 

4 

In the conclusion to The Wake of lntaginaiion Kearney argues that, if 

an ethical imagination is not to "degenerate into censorious puritanism or 

nostalgie Iamentation it must also give full expression to its poetical 

potential." Kearny uses the word poetical in the "sense of 'inventive' 

miking and crtating carried by the word poiesis." Any expression of the 

ethical imagination shauld tap into its 'poetical potential' because *the 

imagination, no matter how ethical, needs to play. Indeed one mighr say 

that it needs to play because it is etbical - to ensure it is ethicai in a 

liberating way, in a way which animates and enlarges our response to the 

other rather than cloistcring us off in a dour moraiism of resentmcnt and 

rc~rimination."'~ Keamey secs in play and in the carrying out of play a 

reason for imagination and a basis upon which to rnake and create 

pottically. Kearncy has charged the post-modern imagination with being 

non-ethical, and of using the paradigm of play to parody cynically, rather 

lm Marinetti's own TactiIe paintings, wcrc Iargely cotlages of objccts. Ibid, 138. 
Richard Kearney, The Rake of Imagination, 366. 



than to conclude with an offer or a position for dialogue for an other to 

consider. 

Play is a way "to a general rediscovery of the poiesis dimension of our 

world."'" Indeed, with play we can explore other differcnt and possible 

ways of existence. Play allows us the surprise to fa11 out of habit. And 

play gives us the opportunity to see things in a different light, to rework or 

make things fresh and wondrous. In La cucina futurista Marinetti takes 

hold of history and plays with it, inventing historical characters and points 

of view out of which he playfirlly spoofs history. Marinetti plays with 

history - queaioning aad scandalizing the possibility of historical truth and 

historical objectification, in Iittle humorous articles like Schopenhauer and 

Pasta, or Posta Originuted with the Ostrogoths. Humour is important. It 

allows Marinetti to critique issues in art and society. What can Marinetti's 

exercise of play in La cucina futurista offer to the creation of an ethical 

architecture today? 

Play was a significant element in La cucina futurista largtly becausc it 

represented two important elements. Firstly, play involved motion. 

Motion, as discussed earlier, represented life as Dynamism. This life force 

was seen as an interna1 quality, allowing a body a degree of freedom, self- 

movement, and therefore change. Secondly, the importance of total 

theatre emphasized the criticality of role playing. Inside the defined 

context of theatre, the Futurists played different roles with each other 

creating and intending fictitious worlds, such as in the banquets. On the 

whole, Marinetti had discovered that the creation of a work of art 

demanded of the artist that he play. Play was one of the bases for creating 

art, while the work of art itself invited play. 

lu The imagination is even regardcd by certain post-modernists. as a questionable, 
undemocratic, and authori t~an human qurlity. 

Richard Kearney, The Wake of Imagination, 367. 



Gadamer sees play as a vital instinct whose motions allow us to 

commune with the work of art, and with others. "Play is so elernentary a 

fûnction of human life that culture is quite inconceivable without this 

element," reports Gadamer, to the degree that, human play is a "given" 

part of our c~ndition."~ And while it is tnie that animals play, human pIay 

is distinct from it in that, "the playfûlness of human games is constituted 

by the imposition of d e s  and regulations that only count as such within 

the close world of play."'" Within a frame of rules and techniques, human 

play becomes distinct amongst ather forms of play, because it sets itseif 

particular "non-purposive" aims which it consciously pursues.'H Writing, 

cooking, and architecture have rules and techniques of their owa, somt are 

purposive such as structural computations etc. However, the majority of 

mles and techniques in architecture are "non-purposive," allowing the 

architect the freedom to define and adjust them to the work. 

Play grants its participants access to a particular intended fiction 

where they play out their roles, relating to one another in an invented way. 

Play is the act of not only following those rules and accepting their 

consequences, but more importantly, of discovering ways around and 

between those rules, bending and twisting them around skillfully, 

manipulating and contorting them for the "non-purposive" aim of gaining 

expertise and becoming the better player. It would be inconceivable if 

architects did not play to some degree with their architecture. Bath 

making and experiencing the built end of architecture involves play, such 

that architecture becomes that moment when those gathered enter into play 

with the architecture itself and between themselves- In making, architects 

must play with the mles of architecture and materials in the non-purposive 

manner Gadamer emphasizes. That process is an imaginative process that 

is put forth to the experiencer of the work, who benefits f o m  it. 

'* Hans-Gcorg Gadamer, The Relevance of the Beautif~I, 22. 
''15 Ibid., 124. 
Irr Ibid,, 23. 



Gadamer's analysis of play can perhaps serve as a description of the 

intended idea of La  cucina futurista. In the first instance, play involves 

constant repeated movements - the work of art exhibits a certain 

alternating, back and forth movement between artist and participant. In 

the Serate this was actualized in the interactions of artist and spectator in 

the form of insults and projectiles of fruit. In the banquet these to and fro 

movements perhaps are in the differing complexities of eating the strange 

dishes. The Futurists would devise greater poetic obstacles of wondrous 

dishes for the diner to experience and overcome - the diner playing along, 

would cal1 for greater challenges to sever him from his burden of pasta. In 

this way a conversation of food developed, going back and forth from cook 

to diner. This to and fro action of cook and diner, casts both into a 

particular fiction where each plays with the other. The one creates for the 

other's enjoyment, the other eats for the one's creations, this is called 

playing along. Similarly, the to and fro of architecture is the reciprocation 

of experiences between the architect who imagines and creates (and lives) 

a particular fictional narrative, and the experiencer who enters the fictional 

narrative discovering it, changing it, finding unexpected uses, and 

delivering them to the architect. 

The consequence of "playing along" is that everyone 'takes part" in 

carrying through with the playing, indecd they "go along with it," and play 

takes on a communicative r01e.'~ In the Futurist banquet we observed that 

by gathering into a banquet the diners became connected and immersed in 

banquetness. This banquet air filled the space that once divided them. 

When the banqueters ate they became connected and were communicating 

to one another. The place of play is dtlineated by the common intention of 

the play. Gadamer States that the intention for one thing to be something 

underlines the as if quality in play that is taken up by al1 those who 



parti~ipate.''~ Architecturally, this means recognizing that architecture is 

more than what it is meant to be functionally. A house may be a place that 

protects us from the elements or a container for our belongings, but it is 

also more than that. Its form, materirls, layout, and how it is dwelled in 

combine to tell a story about its inhabitants. Architecture, can benefit by 

adopting a similar playfil attitude to the creation of a place for imaginative 

and creative action poetic play. 

The act of poetic play iltustrated in the series of adjustments and 

manipulations upon the built surroundings is a form of play that is 

architectural. The rct of making architecture must be playful, frorn design 

to execution, otherwise architecture may become a mere ornament (at best) 

to a utilitarian structure, Gadamer writes that it is this very playfulness 

that the art.'% The inhabitant of architecture must too be allowed to play. 

The conception of architecture as a finished end-product that is ideal and 

suited to what its function leaves out the inhabitant as a potential creator. 

Modem architecture in particular was impressed with the idea that 

architecture can be a manufactured product, a machine, specialized to 

specifically fulfill a particular role. Architecture is never a finished 

product, but an evolving environment that playfiilly changes to suit its 

inhabitants. It must be allowed to grow and expaad, as well as to reduce 

and contract. Play is a fundamental human need which defines our 

This as if quality tbat Gadamer hints to lays out a particular fiction which draws a 
spectator. However, a spectator is more than just an observer. 'the cornmon element 
in play. . . namely, the fact that something is intended as sornething, even if it is not 
something conceptual, usefil, or purposcfd, but onIy the pure autonomous regulation 
of movement." Ibid., 24. A theatrical play is more than a show. With the actors 
truthful portrayals of their characters, an audience is taken by the story they tell. 

"For in human fabrication as well, the decisive moment of technical ski11 does not 
consist in the fact that something of extraordinary atility or superfluous beauty has 
emerged- It consists rather in the fact that human production of this kind can set 
itself various t a s b  and procecd accordiag to plans that are characterized by an 
elemcnt of free variability. Euman prodwtion encounters an enocmous variety of 
ways of trying things out, rejecting thcm, succeeding, or faiIing. 'Art' bcgins 
preciscly therc, where WC are able to do otherwise." Md-, 125 



humanity in its many representations as architecture, art, music, and sport. 

Although some contemporary architects do emphasize play in their work, 

forma1 games sometimes seem to exist as a superfluous display, rather than 

an artfiil representation of a type of play that calls forth participation, 

dialogue with others, and the possibility of imagining oneself as another. 

Vision & Touch 

Architecture is a physical experience - walking into a room the body 

measures and plots its path. The space between the architecture and the 

body is the space of our senses, not just the traditional five: sight, touch, 

smell, hearing, and taste, but al1 the infinite collaborations they crcate 

when they melt together to experience the surroundings. The senses are an 

important part of the human experience, their manipulation or use in 

architecture is important to our overall sense of being in the world. The 

senses have an existential importance, they inform and measure the 

environment against our bodies by pfanting our bodies in the world - 
through Our senses we gain an experience of self. 

The poetic degrees of sensory involvement become ingredients for 

rrchitects to try, relate, and tie into a particular experience of architecture, 

spicing it with such flavours as hot or cold, rough or smooth, dark or light. 

This use of sensory ingredient should, however, graft the experience of the 

architecture with the narrative of the architecture, relating them in a 

complementary way. Without a story, a sensory emphasis may seem 

superfluous. 

The nature of Futurism, its glorification of concrete experiences, its 

emphasis on bodily perceptions, and its overall demand for a phystcal 

experience of art gave the sensory experience a large degree of 

significance. In La crrciioa fuittrisfa al1 the senses are woven together in 



dishes and experiences that were meant to "induce happiness and optimism 

and multiply infinitely the joy of living."'" La cucina futurisfa recognites 

the importance of al1 our seases questioning particularly the hegemony of 

vision. In A Dish with Soitnds and Scents the Marinetti appeared to 

recognize only the traditional five senses.'" However, he was not entircly 

convinced by the existence of ody  five senses. In his 1921 manifesta 

Tactilism, he indicated that "the distinction of the fivc senses is arbitrary 

and someday surely numerous other senses will be discovered and 

ca ta l~gued ."~  

The relationship between the senses in La cucinu forttrrisïa is not 

without design. AII the senses were to be managed and orchestrated to 

synchronize with the meal. In A Dish with Sosrnds and Scents the careful 

orchcstrated use of scnsory stimulants to heighten the experience of eating 

can be easily studied, Here the use of perfumc spray dispensed by electric 

fans, with "measured doses of poetry and music", along with Tactilisms 

(tactile devices) corne together to form a total exFerience.'" The diner 

eats an olive, a candied fruit, and finaIly a femel bulb, J I  the while he rubs 

his index and middle fingers against a particular tactile device: a tactile 

representation of a viginr, As the diner eats, waiters spray the air with 

perfume while gracefully dancing to a Wirgnerian opera. 

The Futurists cautioned those who might consider these extra 

ingredients (to be eaten by the other senses) as stimulants, Instead, the 

Futurists considered for instance, the perfitme and music "as actions to 

create in the diner an optimistic state of mind singdarly conducive to a 

good digestion. . . . the perfirrnes, music, and taclilisms which season 

Futurist food bnng about that playfbl and virile state of mind indispensable 

'" La cucina fuiuristu, 68. 
IR *Eating Futiuistical~y, one uses al1 the five senses: touclt, taste, srneIl, sight and 
hcaring." Md., 77. 
ln Christiana J. Taylor, 93. 

La cucina futurista, 77. 



after lunch and at night."IS Clearly, the Futurists did not consider these 

extra elements as exterior decor or peripherals to the food, but rather as 

integral ingredients that affect the taste and experience of eating. 

Despite its gimmicky nature and potential limitations, Marinetti's 

proposa1 represented an imaginative challenge to break from a traditional 

experience of art that was primarily visual, detached or voyeuristic. 

Marinetti's message for the cook was that he create food that would bear 

upon the diner, effectiag and engaging her through her various senses for a 

positive outcome. Rather than be detached, the Futuristic mind was to 

participate in a biological life with the body, along a track of irregularities, 

of surprises and emotions. The ban on knives and forks and a reversion to 

the use of the hands for eating punctuates the Futurist argument for 

physical contact, exemplified in "the punch and the slap."'# The knives 

and forks symbolized the Cartesian detachment of mind from the physical 

sensing body. These implements hardly informed the diner about the 

thingness of the Food she was to eat. Handling the food by band became 

crucial to the experience of eating these artful works. 

There was in t a  cucina futurista and in Futurist philosophy a special 

awareness of the sense of touch. Juhani Pallasmaa writes, "the eyes want 

to collaborate with the other senses. Al1 the senses, including vision, can 

be regarded as extensions of the sense of touch; the senses are 

specializations of the skia . . . Even the eye touches; the gaze implies an 

unconscious touch, bodily mimesis and identification."" Pallasmaa is 

suggtsting that without a sense of touch, the other senses, especially 

vision, would be unabie to express many essential qualities about objects 

such as their weight, texture, and spatial attributes. He argues that the 

-- - - -  - -  

lSs Ibid., 41- 
'% Umbro ApoIIonio, Fnturisi Manifcsto, 21. Sec also the Futurkt dish Fisticuff Stufi 
i n  La crcina futurista, 154. 
'" Juhani Pallasmaa The Eyes of the Skin, 29. 



primary sensory experience by which we enter into a relationship with 

architecture is touch. "Our eyes stroke distant surfaces," says Pallasrnaa.LU 

Our ears also touch the air whose waves beat on the ear's drum. And, 

odour too, is touched by the microscopic bnstles in the nose. Perhaps 

Marinetti, too, understood that "vision reveals what the touch already 

k n o ~ s . " ' ~ ~  He ascribed a particular importance to the manual handling of 

food and other objects because, touching them revealed a particular truth, 

or an other sidedness that was not apparently tangible with the eye, but 

that was just as magical and surprising. 

Far from being just a visurl exptrience, architecture is also a tactile 

experience. In architecture touch is the truer experience. Those 

architectural drawings the profession keenly relies on to reprasent views of 

buildings in the form of impossibk flat facades, cannot show the buildings 

as they are. Only through touch (being there) do we experience in 

architecture: the front step that lifts, the railing that guides, the front door 

handle that greets, and the rooms that echo - al1 become available to us 

when we touch them. Architecture is in a way similar to Marinetti's 

Tactilisms which deliver a particular tnith about a thing that can never be 

revealed with just vision. In the same way that a snake's skin may appear 

slippery or slimy, once touched it becomes quite the opposite: smooth. ln 

the space between the world and the surface of the slrin an experience of 

architecture caa be weighed and measured against our perceptions. In that 

spacc the world constantly rubs against our bodies. And it is in that space 

that surprises arrive to touch and carich our life, granting us imagination 

and fantasy about what lies outside of out bodies. 

'= Ibid., 29. 
'" Ibid., 29. 



Cbrpter III 

Qurlitics of Materirls. 

Architecture is not only ideas, but is aIso a tangible object that is 

made from real materials. How are materials important to architecture? 

What then can be learned from La cucina futurista, that might have 

architectural bearing for us, in terms of the creative use of materials? 

The choice of materials, in al1 the diverse fields of Futurism, was from 

the onset a matter too important not to be artistic. Early in the history of 

Futurism, there was a rejectioa of the traditional use of materials which 

relegated their use to either practical, or to trivial decorative concerns. In 

La cucina fufurisfa the selection of materials for cooking ingredients 

becomes an important matter. The various recipes give an ides of the 

variety of ingredients that were to be handled skillfully to m a t e  those 

dishes in the book. The selection of materials was not without carefiil 

thought; the step of choosing a palate of ingredients for a particular dish 

was undertaken as a poetic and artistic act pregnant with meaning. 

The Futurists believed that the particular materiality of a thing was 

not an embellishment to an object. Neither was material a passive, static, 

neutral, or aesthetic thing that would be applied independently to an 

~bject. '~' They believed that an object's material qualities interacted with 

the space of the viewer, rendering that environment in a total experience. 

In other words, the physical qualities of an object become a conduit 

through which sensations, and emotions could bc passed and experienced 

between oneself and another. Architecturally, this means recognizing that 

the use, selection, and qualities or charactcr of materials, becomes 

''O Sec E. Cocn's Umberro Boccioni (New York, Mnscpm of Modern Art, 1988). An 
earty illustration of this Futurïst conctption can be seen in the paintings by Boccioni, 
which showtd objccts and humans interpcnetrating with ont another. 



something important to us. Our bodies are affected by being concretely in 

touch with materials, through which we communicate Our idea~.'~' 

Pallasmaa defines the architectural significance of this corporeality of 

material and body as bodily identification. He writes: "we are in constant 

dialogue and interaction with the environment, to the degree that it is 

impossible to detach the image of the self from its spatial and situational 

existence."'" We are "there," situated in the architecture, which impresses 

itself in a manifold way onto Our bodies.la 

These material qualities of architecture respond to the advances of the 

body. Pallasmaa continues, "the encounter with any work of art implies a 

bodily interaction," such that, "a work of art hnctions as another person, 

with whom one  converse^."^ Marinetti wants both - food and art - to 

affect us in a profound artistic way, sa as to fil1 Our lives with joy and 

purpose.'u Architecture, too, can be of similar relevance to Our embodied 

lives. 

Erptnse, Merning, and Crisis 

La cucina futurista was written during a grave economic crisis of the 

Great Depression. The populations of the industrial countries of Europe 

and North America experienced great hardships that drove those countries 

'" In Dinner of White Desire the ten 'Negroes" eat white foods that fil1 them with a 
metaphorical experience of their intangible whiteness, 'the Negroes' state of mind is 
affected as it were unconsciously by the paleners and whitencss of a11 the food." Thty 
cxperience a bodily identification of wiiteness contrasted by the reality of their black 
skins. La cucina fiturista,  136. 
IQ Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin, 45. 
'" Boccioni in 1910 had exprcssed a simiIar sentiment as such: "How oftcn have we 
not seen upon the check of the person with whom wt are talking the horst which 
passes at the end of the stnet. Our bodies pcnetrate the sofas upon which we sit, and 
the sofas penetratt out bodies. The motor bus mshes into the houscs which it passes. 
and in thcir turn the hoases thtow &hemselves iipon the motor bus and are blendtd 
with it." Umbro Apollonio, Futirist  Mani fesro, 28. 
'@ Iuhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin, 46. 

mean the art of self-nourishment," La cucina firurista, 2 1. 



to economic collapse. Masses of workers were simply laid off, leaving 

many without income, food, and shelter. Marinetti indicates: "it is not by 

chance this work is published during a world economic crisis, which has 

clearly inspired a dangerous panic . . . We propose as an antidote to this 

panic a Futurist way of cooking, that is: optimism at the table."'66 During 

such a crisis, Marinetti asks his readers to create Futurist dishes using dear 

ingredients from Italy, but even finer foreign ingredients: Dutch cheeses, 

Turkish wines, Japanese nuts, African dates, and other precious materials - 
when the majority could not even afford bread.lM What lay behind such a 

demand, and what did it mean to create dishes out of costly ingredicnts in 

a time of financial hardship? 

The use of expensive ingredients to create Futurist dishes may be 

readily interpreted as a decedent stance by Marinetti, to satisfl a personal 

Dionysian gluttony. 1 believe however, that such an interpretation is 

lacking. It neglects the artistic imperative Marinetti sought in art, which 

would rescue us from crisis. Marinetti, was not asking his readers to 

choose expensive materials to act decadently, in fact the opposite. Like 

Nietzsche, Marinetti saw decadence as a general state of decline, which for 

Nietzsche was exemplificd by the nineteenth century. The world dunng the 

Great Depression was in decline because of a Dionysian intoxication with 

money and corporate stocks. Nietzsche saw decadcnce as opposed to 

creativity in that it was a destructive act of powcrlessness, a suicida1 

tendcncy that consumed mindlessly, and that reacted rather than created, 

(like al1 stock exchanges) to the forces of Iife. Decadence lead to feclings 
- 

166 Ibid., 2 1. 
l m  Tontrary to Criticism already taunched and those foresecable, the Futttrist 
culinary revolution described in this book has the lofty, noble and universal expedient 
aim of changing radicalIg the cating habits of our race, strengthening it, dynmiting 
it spiritualizing it with brand-new food combinations in which expcrimtnt, 
intelligence and imagination will economically take place of quantity, banality, 
repetition and expense." Marinetti is highly critical of making brsed on utilitarian 
requirements. He tries to peel the making of food away from any notion of function, 



of resentment and revenge against life. Nietzsche saw decadence as a 

historical fact, a negation of the world as it is in favour of a fictive world 

of perfection that distorts the world. ''' 

Nietzsche felt that instead of despairing over the fact that there is no 

perfect world to be known, man's ability to create becomes the more 

meaningful activity in this world, through a 'will to power,' which he 

called Art. The meaning and value then, for Marinetti, of a Japanese nut is i 
7 

grantcd only by the cool& ability to imaginatively create from it, by 
A 

sbapin~ it, himself, and others - and not it'k market price. Those 
P 

multitudes of men who could only afford breadiwere engaged in an 0ct of L .. 
K I 

.. 

self-preservation - they were soltly interested in survival. But for 

Marinetti, this act of agonizing self-maintenance and subsistence on bread 

meant they were already in a powerless state of decline and decadence and 

therefore unable to fulfill their capacity for the human life of art demanded 

by Marinetti - they were in a sense dormant. 

Using rare ingredients to create dishes was thus a vital creative 

artistic act, and an affirmation to overcome a status of depression by 

poetically transforming the world and the self. By creating Futuristic 

dishes from expensive ingredients - some perhaps airlifted from far away 

countries and placed before the cooks - Marinetti was firstly afirming his 

choice to do otherwise. In the face of crisis, art was proposed "as an 

antidote to this paaic" to  rescue us from Our predicament. Secondly, 

Marinetti was refbsing to use food ingredients in a purely functionai 

manner, as sustenance fuel rationed to individuals to keep them alive. 

Making food was not to be a fitnctional nor a monetary matter - man's 

humanity was in crisis and at risk of being leveled out into monotony, lefi 

rationaIism, or other utilitarian aims Iike: price, quantity, repetition which a11 stress 
pragmatism over poetics for creating food (art). My italics. La Cucina Futansta, 21. 
la Ioan Stambaugh, The OtLer Nietzsclie, 15. 
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without its essence, the surprise or wonder so vaiuable to life - its 

importance as a rescue vehicle for humanity outweighed any monetary or 

pragmatic con~erns . '~~  In addition, the sustenance aspect of food 6ad the 

connotation of acknowledging a transcendental reality. One sustains one's 

life until the time when redemption (by Ood) is at hand. This was 

unacceptable to Marinetti, who believed that Our only choice was to 

creatively work our way out of our crisis through art. Besides, function 

implied passivity and elatedness, rather than activity and desire. A 

"functioning human," is always contented with the status quo, she will not 

dream, desire, or seek out anything, but rather accepts her idle passivity. 

As a result, Marinetti elevated cooking to its deserved status as an art, "we 

mean the art of self-nourishment," to Save humanity. In the proctss, this 

affected his argument of art, which implied that art was not an extra- 

ordinary human luxury, but rather a vital human activity open to anyone. 

The materials for making architecture are very expensive. 

Consequently, the use in architecture of 'prized' materials is becoming 

rarer today. However, if architecture is to regain those losses incurred 

upon it by functionalism and modernism - which taught architecture to be 

frugaI with its materials - it must become radically more imaginative and 

creative in its use of materials. Architects must invent new materials, and 

challenge the limits of old materials, changing and twisting them in 

fantastic and intercsting ways. The architect can challenge the tngineer's 

techniques, with his architectural ability to create those works of 

architecture that are striking, playful, emotive, and surprising. 

'" ln Dinner that stopped a Suicide, Marinetti's request for r hundred srcb of 
'indispensable ingredientsw during a time of economic crisis, underlines his belief 
that to pass from crisis out efforts must be whoIeheaned, sinccre, and total- In arder 
to Save a precious life, materials must be without monttary value other than their 
value to Save that Iife - to pass from crisis. 



Number and Interpretation 

Once gathered, the ingredients in La cucina futurista would now 

become transformed by the recipes into artistic works. But, these recipes 

are strange. Unlike ordinary cookbook recipes which are presented in a 

forma1 manner, with their ingredients exacted, and their execution 

explained logically; the recipes in La cucina futurista are written in a 

variety of ways. Some dishes appear as traditional recipes with a list of 

ingredients and a description of the process, others are barely Iists, in the 

form of poems, or diagrammatic sketches. Some are short while others are 

long, The ingredients are quantified but without a quantitative designation, 

such as litres, or tablespoons. The dishes are listed in no apparent 

categorical order such as beverages, main courses, or desserts. Neither are 

there any pictures of the dishes. 

This variety of ways of communicating the recipes for making Futurist 

dishes makcs La cucina futurista a unique cookbook. In a century when 

cookbook authors have been struggling to write fool-proof recipes, 

guarantying for their readers the perfect reproduction of the pictured item, 

the recipes of La cucina futurista seem rather unconcerned with such 

trivialities as measuring, quantifying, and cooking times, or cven the actual 

end product. 

1 believe that these recipes should not be read as simple bow-to 

instructions to make a dish. Certainly one could make these dishes. 

However, as detailed as they are, these Futurist dishes question their own 

possible realization. Making these dishes would have been equivalent to 

having missed the point entirely about why they were "written." Even in 

the introduction to the translation of La cucina futwista, Lesley 

Chamberlain explains: "1 have to confess though that the first time I 



approached Marinetti's work 1 took it for a cookbook. It was only when 1 

made some of the food that 1 began to see its poetic appeal." 

It was not important to the Marinetti that one strictly folIow the 

recipes." For the him, the proccss of making was an artistic poetic 

process of fabrication, not a step-by-step procedure to be followed, and 

then rewarded in the end with the appearance of an art work. Art could 

not to be reduced to recipes. Furthermore, we must recall the Futurists' 

insistence on "absolute originality in the f~od ."~"  This cal1 for originality 

was an invitation to create ont's own dishes, and to express these works to 

others. Originality for the Futurists meant that something had to be 

manipulated by its creator in a way that is particular, to produce a personal 

interpretation. 

Thus it is clear that the vague quantities for ingredients were 

purposely so to stimulate the imagination by allowing it to be free in its 

interpretation of the recipes. For Marinetti these ambiguous recipes were a 

metaphor of a non-transcendental Iife, a life which he saw as a series of 

unexpected adventures, mistakes, failures and successes. He believed that 

no one can givt tht other an accurate recipe (blueprint) for life, bccause 

that recipe simply cannot be guaranteed. In her translation Brill rerninds 

the reader that: "fortuitous mistakes often lead to new dishes," which is - 
why the rccipes are vague.ln The recipes are as pocms - open to a free and 

creative interpretation, rather than a systematic, rational, procedural 

diagram termed as fool-proof and sttessing surety, or cornpliance. 

"O While the Futurist Banquets were r d ,  the dishes of the banquets were the 
Futurists' own interpretations of their dishes. In making the dishes even the cooks at 
the Holy Pakate Restaurant allowed themseLves to liberally interpret the dishes. La 
cucina futurista, 65. 
"' ïbid., 38. 
ln For instance, in Decisone four ingndients are gathered. It is trac that when 
combine4 the four qnantities becomc quarters of a whole. However, Marinetti dots 
not indicate a % of whrt. The four quarters iorm a whole. but just what End of 
whole is fotmed? Ibid., 142. 



More important than physically making the dishes was the recipes' 

gravitational pull, to attract and capture the reader's imagination with the 

recipe's narrative, the poetic imagery and juxtapositions of the ingredients, -- 
and the recipes capabili?~ to incite a poetic analogy. The eightyaine I 

A f 

recipes of La cucina futurista are little stories or poems made from food 

ingredients. Each recipe tells of alchemical combinations, potions, elixirs, 

and magical pharmaceutical foods which promise surprise, imagination, and 

joy. The recipes are collages that bring together "quite disparate and 

unconnected thingsn for the sake of surprising richness." The 

juxtaposition of strawberries and breasts in a recipe by the poet Farfa 

called Strmvberry Breasts, provides a good exampie of the ability of these 

recipes to induce a concrete poetic analogy. Here Farfa evokes the sensual 

reality of "two erect ferninine breasts."'" Symbolized and characterized as 

strawberries, they recall our real experience of women's breasts, their taste 

and texture supple with the sweetness of their pink femininity. Here the 

poetic image is given depth with a grafting of the visual image with an oral 

image of sensual erotic taste. 

There are two points here that are of significance to architecture. The 

first, concerns the dependence of the profession on number, precisely 

accurate numbers, to qualify the sizes and meanings of spaces. Whether as 

maximums, minimums, or golden d e s ,  codified architectural standards are 

a hindrance to persona1 expression. When Marinetti uses vague quantities 

he affords the readcr an opportunity for a manifold interpretation of the 

recipes. Although the architect would find it difficult to use vague 

quantities, he may regard al1 architectural standards as vague quantities in 

themselves, thereby facilitating a personal interpretation of them, 

- - - - - - 

In Marjoric PerIoff in The Futurist Moment, 45. Sce chapter 2 whcrc Perloff compares 
and argues the uniqucncss and otiginality of the Futurist collage, and juxtapositions 
with other collage mcthods of the period. 
'" La cucina futurista, 156, 



according to the case in hand, The architect should translate particular 

standards to suit specific needs. 

And, analogous to the poetic recipes of La  cücina futurista poetic 

richness is reason enough to design seemingly 'unbuildable' projects as an 

ethical exercise for the pursuit of a creative imagination that presents an 

ulterior way of being, and because there is "something to say." Based on 

that premise a case may be argued for using cornputers as a means of 

inventing and exploring creatively architectures that may be unbuildable. 

As an artist in his own right, the architect has a duty to dream up fictions, 

a metaphorical architecture that may be either buildable or question the 

possibitity of its own rea1izati0n.l~~ 

The architect today can open up the profession to imagination and 

creativity for better alternative solutions to man's modern creative crisis. 

Put more eloquently: "While construction as a technological proccss is 

prosaic-dtriving directIy from a mathematical equation, a fûnctional 

diagram, or a rule of forma1 combinations-architecture is poetic, 

necessarily an abstract order but in itself a metaphor emerging from a 

vision of the world and ~ e i n ~ . " ' ~ ~  

'7sSee the Fu~c t ion  of the Cook ia chapter 1. 
17' Alberto Ptrcz-GOmtz, Architecture and the Crisis of Modern Science. (Cambridge, 
Massachasetts: The MIT Press, 1983). 326. 
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CONCLUSION 

Marinetti is still regarded as a menacing belticose figure by those who 

dislike Futurism. The story of Futurism as been conveniently, but unfairty, 

summed up with Fascism, and Marinetti conveniently pigeonholed as a 

warring ~ a s c i s t . ' ~  To copy Marinetti's life 'recipes' and live out our Iives 

as he did, would certainly conflict with his own philosophy which 

demanded a high degree of creative originality. However, to throw 

Marinetti into history's oblivion would deprive us of the essential truths he 

had espoused about the nature of art, in works such as La cucina futurista. 

La cucina futurista was chosen for this thesis as a fair-shed portal 

from which we may enter through and examine the Futurist imagination - 
relating the creative metaphor in the text to the vision and practice of 

architecture today. Marinetti wrote La cucina futurista in a time of crisis, 

and it is in a time of continuing crisis that we have resurrected and 

revisitcd this neglected text as a source for inspiring alternative. It is 

Marinetti's consistent insistence on the primacy of the imagination that we 

find appealing. Through a seemingly innocent discussion on making 

modern foods, Marinetti is hammering at a larger idca that seeks to find, or 

make a way, out of the panic - created from the loss of the universal plan. 

This cookbook has shown us that making food and art, and making 

architecture, are al1 forms of making that should be undertaken as poetic 

I n  'The relationship bctween Futurism and Fascism has causcd cmbarrassmcnt to 
generations of historians. For formalist art historions i t  has been an excuse to pass 
over the political sidc and concentrate on Futurism as simply an art movement, a poor 
and provincial second-cousin of Cubism, concluding perhaps with a description of a 
prematurtly cretinized Marinetti suddenly compromising on his early anti-academic 
stance by acccpting a position in Mussolini's Academy of Itdy. Other critics uking 
their ltad from the passage quoted by Walter Benjamin quoted an P.17, bave 
presented an equally distortcd pictare, refusing to fi11 in the grcy arcas in a black- 
and-white 1930s description of 'bad' Fascist a n  aestheticizing politics, and 'gaod' 
Communist art politicizing art." (qtd Ange10 Bozzolla and Caroline TisdaIl, 
Futurism, 200). 



exetcises, that emphasize the arthl  poetic nature of the human condition - 
over that of the rational and the logical. A11 these forms of making should 

be about rediscovering the "poiesis dirnen~ion"'~ which is so particular to 

humans, The cookbook had emphasized that Our works of food, art, and 

architecture are made not as intelIectuaI fodder for an elite to critique. 

Rather, we make these ephemeral works as giRs to the other who takes 

the experience in through the body, enriching her senses and elevating ber 

spirit. For that other, these works must ignite her imagination, revealing, 

reminding, and re-founding his capacity for wonder, surprise, dreaming, 

participation, and caring, thereby fulfilling her potential to live and dwell a 

joyful human life. 

Marinetti's cookbook, and his Futurism, had insisted that any work 

of art today must be able to capture our imaginations, leading us to think, 

see, and experience differently what was presented there to us. The work 

of art or architecture should embody its own gravitational pull to capture 

our sensibilities, drawing and moving those sensibilities around it, so that 

we may participate in that very bodily experience of art. The experience of 

architecture is a bodily experience like that experience of eating. Both 

experiences impress upon Our bodies the surprises of their encounter. 

Marinetti's message to us, is that we must learn to resort to Our 

imagination, to travei and play with it, to make from it, and finalIy to share 

whatever scmblsnce of being it may reveal. 

For architects, the text illustrates that we are at a point in time 

which is like no other. If architecture is to be saved from the fruitless 

notions of rationalism, and tùnctionalism, or gratuitous formalism, that 

have limited the scope of our profession, then it is to Art - and its 

ingredients of imagination, surprise, play, motion, tactility, and festival - 

-- - - -  

ln  Richard Kearney, The Wake of imagination, 367. 
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that we must resort to, to open up and dilute the professional boundaries 

that have been instituted around architecture. 

La cucina futurista is thus a cal1 to resistance for al1 those who 

make. For architects, it reveals that we must be critical of the methods we 

use to imagine, communicate, and create architecture. That we should not 

be contented with the official fool-proof 'recipes' passed down to us, but 

rather, we have a duty to construct and communicate Our own recipes, so 

that they may resonate poetically to the other. Resistance should also 

include a resistance to the professional tendency for unnecessary complex 

planning or idealism, with improvisation, spontaneity, and surprise. Both, 

the work of food and the work of architecture, are important to out overall 

sense of being in the world. They plant our bodies in this world by 

connecting us to the world, and the people about us. They are important 

precisely because they are anchoring moments in or lives, that refer to our 

consciousness of place, 
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ABSTRACT 

n Sacro Bosco in Bomano is an experience in Lessons on Love. The statues are a constant 

repetition of the paradox of Ems. The eiroteric meaning of the statues wiii be given through 
the narratives that infiuenced them. Then, the esoteric meaning behind the narratives and 

the statues wi i i  be given with the help of Ficino's Commentary on Plato's Symposium on 

Love. Because the garden exists in the space of desire, it is able to speak to us today. This 

thesis is a walk through the garden. It is only through the experience of the garden that 

architecturai meaning is conveyed. The garden is a journey that wii i  heal the body and the 

sou1 through the spirit, li Sam Bosco leads to a better understanding of the self and, in the 

Renaissance, its connection to the Che. 

II Sacm Bosco, situé à Bomano, c'est une expdrience dans les Leçons de l'Amour. Les 

statues sont en fait de constantes ripétitions du paradoxe d'Éros. La signif~cation exotérique 

des statues sera spécifiée à travers Ies récits qui les ont influencées. Dès lors, la signitica- 

tion ésotérique des statues et des récits sera donnée avec l'aide du Commentaire de Ficino 

à propos du Symposium sur l'Amour de Platon. C'est parce que le jardin existe dans l'espace 

du désir qu'il peut nous parler aujourd'hui. Cette thèse est une promenade dans le jardin. 

Ce n'est qu'à travers l'expérience du jardin que la signification architecturale peut être 

exprimée. Le jardin, c'est le voyage qui, à travers l'esprit, soigne et guérit l'âme et Ie corps. 

Il Sam Bosco nous guide vers une meilleure compréhension du Soi et, dans la Reanaissance, 

son lien avec le sacré. 
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"But for us existence is stiIl encbanied It's stiii 
Beginning in a hundred ptaces. A playing 
of our powers M one cm touch and not imeel to and maruel. 

Faced *th the unutcerable. worck still disin kgrate... 
And e v n  new. out of the most puivering 

stones, music builds her divine house in useless space."' 

It is between the words where silence reigns. '"Poetry grows out of silence and thmsts for 

silence'.,.The silence of art is not mere absence of souad, but an independent sensory and 
mental state, an observing, listening and howing silence.'" tt is in this silence, between the 

words. where we contemplate m d n g .  Meaning resides in the siience of poetry, but w here 

does meaning reside in architecture? Can architecture be poetic for us today when its sig- 
nifïcance is no longer evident? 

This thesis is searctiing for a strategy to recover architecturai m e m g .  Architecture 'means' 

when it overwhelms us, leaves us in awe. The everyday drops away. We uanscend our 

world Ieaving behind the ciifferences, the pIuraIities and the work speaks CO us. A world is 

opened up to us and we gain a beüer understanding of ourselves in front of the work. Com- 

munication is an essentiai part of meaaingful architecture. There is a connection between 

the participant and the work. Architecture dœs mot 'mean' without this connection, without 

communication. 

Communication is an exchange; part of its Latin mot is cornmunis, or commoo. For an 
exchange to occur here has to be a fink between the people communicating, a shared expe- -- 
rience, a commun grouad. But, Moderaity has ended- According to some contemporary 

philosophers, we live in a world of pluraiities; many truths and mauy histories, without just 

one Universai. However, the acceptance of these pluralities pmbtematizes communication 

since it destabilizes the link of communication, the common p u n d .  We have been ieft 

with many common grounds, but we must remember that it is not communication between 

me, ihe designer, and the participant. It is communication between the work and the partici- 

pant. We must ask ourselves as designers - is it possibIe for our desips to comrnunicate ta 

peopk, to 'touch' them, Ieave them in awe. while stiU celebrating the differences? 1 am not 

suggesting a nostalgie retum to an acceptance of the universai; I am searching for a mw 

strategy for architectural meaning. 



PROLOGUE i i 

As a designer 1 cannot dictate participation, 1 can only aUow for it. But in order to aiiow for 

it, something that begins communication is required. We need a link that wiU acknowledge 

the-clifferences, yet still aiiow for a s h e d  experience. 1 want the possibility to create an 
architecture that 'means', but not for one person or even for one group. in order for it to 

celebrate everyone, it must fmd a common thread. What connects -d of us? We are human; 

we have bodies, we have flesh, we have senses. 

But architectural meaning is more than the senses; it involves desire. Architectural mean- 
ing cannot be p p e d  on a fully intellectual basis; it onginates in the erotic, Desire is more 

than the mind alone, it is of the body. Meaningful architecture is also of the body. Our 
entire body is within the work, not merely observing it h m  afar. Architecture, by its very 

nature, embodies desire. It takes hoId of us, wrapping us within its waUs. Our coascious- 

ness m s  wiîhin and we gain a heightened sense of king. We have a i i  felt desire, where 

fuifi ient is never fuiiy present, nor fuUy absent. When experienced, meaningful architec- 

ture can have the same effect on us. It can open up a world to us.' 

When 1 f i t  visited II Sacm Bosco it was overwhelming. It is a mysterious grouping of 

statues hidden in a valIey, and it haunted me. Years Iater 1 was able to return to it with tbis 
thesis asking what was it that 'touched' me? By studying the narratives atmbuted to Orsini - 
Vicino's statues 1 discovered that they aii revolve around the theme of love and desire. The 

garden is situated in the space of desire. This is one possibility of what touches the visitor 

to II Sacm Bosco. We feel the tension between the statues, between the terraces. We want 
cc- - 

Our questions to be resolved, but not yei.' It is an uncomfortableness in our stornachs, in oui- 

throats, and a numbness in our fingers, but we welcome it. 

Because it is only through the experience of the garden that meaning is revealed, this thesis 

will take the reader on a walk rhrough the garden. It will explain the connections of the - 
statues to the theme of eros (love and desire) through the narratives that influenced them. 

After the introduction, @ring the context and a brief history of the garden. the thesis is 

divided into the four different terraces. In the k t  terrace we learn that pleasure is a nobIe 

passion, with Earthiy Love as the beginning of a path to an understanding of the Divine. in 

the second terrace we learn that we are constantiy seeking our other half, and if Iove is not 

returned, it can lead to madness. It is best to reside somewhere between venereal and 

contemplative activity. One of the important Iessons of the third terrace is the etenid nature 
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of love. It is a link in the universe and it is constant and timeless. The thesis concludes on 

the fourth tenace with the Temple of Divine Love. This is where the many is resolved in the 

One. Our questions are answered, our desire is quenched. 

This thesis is not suggesting that there is only one solution to recover architectural meaning. - 

It merely suggests the possibility that despite a five hundred year ciifference, the garden still 

works on a powerfui level today- Desire is fundamental; it is timeless. This thesis examines 

one way desire was instilied in a design. It suggests a way for us to open our work to 
participation, to recover architectural meaning. 
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1 wili begin by taking you through the sequence of experiences in Bornano on the way to 

Il Sacm Bosco, The bus h m  Viterbo stops at the top of the mountain and we walk d o m  

tûe winding road along the side of the mountain, On our left is a rock cliff towering above 

the narrow road. The nght side looks out over the vaiiey of terraced olive groves. The clin 

on the left siowiy gives way to houses with the town of Bomarzo nuÜürig almg the ridge of 

the mountain. The entire road is encroached upon by smaii houses, their front steps reach- 
h g  into the narrow street. The road iorks at a smaii church. The road on the left ascends 

with old Stone houses looming over the road, darkening the streets. It becomes colder 

entering into the sbadowed town. We see the Orsini Castie, a huge fortress at the top of the 

town. The road rises to the castie, then a path leads down m p e d  moss-covered mirs 
between buildings. We cake this path. careful of the loose stones. The path eventually 

descends dong the paved road into the vaiiey, away from the t o m  and the castie. As we 

wak through the gravel parking lot, past the newly built tourist entrante, along the gravel 

wak, we listen to the sound of our steps on diff'erent surfaces. The path is pdually en- 

closed with the awnings of the mes and finaliy we step into the woods, Il Sacro Bosco. We 

feel as if we are in a drearn and have discovered a forgotten secret. 

Il Sucm Bosco was built in the vailey below the castie of Bomarzo in 1552 by Pier Franceso 

'Vicino' Orsini. It is a garden fded with huge monstrous and erotic statues. a garden sur- 

munded by mystery. Who designed it, why was it built, and why was it forgotten only to be 

rediscovered in the early part of the 20th century? Many historians have attempted to 

answer these questions by studying Vicino Orsini's personal Ietters and attributing the stat- 

ues to popular narratives of the tirne, but it has resulted in Little more than speculation. 

Francesco Colonna's Hypneroromachia Poliphili and Ludovico ~riosto's Orlando Furioso 

are the two main narratives that could have influenced the statues, but neither addresses aii 

of the statues. Moreover, antecedent narratives cannot address the transcendence of the 

unique work of art, the unity of which rises above its origin and speaks to us today. 

Unlike Vicino Orsini's neighbors and friends, Gianfrancesco Gambara at Villa Lante and 

Aiessandro Farnese at his PaIazzo in Caprarola, L? Sacro Bosco is not the typical formal 

Italian Renaissance Garden, Most gardens of the tirne were directiy connected to the pri- 

mary residence, vüia or hunting Iodge, and built along the slope down h m  the building. 

The gardens were organized dong a main axis with secondary axes separaring the rooms of 

the garden. Texts of the Mie stress that the order in the garden must be visible h m  a hi& 
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spot.' "...The visible world corresponds with the divinely created cosmos; the microcosm 

refiects the macrocosm. To know this world is îherefore also to know God..Nature was 

also conceived as ordered, a reflection of a cosmic order; and in imitating nature, art must 

imitate not oniy nature's outward appearance, but also its underlying ~rder . '~  in conhast M 

the panotpical villa that upholds the illusion of conml, il Sam Bosco is built in a vaiiey, 
with no direct connection to the Orsini 

Castle (fig. 1 & Z)3, and the entire organiza- 

tion of the garden cannot be seen from any 

one place. In fact the only element that can 

be seen from the cade today is the temple. 

The garden consists of four terraces, roughiy 

perpendicular to each other. Although there 
is a sequential hierarchy in the different ter- 
races, entering at the lowest terrace ascend- Figure 1. Orsini Cade as seen h m  II Sacm Bosco. 

ing to the highest terrace, there is not a spe- by author- 

cific sequence within each terrace. Of course, the plant groupings have changed over the 

years, which may have aEected the sequencing of the terraces or the aiiowable views, but 

based on the buiit forms (statues. stairs and terrace wds), at no point in t h e  was there only 

one way to experience the garden. There would dways have to be backtracking to see aii of 

the statues and choices to make in which path to foiiow. Claudia Lazzaro says there is not 

a narrative progression tbrough the wood because this contradicts the design which requires 

choices and offers no clear itinerary? Nonetheless, the experience of the garden today begs 

a narrative interpretation, but not h m  one singIe iiterary source. Walking tbrough the 

garden, a story starts to emerge. The first statue may relaie to the second statue, but as the 

narrative develops, a third statue rnay not relate to the story; a new narrative emerges. The 

first story may pick up again on another terrace, or a story may end, Some statues might 

d a t e  to two or three difietent stories at once. Despite the many narratives, the discordance. 

there is a uniy felt in the garden especiaily after reaching the temple on the last tenace. 

"... There is no single itinerary, aithough the temple at the top would seem to be the goal."' 

So what is this unity that speaks to us bringîng a.U of the statues together, despite the ciiffer- 

eut narratives hvolved? Maybe by expforing why the garden was built and how Vicino 

Orsini used the garden, we can begin to answer these questions, Once again there is no 

smmg physical evidence of the original progrsun of the garden. Clues to the mystery corne 
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Figure 2. The Town and Garden of Bommo. Image taken h m  Hom Bredekamp's Vicino Orsini und der 
heilege Wald non Bomaco: ein Furst ais KwisfIer und A m ~ h i s r .  2 vols.. Worms. 1985. 
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h m  Vicino Orsini's personal Ietters and b k s  published drrring his iifetime. Born in 

1513, he was among an elite group of writers and artists which included Giuseppe Betussi 

(who praised him for his physicai and incellectual beauty in a love ûeatise entitled i2 Ravem 

in 1543), Annibale Caro, Ludovico Domenici, Bernard and Torquato Tasso and Francesca 

Sansovino. 

During his iifetime Vicbo Orsini was a soldier and a vassal for Pope Paul iïi and the Fmese 

Family. Aimost half of the 140 letters presently located were addressed to the Farnese 

Cardinais-Alessandro and Octavio? Most of these letters deal with issues of money, farniiy 

and land; however, a letter addressed to AIessandro Fmese in 1561 mentions that Vicino 

had been held up in bed because he feii during the building of the dam for the artificial lake. 
in 1544 he married Gidia Farnese. He was a prisoner of war in Flanders for 18 months 

between 1553 and 1554. It was in the same war at Hesdin that Giulia's cousin Orauo 

Famese died? Ln 1557, Vicino retired h m  military duty. It is thought to have k e n  around 
this time that his wife Giulia died, but a record has not been found to ver@ the date of her 

death. 

The other half of Vicino Orsini's letters presentIy lccated were addressed to his friend 

Giovanni Drouet. Giovanni Drouet was an under-secretary to Cardinal Matteo Contarefi 

of Rome and according to Arnaldo Bruschi, he was also a dilettante of medicine and maybe 

even au amateur aichemi~t.~ Drouet would send Vicino the latest books h m  Rome in 

exchange for the fniits of his land, including wine, honey, vegetabies. and fowl. Their 

correspondence is extensive and covers everything from menial matters of the home to 

curative recipes to prolong life. in letters at the beginning of 1576, Vicino tells Drouet that 

he is having trouble locating a new cask in order to send him the wines of his land. There is 

no evidence of a vineyard or orchard inside the grove, but it is possible that one existed on 

the slope between the castIe and the grove? On severid occasions Giovanni Drouet sent 

Vicino prescriptions and curative herbs. It is possibte that a garden of simples (flowers and 

herbs) was Iocated inside the grove on the third terrace, referred to as the Hippodrome by 

some authors.'O In 1604 Giovanni Guerra visited and made drawings of II Sacro Bosco 

among other gardens. On the third tenace he delineated two formal rectangles, much in the 

same way he drew the planting beds at V i a  Lante. Via Lame is one of the most weU 

researched gardens in Italy and there is evidence that the beds Guerra drew at ViUa Laure 

contained the garden of simples. So, it is possible that the beds Guerra delineated on the 
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third terrace at ZZ Sacro Bosco also contained Vicino's exotic flower and herb collection 

mentioned by several authors. However, as Claudia Lazzaro points out, an exotic plant 

collection is not rare during this the. The k t  bocanical garden was established in Pisa in 

1543, and many new plants were entering ItaIy h m  Spain, Mexico, the Indies, and Hol- 

land. At any rate, Vicino Orsini seemingly gained great joy in reaping the benefits of his 

land and bestowing them on his biends in the form of goods and on himself in the form of 

curative cecipes. 

As mentioned above, some books were published during Vicino Orsini's lifefime that also 

mention his garden at Bomarzo. JB. Bury bas published some excellent research on iiter- 

ary references to Bomarzo in the Journui of Garden History. In 1575, Vicino's &end 

Francesco Sansovino wrote Ritrano delle pici nobili et f m e  cirta d'Italia. JB. Bury 
translates, 

Viter bo... is located in a beautiful and spacious temto ry... and there are in it various 
fortified places [casteilal among which Bornano, owned by Vicino Orsini, is wor- 
thy of notice. Below the castie this Lord has built theatres, loggias, m m s  and 
temples in the antique style, dedicating hem to the name of Giulia Farnese his late 
wife, at such p a t  expense that it is an overwheiming expenence to see them." 

in 1578 Francesco Sansovino edited a copy of Jacopo Sannazaro's Arcadia printed by 

Giovanni Varisco (Venice, 1578). Sansovino dedicated it to Vicino, 
To the most illustrious Lod, Vicino Orsini. 
My lord, when 1 think of your most beautiful estate of Bomarzo 1 am unable to 
refrain from sighing, because it pleased me so much when 1 was there that 1 dare to 
Say that noue of the Lords of the House of Orsini owns a more channing and de- 
lighiful place than yours. 1 feei as if l were up in that loggia which @es a view of 
the whole countryside and teads the observer's eye d o m  to that hili at the foot of 
which are to be seen the theatre, the take and the temple dedicated to the happy 
memory of the most illustrious Lady Giulia Famese, your former consort. All these 
things, made at great expense and with marvebus judpent, cause me the highest 
degree of ionging: longing, 1 mean, to see those sights again whenever that may be, 
and all the more because, reading the present volume, 1 have found within it some 
descriptions of hüis and vdeys which. recalling Bomarzo. have caused me the F a t -  
est longhg for it ... 
Your sincere friend and servant, Francesco sans ovin^.'^ 

And, again in 1582 in Sansovino's Della angine es de Tatti deliefamiglie iliustri d'Italia. he 

wrote. 
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Giulia Farnese was the fonner wife of Mcino Orsini, who, loving that most discreet 
and noble-minded lady, dedicated to her at Bomarzo a most beautifid temple, built 
by him fiom its foundations, in which temple it has been arranged for priests to pray 
to Our Lord continuously for her s o ~ l . ~ ~  

As JB. Bury points out, a l l  of these were published during Vicino Orsini's lifetime so he 

presumably read them. Also Francesca Sansovino was the historian of the Orsini Family 

writing L'historia di casa Orsini (Venice: Nicolo Bevilacqua, 1565), so it can be assumed 

that his knowledge of the temple dedicated to Vicino Orsini's late wife, Giulia Famese, is 

reliable. As for the "great expense" of the garden, it is not necessariIy a monemy expense. 

Elaborate gardens were not uncommon at the tirne, as seen h m  Vicino Orsini's friends at 

Villa Lante and Caprarola. The "great expense" could be referring to the loss of bis beloved 

wife, 

The temple and possibly ail of i2 Sacro Bosco is a mernorial garden dedicated to Vicino 

Orsini's wife Giutia Farnese, and it is used as a pleasure garden inspiring solitary reverence 

as in the setung of Sannazaro's Arcadia. "That the wood was also conceived and used for 

pleasure is made ernphatically clear by the images and objects carved out of the living rock, 

by the inscriptions, and by comrnents in letters."I4 Claudia h a r o  also mentions that in 

the 16th century there was no distinction between a pleasure and a use garden. The fact bat  

Vicino cultivated the land and grew herbs and flowers for curative prescriptions does not 

diminish the fact that he aIso gained great joy in silent contemplaaon. He aiso took plea- 

sure in the constant building of the statues. Even toward the end of his Me, when the 

building was complete, he painted the statues "red, blue, green, and yeilow ... enhancing 

theu extravagant and supernaturai character."Is 

So once again how does this help explain how the unity of the 500 year old garden is able 

to speak to us today? Although the program of the garden and how it was used is important, 

the statues and inscriptions that accompany them are equaüy important In order to study 

the statues. many authors have looked to the popular literature of the time to explain the 

iconopphy and rneaning of the statues. 

Margaretta J. Daniail and Mark S. Weii have written one of the most comprehensive articles 

on the statues of Bomarzo. They contend that the garden is structured on Dante's Divine 

Comedy "where the path leads down into a faise paradise before ascending to a Temple of 
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Divine Love." The inscriptions also refer to Petrarch and Lodovico Ariosto. Tetrarch's 

s m h  for Divine Lave in his Lyric Poems centres on Laura, her death, and his mourning 

which uitimately leads him to undersiand true Love. Tbe garden de& with the Petrarchian 

theme, but uses Arioste's Orlando Furioso as a vehicle for its narrati~e."'~ Like Dante's 

search for Paradise and P e m h ' s  search for love, the story of Orlmido Furioso is also 

about the search for Iost Iove, a paradise. God gave Orlando superhuman powers so that he 

could Save Christian Europe h m  the Moors of Spain and Africa. Orlando faiis in love with 

Angelica, but his Iove is not returned. Orlando forgets his divine mission and chases An- 

gelica aii over Europe. She eventually marries a soldier. and they wander mund Europe 

carving ttieir initials and inscriptions of their love into trees and rocks. Orlando sees one of 

these inscriptions in a cave and goes mad. He wanders aimlessly killing men and beasts and 

eating raw flesh.17 

Another popular narrative of the t h e  is Francesca Colonna's Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, 

where the main character Pofiphilo is searching for Polia, his beloved. It is the story of the 

"strife of Iove in a dream." Beginning in a dark forest, the story takes us through many 
things Poliphiio encounters in his search. He &scribes with great detail a pyramid, nùas of 

classical buildings, and stames including Pegasus, an eIephant, and a hoiiow colossus. Along 

the way he mets the five senses in the form of five nymphs. They make him choose one of 

ifiree doors. Poliphilo rejects vita contempiativa and vita activa to choose the midde door 

of vita voiuptuaria, ' a  life of desire where fuifïiiment is never fully present nor fuüy ab- 

sent."lg Poliphilo and Polia are reunited but do not yet recognize each other. After proces- 

sions of chariots, they acknowledge theu love for each other at a great temple. Then, Cupid 
takes hem to the island of Cytherea. Eventuaily the nymphs ask Polia to teU the story of 

her Love which comprises the second b k .  

As mentioned above, there is not one sequential path through the garden, No single narra- - 
- tive explains au of the statues. The temple. and possibly the entire garden, was dedicated to 

Vicino Orsini's wife, Giuiia Famese. By Iooking cbseiy at vanous interpretations of the 

garden and wbat they have in common with each other. the undertying theme of the garden 
C 

emerges. This theme is the unity througfi which the garden 'speaks' to us even t d y .  It is 

w h t  Ieaves us in awe. This therne is Ems. 

"..Love may rightiy be caiied the eternal h o t  and link of the world, and the imovable 
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support of its parts , and the firm foundation of the whole machine."1g Aii of the narratives 

&al with the search for love: Peûarch mournuig the loss of Lam; Orlando going mad 
because of the u m m e d  love of Angelica; Poiiphilo's search for his beloved Poiia; and 

even Dante's search for the Divine Love of Paradise. Although there is not a narrative 

sequence to the garden, there is a hierarchicai sequence with the temple as the ultimate goal. 

The temple on the fouah texrace represents Divine Love. The statues on the other terraces 

are a constant repetition of diEerent lessons on love. They are what one must experience to 

reach Divine Love, to have an understanding of Divine Love. "Love is the ascending pro- 

cess to God in the hierarchy of the ~niverse. '~ "Because the ordered microcosm reflects 

the macrocosm, the garden was the ideal vehicle to acquire Iniowledge of divine order, a 

step by step process since aii things in the visible world were understood as links in a chah 

leading to the Divine.'"' 

Although there is not a direct comection between Marsilio Ficino and Vicino Orsini (Ficino 

died fïfiy-three years before Vicino Orsini began the construction of the garden), Ficino's 

Commentan, on PIato 's Symposium on Love will help describe the garden's deeper comec- 

tion with the theme of eros as understood in 16th century Italy. Ficino's Commenran, is not - 

a direct translation, but more of a vehicle for Ficino's own treatise on Love, using a compi- 

lation of ideas on Love. It is given in the form of seven speeches translated by different 

guests at a fictionai banquet, Like many productions of art in the Renaissance, it codd be 

read by the general public on one level as the story of a dinner; however, a select few could - - 

understand its deeper intention as a love treatise defending human love as part of the cosmic 

hierarchy. It was f i t  published in Latin in 1484, then an Italian version was published in 

1544. Again, there is not a direct coanection to Vicino Orsini, but it is interesting to note 

that in S e m  Jayne's Introduction to his translation, he lis& Love Treatises that were influ- 

enced by Ficino's Commenrary, two of which were by Vicino Orsini's friends previously 

mentioued: Giuseppe Betussi's Il Raverra, and Francesca Sansovino's Ragi~namenro.~ 

In Marsilio Ficino's Commentary, love is defined as the desire for b e a ~ t y . ~  'The Greek 

word eros denotes 'want', 'lack', 'desire for what it missing','"-' Bomarzo is in a constant 

state of desire. It is i memorial to hi; loa love. appmpriately shown rhrough the iconop- 

phy of popular love stories of the tirne: "Eros is the weaver of fictïons.'~ II Sucm Bosco 

speaks to us through love. through desire. Desire exists in the space between the lover and 

beloved. It is the origin of meaning. "Aristotle established an analogy between ems and 
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knowing, claiming ttiat men, by their nature, teach out to know, both derivitig deiight h m  - 

reaching and pain from always falling short.**6 We feel desire with our entire body. It is in 
our mind and in our toes. BUS our pst-Cartesian split of mind and body has privileged the 

mind to such an extent that even the process of designing today rarely addresses the body in 

a place. Rather, it addresses a reductive, calculative space understood intellectuaiiy, not 

sensuaiiy. "Architectural meaning, iike erotic knowledge, is primarily of the body and hap- 

pens in the world, in that pre-reflective ground of existence where reality is fvst 'given' ...'" 

It is only through the experience of the garden that meaning reveals itself. In the Renais- 

sance, the body was considered a prison of the soul. The soul was still privileged in the 

bierarchy to God, but it was still connected to the body. Therefore, earthly desires were 

considered the beginning of the path to the perception of the divinity. Earthly desires were 

not bad in themselves, only when abused. 

Knowledge cornes through the senses to the soul. In other words, knowledge in the Renais- 

sance was thought not to be genented in the mind aione, it was directiy infiuenced by the 

persons's smundings. The statues of the first t h e  terraces in II Sacm Bosco must be 

experienced before reaching the temple on the last terrace, Divine Love. The garden still 

speaks of the unity of Divine Love to us today because despite the postmodern breakdowu 

of the universai and our pst-Cartesian separation of mind and body, we still gain knowl- 

edge not only through our mind but also through our senses. Il S a m  Bosco exists in the 

space between the bver and the beloved. The space of desire where imagination thrives is 

in a constant state of tension. We want what we do not have, what we can only imagine. But 

once we have it, it becomes reality, and desire is gone. We are given clues to Il Sacm 

Bosco's position through the different narratives - aii  searching for love. And, as a partici- 

pant in the garden and in the narratives, we want the main character to tTnd bve. But, not - 

yet because our walk through the garden would conciude and the story wouid end. As in 
aii of the narratives, the search for love is never FuKied, or only resolved at the end. The 

Iast terrace, as Divine Love, ties the entire garden together. 

As 1 mentioned before, the Renaissance beiieved their art, architecture, and gardens should 

be a reflection of the order inherent in the cosmos. But this produced a space of tension 

where opposites must be resolved, must come together in the Supreme One. 'Discordia - 

concurs.' A dominant consonance must emerge from a variety of discord~.~ Il Sacro Bosco 

exists in the space of desire, the space of erotic tension, only to come together at the end, in 
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the Temple of Divine Love. The Temple is the iink between Heaven and Eyrh The garden 

is not merely a built narrative. but a mode1 for the universe. The garden, parodrisos, is a 

retum to paradise; it is what allows individuais to transcend their daily Lives to corne doser 

to the One. The experience of the garden, Our interaction with II Sacro Bosco. is what 

aiiows us to leam and work b u &  the paradox of love. This thesis wilI take the reader 

ihmugh the terraces of the ganien (fig. 3) explaining the different statues' &eper connec- 

tion with Ems, 

Figure 3. Plan of Il Sacm Bosco. Drawing by David Woods. Taken h m  Dama11 and Weil, "ii s a m  bosco 
di Bomarzo: Its 16th century literary and antiquarian contextn J o u d  of Gaden Hisroc. Vol. 4 no-1. 
(1984) 
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The sphynxes (fig. 4) previously hmed the enmuce at the leaning hou~e.~ The spbynn on 

the Ieft reads, 
CHI CON a G u  INARCATE 
ET LABRA STREITE 
NON VA PER QUESTO LOCO 
MANCO AMMERA 
LA FAMOSE DEL MONDO 
MOU SEITE? 
"He who does not visit h i s  
place with raiscd eyebmws 
and nght iips will fd u, admire 
rhe seven wonders of 
ttie worid"(Dmal1 and Weil, 341' 

The sphynx on the right reads, 
CH'ENTRIQVA PON MENTE PARTE A PARTE 

ET DiMM1 PO1 SE TANTE MARAVELIE 
SIE N FATTE PER INGANNO O PVR PER ARTE 
"You who enter hm. put your mind to it 
and tell me later whether so many maneis 
were made for deceit or only for art"(Damal1 and Weil, 36) 

Besides declaring the uniqueness of the garden by cornparhg it to the seven wonders of the 

world the sphym on the left tells us to heighten our senses. With raised eyebrows, our eyes 

are opened wider, and with tight Lips, we cannot speak. We are forced to listen to the 

garden. And, what does Il Sucm Bosco have to say to us? Resentiy, we can only hear the 

wind rustling through the trees over our heads and the faim tricklings of a Stream in the 
distance. 1 imagine the garden wiU 'speak' to us on many different Ievels as we walk 
through it. As the sphynx on the right suggests, it is impossible to answer whefher the 

garden is made for deceit or for art without first experiencing the garden. An initial re- 

sponse might be bat the garden was made for art. But, we must ask why ail of the rnystery 

surrounding the garden? Who designed it and what was the orI@nai program? Why are 

narratives started ody  to corne to a dead end, changing and sometimes continuing later in 

the garden? As suggested by the sphynx, we should wait u n d  laeer to answer whether the 

garden is made for deceit or for art. 

U p n  entering the garden. the Leaning House is directiy on our cight, with the 

Love Theatre beside i t  The grotto of Venus is in the distance, facine the en-# 

trance and perpendicular to the other structures. The house is Ieaning toward i 
the second terrace. There are staùs Ieadùig to the second tenace f i d e  
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the house, but we chmse to explore the statues on the first terrace before ascending. The 

Iower part of the Leaning House (fig. 5) is carved h m  one boulder, and the upper part 
consists of Stone rnasonryP The house has the Orsini coat of arms and two inscriptions 

carved into it. One inscription reads, 
ANIMVS 
Q V E  SCENDO 
flï' PRVDENTIOR 
ERG0 
'The sou1 in repose becomes wiser.'" 

The other inscription attributes the first to 

Vicino Orsini's fnend Cardinal Madniuo 

who has a garden near Bomano in Soriano. 

This quote Ieads many to believe that II 
Sacm Bosco was a contemplation garden. 

III fact, pIace represents a necessary dimen- 

sion to thought itself. It has the potential to 

carry people into realms unknown in their 

daily experience. In t a l b g  about how the 

thinking mind engages the worId, Terry 

Comito mentions that "...Socrates had sup- 

posed that 'mes and countryside have no 

desire to teach me anything.' Conhnted 
Figure 5. Leaning House. Photo by author. 

with the unsuspected realities of the pIace, however, his Ianguage becomes uncharacteristi- 

caüy 'dithyrambic', and gradually a sense awakens in him that his ideas have corne to him 

from 'some other source, flowing in through my ears, tilling me üke a pit~her."'~ When 

considering that thoughts are directly influenced by one's surroundings, it is no coincidence 

that the gardens of Ficino's Academy at Careggi "... exist precisely in order to make room 

for the divine playfuhess ('in the mode of Apollo and as it were poetical') to which the m e  

philosopher aspires, the play of the imagination in creation's various light. ... Ficino has 
discovered that it is the beauty of the garden itself that 'summons' man to the secrets of the 

imost sanctuary."' In his writings, Ficino is adamant about the relation of philosophy with 

the soul's experience. For the men of letters, in his Book of Life, he recommends. "the 

fiequent sight of shining water, the sight of green or red colors, the use of gardens or woods. 

walks and rivers.'" The second Book, "On How to Prolong Your Life," suggests that 'old 
people in winter should be like sheep seeking open sky. in sumrner they should be like 
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birds seeking pleasant places, visiting streams, and dwelhg among green and h p t  

plants. For these living and breathing tbings work to increase the spirit of man." He also 

wants to get older people "back to Venus through gardeas and meadows .... Wbile we are 

strolling through ali this greenery, we might ask the reason why the color green is a sight 

that helps us more than any other. ..'* It is appropriate that upon entering Sacm Bosco we 
should be p t e d  with an inscription reminding us of this conaection between contempla- 

tion and experience. The inscription implies that it is through the expenence we are about 

to have tbat we will gain knowledge of the Divine, an understanding of the One. Ficino 

relates wisdom to love by saying that. "...with regard to wisdom, love is placed haif way 

between wisdom and ignorance, because it partly lacks &dom and is partly ~ise.' ' '~ 

A more direct connection to love would be the leaning house's connection to iZ Sacm Bosco 

as a memrial garden to Giulia Faruese. "...in 'Bomam, the extravagant garden' (Italian 

Quarterly, I l ,  No. 42 (1967)), Josephine von Hemeberg demonsmted the relationship of 

the Leaning House to AchilIe Bocchi's emblem for Cario. son ofAntonio Ruino, and Carlo's 

mother (Antonio's wife) Isabeiia Ficina ..."II The Leaning House was a symbol of the 

woman's constancy whiIe ber husband was away at war. 

Margarena J. Darnaü and Mark S. Weil's interpretation of the leaning house is in part what 

led me to my thesis of the garden as a path through lessons on love that one musc experience 

before reacbg the Divine- Darnall and Weil put a mord spin on the garden, chimine that 

the garden is structured on Dante's Divine Comdy where the lower terraces are a faIse 
paradise that one must Ieave behind, turn one's back on in order to reach Divine Love. 'The 
Leaning House is a visual reaffhation of the purpose of contemplation. It is a simple 
structure amïdst worldly luxury, and h m  within it allows insight into the compt nature of 

such luxury. Fmm the Leaning House towards the southeast the Exedra, the Gmtto of 

Venus, and di other objects appear to be askew; the Love Theatre looks Vrationai and 

grotesque. Looking out CO the northeast only the sky is visibie. The House offers a clear 

choice and suggests the proper aiternati~e."'~ In order to exptain the absurdity of this md- 

ing we will continue wiih the statue of Venus (fie. 6). 

Venus is a symbol for Eaahly Love; however, she is also a symbol of Heavenly Love, In 

Chapter VII of the Second Speech entitled "On the Two Kinds of Love and the Double 

Nature of Venus," Fîcino says that îhere are, 
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. .  . 

gefic ~ i ~ d ;  the is the powet Figure 6. Cirocto of Venus. Photo by author. 

of generation with which the World- 
Sou1 is endowed. Each has as consort a similac Love. The fmt, by i ~ a t e  Love is 
stimulated to know the beauty of God; the second, by its love, to procreate the sarne 
beauty in bodies .... Therefore, there is a Love in each case: in the former, it is the 
desire of conternplating Beauty; and in the latter, the desire of propagating it; both 
Ioves are honorable and praiseworthy* for each is concerned with the divine im- 
age."13 

The Venus at Il Sacro Bosco clearly represents both Earthly and Heaveniy Love. The statue 

is placed on a sheli. as in Botticeiii's The Birth of Venus. which depicts the new-boni Venus, 

Heaveniy Love, risîng fiom the sea. The Venus in Ll Sacro Bosco is also partiaiiy clothed. 

"...The Venus who appears clothed in an earthiy garment is an 'image. of the ~elestial."~' 

Yet. the upper portion of the statue of Venus is bare, representing EarthIy Love. 

Ficino goes on to explain that it is possible to abuse love if a man is too eager for procre- 
ation and gives up contemplation. So, once again, earthly love is not bad in and of itseif, it 
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is only bad if it is abused. Ficino also warns in the Book of Life that carefui contemplation 

and Venereal activity are cwo extremes and it is best to ceside somewhere in between. 'The 
astrologers Say that Venus and Satum are enemies of each other. Nonetheless, in heaven, 

where ai i  things are moved by love, where there is no fauit, there can be no hatred. When 

they Say enemies, therefore, we must interpret this as meaning that they differ in their 

effect .. .imagine Saturn now as in the center, giving pleasure, and Venus at the circurnfer- 
t 

ence, giving pleasue. PIeasure is reaiiy a kind of food for the spirits. So, fimm opposite 

sides, Venus and Sanun chase after the flight of our spirit- She lures us to external things 

through ber pleasure, while he. meanwhile, through bis pleasures, caiis us back to the inner- 

most things. So they distract and dissipate 

Before moving over to the Love Theatre, we 

notice two small masks with open moutbs 

and rams homs (fig. 7). They are located at 

the top of the waii on either side of the 

Grotto of Venus. Behind us. the Love The- 

atre (fig. 8) resides between the Leanhg 
House and Venus. As Dmall  and Weil 

point out. the Love Theatre has been calied 

a BeIvedere because its focal point is an 

exedra. in the center was a fountaïn, of 
Figure 8. Love Theatre. Photo by author. 

which a pipe hole and a drain remain. The niches in the curving waii pmbably 4 
contained statues and the exedra was flanked by staircases leading to the second - 
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waU is intranslatable: 
PER MIL VNETA MI SON AG ... 
PARMI CORTO ... 

The other two inscriptions are on the bases at the outer edge of the steps. The inscription on 

the right &tes the Theatre, 
VICINO 
ORSINI 
NEL 
MDLII 

and the inscription on the left reads, 
SOL PER 
SFOGAR 
IL 
CORE 
"ûnly to give vent to my heaa"(Darnal1 and Weil. 3 1.) 

Damaii and Weil relate this to "Petrarch's 293rd lyric poem in which the poet contrasts the 

pIeasing quality of his poeuy with the loss of his beloved." [t reads, "And certainiy aiI my 
effort at that tune was to give vent to my sorrowing heart in some fashion, not to gain 

Came." So Damall and Weil translate the Love Theatre as "a place where one awakens from 

the vanities of earthiy love and the apparent beauty of the Love Garden in the Sacro Bosco 

and becornes aware of the serious nature of the garden. The message of both Petrarch's 

p m  and the Love Theatre is that one must look beyond the pains and pleasures of earthly 

love and earwy art to a higher g~od.'''~ This moral reading is again problematic. The 

Renaissance knew well that we must experience the pains and p iepms of earthly love in 

order to understand the Divine.I8 

Around the corner from the Grotto of Ve- 

nus is the Barcaccia, a tub-iike boat into 

which water shoots from the dolphin heads 

at either end (fie. 9), In Anosto's Orlando 

F1rtio.w there are two hghts, Ruggiero and 

Astolfo, who are searching for a cure for 

Orlando's madness. In their search, they 

eet trapped on AkinaTs tuagical island. ''ln - 
Orlondo Furioso, Ruggiero escapes from 
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rhe kingdom of Aicina t that of Logistilla in a srna11 bark piloted by an old boatman, who 

instmcts Ruggiero to thank god for his salvation. Arioste's use of the barca and the wise 
boatman is reminincent of Petrarch who also uses the familiar topos of the smail boat at sea 

for the condition of the soui as it moves through life, and in bis 366th lyric poem he prays to 

the V i  as, 'the star of his tempestuous sea, guide on whom every faithfui helmsman 

relics: see in what a terrible Storm 1 am, alone, without a tiller..."*Lg We could also relate the 

Barcaccia to Dante's crossing of the river Acheron into Heu femed by Charon, or his cross- 

ing of the River Tiber on The Ship of Souls femed by an Angelic Pilot to the world of 

Purgatory. But ai i  of the interpretations seem to be ignoring the only clues given to the 

purpose of the boat - its placement ktween the Nymphaeum and the Grono of Venus, and 

the dolphin heads on either end of the boat. "The realm of Venus was identified not only by 

the goddess herself and the plants and animais, such as dolphins and swans, sacred to her, 

but also by her prankster son Cupid , the god of love.'w In Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, 

Polia and Poliphilo are taken to Venus' home, the Island of Cytherea, by Cupid in a golden 

bark. Nymphs row them out to sea, then Cupid sails the bark by spreading his wings and 

calling on Zephyr to blow. As they are sailing, the sea-gods rise to pay homage to the god 

of love. They include Neptune, the Tritons and the Nereids riding dolphins. Poliphilo 

contemplates the miraculous Cupid. "Oh lovely bird," he says to himself, "even so hast 

thou built thy nest in my heart," and, Iooking into Polia's eyes, he goes on: "Oh, sweetest of 

mirtors, how has thou changed my heart into a quiver for Cupid's arrows. Oh, lovely twain, 

I am your prey. Share it between you. No greater happiness could befaii me.lQL 

Before we arrive at the nymphaeum around the corner, this is a perfect place to elaborate on 

the Renaissance relatiomhip between the body and the soul. The body and the soul speak 

two separate languages. The inner sense alone understands and cm translate both lan- 
pages. ".,.the body opens up to the soul a window to the world through the five sensory 

organs whose messages go to the sarne cardiac apparatus which now is engaged in codiQ- 

ing them so that they may become comprehensible. Called phantasia or inner sense. the 

sidereai spirit transforms messages from the five senses in phantasms perceptible to the 

soul. For the sou1 cannot grasp anything that is not converted into a sequence of phantasms: 

in short, i t cm understand nothing without phantasms ...'" This intermediary between the 

body and sod is made of the sarne substance as the stars, the spirit or pnema.3 Couliano 

explains that we do not love one whom we do not know, a stranger to ourseIves, we love the 

mode1 of the beloved that has k e n  carved into our soul." Ficino explains. "'there is also the 
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fact that the lover engraves the figure of the beIoved on his own soul. And so the sou1 of the 

bve becomes a mirror in which the image of the beloved is reflected. For ihat reason, when 
the beloved reçagnizes himseif in the lover, he is forced to bve bim.'*;r Is ihis the mirror 
Poliphilo refers to wMe gazing into Polia's eyes in Cupid's bark? In the Book of Life, 

Ficino explains that if your mirror is not dirty, it is possible to draw the spirit of the world 
into yourseK8 "...the world both lives and breathes, and it is possible for us to draw its 
spirit, couforming to it in its owa nature, especially if it proceeds in a related way, that is, 

especiaily if it goes forth in a heavenly way. It goes forth in a heavenly way if it is purged 

of aii filth, and of al1 the stuff that sticks to it that is unheavenly. 1 do not mean just the kind 
of filth in your saul, on your skin, on your clothes, in your house, or in the air.'m 

Now, back to the Nymphaeum (fig. 10) 
which is around the corner, on the right. 
Damail and Weil report that "origindy it 
was an enclosed space covered by a barre1 

vault with rosettes in the coffers. It con- 
tained a fountain, statuettes of nymphs, sev- 
eral of which are stiH in place, and a long 
inscription ...lm 

L' ANTRO LA FONTE IL LI 
D ' a  OSCURO PENSER GL 

- 

Figun 10. Nymphaeum. Photo by author. 

The cave and the fountain foie one 
fmm a11 senous dioughts."@amdI and Weil, 2 3  

After reiating the Nymphaeum to a threshold (it is not a threshold) in Orlando Furioso, 

Darnali and WeiI interpret it as a place where, "Vicino offered his guests supeficiaüy beau- 

tifid architecture med with aiiuring damseis. in Renaissance terms this is a faise paradise, 
a place where insidious luxury and sensuai love overcome duty and devotion. The garden 
offers a life of Love and ease: it may be evil, but it is profoundly appealing.''-?Y Once again 
Darnall and Weil have an ovemonlistic view of the Nymphaeum relating it merel to lust. 

But, we must not forget that the garden was dedicated to Vicino's wife. Giulia Famese, for 

whom he had the hiefiest love and respect, much Iike the bve Poliphilo bas for Polia. 

in Hypnetwtomochia Poliphili, Potiphiio h d s  himseif in a fertile plain. He is - 
once again getting ready to quench his thbt when he is approached by &? .... u 

-e 
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five lovely maidens. Theu names transIate to Touch, Smeii, Sight, Hearing and Taste. 
They ask who he is and he answers thai he is the most disgraced and unhappiest lover in the 

world. The nymphs answer that few can escape the route he has taken and now he must be 

quiet, cornfortable and settle his heart to rest, for he bas come into a place of pleasure and 

delight. They teii him to abandon stnfe and disconten~~ (Could this be the "serious thought" 

Vicino Orsini's inscription refers to?) The nymphs take him to a bath house, disrobe and 

enter the water. Poliphilo joins them and forever faithfui, raiks of his love for Polia. The 

nymphs play tricks on him, including anointing him with a b a h  that fills him with lascivi- 

ousness, then they "relieve" him with an herb before taking him to Queen Eleuteriida's. 

The fact that the Nyrnphaeurn in i2 Sacro Bosco includes a shaiiow fountain in front of the 

nymph's statues fits in perfectly with Hypnerotumachia Poiiphili. in this story, Poliphilo 

must experience bathing with the nymphs before they will take him to see Queen Eleuterilda 

who will eventuaiiy aiiow him to proceed to the three doors and to an encounter with Polk 

Elisabeth Macdougal explains that the nymphaeum in the Renaissance was created from 

iiterary sources in antiquity. 'The nymphaeum was more than an evocation of the simple 

pleasures of nual iife. It was intended to remind the viewer of the more perfect world of the 

Golden Age..."31 She goes on to Say that 'Wtimately the spectator was canied beyond the 

initial sensual pleasure to an edifying and uplifting contempIation of philosophy and iife."32 

It is through the stimulation of the senses that knowtedge is eventuaiiy formed. in the Book 

of l i fe ,  under the heading, "On Caring for the Health of the Men of Letters," Ficino ex- 

plains that the spirit must not be negiected. "From the warmth of the heart, where it is 

produced from a thinner blood, it fiows to the brain, and there the spirit works hard for the 

functioning of the interior, rather than exterior, senses. That is why the blood serves the 

spirit, the spirit serves the senses, and the senses, îïnaiiy, serve rea~on."~~ In Ficino's Corn- 

mertrary on Plato S. Symposium on Love, he explains that "since the cognition of our intel- 

lect takes its origin from the senses. we would never be aware of and never desire the 

goodness itself hidden in the hem of things ifwe were not artracted to it by the visible signs 

of exterior beauty."% This is not to say that Ficino does not create a hierarchy within the 

senses, but they ail rernain important, "...Six powers of the sou1 are counted as pertaining to 

cognition: reason, sight, hearhg, smeIi. taste, and touch. Reason is assigaed to supreme 

divinity, sight to fire, to air heiearing, to the odor of vapors smeii, to water taste, touch to 

earth.'% Touch, taste and smeU pertain to the body, which is earthly. Reason, sight. and 

hearing pertain to the soui because these are the powers that can sense things further away 
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and reason can also perceive the heavens and the past and future. The sou1 smves after 

what pertains to reason, sight and hearing. The other three senses, touch, taste, and smeii 

are necessary to the body for nutrition, cornfort or generation, so the sou1 desires these not 

for itself but for its body. 

In front of the nymphaeum are the curving 

lover's bencbes with a faiien volute at one 

end, used as an armrest (fig. 11). Although 

it is carved of the same Stone as the bench, 

it implies that it is an ancieat remnant found 

and placed in the garden. Behind the 

benches on the wall beside the Nymphaeum 

is a relief of the Three Graces (fig. 12), tra- 
ditionaily seen as the attendants of Venus. 

They are aiso an illustration of the trinity of 

which Venus is the unity. in ancient times 

the Three Graces were a symbol for the giv- 

ing, receiving, and returning of benefits- 

But, as Edgar Wind points out, much of the 

ancients' imagery was designed to distract 

the attention of the m ~ l t i ~ &  in order to pro- 
tect divine secrets fiom profanati~a.~ In 

studying ciiffereut images of Three Graces, 

Wind puts a lot of emphasis on the details 

of whether or not they are clothed, the place- 

ment of their hands, which way their body 

kg61 1. DetaiI of Fallen Volute on Lover's Bench. 
Photo by author. 

Figure 12. The Three Gtaces. Photo by author. 

is facing, and which way their head is turned. The Three Graces in fi Sacm Bosco are 

alrnost identical to the Three Graces on Pico della Mirandola's Medai (fig. 13)- which Wind 

dates as earIy 1483. The Three Graces on the medai are labelled Pulchntudo, Amor, and 

Voluptas (Beauty, Love and PIeasure), titles obviously influenced by Pico's teacher, Marsilio 

Ficino. Ficino believes that God govem by Threes. ''This Divine Beauty creates in evecy- 

thing love, that is, desire for itself, because if God draws the world to Himself, and the 

world is dram h m  Him there is one coatinuous attraction, beghing with God, going to 

the world and ending last in God, an aitraction which cetuns to the same place whence it 
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began as though in a kind of chle.  This 

single circle, h m  God to the world and 

h m  the world to God, is identified by three 
names. Inasmuch as it begins in G d  and 

attracts to Him, it is Beauty; inasmuch as, 

going across into the world, it captivated the 

world, we c d  it Love; and inasmuch as it 
returns to its source and with HUn joins its 

labors, then we cal1 it Pleasure. In this way 

Love begins in Beauty and ends in Plea- 

sure."37 Love is Passion aroused by Beauty. 

In this Platonic definition of Love as illus- 

trated in Pico's medal, Love is the mediator 

between Beauty and Passion. "Ody by the 

vivifj4ng rapture of Amor do the contraries 

of Pulchritudo and Voluptas become united. 

Figure 13. Pico Della Mirandola's Medai of nie 
T h  Gram. Rinted h m  Edgar Wind's Pagan 
Mysreries in the Renaissance. 

But to achieve the perfect union of contraries, 

Love must face the Beyond; for as bng as Love remaius attached to the finite world, Pas- 

sion and Beauty will continue to ~ lash ."~  The middle Grace, Amor, has her back turned 

fiom us, facing the Beyond, while the other two, Beauty and Passion, are coming from the 

Beyond. Now, Wùid has dated Pico's medai by researching the split between the student 

and bis teacher, the fint si@ of which appear in the Commento, 1486. In the Commento, 

the Graces represent Pulchritudo-hteuectus-Voluntas. Pico has changed Amor to Intellectus 

(Love to Love of understanding), and, as Wind puts it, "deprived the third Grace (Voluntas) 

of the Fuifiiment of joy (Volupta~)."~ The brunt of the disagreement. in regards to the Three 

Graces, seems to cevolve around wherher or not Passion can be noble. 'The Stoic assump 

tion that pleasure must be deficient in virtue. and virtue deficient in pleasure, never gained 

much credence mong Renaissance Neoplatonists ... Iicino argued that only a limited vütue 

and a limited pleasure would lead to vice ... The more comprehensive the virtues and the 

pleasures become. the more Iargely they are bound to overlap: and when a pleasure or virtue 

becorne ali-embracing-that is, when they reach a perfection achieved only in States of ec- 

stasy - then goodness becomes indistinguishable h m  bli~s."~~ Ficino believed that Voluptas 

should be reclassified as a noble passion. in Ficino's f3lh speech of his Commenrary, he 

says that because Beauty greatly amuses the souI. it is called PuIchritudo. Pleasure cornes 

from the noble disposition of the soui? 
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M e n  comparing the Three Graces on Pico's medal and the Three Graces at IZ S m  Bosco, 

we realize that none of them are clothed and, although the relief in the garden is quite 
weathered, noue of the Graces appear to have any jewelry or flowing hair. Like Amor in 

Pico's medal, the rniddie Grace also has her back turned away h m  us. But, un& Pico's 

medai, she is facing Pulchritudo (Beauty) and milchritudo is looking back at Amor. Despite 

the weathering it seems that the third Grace's face is turned away h m  the group. Voluptas 

is facing the Nymphaeum. The placement of Amor's han& is aiso important. in direct 

contrast to Pico's medal, Amor's Ieft ami s  reaching for Pulchritudo while her right band is 

resting on Voluptas' shoulder. Love is the desire for Beauty. In the grouping, Love is 

reaching for Beauty. if Love begins in Beauty and ends in Pleasure, this version of the 

Three Graces is at the beginning of h v e .  The relief is t e b g  us that as an observer, or a 

character in the garden, we wiU not understand Love until we reach the temple at the top. 

Now we musr move on down a smaii parh to a grouping of statues which indudes the 

Pegasus fountain. directly in front of us, with a buge Turtle with winged Fame on its back 

behind Pegasus. The turtie is facing the edge of the space which we can hear is defrned by 

a Stream. The Orc's mouth is in front of the turtie and a relief of a tree carved in stone is 

directly to our right. Damall and WeiI aiso relate this grouping to Orlando Furioso. The 

two knights who are searchg for a cure for Orlando are "magicaliy transported to the 

realm of Alcina, a Iustful, Che-üke witch who entices knights into her garden of earthly 

delights and transforms them into animals and mes after her appetite for them has k e n  

~ated."~ Astolfo is carried to the island by a sea-monster, thus the orc. The turtle repcesents 

the mount of the captain of Aicina's guard, who keeps the kniphts imprisoned on the island. 

The other knight, Ruggiero, is carried to the island by a hippogriff, a Pegasus-üke creature. 

Once there he ties it to a mynie tree, which cries out in pain. Ruggiero discovers the me to 

be Astoifo who wams him to escape the island. 

The Pegasus statue in Il Sucro Bosco is near the relief of a tree carved in stone (fig. 14). 

Much could be made of this imitation in nanue of art imitating nature - a natural stone 

carved to look like a tree. in Hypnerotomachia Poliphili after a banquet at Queen 

Eleuteriiida's Palace, two maidens, Logistica and Theletnia, take Polyphilo ta 

see the QueenTs gardeus. The fmt one contains pots of plants, "every one of 

pure glass, exceeding a man's imaaation or belief. The mots and stalks of the 
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which is made of pure silk and pearls, 

"where he sees many common plants of ai l  

spëcies, so vividly expressed, that nature 

would have taken them for her own.'* If 

the real world is a meüiphor for the wis- 

dom of God, the built work is an embodi- 

ment of the laiowledge of this world. An 

imitation in nanue of art imitating nature 

aUows man to ascend one step closer to an 

understanding of the Divine. "Mimesis was 

not mockery or mckery, but an assimila- 

tion of the self to the otherness of Being in 

order to undergo a change in the self..Jn 

nature iiseff, things simulate other things 

and dissimulate their own natures. Renais- 

Figure 14. Myrtie Tree Relief. Photo from promo- 
tional material- Guide ro The Monsrer Park by 
Giovanni Bettini, 1993. 

sance mimesis was not just an imitation of nature, but an imitation of the techniques of 

naturai imitation."4S 

While the connection CO Orlando Furioso is an interesting inteqretation, Darnaii and Weil 

also acknowledge the more popular representations of Pegasus as a symbol for the love of 

Literature and poetry, and the Turtle with Fame as 'festina lente.' Pegasus suikes his foot on 

Mount Helicon causing a spring of muses to flow. In Giovanni Guerra's drawings, the 

original Pegasus fountain was surrounded by nine muses and statues of Jupiter, Apollo, 

Bacchus, and Mercury (fig. 15 and 16)" Pegasus was a common feature of most gardens 

of the the.  It can be found as the source of the waters at Vffla D'Este and up the Street h m  
Bomarzo at Via Lante. A woodcut of Pegasus can also be found in Hypnerotomchia 

Poliphili. After Poliphilo emerges from the splendid pyramid with the obelisk, he sees the 

copper winged horse on which children are attempting to ride. On the horse's pedestai are 

two reliefs inscribed with the words 'Tune" and "Loss." and on the horse's forehead is the 

word "Generations," The relief entitled "The" shows men and women with double faces 

Iooking forward and backward. and the other relief shows maidens and children picking 

flowers- 1 bink it is best fiece to postpone the discussion of Time to other statues we will 
encounter later in the garden. 
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The other major statue of this grouping is the Turtie with Fame on its back (fig. 17). Fame 
is a winged figure blowing a tnunpet, The statue of Fame in A? Sacm Bosco is reminiscent 

of Fortune and can be related to a nurnber of 16th-cenniry figures?' Edgar Wind points out 

many times that the paradox of opposites in the Supreme One has a broad appeal without 

losing its depth. But for this to occur, the obscure must be combined with the familiar in the 

fom of a magic word: a phrase that c m  be "quickiy grasped and easily repeated, and at the 

same tirne sufficiently wide and mysterious to suggest a comprehensive philosophy of 

The Renaissance found this combination in 'festina iente' and expressed it in an unlUnited 

variety of images. In Hypneroromachia Poliphili aione, 'festina lente' is iiiustrated in more 

than eighty variations: An image of elephants nirning into ants, and vice versa, the image of 

the girl half-seated, haif-rising, with wings on the side of the seated foot and a tortoise in the 

hand on the side of the Lifted foot, &O in hierogiyphs, the image of a dolphin around an 

anchor (fig. 18)J9 Ali advising to 'make haste slowly' and illustrated, as in Il Sacm Bosco, 

with the paradox of a figure symbolising speed, the figure of Fame with her clothes blowing 

fiom fast motion, entangled with a figure,weighted down with slowness, the nutle in the 

garden. Discordia concors, the final union from a variety of discord, a symbol for al1 of Il 

Sacro Bosco, the Harmony bom from opposites, bom from Venus the Goddess of Love and 

Mars, the God of War. But this harmony is not f d y  realized; we must continue up the path 

to the second terrace. 



Human beings once had tbree sexes, the male, femaie and bi-sexuai bom fiom the Sun, the 

Earth, and the Moon. Each person was whole and round. They had four hands, four legs 

and two faces. But they were proud and overambitious. Before they could mii up to the 

go&, Jupiter cut each one lengthwise, threatening to do it again if they revolted in pride 

against the go& once more. "Hence certainly a reciprocal love is innate in men, the concili- 

ator of their original nature, sniving to make one out of two and to heal the nature of men. 

For each of us is haif of a man, just as the Little fish which are caiied psettae, or goldfkb, 

king sliced, h m  one become two. But each human seeks its own half. .. And so the desire 

and longing for the wtiole to be restored receives the name of love. This, for the present 

tirne, helps us greatly while it leads each of us to his own formerly lost half, and for the 

future, inspires the highest hope in us who worship God piously, that by restoring us to our 

former condition and healing us He will make us most blessed."' In Ficino's Christian 

interpretation of this, he explains how our souis became imprisoned by our bodies. Man's 

souls were originally whole, equipped with a nanual and a supematural light. But once 

again ihey were overambitious and aspired to equal Gad. They were divided, lost their 

supernaturd Light and feii immediately into bodies.' So we seek Love to restore the whole- 

ness we lost when we were divided. 

You may remember the symbol for Heavenly Venus on the Fit Terrace as the sea sheii - a 

Venus newly boni fiorn the castration of Uranus. But why must Love be bom from such a 

violent disrnemberment? "...for whenever the supreme One descends to the Many, this act 

of creation is imagined as a sadicial agony, as if the One were cut to pieces and scanered. 

Creation is conceived in this way as a cosmogonic death, by which the concentrated power 

of one deity is offered up and dispersed: but the descent and diffusion of the divine power 

are followed by its resurrection, when the Many are 'recoiiected' into the One."3 We must 

feel the pain at separarion. A loss of vital self signifres the birth of love. Love is cded 

"'bitter-sweet,' because Iove is voluntary death. lnsofar as it is death, it is bitter. and insofar 

as it is voluntary, it is sweet. He who loves, dies; for his consciousness, oblivious of him- 

self, is devoted exclusiveIy to the loved one... . Therefore, everyone who loves is dead in 

himseKWd But. tbrough mutual love the loved one iives in the lover. "A has himself, but in 

B; and B also has himseif, but in A. When you Iove me. you contemplate me, and as 1 Iove 

you, I fmd myseif in your contemplation of me; 1 recover rnyseif, lost in the fmt place by 

own neglect of myself, in you, who preserve me. You do exactly the same in me." Both 

Iovers die oniy to be resurrected in each other. But what if the love is not returned - 1 give 
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my hem to you but nothing is given back? "...he who does not love his lover must bear the 
charge of homicide, nay ratber the triple charge of thief, homicide, and desecrat~r."~ "As 

soon as Eros enters his Me, the lover is lost, for he goes r n S 6  This madness from h m  

unrehinied love helps to explain the next statue we encounter. 

We have climbed up the srnaii sloping path and have reached the statue of the Fighting 

Giants (fig. 19) on the second terrace. It is a huge statue with one giant npping the other 

apart by his legs. An inscription on the waü reads, 
SE RODI ALTIER GIA FV DEI S V 0  COLOSSO 
PVR DI QVEST IL MI0 BOSCO ANCHO SI GLORIA 
E FER PIV NON POTER FO WVANT 10  POSSO 
''If Rhodes previously took pide h m  its Colossus 
so by this o w  my wood is glorifi.ed 
and further I cm do no more than 1 have done."@aniall and Weil, 14) 

The fragment of the inscription on the waii 

dosest to the giants reads, 
.... PIER GIGANTE 
.... O SCEMPIO 
... ANGLAME 

This statue grouping is often refened to as 

Hercules and Cacus, but as S. Lang points 

out, the details of the statue do not conform 

to any known Hercules, Cacus groups. She 

says that the ciosest paraliel can be found 

in Ovid's Meramorphoses of Polyphemus 

kiUing and tearing apart Odyseus, but even 

that is not satisfactory because the giant in 

Il Sacro Bosco is not a Cyclops.' Dam& 

and Weil convincingly relate the statue to 

the scene in Orlando Frrrioso where Or- 

lando bas recently gone mad after seeiag 
- 

Figure 19. Fighting Giants. Photo by Athk 
the inscriptions his beloved carved into a cave with her new Iove. Here he is 

tearing apart a man by his legs; he has gone mad because of unreturned Iove. 

He has lost himseif and is expressing it by disrnemberhg someone else. 
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and begins with loss of vital self. Then, if 

not retumed, it could, as in ihis case, resuit 

in the dismembennent of someone else. 

Love has corne full circle; it is at once plea- 

sure and pain. 

Before we leave the Fighting Giants, we no- 

tice the souad of rushing water. We peer 
behind us, through the bushes and see the 

water dropping through a Stone dam into the 

smaü Stream. From here we can m left 

and continue up rather steep sbirs to the 

third terrace, or we can continue on dong 

the path to the right As we walk dong the 

path to the rest of the second terrace, we 

look dowu over the lover's benches on the 

right (fig. 20). On the left we appach  a 

mask fountain (fig. 21) simila. to the faces 

in the wail near the Grotto of Venus. Al- 

though signs of weathering have consider- 

ably disguised the details, tfiis mask, as weU 
as the masks on the first terracc appear to 
have curved rarn's homs with bunches of 

fruit hanging from them. The heads have 

been identified as Jupiter Ammon, wor- 

shipped by the Egyptians, the Arcadians, 

and also in Greece." 

Before seeing the next statue, we have a nice 

view of the theatre and the leanhg house 

(Fig. 22). On our Ieft is the statue of the 

Leaning Nymph (fig. 23). In 

Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, after Poliphilo 

has k e n  chased by a dragon with wings, he 

Figure 20. View of Lover's Benches h m  the 
Second Terrace. Photo by author. 

Figure 21. Jupiter Ammon Fountain. Photo by 
author. 

Figure 22 View of the Fmt Terrace Theatre and 
Leaning House. Photo by author. 
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finds himself wandering in a f e d e  plain. 

He cornes upon an octagond building and 

in it fin& a nymph sleeping upon a folded 

cloth (fig. 24), which hides her "woman, 

meant to be kept secret.'* Out of her breasts 

flow smaü streams of pure clear and fresh 
water. Cold water flows out of the right 

breast and warm water out of the left breast. 

Both land in separate vesseis which even- 

tuaiiy nin together, channeled on the ground 

to the rest of the piain, keeping the entire 

region fertile. On the frieze on the build- 

ing, Poiiphilo reads, 'To her who brings 

forth a l i  things." The Leaning Nymph is 

the mother of di things, the prima materia. 

Po liphiIo compares her beauty to Venus say- 

ing that it looked as if a most beautiful lady 

had ken  changed to Stone in her sleep, her 

heart still panting and her sweet lips ready 

to open. From her head her Iwse hair wav- 

ing, her thighs of a convenient size and her 

fleshy knees bending up and retracting to- 

ward her. The cornparison in Poliphiio's 

description with the statue in Il Sacm Bosco 

is uncanny. The statue in the garden has 

unusually Large han& and thighs. The knees 

are bent backward and her head is tossed 

back in quite an erotic pose. Aithough the 

Figure 23. Sleeping Nymph. Photo by author. 

Figure 24. Woodcut of Sleeping Nymph Fountain in 
Hypnerotomachia Poiifili. image taken from Linda 
Fierz-David The Dream of Poliphilo. 

Leaning Nymph is not part of a fountain in Il Sacro Bosco, she can be related to the Sleep- 

ing Venus at Via D'Este or the Sleeping Nymph in the Grotto of Venus at Viiia Lante. 

Bath of these are directly connected to water as part of a fountain. Like Venus, she is not 

ody a symbol of voluptuous pleasure but aIso sensuous abundance. Again, she 

is the mother of al i  things; she is fertility. It is interesting to note that the Foun- . . 
tain of the Giant around the corner is often referred to as Neptune O 

- 
d 
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I (fig. 25). The Leaning Nymph as related to I 

Venus is a symhl of heat, as Neptune is to 

water, both of which are necessary for ai i  

things to grow in the garden. Both heat and , 
water also created Heavenly Venus from the 1 

castration of Uranus. "She was bom m 
through the union of moisture -the sea, and 2 
heat - the genitals of Uran~s."'~ 

Figure 25. Fountaia of the Giant with Orc. moto by 

Darnaii and Weil beiieve that the Leaning 
authm. 

Nymph is a symbol for Angeiica in Orlando Furioso. Their interpretation includes the 

statues of the ûrc  and the Fountain of the Giant around the corner h m  the Sleeping Nymph. 

The statue of the Giant is very simiiar to the Giants at V i a  Lam and Caprarola which 

represent the Tiber and Arno Rivers, yet Darnaii and Weil relate it to the god Roteus on 

Ebuda, in Orlando Furioso. Proteus threatens the inhabitants of Ebuda with total destruc- 

tion unless they sacrifice a maiden to the sea monster, the Orc near the Giant in II Sacm 

Bosco. Before Orlando Ioses his wits, he rescues Angelica, one of the maidens chained CO a 
rock near the Giant, whom the statue of the Leaning Nymph codd represent. 

We have now walked around to the Fountain of the Giant whose terrace is iined with large 

vases (fig. 26). The vases near the Giant have inscriptions. The one on the ngbt of the 

fountain reads. 
N O T E  ET CiIORNO 
NO1 S M  VIGiLi 
ET PRON'E 
A GVARDAR QVESTA 
FONTE 
.'Ni@ and Day 
we are vigilant 
and ready 
to pvd this fountain."" 

The vases on the Ieft of the fountain read, 
Fimire 26. Second Terrace with Vases and the - 

NOTTE ET GIORNO Founatin of the Giant. Photo by author. 

And, 
FONTE NON FV 
TRA 
CHIN GV AR DIASIA 
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DELLE PIV STRANE 
BELVE 

Damaii and Weil Say this inscription refers 
to a fountain and strange wild beasts. They 

caii this entire terrace of vases the moon- 
scape in Orlando Furioso where the knigbt 

Astolfo îravels to h d  a cure for Oriando. 

'The rows of Vases represent the vesseis on 

the moon that contain the lost wits of hu- Figure 27. Dragon. Photo by author. 

mans stiii living on earth. According IO Ariosto a i i  men slowly lose their sanity and what is 

lost is contained in crystd vases on the mwn. The Iargest, fuilest vase, the one containhg 

Orlando's wits, is described as behg apart h m  the others, further up the hill."'2 

distance in the garden is a iarger, more ornate vase on the same tenace. 

On the other side of the vases near the Foun- 

tain of the Giant is the statue of the Dragon 

(fig. 27) and the statue of the War Hephant 

Behind the Dragon we catch a m p s e  of 

the Mouth of Heu and at the other end of 

the terrace we can see the top of the Lean- 
ing House and the statue of Ceres. The prox- 

imity of the Dragon with the giant's head, 

Ceres, the elephant and the nymph around 
the comr  recail Poliphiio's encourster with 

the triple-tongued winged dragon in 

Hypnerorornachia Poiiphili (fie. 28). in the 

fmt part of the story, Poliphilo fin& a huge, 

in the 

Figure 28. Dragon chasing Poliphilo in 
~~~nemtomachiu  ~oli~[oi 1m& taken from Linda 
Fien-David The Dream of Poliphilo. 

hoUow coIossus laying on the pound. He can enter into it through its head, Near the colos- 

sus is an elephant with an obeiisk on its back (fig. 29). After seeing this he goes back to the 

porch at the base of the pyramid and notices the hierogiyphs of mythological stories and an 

inscription that mentions Ceres. 'To the pious Mother Venus and her son Amor, Bacchus 

and Ceres have given of their own sub~tance."~~ From here PoliphiIo wanders into the 

vaults and encounters the triple-tongued dragon p M g  her teeth, making a horrible noise 

with its scaiy tail, and clapping her wings. Polipido is horrified, cries out for divine help, 
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and runs deeper into the dark vauIts. It is 

here that he contemplates his own mortal- 

ity and, king fearîùi at the possible loss 
of Polia, falls into "blobbering tears." 

After coming close to "drowning in a deep 

sea of unspeakable sorrows," Poliphilo 

cornes upon an altar, and enters into the 

fertüe plain through anopening.14 It is here 

that he h d s  the fountain of the Ieaning 
nymph. Besides the proximity with al1 of 

the other statues, the Dragon in Il Sacm 

Bosco also has wings. but uniike the 

dragon that chases Poliphilo, it is figbting 

a lion cub and has another cub caught in 

its tail. Susan Lang relates this grouping 

to the Iost engraving by Leonardo of the 

fight between the lion and the dragon.1s 

Dragons are usualiy seen as evil, and iden- 

tified with Satan, but as JB. Bury points 

out, another engraving by Leonardo has a 

dragon Pruàentia, a lion Forte=, holding 

a palm between them which is Vitoria. 

Prudence will prevail against strength, a 

Figure 29. Elephant in Hypnerotomochiu Polifilo. 
Image taken h m  Linda Fien-David The D m m  of 
Poliphilo. 

quaiity praised in Giulia Farnese.16 Also, the dragon was often seen as a protector of a 

sacred wood, an earthly paradise, as in the Garden of Hesperides where a dragon parded 

the golden apples that hung from its 

Beside the Dragon is the statue of the War Elephant, carrying a castle-like tower and a very 

weathered soldier on its back, and a dead Roman soldier in its tmnk (fig 30). Its hamess is 

encrusted with roses. a symbol of Vicino Orsini's famiIy. J. B- Bury has identified the War 

EIephant as African because of its tusks, now missing, and connects it with Hannibal, 

MaerbaIe, Vicino's younger brother, was named afier Hannibal's cavalry commander. As a 

soldier Vicino was captured at the same battle Giuiia's cousin Orazio Famese was killed. 

J.B. Bury a p e s  with Lynette Bosch's theory chat the lifdess soldier is king supporte& not 
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Ued ,  by the elephant and represents Orazio 

Fame~e.'~ 

The War Eiephant in i2 Sacm Bosco is only 

similar to the statue of the elephant in 

Hypnemtomachia Puliphili in that they both 

have mks and a tower of sorts on their back; 

however, by lwking at the deeper mean- 

ing of the elephant in the narrative we c m  

gain a bemr understanding of an elephant's 

symbolism in the Renaissance. At the base 

of the pyramid after Poiiphiio flees h m  the 

mouth of the hollow colossus, he sees an 

elephant with tusks and an obelisk on its 

back. The inscriptions on it read: "The brain 
Figm 30. Wa EIephant. Photo by author. 

is in the head" and "Work and Diligence." Poliphilo entes into the hollow beast and at its 

back end fin& under a Cight a statue of a black man standing on a sarcophagus with the 

inscription, "1 would have been naked had the beast not covered me. Seek and thou shah 

find. Leave me in p e - "  At the head of the beast is also a iight with the statue of a woman 

pointing toward ber head, and standing on a sarcophagus. Her inscription reads, "Whoso- 

ever thou mayst be, cake of this treasure as much as thou w i i i s ~  Yet 1 wam thee, take h m  
the head and touch not the body."'9 Poiiphilo does not understand the riddle and decides to 

leave, "not daring to try the concI~sion.'~ 

The elephant is wise and strong, but gentle. The eIephant is aiso associated with the moon 
and with water. Darnall and Weil write that Vicino's friend Ludovico Domenichi said that 

the elephant is a symbol of the human sou1 because it practices religion by rituaIiy wastiing 

itseif and throwing p u s  to the heavens at every new mwn" As a syrnbol of the moon. 

light out of darkness, in Hypnerotomochia Polflii the elephant also tepresents Polia. whose 

name means "white, shining.'" She is comected with the moon, nighttime, and with water. 

because when thinking of her, Poliphilo faiis asleep. Aiso throughout bis search for her. he 

is constantly thirsty. In connecMg the elephant with Potia his Iost Iove, the inscriptions are 

teliing the lover to use his head, be persistent, and he shali find his beloved. 
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The elephant is also connected with aichemy in Hypnemom~chia P~l iphi l i .~  "In al- 
chemy the process is more important than its product, because the world of nature is in 

perpetual motion and change, never fdly objectified and stable. The aichemistlarchitect 

must strive to find the primordial unity yet undetstands that the end is never fully attain- 

able.'m In this way, alchemy is related to desire, where 'TuifUment is never fuiiy present 

nor fully absent.'- Aichemy is also reIated to II Sacm Bosco in that the multipiicity of the 

statues culminates in the unity of the One, the temple at the top. But it is the experience of 

the entire garden (the process) that allows 

us to reach the unity, the temple. 

Now we walk to the other end of the ter- 

race, to the statue of Ceres (fig. 31). She is 

at the opposite end of the tenace, facing the 
Fountain of the Giant, but tucked away be- 

hind the row of vases. 1 am not convinced 

of Danid and Weil's interpretation of this 
statue as a symbol of lasciviousness and6%e 

lost charms and graces of ladies."16 They 
F i p  3 1. Ceres. Photo by author, 

describe the back of the statue as harpies torturing a man, where 1 see children playing in 

water with two winged tritons. Both the children and the water are a symbol of fertility, 

which fits in with the statue as Ceres, the goddess of the crops; however, instead of ears of 

corn, she has a basket on her head with an aloe planted in ic. She symbolizes Nature, Earth 
and its life-giving generative powers. In Ovid's Metamorphoses, a Muse sings the story of 

Ceres, fmt singing her praises: "Ceres was the F i t  to break up the sods of earth with the 

crwked plough, she first planted corn and cultivated crops, she imposed the first laws on 

the world. AU we have, we owe CO Ceres. Of her must 1 sing: 1 pray that my songs may be 

worthy of the goddess, For surely the goddess is worthy of my s ~ n g . ' ~  She goes on to 

explain that after Pluto was shot with Cupid's arrow. he was unable to control his desire and 

takes Ceres' daughter Proserpine. Without rest Ceres vainiy sou& for her daughter, and in 

her anger destroyed many crops. Fmaiiy she was told that her daughter was in the under- 

world with Pluto. She went to Jupiter for assistance, begging that her daughter 

be retmed to her. He agreed that Proserpine shuuid spend haif of the year with 

her mother and the other half in the undemorld with Pluto. While she is in the 
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result of desire, both Pluto's, and Ceres desire to be with Proserpine. 

The fact that the story of Ceres connects ber with b t h  desire and fertility relates her to the 

statue of the Leaning N p p h  seen earlier on the same terrace. They are both related to 

Venus in their desire to procreate the beauty of God in infenor beings. Because they are 
placed on the same terrace as the elephant, a wise animal proposing the use of the head, it 

can be read as a reminder to reside somewbere between venereal activity and contemplative 

activity when it cornes to Love. We remember h m  the f i t  terrace that neither S a m  nor 

Venus should be pnvileged over the other. 

Both are important. 

The srnail animal on the western edge of 

the terrace is ofien ignored in writings on Il 

Sacro Bosco. It is couchant with the legs 

of a horse, extra hair or plumage on its h a s t  

plate and a head that is too weathered to 

identify (fig. 32). JB. Bury attributes it to 

the Ethiopian nabum, or camelopard, also Figure 32. Unknown Animal. Photo by author. 
caiied a wild sheep, written about by Elder 

PLiny.'8 Although Darnaii and Weil have chosen to Ieave it unidentified they do mention 

that it does not have wings. Wmgs would identify it as a hipp~gnf f .~  So, as the animai 
remains nameless, I will throw into the ring of speculation my own interpretation, partiaiiy 

influenced by DamaIl and Weil. The hippom that Ariosto created in Orlando Furioso 

had wings, the body of a horse, and the breast plumage and head of a griffin. However, 

Ariosto's Furioso was a continuation, of sorts, of Matteornaria Boiardo's Orlando 

Innamorato. In Peter V. MarineKi's essay 'The Flight of Ariosto's HippogrW, he suggests 

that Ariosto's hippognff was influenced in a scene in Boiardo's Innamorato. In the pagan 

Gradasso's iust for a horse, he angrily strikes at a tree mot and releases a horse that leaps up 

fiom the earth. Boiardo's horse is not winged but moves as swiftly as if it had wings on its 

feet.-O Could the unidentified animal in fl Sacm Bosco be a conglomeration of Ariosto's 

hippogüT and Boiardo's wingless horse? 

Interestingiy enough, Peter V. MarineK goes on to relate the hippogriff to Ficino's Com- 

mentary on Plato 5 'Symposium' on Love. Adante's flight of the hippogriff is twice de- 
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scribed as "...soaring to the stars and descendhg to graze the earth .... Surely it is not unrea- 
sonable to hear twice over the voice of Ficino: 'These two etemal loves in us are daemous 

which Plato predicts will always be present in our souls, one of which raises us to things 

above; the oiher presses us down to things beto~."~ '  Also early commentators on the 

Furioso related Atlante, the sorcerer who fies and hunts, to Cupid. And, as such, the previ- 

ously unidentified animal fits in weii with the idea that the statues of the garden are a 

repetition of the theme of love. 

The bench at the southern edge of this terrace reads, 
VOI CHE PEL MONDO GïïE ERRANDO 
VAGHI DI VEDER MARAVIGLIE ALTE ET 
STUPENDE VEiWîE QVA DOVE SON 
FACCIE HORRENDE ELEFANTI LEONI 
ORS1 ORCHI ET DRAGHI 
'"You who have traveled the world wishing to see 
great and srupendous marvels. corne here. where 
there are honendous faces, elephants, bons, 
bears. orcs anddragons." (Dama11 and Weil, 

Now we move back to the other side of the 

Dragon and the Elephant to the Giant Orc 

known as the Mouth of Heii (fig. 33). Be- 

cause of its proximity to the Dragon and the 

Elephant, 1 have already related it to the Co- 

lossus in Hypneroromachia Poliphili, both 

of which can be entered through the rnouth. 

But instead of organs with descriptions of 
figure 33. Mouth of Hell. Photo by author. 

cures for ailments, the @nt head in Il Sacm 

Bosco contains a pteasant space with a picnic table and benches. The On: in If Sacm Bosco 

also contains a distinguishing inscription, 
OGNI PENSER0 VOLA 
"Al1 reasodthought departs." (DaniaII and Weil. 47) 

Guerra's inscription on his drawiag of the Orc reads, 'LASCIATE OGM PENSER0 
VOI CH'ENTRATE' (Leave aii reasodthought, you who enter here).E Although 

it is related to the inscription on the Mouth of Heu in Dante's Inferno, DamaU : : 

and Weil note the ciifference between the two: Dante uses speranza 
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(hope), whereas Vicino uses pensiero (thought). Darnaii and Weil explain that, '?n Dante's 

poem damnation is loss of hope and bis line refers to etemal exile in Heii. At Bomano 

damnation is the loss of reason, a living heu, a disease that cm be cured with the help of 

GO CI."^^ Dante's Infemo is the loss of hope, but not for the main character. For Dante it is 

a path that must be traveled in order to reach Beatrice and the Paradise of the Divine. The 

same is m e  in il! Sacm Bosco. Many of the statues of the first tenace taught us that our 

senses serve reason, which serves the Mind, which is our connection with the Divine. By 

ordering us to Ieave thought behind, the Mouth of HeU is t e h g  us to re tm to our senses 

for a moment to enjoy the "powerfully humornus contrast between the alarming exterior of 

the Horrendous Face and the tranquii space beyond.'* Like Dante's experience of Heii, the 

Mouth of Heii is something we must experience, another mng on the ladder to a better 

understanding of Divine Love. 

But cm il! Sacro Bosco m d y  be related to Dante's Divine Comedy? The inscription on the 

Orc reads: "Aii reasodthought departs." 

It is a statement not a couunand to leave 

thought behind as in the Infemo. AIso, while 

Dante descends into Heu, visitors to i2 Sam 

Bosco do not encounter areference to Dante 

until they have ascended to the second ter- 
race. Like many italian Renaissance Gar- 
deus, Il Sacro Bosco is divided into vertical 

terraces, which lends itself easiiy to an anal- 
ogy with Dante's Divine Comedy. in this 

case however, the analogy to Dante becornes 
yet another way to falsely place a moral les- 

son over the garden. Neither can be proved. 

Before we arrive at the stairs to the Third 
Terrace, we pass the large vase (fig. 34) pre- 

viously mentioned as carrying Orlando's 

Iost wits. It is a reminder of the f i t  statue 

we encountered on the Second Terrace- the - - - - - - - - 7 -- 
Figure 34. Giant Vase. Photo by author. 

Fighting Giants. We have akeady talked 
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about how love results in a loss of vital self, which if not retunied causes one to lose their 

wits. But, Ficino also discusses four kinds of Divine Madness which actudy help the soul 

ascend h m  its prison in the body back to the One. Although Earthiy Lovers are phgued by 

a certain kind of madness, Divine Madness is different: it "is an illumination of the rationai 

soul through which, after the soul has M e n  fimm higher to lower, God draws it back h m  
lower to higher." in Ins fa11 h m  the One, at the highest, to the body, the lowest, the soul 

must pass through intellect, Reason, Opinion and N a m .  Because the soul has received a 

certain unity from the One, the parts of the sou1 are rinited even when passing through the 

multipiicities of the four grades. Of coure the soui is also united to the One itseif, the cause 

of al1 things. "You see therefore that h m  the One, which is above eternity, it falis into 

multiplicity, frorn eternity into the, Erom time into place and matter. It faiis, 1 Say, when it 

departs from that purity in which it is hm, embracing the body too long."% The divine 

madness is what helps the sou1 to ascend h m  the body back through the four grades to the 

One. There are four kinds of divine madness: poetic madness from the Muses, mysterial 

from Dionysus, prophecy from Apollo, and finally love from Venus. in the descent through 

the four grades, the soul is filled with discord and dishannony and must become one again 

in order to return to the One. Poetic madness, "through musical sounds, amuses those parts 

of the soul wbich are asleep, through hannonious sweetness calms those which are per- 

turbed, and finaiiy through the consonance of diverse things, drives away dissonant discord 
and tempers the various parts of the soui." Mysterid madness "makes the ternpered things 

into a single whole from parts". Prophecy "makes it a single whole above parts", and love, 

the fourth madness, "leads it CO the One which is above king and above the wh01e.'~ 

Ficino goes on to explain that of aii of these madnesses, love is the most excellent- 

Now it is tirne to ascend the stairs to the thhd terrace. 
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As we ascend the stairs to the third terrace, we notice that the stairs continue directiy in 
front of us and another sraircase is on our nght, aU leading to the Temple on the fourth 

terrace. The h t  statue we see is Cerberus (fig. 35). 
"Cerberus, the cruel, misshapen monster, there 
bays in his triple gullet and doglike growls 
Over the wallowing shades; his eyebaiis glare 

A bloodshot crimson, and bis bearded jowls 
Are greasy and black; pot-bellied, talon-heeled, 
He clutches and flays and rips and rends the souls." 

"When Cerberus spied us coming, the great Worm, 
He gaped his mouths with a i i  their fangs a-gloat, 
Brishg and quivering till no limb stood firm.**l 

Cerberus, the triple-headed dog, is the trin- 

ity in the underworld, proof that the whole 

universe is permeated with a madic rythm. 
In Dante's Inferno, Cerberus is the guard- 

ian of Hetl. Here in If Sacro Bosco, 

Cerberus is positioned directiy at the base 

of the Temple. in Ovid's Meramorphoses, 

he is the guardian of the underworld, and is 

ody brought to the surface once. Hercules 

bound him with chahs and brought him up 

through a cave in Sythia. Cerberus 

"stniggled, twisting its head away h m  the 

daylight and the shining sun. Mad with rage, 

it filied the air wiùi its triple barking, and 

sprinkled the green fields with flecks of 

white foarn. These fiecks are thought to 

have taken mot and, fuidine nourîshment 

in the rich and fertile soil, acquired hafmfui 

Figure 35. Cetberus. Photo from promotionai 
material- Guide to The Monsrer Park by Giovanni 
Benini, 1993. 

properties. 
nites, rock. 

Bosco, but 

Since they flourish 

-flowers.'" Cerberus 

Vicino Orsini placed 

on hard rock. the country folk c d  them aco- 

couid have ken  placed anywhere in il Sacm . - . . 

him here on the third terrace, the sight 
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of the garden of simples, the curative herbs 

and flowers used for Vicino's ailments. 

(One has to wonder if he had any poison- 

ous nxk-flowers in his garden?) Cerbem 

is placed on the tenace that, as wiii become 

clear later, has many statues referring to 

Tiie. Edgar Wind explains that C e h s  

is similar to the three hea&d beast which 

accompanied the Egypto-Hellenic god 

Serapis at Alexandria. However, Serapis' 

beast had the head of a woif, a Lion, and a 

dog, signifying the three parts of ?"une. The 

Figure 36. Proserpine. Photo h m  promotional 
material- Guide to The Monster Park by Giovanni 
Be&. 1993. 

woif, facing lefi, is the vanished pas& the dog Iooks to the right anticipating the future and 

the present is the lion in the middIe E'acing the Cerberus is protecting the base of the 

temple dedicated to Giulia Farnese, and across fkom him is the statue of Proserpine, his 

cornpanion in the underworld. 

Proserpine (fig. 36) is facing the hippo- 

drome (refer to Guerra's drawing, Fig. 37) 

which is h e d  with gimt acoms and pine 
cones. The acoms are symbols of the 

Golden Age, "a distant time when nature 

gave freely without the need for plowing or 

imgating, and humans lived off the Iand, 

enjoying a healthy and vimious existence 

in harmony with nature and with each other. 

The human population ate only what was 

in abundance - acorns and honey ..." The 

pine cones at Il Sacm Bosco are "from the 

pine trees sacred to Pan. god of woodlands, 

and dso to Bacchus, god of wine, through 

which association they becarne a syrnbol of 

cegeneration. The p h a c  shape and large 

scaie of both serve to emphasize the fertil- 

Fipure 37. Guerra's Drawing of the ~i~podrorne. 
Image taken from Claudia Laaaro's nie Italian 
Renaissance Ga& 
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ity of the e h . ' "  

The hippodrome, like the acorns and pine 

cones, is a form given authority h m  antiq- 

uity. During the Renaissance it was used as 

another way to divide the garden into a ba- 

sic unit, The garden was a reflection of the 

cosmic order in the universe. "...Gardens 

are images of an ideaiiy ordered nature ... the 

whole composed of regular geometric units. 
in this sense as weii the concept of third 

nature mu t  be understood: the garden is 
Figure 38. Island of Cytherea in Hypneroromachia 

another nature structund by human inteiiect poy*. ulre,, Clmda Lauaro,S 

to reveal the order inherent in nat~re."~ The fralian ~enaissmce Ganien 

geornetric figures in the garden were a visual expression of the harmony between the micro- 

cosm and the macrocosm. We cannot be certain of how the plantings in the garden of 

sirnptes on the hippodrome were arranged, but it was cornmon at the tirne to separate the 

planting beds into different cornpamnents, as 

at Vüia Lante and at Caprarola. It is interest- 

ing to note that at both Villa Lante and 

Caprarola, the bosco was separated h m  the 

main formal garden; however, in 

Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, the Island of 

Cytherea (Eig. 38) has three outer rings of 

boschi and the three inner rings containing 

beds for herbs and flowers with elaborate com- 

partment designs (fig. 39). Like Il Sacro 

Bosco, the garden of simples is contained 

within the bosco instead of king separated Figure 39. Garden Comparunent Design in 

fiorn it. ~h~ hiefacchy and subdivision of the Hypnen>'o"achia Poiiphili. Image taken h m  
Claudia h z a m ' s  The Italian Renaissance 

whole into units shows the order inherent in Ganien 

nature, not imposed on it. 

The parts' reIationship to the whole dates  to the definition of love in that it is a direct 
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concem in the definition of beauty. It bas aiready been mentioned that Ficino's Commen- 

tary on Plato's Symposium on Love is more of a compilation of different ideas on love 

rather than just a neoplatonic commentary. M e n  denning beauty, Ficino had to combine 

the Chnstian/platonic definition of beauty as an abstract universai existing in God's mind 

with the Aristoteiian definition as an abstraction formed in the human mind as a resuit of 

many particular sense e~periences.~ He compromises by saying that beauty is a grace in- 

hsed into a thing by God, but the body must prepare itseif with 

"three things: Arrangement, Proportion, and Aspect. Arrangement means the dis- 

tances between the parts, Proportion means qumtity, and Aspect means shape and 

color. ... The basis of these is a temperate compexion of the four elements, so that our 

body may be much üke heaven, the substance of which is temperate, and wili not 

rebel, through some excess of humors, against the soul's shaping of it. For in this 

way both the heavedy splendor wiii easiiy shine in a body which is Like heaven, and 

that perfect Form of Man which the Soul possesses wüi tum out more clearly in 

matter which is pacified and obedient. ... beauty is a certain lively and spirinial grace 

infused by the shining ray of Gd, f i t  in the Angel, and thence in the souls of men, 

the shapes of bodies, and sounds; a gram whkh through reason, sight, and hearing 

moves and delights our souis; in delighting, canies them away, and in carrying them 

away, inflames them with burning love.'" 

Despite this, Ficino says that beauty does not consist in a certain arrangement of parts. He 

thinks is is absurd to think that things which are not beautiful of their own nature give birth 

to beauty if arranged properly. Beauty is incorporeai. To further explain this, Ficino says 

that desire is quenched after one possesses what was desked. Yet, "love is not satisfied by 

any seeing or embracing of a body. Therefore love does not seek any nature of a body; it 

certainly does seek beauty. Whence it happens that it cannot be anything corporeal."Wod 

infuses everything with His beauty, thus everything is comected through his love. It is up 

to man to a m g e  the aiready beautifuI parts to reflect the order of the cosmos. Again. the 

garden is ordered nature. 

It rnay be remembered that Vicino Orsini's Ietters talk about recipes for curative herbs to 

aileviate stomach troubles or prolong Me. Because everything in the universe is connecte& 

even the pIants, rocks, and mil of the garden are infused with a heavenly coumenance. 

According to Ficino, when used properIy. these substances can "draw down these heavenly 

things ... making the lower things in agreement with the higher. ... This is doue with a certain 
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art, gathering many tbings into one, corectly and appropriately .... many things of this kind, 

when they are gathered, chopped up. mixed mgether, and digested un&r a certain star ac- 

cording to medicine and asmlogy, start the rays acting inside, and thus these things become 

hea~enly.'~ With the g&n of simples, fi Sacro Bosco becomes a cure for the sou1 through 
the body. 

The statue of Proserpine, the daughter of Ceres comrnited ta stay in the underworld with 

Pluto for haif of the year, wears a mm with haif mwns. Her arms are spread welcoming 

al1 to the terrace and her body ntrns iato a bench. DaruaJi and Weil Say that she is another 

harpy representing "a h a 1  trap for the unwary soul." Io But, the Harpies in Orlando Furioso 

are hideous creatures with long talons. The statue of Proserpine has a calm, beautifhi, 
welcoming face. The half-mmns on her crown idem@ her "as king one of the manifesta- 

tions of the'Triple-Goddess' Hecate - Luna 

ha de^."^^ 
in Heaven, Diana on earth, and Proserpine in 

The other end of the Kippodrome is frarned 
with two smaü bears, one holding a rosette, 

the other holding the Orsini coat of arms. 
Tfie bear. orso, is smaU cornpared to the size 
of the rosette so it becomes a play on the 

owner 's name, orsino. 

Figure 40. Mermaid with Lions. Photo by author. 
Behind the s m d  bear statues is the group- 

hg of two fernales, one with bifuracted fish- 

tails (fig. 40), the oher with a wing, taii and 

claws(fig. JI).  There are two Lions sitting 
in between them. Danid and Weil relate 
this grouping to the harpies in Ortando 
Furioso that threaten the Christian Prester 

John, the King of Ethiopia. Astoifo uses 

magic to chase the harpies into heu, rescu- 

hg Prester John." However, as J. B. Bury Figure 41. Harpy. Photo by author. 

points out. Arioste's harpies are more hideous than corpses, with 

ciaws. The femde with bifurcated fish-taüs and without wings is a 
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mermaid. "These have always represented temptresses as opposed to harpies which have 

invariably been characterized as cruel, rapacious predators sent to punish human beings 

who have commited So, J.B. Bury reads the gruuping as Temptation (to sin) and 

hinishment (for sinning). Despite my resistance to an overmoralistic view of the garden, 

this is a convincing interpretation. if tempted by passion that is not noble, there will be 

punishment- But, this is not saying that all sensuous pleasure is evil. On the k t  terrace we 

leamed that Earthly Love is praiseworthy because it is the desire to procreate the divine 

beauty of God in lower tbings. But Ficino asks what is censured in love? 

"if anyone, through king more desirous of procreation, negiects contemplation or 

attends to procreation beyond measure with wornen, or against the order of nature 

with men, or prefers the form of the body to the beauty of the sout he certainly 

abuses the dignity of love. This abuse of love Pausanius censures. He who properly 

uses love certainiy praises the form of the body, but through that contemplated the 

higher beauty of the Soul, the Mind, and God, and admires and loves that more 

strongly. And he uses the office of procreation and intercourse only as much as the 

naturai order and the civil laws laid down by the pmdent prescribe."" 

Ia the next Speech, Ficino goes on to explain that "the desire to propagate one's own perfec- 

tion is a certain type of love ... The same instinct for propagation is infused into ai i  tbings by 

that first author. Through this instinct the holy spirits move the heavens and disuibute their 

gifts to all infenor beings. Through rhis, the stars scatter their light through the elements. 

Through this, fire moves air by communicating its own heat, air moves water, and water, 

e h .  And vice versa, earth attract's water to itself, and water air, and air t'ire; and a l l  herbs 

and plants, desiring to propagate their own seed, bear things üke themselves. Brute anllnals 

also, and men, are led to procreate progeny by the enticements of the same desire."I5 Love 

Ieads supenor things to case for inferior things and inferîor things to tuni toward mater and 

higher things. 

We turn to our right, walking dong a path with a hill on the tight si& and glimpses of the 

path on the second terrace on our Ieft. We pass the back of the statues of the Fighting 

Giants. and from our elevated position we can see their amor more clearly. On the rigfit of 

us is a bench with the Lante della Rovere family crest. Tt was added to the garden when they 

bought the Orsini cade  in 1645. 

Beyond this is the Faiien Temple (fig. 42) "with a tympanum containing reliefs of a triton 
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(fig. 43). The high priestess in the Temple Figure 42 The Fden Temple Photo by author. 

of Venus Physizoa says an Etruscan prayer, 

and insmcts Poliphilo to extinguish Poiia's torch in the cistem. She completes the cer- 

emony with sacrifices and eventually a feeding from a miracdous rose-bush. Then, she 

sends the lovers on their way to wander dong the seashore. They come across the 

Polyandrion. which was dedicated to the 

triple-formed Pluto. Polyandrion means 

graveyard, it is a place where unhappy Iov- 

ers are buried. While Poiiphiio and Polia 

are waiting for Cupid, who will carry them 

to the Island of Cytherea, Poliphilo is over- 

come with desire for Polia. Aware of this, 

Polia suggests that he study the Polyandrion 

since he enjoys things fmm Antiquity.. One 

of the inscriptions he fin& in a temple reads, 

"Sacred to the mple-bodied Pluto, he who 

is within, to his beloved spouse, Proserpine, 

and the three-headed C e r b e ~ s . " ~ ~  This in- 

scription recaiis our beghnïng on the third 

temce of Il Sacro Bosco with Cerberus and 

Proserpine. A mosaic Poliphilo finds "tek 

that those who have Ioved too ardently are 

condemned to etemai flames in this place, 

Figure 43. Polyandrion in H-ypnemzomachi Polifili. 
Image taken h m  Lindit Fierz-David n e  Dwam of 
Poliphilo. 

while ihose are plunged into ice who were lukewarm, and have offered unfeeling resistance 

to love."18 He then cornes upon the multitude of graves of unhappy lovers. Like the Iessons 

of many statues in Il Sacm Bosco, Love that is too ardent is punished (the harpy and mer- 
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maid), but love should aiso not be too cool 

(the lessons of the nymphaeum and the 

double nature of Venus). After seeing a re- 

lief depicting the rape of Proserpine, 

PoliphiIo fears for Polia's safety and nuis 

back to her. The Falien Temple in IZ Sacro 

Bosco recails a desire to rehuP to Antiquity, 

a point which will be further explained at 

the next statues.lg 

As we continue dong the path we see the 

end, another open-mouthed monster head 

similar to the Mouth of Hell but with a globe 

and a cade on bis head. Before we arrive 

in front of hirn, we pass six statues, two with 

one face each, two with two faces (fig. 44) 
Figure 44. Janus. Photo by author. 

and the other two with four faces (fig. 45).20 "Janus, god of rime who sees past and future, 

is regularly represented as bifrons, that is with two faces looking in opposite directions; and 

the four-faced -quadrihns - heads are here 

characterized as four ages: a smooth-faced 

youth, a mustached man in his prime, a 

deeply seamed but still vigomus face, and 

the withered bearded head of old age.'"-L 

Janus was the mythical founder of the 

Etruscan people and presided over the 

Golden Age in Latium. Giovanni Nanni da 

Viterbo claimed the Orsini famiIy traced its 

ancestry back to the tirne of Janus. Giovanni 

Nanni da Viterbo published the Anriquiries 

in 1498, composed of both authentic and 

forged antique texts chronicling the Iife of 

Janus. Orsini's tïiend and family historian 

Francesca Sansovino translated Nanni's 

texts and verified the Orsini's farnily glory 45. J ~ U  - quadrifron. Photo by author. 
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in ancient Etruria. Esther Gordon Dotson explains that in the texts, Janus was identical with 

the biblical Noah. He was the founder-teacher-priest of the Golden Age after the flood. To 

escape contradiction, Nanni explains that the pagan gods were actuaiiy just heroes of eariy 

people, who were later wonhipped in corrupted cuits. "Janus thus became, in Nanni's 

reconstruction, the predecessor and father of the whole classical pantheon .... That Nanni's 

native Viterbo, one of the Etruscm sacred cities, could thus be seen as surpassing Rome in 

dignity and antiquity was no doubt one of the intended by-products of his historical fabrica- 

t i ~ n . ' ~  Janus was presented as a master of asmnomy who could move the heavens and 

elements. The Janus quadrifron represents the eurniog of the four seasons, the different 

faces symboiizing the passage h m  winter to s p ~ g .  So, as Dotson points out, the Janus in 

II Sacro Bosco represents two kiods of the: one, celahg pcesent man to the past, and the 

other placing him within the seasons and the ages of man. 

The statues of Ceres and Roserpine have already reIated love to the changing of the seasons 

- they are a direct result of the desire of Pluto to keep Proserpine in the underworld for half 

of the year. Love is aiso related to Time in tbat ''Love is both older and younger than the 

other go ci^.'^ God, the father of aii things, created Min& out of love of propagating his 

own seed. And the Minds-from the moment they are boni- love their creator. "That love 

by which the celestial beings are created we c d  'oIder' than they; but that with which the 

creatures love their creator we cdI 'younger' .... Love is the beginning and end, the fmt and 

the 1st  of the g o d ~ . ' ~ ~  

Time, through Janus, is aiso related to love in the woodcuts in Hypneroromachia Poliphili. 

in the fmt terrace of f2 Sacro Bosco when describing the statue of Pegasus and relating it to 

Poliphilo's encounter with the statue of Pegasus, it was mentioned that there were two 

reliefs on the hone's pedestal. The relief entitied 'The"  shows men and women with 

double faces Iooking forward and backward. It has seven men and seven women in a circle 

with their arms interlocked in such a way that the women are holding the women's hands 

and the men are holding the men's hands. The interior faces are happy, Iooking toward each 

other, but the extenor faces are sad, not able to see the other's presence. The expressions on 

the Janus-Like faces are reiated to love. Love is pady nch and partly poor. "On the birth- 

day of Venus, whiie the gods were feasting, Poms, the son of Counsel, dnsnk with nectar. 

lay with Penia in the garden of Jupiter. From this union was bom Love.'* Porus means 

plenty and Penia means poverty. The interior faces are rich, happy, in the presence of 
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others; the exterior faces are poor, in isola- 

tion. The other relief on the statue of Pe- 

gasus helps to further explain the nature of 

love as partly rich and partly p r .  The re- 

lief entitled "Loss" shows men and wornen 

picking fhwers. They had a desire, they 

are "plucking" it, and the &sire is gone - 
Loss. 

"Why is love partly rich and partly 

poor? Because we are not accus- 

tomed to desire that which we com- 

pletely possess or that which we 

completely Iack, For since every- 

one seeks that which he does not 

have, if a p e m  possesses the whole 

thing, what more can he want? But 

Figure 46. Orc Photo by author. 

also, since no one wants things which are unknowa CO him, anything that we love 

must necessariiy have been known to us beforehand in some way. ... Therefore, since 

lovers certainiy partly have what they desire but pady do not have it, love is not 

inappropriateIy mixed of a certain poverty and plenty.'m 

The forehead of the horse is entitled "Generations," which like the Janus head statues in II 
Sacro Bosco, teminds us that the presence of Love is etenid. It continues not only through 

the generations of the seasons, but through tirne, through the generations of people. 

The finai statue on the third terrace is the Orc with the globe on its head (fie, 46). A cade 

is sittîng on top of the globe with a carving of the Orsini rose below it. The castle is the 

Orsini castle, thus establishing their place in the world as a powerful family linking the 

world to the heavens. The orc's cheeks and lips end in waves associating it with the sea. 

close to the underworld. It is another reminder of the hierarchy that places the Orsini family 

ciose to the top, close to the Divine. This statue is strangely isolated from the rest of the 

garden. It is at the end of a long path, perhaps rnarking the boundary of the garden. 

Now, we must tum around w a k  past the Janus heads, the €den Tempie. dong the path to 
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the harpy and mennaid, past the Orsini bears, and t h u g h  the hippodrome. We see Proserpine 

waiting for us at the end of the hippodrome. 

On the waii to the left of Proserpine, there is an inscription that reads, 
CEDAN ET MEMPHI ET OGNI ALTRA MARAWGLIA 
CH HEBBE GIAL MONDO IN PREGGIO AL SACRO BOSCO 
CHE SOL SE STESSO ET NVLL ALTEIO SOMIGLIA 
Memphis and every othcr mime1 
that the world has held in praise yieId to the 
Sucm Bosco that resernbies iwlfand nothing e h .  (Darnall and Weil. 63) 

Like some other inscriptions in the garden, this inscription estabiishes the uniqueness of the 

garden, but more importantly it names the garden as Sacred. The narning of the garden as 

Sacred should not be dismissed. A s m d  site shows itself to us, it is not planned but rather 

discovered. As sacred, it represents another level of reality. It reflects a certain timeless- 

ness and aiiows communication with the Divine to be possible. The entue grove is named 

as sacred, not just one Stone or one ûee and not just the temple on the fourth terrace. DarnaU 
and Weil wouId have us believe that the lower tenaces represent a false paradise that we 

must tum away from in order to reach the divine, but since the entire grove is sacred, even 

the lower tenaces aiiow communication with the Divine to be possible. The garden is like 
a door to the world above; through experiencing the statues. time stands still and one comes 

to understand the Divine. 

Again, it is only through the experience of the garden that communication is possible. Orsini 

has purposely placed this quote on the third terrace within sight of the Temple. We have 

already experienced much of the garden. Rather than stating that the garden is sacred at the 

entrante, Orsini aiiows the garden to enable rneaning to present itself. In this sense we are 

transported back to the Greek chora, or space, where participation is imponant. The expe- - 

rience of the garden the rituai. The meaning of R Sacro Bosco comes to us through 

embodient; it cm not be gained inteiîectudy. Orsini's garden. as sacred, aüows us to 

exist in a more-than-human world. 

We catch one Iast giimpse of Proserpine and Cerbenis before we ascend the stairs to the 
fourth terrace, the Temple of Divine Love (frg, 47). 
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Figure 47. Temple as seen h m  Third Terrace. 
Photo by author. 
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We have ascended to the Temple of Diviue 
Love, dedicated to Giulia Farnese Orsini 
(fig. 48). It is the unity of n Sacm Bosco, 

the resolution of the many in the Supreme 

One. The temple is prwf of the sacred na- 
aire of the garden. It represents another 
level of reality that dows us to mscend 

the everyday. It is tk axis mundi that al- 

Iows communication with the heavens. We Figure 48, ~ m p l e .  moto by authot 

observe that it is in the Tuscan order with a 

triple-aisled portico and an octagond cela and dome. Vicino Orsini compared the dome CO 

the dome of S. Maria dei Fiore in a letter written to Cardinal Alessandro Fmese in October 

of 1565.' Rosettes and lilies, symbols of the Orsiai and Farnese families, decorate the 

coffers in the vault of the prtico and stars decorate the coffers in the dome. Giovanni 

Guerra's plan of the "tempietto" shows bat the sides were decotated with the signs of the 

Zodiac, the front facade was decorated with the Orsini and Farnese coat of arms and the east 

end of the tempIe facing the garden contained the Crucifixion and the Resurrection of Christ 

with the Sun in the center (fig. 49). The sun rises behind the temple where the sign of the 

sun is Iacated. The temple is facing an open meadow. From the clearing at the front of the 

temple we can see the town of Bornano and the ûrsini Cade in the distance to o u  left. 

We notice that the temple is not perpendicular to the terraces below. From the overail plan 

(fig. 2 on page 3), we cm see that it is somewbat perpendicular to the ûrsini Cade. but it is 

so far away, could there be another reason for its odd angle in relation to rest of the garden? 

Could the signs of the Zodiac placed on the si&s of the Tempte have something to do with 

the angle of the temple? Were the powers of the planets evoked through the zodiacal sips 

during the prayers said for Giuiia Farnese's soui? 1 have already rnentioned that &no 

bdieved that Iower thines could be influenced by the planets, since God infuses everything 

he creates with His ray of light.? The Renaissance universe's connection with and influence 

frorn the stars and planets was widely accçpted. Even Vicino Orsini requested a Roman 

physician to do a comptete character study for his daughter Oronthea at her birth, He also 

requested to learn of her future according to the exact hourand place of her 

birth-? 
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In bis letter to Mcino of October 20tti 1564, AMibale Caro refers to the temple as the 

Mausoiei. From this, J. B. Bury says "there is ody one logical inference: the Tempietto 

dedicated to Giulia and where masses were continuously said for her soul must contain her 

tomb (and eventuaüy, it seems reasonable to guess, that of Vicino too)." He explains that 

their tombs can not be found at the local church in Bomano, which is paradoxical "in an 
age when so much importance was anached to projecting the memory of the deceased by 
scuiptured portraits and long biographical notices engraved on funemy  monument^."^ SU 

there could be a vault or crypt under the tempietto with the entrance on the third terrace 

protected by Cerbems, S. B. Bury continues the argument by saying that masses were said 

for Giulia's mu1 in the temple and ttiere is no evidence that the ground was not consecrated. 

He also mentions che presence of the Crucifixion and Resurrection on the roundels facing 

the third tenace. This is an intriguing speculation that would give a reason for Cehrus, 

guardian of the underworld to be placed on 

the third terrace and ais0 give an explanation 

of the naming of the entire garden as Sacred. 
Now, with the garden culminating in the 

temple, Vicino's Earthly Love has lead him 

to Divine Love. Without travelling this path, 

we never wouid have understood how Earthly 
Love is part of the cosmic hierarchy. It is 
only through the experience of the garden that 

we have reached a higher level of undetstand- 
ing of the Divine through Love. The "chaos" 

of the lower temces, the Merent narratives 

ttiat were innoduceci, interchanged and some- 

times stopped without a conciusion, heIp us 

to understand the unity of the final terrace. 

It is this unity from above that gives Gght to 

the statues below. "Love accornpanies chaos, 

precedes the world, wakens the sleeping, 

Lights the dxk,  gives Me to the dead, gïves 

form to the formless, perfects the imperfect. 

Greater praises thm these can hady  be ex- 

pressed or conceived-'* 

Figure 49. Plan of Temple by Giovanni Guerra 
Photo from promotiond material- Guide ro The 
Momer Park by Giovanni Bettini. 1993. 
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1 now want to go back and answer the question posed to us at the beghuhg of our journey - 

through Zi Sacm Bosco. The sphynx asks, "You who enter here, put your mind to itl and teil 

me later whether so many marveld were made for deceit or only for art." Throughout the 

garden, hints were given toward an answer. The Three Graces couid be seen on one level as 

the Giving, Receiving and Renirning of Benefits, but on another level they were Beauty, 

Love and Pleasure. The Turtle with Fame on its back was a symbol for a popular Renais- 

sance saying, "Festina Lente" (make haste slowly), but when looked at on a deeper level, it 

becomes a symbol for the paradox of how the many can be resolved in the One. It was a 

symbol for God and creation itself. Though the statues teII many different stories, there is a 

unity in the garden once the visitor reaches the temple. But, does a sphynx's riddle really 

have an answer? The answer lies somewhere in between deceit and art. Because the statues 

have many different layers of meaning, we might lean toward deceit. But it was common 

for art of the Renaissance to be deceiving, giving one rneaning to some people and another - 

meaning to another p u p  of people. Traditioudy art is defined as an effort to imitate 
nature; this mimesis in itself is "deceitful." But, in its deceitfulness it is a self-conscious 

artifice capable of reveahg a supenor auth (as indicated by the myrtle uee on the F i t  

Terrace). So in the garden, there is an exoteric meaning - the surface reading of the iconog- 

raphy of the statues - relating the statues to popular narratives of the the .  And, there is the 

esoteric meaning that this thesis has attempted to understand. It takes into accot.int the 

narratives, but goes deeper, searching for the significance behind the statues and the narra- 
tives. il Sacm Bosco is a garden of lessons on Love. It kaches us of the paradox of love, 

the pleasure and pain, the bitter and the sweet, and even how the many can be resolved in 

the One. It teaches us of how the seasons are a direct result of desire and how we live in a 

constant state of desire, wishing to complete ourselves with our other half. The garden 

teaches us of our potential madness in losing ourselves when love is not returned, but it also 

teaches us of the pleasures of earthly love and how pleasure can be a noble passion. The 

statues of Il  S a m  Bosco are a path that we must travel in order to reach the temple of 

Divine Love at the top. As menùoned at the Leaning House on the first terrace. ideas corne 

to us not internally, through our mind alone, but extemalIy through our surroundings. The 

ongin of koowledge is in our body, in desire. Il  Sacm Bosco cornmunicates to us through 

the theme of Love. 
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It is now Ume to retum to Rilke's words, "Faced with the ununerable, words still disinte- 

grate..JAnd ever new, out of the most quivering/stones, music builds her divine house in 

useless space."' Oput of the Stones of Bornarzo, a sacred grove was built. Il Sacro Bosco 

travels beyond the senses into the reairn of desire, or Eros. Despite that our defrnition of 

Love may have changed since the Renaissance, it stili involves the sarne principles. Love is 

desire. It is an attraction, aconneetion - Love unites us in its communicative dimension and 

asks us to participate. Eros, the erotic is one of the only genuine forrns of communication 

today. If the origin of knowledge is in the senses, it can be said that the origin of meaning 

is in eros. Love is communication through communion. It is not a bridge. but a fusion 

between people. 

But 1 must ask, have my words done justice to the meaning of Il Sacro Bosco ? In the end 

architectural meaning remains ambiguous. It involves something more-than-humm that 

resists clarity through language. Ironically the anaiogy between Eros and knowledge bas 
corne full circle. Like desire, 1 have denved both pleasure from reaching and pain from 

falling short. Desire is not quenched; it remains. 1 now refer us back ro Rilke, 

"You are so Young, so much before ail beginning, and 1 would Iike to beg you, dear 

Sir. as well as 1 cm. to have patience with everything unresolved in yo; hem and to 

try to love the questions themsefves as if they were locked rooms or books written in 

a very foreign language. Don't search for the answers. which could not be given to 

you now, because you would not be able to live them. And the point is. to live 

everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps then, sorneday far in the future, you 

will gradually, without even noticing it, live your way into the answer. Perhaps you 

do carry within you the possibiiity of creating and forming, as an especiaily blessed 

and pure way of living; train yourself for that - but take whatever comes, with geat 

trust, and as long as it comes out of your will, out of some need of your innermost 

seif, then take it upon yourself. and don't hate anything."? 

Our journey through the garden has corne to an end. We must leave this place in order to 
live the question. 
- 
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l9 Ibid, 28. 
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in 1750, the architect Giovanni Niccolo Servandoni built a Temple of Love in 

GenneviUiers, just no& of Paris for tfie notorious libertine, the Duc de Richelieu 

The new social fieedom gained by the deciine of the ancien régime gave birth to a 

democratic space that first a p y e a d  in the theatre and a personal kedom wbich 

changed the currents of thougtit on love. Servandoni's work as a painter, theam 

designer and engineer of spectacks are prornoted in the theory of Jacques-François 

Blondel and later Nicolas Le Camus de Mézières as prime examples of architecture 

in their theones of sensation. Libatine Iove, read thmu& the Lterature of the the ,  

cIearIy understands the limit of sensation and the "terrible mate/loss of kedom" 

produced by reai love. By generd consensus an agreement to operate within the 

realm of sensation govems the ethics of libertine love and architecture. Servandoni's 

Temple of Love provides an ironic statement on love in the eighteenth century. 

En 1750, ITarchitecte Giovanni NiccoIo Servandoni a &difié un Temple de 

l'Amour a Gennevilliers, un peu au nord de Paris, pour un libertin notoire, te duc de 

Richelieu. De la nouvelle Liberté sociale cr&e par Ie déclin de L'ancien régime sont 

nés un a espace démocratique », qui est d'abord apparu au théâtre, et une liberté 

individuelle, qui est venue changer les conceptions de t'amour. Dans lem theones 

de la sensation, Jacques-François Blondel, puis Nicolas Le Camus de Mézières font 

des œuvres de Setvandoni comme peintre, décorateur de théâtre et régisseur de 

spectacles une illustration de choix de ce que doit être l'architecture. Comme la 

décrit la littérature de l'époque, la conception de l'amour Libertin fice nettement ies 

limites de la sensation et fait ressortir le temile émoi et Ia perte de I i i é  que cause 

l'amour véritable. One volonté généraie d'habiter le domaine de la sensation ré@ 

l'éthique de i'architecture et des amours liberîhes. Le Temple de S h o w  de 

Servandoni témoigne sur le mode ironique de ce qu'était l'amour au siècIe. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is in the eighteenth cennuy, the dawn of the French Revolution tbat we 

also find the ongin of our present condition in architecture. Early in the 

eighteenth century, with the decay of the French regime and the flowering of the 

French Eniightenment, society found itself in a state much Iike zero-gravity: 

ultimate &dom and ultimately lost, The unquestionable authority of antiquity 

had been thrown into question in the mid-seventeenth century with Claude 

Perrauit's interpretation of the touchstone of classical architecture, Vitnivius' Ten 

Booh of Architecture and his own Ordonnance for the Five Kin& of Columns 

afer the Method of the Ancients. But it was not until the eighteenth century that 

the radical ideas posited in these works came to bear on the min& and actions of 

architects. A sense that man could not oniy look to antiquity, but codd improve 

upon it emerged. Man saw himself in an historicai world; this historical man 

searched for his place, for a point of orientation, and found the empiricai Name 

of Newton as his guide. 

Newtonian science stated that the m e  and the rational could be attained 

h u g h  observation and expenrnentation. The visual world reveaied the true 

world and promoted the eye to a new status above and separate h m  the other 

senses. The Natural world provided the site where fb t  principles couid be found. 

From the sensible world couid be abstracted the intelligible world. By the same 

token: 

... relative, apparent and common rime, is some sensible and 
exterml (whether accurate or unequable) measure of duration by 
the means of motion, which is commonly used inrtead of m e  rime: 
such as an hour, a day, a month, a 

And so is the case with space: 

Absolute space, in is own nature, without any regard to anything 
extemai, remains always similar and immovable.' 
- -- -- 

1 Sir Isaac Nemn quoted in Alexander Koyré, From the Claîed World to the Infuiire Universe 
(Baltimore. 1957), p 16 1. 
' Ibidem 



in this context, the very nature of architecture and its role of discbsing the 

junction of the temporal (the event or ritual) and the spatial (the permanent 

sûucture which supports it): providing orientation for humanity, suffered an 

assault. The spatio-temporal unity was fractured, and architecture tias not 

recovered since. 

The event h t  this thesis will investigate is love, a subject that exploded in 

the eighteenth century in Kteratwe, art and painting, in discussions in the salons, 

and in architecture. Love rests in the space of desire, in the erotic moment of 

space and time, like architecture. The h e  that holds the event of lave will be 

exarnined througb the Temple of Love at Genneviiiiers (1750) by Giovanni 

Nicolas Servandoni and the petite maison presented in the novel of the same name 

( 1 758) by the architec t Jacques-François Blondel and Jean-François de Bastides. 

Louis-François Armand de Vignerot du Plessis, the Maréchal Duc de 

Richetieu (1696-1788), was epitomized as the living registry of court etiquette, 

unscnrpdous, and a passionate lover of îheatre and f d -  His fame was due to his 

scandalous love ~scapades that are p t i y  ~ecounted in Les Liaisons hngereusesS4 

in 1750, Richelieu employed the architect and theatre designer Servandoni to 

refurbish the gardeus at his hunting lodge at Gennevilliers outside Paris. 

Preceding the wave of fashion for temples dedicated to love by nearly twenty 

years, Servandoni's Temple of Love reveals a potent interpretation of architecture 

refiecting the ideas of Iove in the eighteenth century. Today the monument 

remains ody through memoirs, etchings and photopphs (it was tom d o m  in 

1905) but is nonethetess teIlhg of the intentions of the architect when seen within 

the context of his body of work. 

Servandoni was not a theorist or a writer; essentidy a man of the theam, 

bis work was bound to the events of the day, to spectacles and to carving out their 

Alberco Pérez-ûdmez. PoEyphilo or the Dwk Foresr Revbired (Cambridge, 1994). p xiv. 



space in the public realm. He worked passionately with iight, sound and 

movement to engage the beholder in an aü-ernbracing experience. At 

ûe~eviiiiers, the ongins of this experience for the viewer iay in the reaim of 

love, a site of uitimate union, and yet it holds an edge of Uony, of self-awareness 

like that depicted in libertine literature: love the prison, love the elusive, love the 

desired, The seemingly perfect fom and geometry of the building is set against 

the mercurial genesis wrought by architect and client. 

The Temple was cailed both the Awora Pavilion (Aurora king the 

goddess of dawn and hence guarâian of border between dark and light) and the 

Temple of Love, with Eros, the deity that reveals boundaries htween reach and 

g r a ~ p ) ~  at its helm. Crowaed by a gilded statue of Mercury, who repiesents birth 

and death at once, wbich moved with the winds, the pavilion iIlurninates the 

world of the mid-eighteenth century, placing love at a crossroads. The work of 

Servandoni and his emphasis on the spectacle for "the eye" resonates with the 

libertine desire for fieedom fiom convention and its restraints. 

The libertine novclla of 1758, La Petite ~ u i s o n ~  by Jean-François de 

Bastide (with the likely collaboration of architect Jacques-François ~londel)' 

provides a coumerpoint for the investigation of Servandoni's TempIe of Love. 

Published ody eight years after the Temple was built, the novel recounts the tale 

of a woman's seduction by the "petite maisont' designed by her suitor, its 

cdcuiated dleys and m m s  designed with the "recipe of seductioa," one step at a 

tirne. Richelieu's Temple of Love points to a different type of situation (one that 

resembIed hunting) without the caicuiated progression of La Petite Maison. 

Although the outcome of the love pursuits that take place in its walls may be 

contrived to be the same (although in Bastide's first edition the woman is not 

4 Les LiaUons Dcurgereuseir was written by Choderlos de Laclos in 1782. 
5 Rachel Carson, Eros the Birretsweet (Princeton, 1986), p 30. 

1 have used the translation by Rodolphe El-Khoury entitled The Linle House. an Archirecnuai 
Sethcrion (PrÙimn, 1996). 



seduced in the end), its k e w o r k  is not a total recipe. It borders bih the 

rational and the irrational; iike Mercury whose figure crowns its dome, the 

Temple of Love provides orientation but not a definitive map for its actos, 

improvisation but not a total script. 

The story of love has been recounted in narratives that have been handed 

d o m  through t h e  in France. Their Iegends and the impact that they left in the 

iives of their readen contributed to the understanding of love, its arduous joumey 

and its dangers. 

7 Anthony Vidler in his prefàce to The Little Houe, an Architenurd Seahcrion bases this 
association on the history ofjouit publication and exchange of ideas benveen the nvo authors in 
other works. 
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The Temple of Sybil at Tivoli as an exalted min. 



COMPLETE LOVE 

Mmsilio Ficino and Platok Symposium in the Renaissance 

A key work on the subject of love for European cultural history is Plato's 

dialogue in the Symposium wherein Aristophanes recites the story of the K i  of 

Love. The world once had three sexes whose form was circular and who each had 

fou. h d s ,  four feet and two heads. There was a male, a femaie and an androgen. 

Due to theü excessive pride, Zeus tired of these humans and decided to punish 

them by splitthg them in half, leaving them with an etemai yeaming to find theu 

other half, a relentless joumey fueled by love. Love is then a search, a perpetuai 

joumey, and a deep longing for union; it is the space between wisdom and 

ignorance. The form of this union is the circular whole - the original state of 

compieteness? 

Vitruvius, in Book 4 of his Ten Books of Architecture. the fim known 

architectural text (1 BC), includes the circular temple in his descriptions on the 

origin and ornament of the orders, temples, doorways and altars. The grouping of 

temples, doorways and altars provide a collection of types of thresholds. Ln the 

eighteenth century the circular Temple of the Sybil (or  esta)' at TivoIi (fig.1) is 

visited and painted as the quintessential circulai. temple, the otigins for the type. 

Sybil is the cavem-dweller and guardian of entrance to the underworld. The 

temple then celebrates the threshold to both love and death. 

"To fail in love": the act of falling is one of release and fkedom as well as 

one destined for an impact, perhaps fatal. Willingiy or even mwillingly there is 

Plato. nie Symposium uanslated by Walter Hamilton, (New York, 1984). Marsiiio Ficmo, the 
Florentine rwiaissance philosopher m the court of the powerfiil Medici îàmïiy, transtated and 
m t e  a commentary on much of Plato's work ùicludmg the Symposium which was nanslated mto 
the French in 1542. This conm'buted to the mcreasmg zest for texts on the subject of love in 
France. 
9 tn the eighteentù century, bath names were amiiuted to thin same circular temple at Tivoli. 



The Temple of Love for Polyphilo and Potia 



the act of initiating the fall, the space between of ultimate &dom, and the 

inevitable impact: bittemeet love. 

Love, Narrative and the French Garden 

Love in a garden was no new idea to the French; they could draw on a vast 

repertoire of images, Christian and Pagan, fiom the Garden of Eden to the "homis 

conclusus." Since the thirteenth century the romantic narrative of the Romm de 

la Rose had located the garden as a place of love and discovery. In the sixteenth 

century France embraced the Itaiian Francesco Colonna's 1499 Hypnerotomachia 

Poliphili. the Stn* of Love in a Dream, an architecturai love narrative, and 

quickly published three French translations over only fifieen years. Further 

editions appeared in various forms in 1600, 1657 and 1772 and throughout these 

years it remained a staple in libraries. including that of Cardinal Mazarin, the 

educator of the young Louis XIV, influencing the design of gardens in France 

through to the eighteenth cennuy such as at Fontainbleau and ~ u x e m b o u r ~ . ~ ~  The 

Hypnerotomachia narrative describes a Temple of Love where, d e r  an arduous 

joumey, Poliphilo and his love Poiia c m  reaiize their love. The Temple (fig.2) is 

circuiar, crowned by a dome with a lamp and a weIl which mark the mis nrundi 

The ceremony of love is presided over by Venus, and the alchernical fusion of fire 

and water mark the rite of love. Poliphilo is then confronted with death in the 

fom of funerary monuments and fears for his Me. The union, the collapse of the 

erotic space, is death. 

Narrative, the telling of an advennne, is intimately woven into the fabric 

of the garden. Erotic knowledge, which is of the body, is at home in the garden. 

WhiIe each part of the garden has its place in the eighteenth century - the 

voZuptas or pleasure garden adjacent to the chateau and the utiiitas or vegetabte 

garden hidden to the eye at the side - aii contribute to the knowledge of the 

garden through the freshness of the senses. Bernard PaIlisy, in his Belle 

'O Denise and Jean-Pierre Le Dantec, Reading the French Gmden (Cambridge. 19931, p 57. 



Jardinière notes that the &en "brings up out of the ground a sensuaI. cosmetic, 

and emgenous cartograp hy. "" 

In the eady eighteenth centuxy, the garden in France was a place of 

pleamre and action, a site of events whose embeUishments came to incl& 

pavilions, or follies, which served as sites in the journey. initially these buildings 

served as a place outside the formal rigor of the gardens. The King's procession 

through the gardens of Versailles was a forma1 event that pmceeded on a fixed 

path in two parts on the two sides of the main alleé; one in the moming and the 

other in the a£temoon. It was for the singular point of view by the King that the 

garden was composed, and the linear path was soon to fa11 out of fashion as the 

pIitical and social climate in France changed in the early eighteenth century - 

the age oT the libertine, the age of the folly. 

FaIling somewhere between fashion, theatre and garden design. the folly 

stands on its own as an ephemeral expression of the ideas of its makers. Its name 

intimates this: folie in Fmch can be rnadness or wanton behavior (whose 

afflictions couid include "madly in loven). These architectural pavilions were 

always built a distance h m  the main estates, always demanding a journey for 

those wishing to participate in the splendor of their spaces: "The foIIy became 

less an example of the bad, than a not-so-secret harbinger of the impossible 

d e s i ~ d , " ' ~  Life in the eariy pavüions, or at the estate remats that were associateci 

with hem, not only meant a withdrawd b m  the etiquette of court, but alço 

typically aiIowed one to cook for oneself, a whole realm of se& pleasure in 

itself. The Temple of Love at Ge~evilliers is an eady example of this 

architecture. 

'' Ibid p 82. 
lZ Anrhony Vidler, "Histo~y of the FoUy" in Foilies - Architecmefir the Late-TwenrietMentury 
LanBcqe (New York 1983). 



BOUND TO PLEASURE -The ethics of iibertint love in the 18th century 

The Marquis d'Argenson describes the duc de Richelieu at fi@ in his diary: 

... the most usefil quality that he hm for the ministry is what ik called 
style: I doubt ifeven his great uncle, the famous Cardinul de Richelieu 
had a more vehement and positive way of talking than he hm...He has 
been very popular with women The rivalries and jealousies of coquettes 
have brought him many triumph: never any nue passion, much 
debuuchery, seensual satisfaction without pleusure; he deceived the 
members of afeeble sex and mistook the sensesjbr the heart.I3 

Argenson herein begins to set out the two views on an ethics of pleasure 

that dominated eighteenth century libertine world: One, that the noble love of the 

heart gives true pleasure, the other that dealt with vanity or superficial sensuaiity 

is ignoble and attributed to the likrtine. 

With the death of Louis MV in 1714 and the ascent of the debauched Duc 

d'Orleans as regent, the aristocracy was thrown into a world of seerningLy 

limitless fieedom which ended with the French Revolution. The libertine novel 

was a forum for the discussions on love and freedom, as were the fnnges of the 

garden. Generally regarded as tiivolous and hedonistic excesses, these texts and 

constructions have only recently began to be looked at more carefdly. M e n  

culture fin& itself in a aisis, there are fissures through which society fin& a way 

to express what is missing or what does not fit witbin the structure of the 

accepted, and these novels are indeed an expression of outraged rnorality. 

especially Les Liaikons Dangereuses. 

With the Regency, a certain liberation of the body took place. CIothing 

loosened, funiiture began to take into account the human body and physicd 

desires and pleasures of aii sorts were indulged Boredom was the cancer of the 

eighteenth century. The means to stave off this boredom were best exemp[if?ed at 

the court of Louis XV and his mistress, Madame de Pompadour by their ctaving 

13 René-Louis de Voyer, marquis d'Argenson, JoumaI er Memoues (Paris, 1867). 



for change: change of location, change of scenery, changing spectacles and 

theatre, feasts and sensual splendors. Love, too, provided a threshold for boredom. 

Love lefi those who resisted its puii to rest in boredorn and put those who engaged 

in it to servitude: servitude to thek lovers (for those who tnily love as Argenson 

advocates) or servitude to an endless Stream of celebrated pusuits which do not 

bring true HOW was the libertine to achieve real ûeedorn? 

Catherine Cusset in several of her ment works" explores the possibiiity 

of an ethics of pleasure, which maps out a space for libertine culture beyond 

vanity. The intense self-awareness of the libertine anc! an awareness of presence 

are seen in the plethora of berthe literature. There is an awareness of pleasure 

as a momentary event, and yet an unmistakable sign of being, of existence. 

The Iibertine tends to look obliquely at love. There is a faith in the 

pleasures of the body'6 and yet an awareness of the non-absolute nature of this 

pleasure. In his architecturai and theatrical works Servandoni embraces this 

world and builds a thin truth in working within the living present whiIe 

conducting some of the most sensational performances of the eighteenth century. 

The Libertine Novel 

The libertine novel presents a view of the libertine world of the Duc de 

Richelieu. Les Liaisons Dangereuses (1782)'' by Choderlos de Laclos and Point 

de ,lendemainf8 (1777) by Vivant Denon dong with Lu Petite  aiso on" (1758) 

are particular works cited here. 

'' Micheal Fehr, The Libertine Reuder (New York, 1997). 
1s Especially No Tomorrow, the Ethies of Pleanve in the French Enlighmtent (Charlottesville, 
[99!3) and mnoductary notes in The Libertine Reader to the translations of nie Wqywmd Head 
and Hem and No Tominorm. 
'6LC Dantec, p 84. 
" Translateci as Dangerou Liaisons by Michel Feher m The Libertine Reader, pp 936-1254 
18 Translateci as No Tomorrow by Lydia Davis in The Libertine Reader, pp l32-746. 
19 Rodolphe ECKhoury, The Linle Home (New York, 1996) translation of Jean-François de 
Bastide, La Petite Maison (Paris, 17 58). 



Likrtinage as expressed in these and other reIated writings defines a part 

of Society -the upper cIass, the wealthy and above dl, men. Although women are 

written of and included in the society of the mid-eighteenth century, their 

pmence was primarily expressed in the Libminage is not homogenous 

in cross-section, The pdod of the mid-eighteenth century identified t k e  

degrees of predilection for fkedom: for the man who worked withui the m c t u r e  

of the court to stockpile s m d  freedoms without serious invesbnent of the seif (the 

"petits-maîtres" described by Micheai Feher)"; for the dangernus man or "man of 

principle" whose vengeance is played out on soçiety; and for the radical libertine 

of de Sade who removes hirnself frum the pubtic to focus on what is his uature.?' 

Al1 three believe in the inconsbncy of the nature of things, which include the 

heart of man, and to embrace it was freedom - although there were hpediments. 

Chahs of Love 

For the eighteenth century libertine, [ove was at odds with hedom. 

Authors of Iibertine literature stnipeied with the possibility of reconciling the two, 

a m g g l e  perhaps best shown in Dangerous Liaisons where the Vicomte de 

Vaimont attempts to sort out his feeüngs for the Président de Tourvel. The 

libertine undoubtedly knew the power of love. The space between desire and the 

consummation of that [ove was the most voIati1e substance known to them; it was 

the space of the imagination - the space, or delay wbich Servandoni wodd melt. 

Ironie Love 

In the works of libertine fiction, the characters clearly are expluring this 

deIay between desire and consummation If not controlled proper!y, the 

imagination wodd buïid fantasies which migùt be broken by reality. To wait too 

ri For a thomugh investigation mto rhe pIace of women and the role of the salon in the definition 
of space see Pamela P l u m b D h i i  From Royal Bed to Bou(60k The DksoIutiun of the Space of 
Appemcmce Told îkaugh the History of rhe FmnchSalon. McGiII University Master of 
Archnecnirr Thesis, 199%. 



long in this gap codd mean to f d  prey to passionate Iove, which was equated 

with a s i c h a s  and compiete loss of fieedorn (although stiii envied).= To 

co l Iap  the delay would inevitably lead to a carnal act of littie pleasure that 

wouId need to be repeated frequently to stave offboredom. 

For the dmgerous mm and the petit maitre, Libertine love was tïrrniy 

rmted in the public qhere in the eighteeath ~entury.~ The acbowledgment of 

desire, dthough complicated by issues of narcissism and vengeance, was ody 

reveaied by its public presence. That public appearance (or performance) was 

important for Servandoni in his projects: 

Freedom as inherent in action is perhups best il11cs~ruted by 
Machiavelfi's concept of viriic, the excellence with which man 
m e r s  the opportunities the wodd opem up befire him in the 
guise offortuna Irs rneaning is best rendered by "virtuosi~", rhat 
is, un excellence we amibute to the performing arts (as 
disfinguished fiom the creative arts of making), where the 
accomplishmenr lies in the petformance itseyand not in an end 
producr wbich ouilasrs the ucrntiry that brought ir imo existence 
and becornes indeperdent of it- " 

'' Feher, pp 10-47. 
w 
-.Ibidem 
'3 nie  radical Mmthism of de Sade is aside h m  this as it required a removai h m  the public 
reah of opinion and appearance. 
'* Hannah Arendt, Between Past and Fume (New York, 1993), p 153. 



THE FRACTURE OF THE TEMPRO-SPATIAL UNITY 

Architecture is the site of events, at the symbolic intersection between the 

enduring object and the ephemeral - Iight, sound, gesture, posture, rituai - uniting 

space and 

Since antiquity, this unity had been attained thïough the orders in the work 

of architecture. Critical cbanges in the structure of society, science and the arts of 

the seventeenth century set in motion changes that caused a fracture in this unity 

which was not criticaily observed unfil the eigbteenth century. The fracture had 

not heaied. 

With the centralization of the French court both politicaily under Louis 

XIV and physically at Versailles under Cardinal de Richelieu came the 

formalization and regimentation of al1 aspects of daily life of the elite stationed 

there. Etiquette was of the utmost importance, dong with lineage. Favours, 

whether a title, a posting, estates or money, were awarded at the King's discretion. 

The arts were no exception to the regimentation of court life. 

in mid-seventeenth century France, under royai patronage (which greatiy 

iduenced institutional unifonnity) the formation of the academies saw the 

creation of a theory-based group of artists whose mandate it was to set out the 

cules of their disciplines?6 Also by mid-century, increasingiy accurate 

observations of antiquities in Rome, in the form of written texts and drawings, 

began to flourish. The precise recording of detail revealed that what had been 

understood as the d e  according to Vitruvius did not relate to the built realities in 

a direct way. 

'5 Perez-Gdmez Poiyphilo or the Dark Forest Reviined, p xiv. 
'6 Joseph Rykwert, nie Fi's Modem (Cambridge, 19911, p 15 notes that admittance to the 
d e m i e s  meant the architext or attist was removed h m  his task o f  site supervision and hence 
h m  the practicai side o f  the an. Theoiy became the mandate without practice. 



in 1674 Claude Perrault published a French translation of Vitruvius' Ten 

Boob of Architecme with the aim of finding a place for architecture within the 

new scientific world of theory of Descartes and Gaiiieo, where universai n o m  

were born of reason and not simply of precedent." Perrault's proposal, later 

elaborated in his Ordonnance of 1708, set out two types of beauty: the positive 

and the arbitrary. The positive is that which is obvious to dl, which is readily 

understood and seen, as in the quality of workmanship, the integity of materials, 

symmetry (bilaterai symmetry), and magnificence or scaie. The arbitrary deait 

with taste, which Perrault held was the reah of the mhitect, king based on an 

understanding of the conventions of society which should be govemed by des .  

Perhaps based on his work as an anatomist, he rejected the theory of a wncord of 

harmony for the eye and the ear. This separation of the senses was based on 

biologicd observation of the "instruments" themselves. Perrault then proposes a 

system of orders to most easily secure uniform taste (the most probable and the 

simplest figures) and argues that it follows in the footsteps of the first proportions 

of the orders that was likely arrived at by chance (i.e he disregards that the orders 

had their origins in the proportions of the human body), If man has a need for 

order, he wiI1 create i~ This simple reading of the world by the senses that cornes 

together through rertson, as outlined by Perrault, initiated the loss of the 

metaphysical dimension of architecture. Its impact on architecture was not felt 

until the eighteenth cennrry. 

The eye was the primary organ of sensory reception in eighteenth century 

thinking. Newton's ernpiricai science had shown that ûuth wouid be revealed 

through observation. Artists, especially painters and decocators, including 

Servandoni, were among the first to represent this unbridied nature: a nature that 

was the source of origim. The oider a work was, the closer it was to nature. By 

mid-eighteenth century, the ruins at Paestum near Naples that had testeci in 

Alberto Pérez-G6mez m the introduction to the m l a t i o n  of Perrault's Ordonnance for the Five 
Kin& of Colrunns Mer the Mefhod of the Ancients (Sam Monica, 1993), p I , and Robin 
Middleton m hi i n w u d o n  ;O Le Camus de Mézièo The Genius of Architecture; or, the analogy 
of thut ar wirh o w  sensations (Santa Monica, 1992), p 19. 
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Panini, painting of the Roman ruins. 



~bscurity?~ were re-diseovemi and made a necessary addition to the tour of 

Rome. The vision of nature revealed by these artists came to change the other 

planiî arts, and act as a guide to taste. The Enlightement Iooked at antiquity, 

and with carefbi reconstniction, tevealed the world of the past in its natural fonn 

and in doing so told the story of the past with conviction and strong mord 

overtones, with certain "improvements" allowed. Man's work then became 

progress. 

Painters painted a new nature, wild and rugged, and their compositions 

inspired powerful sentiments (fig.3). Garden design in the later haif of the 

eighteenth century undertook to explore the same possibilities as these paintings, 

not to mimic them formally, but to produce the same feelings or expression in the 

emotions of the viewers.fO Among the foremost in this investigation was the 

Italian painter, Giovanni Paolo Panini. In the work of Panini, Rykwert points out 

discrepancies between a building by Fuga, which was severely plain, and Panini's 

painting of it. Panini changes the building to suit his taste, primarily concerning 

himseif with the building as the backdrop to the scene.fl images or tableaux 

become parailei to built works. Gardens are built to evoke the tableau; nature 

needs irnprovements to be seen clearly and the painters are the ones to show the 

WaY. 

The representation of architecture and nature in the works of Hubert 

Robert, Poussin, Watteau and Fragonard begin a new tradition. in Watteau's 

representation of Monmorency, the architecture is painted as a backdrop to the 

garden whereas the same building drawn by Silvestre in 1670 prioritizes the 

architecture by using a frontal perspective? 

a Rykwerc p 270. 
Ry kwert, p 465. 
Le Dantec, p 127. 

31 Rykwers p 342. 

" Elenor DeLonne, Gmden Pavillions and the 18"k Cennvy French Courf (Suffolk. 19961, p 84. 



Eighteenth century man is the fint to understand himself in the position of 
the man described by Ka£ka, in the space b e m n  pst  and future: 

He has two antagonists: the first presses him fiom behind, fiom the 
origin. The second blocks the road ahead He gives banle to both. 
To be sure, the fitst supports kim in his fight with the second for 
he wants to push him forward and in the same way the second 
supports him in his jîght with the first, since he f ies  him back 
But it is only theoretically so. For it is nor only the two 
antagonists who are there, but he himselfas well. and who really 
ùnows his intentions? His dream, though, is that some time in an 
unguarded moment - and this would require a night darker than 
any night than has ever been yet - he will jump out of the fighting 
line and be promoted on account of his q r i e n c e  in fighting, to 
the position of umpire over his anragonists in their fight with each 
~ t h e r . ~ ~  

Although the scenario may not have been so clear to him, particularly the 

weight of his antagonist ahead of him, he is aware that tradition is not the sole 

source of ai i  things, that his actions have an impact, and that the world is not a 

closed system. Architects began to examine this new awareness. 

" Arendt, p 7, quoting Franz Kafka h m  NoresJFom the yem 1920 under the title "HF. 
transtaed h m  the Gennan by Willa and Edwin Muu and published in The Great Wall of Chma, 
(New York. 1946). 



JACQUESFRANÇOIS BLONDEL: Cours d'architecture 

The most proIifïc architecturai educator of the eighteenth century, 

Jacques-François Blondel (1705-1774) was bom into a family of architects and 

spent his life documenthg and discussing the state of architecture. As a teacher at 

his own school, the École des Arts, and at the Académie Royale d'Architecture he 

offered a traditional education, advocating knowIedge of al1 spheres of the arts 

and science. He had a keen awareness of the incertitude of his the ,  which he saw 

as a result of a general restiessness. 

Architecture Laid Bare 

Blondel's major works are his voIurninous Cours d'Architecture (1771- 

1779), L'Architecture Frcmçaire (1752), De la distribution des maisons de 

plaissance et de la décoration des édifices en general(1737) and his Homme du 

monde éclairé par les arts (1774). Ln these texts Blondel devotes much 

discussion to questioning whether aesthetic principles or practical needs shodd 

govem architecture, and sets forth distribution as the middle ground that wodd 

meet these requirements. He saw reason and antiquity as the foundation of 

architecture. As such, he sat on the edge of committing himseif to a radical loss 

of faith in the power of the orders (even though he had measured innumerable 

buildings and knew there was an inconsisbncy). His solution was to h d  a 

"workable formula" for architecture based on observation and mediation of the 

works of architecture which he saw as good." 

By basing his ratings of architecture on personai taste, Blondel engaged in 

a form of architecturai criticism, wtuch be partaices in al1 his works. The meauing 

of architecture rests in a subjective reading of the work as opposed to an 

embodied tnrth. And while Blondel's theory rejects the ciear objectivity of 

PerrauIt's arbitrary beauty, he does base his readings on dishibution or 

34 Emii Kaufmann, Architecture in the Age ofReason flomnto, 1959, p 132. 



convenance which come part way toward these theories. Convenance, in the 

eighteenth century, is an agreement between purpose, situation and forrn3' 

revealing the use and status of a particuiar m m  or building. 

The discussions on distribution evolve into the exploration of character for 

Blondel which had been first ruticdated in regards to the expression of the parts 

of the body in painting. Le Brun had theorized in the late seventeenth century that 

expression or character codd be made visible through bis work in physiognomy, 

which had been translated into architecture by Germain B o h d  in 1745 in his 

Livre d'Architecture. Blondel's "character" was stiii based in proportion that had 

roots in the transcendental, and yet it was a poetry that was put to work to mate 

"temfj+ng or seductive" buildings whose essence could be clearly recognized as 

"the temple of Vengeance or that of   ove."^^ Blondel's Maisons de Plaissance 

provides an insight to this theory, as dws  La Petite Maison. 

The emergence of the petite maison, or secondary residence, began when 

the restrictions of Versailles Ioosened under the Regency of the Duc d'Orléans. 

Louis XIV had begun building hunting lodges or buildings such as the Trianon to 

escape the rigorous fomality of the court, and to meet with his misaesses before 

their introduction at court, The petite maison then was h t  built as an escape 

fiom the structure of the everyday. The courtiers themselves began to build these 

structures, often owning them secretly?' Unlike their Itaiian counterparts of the 

Renaissance who retired for the summer to the mountains with their families for 

cooler weather and country life, the French eIite o h n  created a second life within 

the same city as their primary residence; like an actor who retires h m  the role he 

must play on stage, to bis private Iife beyond the directed view of the audience. 

These buildings, though smaller in d e ,  were built of quaiity materiais and 

35 Rodolphe ei-Khoury, p 46 quohg Anthony Vider. Clourie-Nicolas Ledoux.. Architemue and 
Social R#onn ut the End of the Ancien Régime (Cambridge, 1990), p 50. 
l6 Albert0 Pérez-Gornez, Architeme andthe Cdis of Modern Science (Cambridge, 1985)- p 68 
quohg Jacques-François Blondei, Cinus d%rchitecwe ou Truité de la Decorarion, Dktribution 
et Conmucrion des Bcitimentî (Paris, 1771), 9 VOL, VOL 3, p 4. 

Michel Saudan and Sylvia Saudan-Skia From FOI& to Follies (Geneva, 1997), p 105. 



eventually had a guidebook for their constniction and design Iaid out in Jacques- 

François Blondel's De la distribution des maisons de plaisance et de la decoration 

des edifics en general, This work outlines the various situations for the maisons 

de plaisance, or pleasure houses, taking into regard the orientation of the building 

on the site, the context and the statu of the building and presents the proper 

distniution for each option. Gardens, fouies, ornament, rooms for various 

purposes and other detaiIs are aiI presented with reference to the appropriate 

character for each element and local or noted examples are given for the reader.18 

The novel, La Petite Maison provides a literary narrative for these elements to be 

tested. 

La Petite Maison 

The novel, La Petite Maison, is an architectural seduction. Based on the 

ideas of Blondel, it tells the story of Trémicour and bis seduction of the beautifid 

Mélite by means of his petite maison. 'Trémicour had made several unsuccessfiil 

attempts at seducing Méiite and challenges her to corne to his petite maison, a 

place "artfiilly conmved for love." As she passes through the gates of the house, 

she embatks on the journey of initiation and seduction. From gardens of flowers 

and fi&, to a menagerie, a kennel and caniage house, each element of the 

maison is described by its character. which produces the appropriate sentiment 

through its proper d ibu t ion  in Melite. They enter the house described first by 

its extenor character and then by its procession of rooms, explored in sequence. 

each one heightening the ecstasy of Mélite. Her curiosity carries her on, and each 

room enchants her more. She has never seen anything so beautifid. in the end, 

ihe loses the wager." 

38 Jacques-François Blondel, De la dinrihtiion d a  maisons de plaisance et de la decoration des 
ed8ce.r en generai, 2 vols. ~ a r i s ,  173ï). 
39 Ei-Khoury, p 58. 



CHEVALIER SERVANMNI. the spectacle of love 

Unlike the judgement of the intellect which precedes action, anà 
unlike the command of the will which initiates if, the inspiring 
princijlle becomes ficl& manifest only in the pejorming act itseE 
yet while the merits of judgement lose their validity, and the 
strength of the commanding will exhmts itself: in the course of the 
acr which rhey execute in cooperation, the principle which inspired 
it loses nothing in strength or validity through exec~tion.'~ 

Arendt's philosophy applies neatly to Giovanni Niccolo Servandoni, 

whose Iife was devoted to the performing act. It applies in this context to the 

intentions of the architect in the practice of architecture. Giovanni Servandoni left 

no dtten theory and was known to be adverse to ~~eculation'" unlike bis 

contemporary, Jacques-François Blondel. When the writers for the entry on 

Architecture for Diderot and d'Aiembertts Great Encyclopedia were chosen in 

Paris, Servandoni wouid have been a strong choice. Blondel had lauded his 

numemus and inventive successes including the celebrated façade at St. Sulpice, 

but he is overlooked in favour of ~londe1.J~ The contribution to the Encyclopedia 

would have bolstered Servandoni's reputation (a benefit that he would not have 

overlooked) and ailowed him to pcesent his intentions in architecture, yet he 

remains quiet. 

Servandoni is defmed by his actions, most often docurnented by others in 

the fom of narrative, memoirs, etchings of the events and reports in the Mercure 

de France. His works inciude fireworks, large-scale spectacles, dioramas, 

painting, decoration and architecture. Servandoni's projects do not separate these 

arts; instead he blends the world of theatre and painting with spectacle and 

architecture to make a new type of ail-embracing experience. 

Arendt, p L52 
'' Rykwert, p 417. 

ibidem. 



Servandoni's projects evolve over time as he moves frorn painter. to stage 

designer at the opera for the Académie Royale de Musique, to his public 

spectacles in the Salle des Machines in the Tuileries, and then into more private 

projects for individuals. Ali the whiie he blends the arts, giving a new direction 

to architecture in France and new substance to the dialogue on the expression of 

the senses, in particular to the argument of Roger de Pües and his theory of the 

unity of impact (unité d'abject). Piles contended that painting couid have an 

instant visual impact on the viewer, aside ftom the narrative content of the work, 

which is there only to sustain the feeling after the initial and instant subruission to 

pieasure.J3 

A closer inspection of Servandoni's work reveais his manipulation of the 

delay between desire and the fbifillment of pleasure. In 1750, upon his r e m  

ftom London, he designed the Temple of Love, the ultimate symbol of uiat delay. 

for Richelieu before he left France to work on a series of spectacles acmss 

Europe. He returned to design a garden at the château of Hingene in Belgium 

which he worked on fkom 1761 to 1765 before he died in 1766." 

Beginnings - Lijè and Drawing 

Servandoni atone managed ro sustain the Greek style in al1 his works, 
while in his rime Paris gave birth to littie more chan monsiers. 4s 

An Italian courier between the cities of Florence and Lyon feil in love 

with a beautifid Lyonnaise. in 1695, Giovanni Niccolo Servandoni was boni to 

this couple in Florence (or perhaps Lyon) or perhaps on the road between these 

two cities famous for their arts, gastronomy and fashion. Throughout his Me. 

Servandoni would continue to travel and to relish the temporal life in transit. 

making ephemeral works of wonder. 

43 Robin Middleton, introduction to The G e n b  ofilrchitecfure, p 3 1 .  
W Clare Homsby, Servandoni's Garden Designsfor Hingene in Garden HLFtory. the Jownal of the 
G d e n  HLstwy Sociey, Vo1.16. no2 (Aunima, 1988), p 134-143. 
4s Rykwee p 1 13. Jacques-François Blondel quoted in praise of Servandoni's façade at StSulpice. 
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Theatre stage design after scena per mgolo (plan and perspective) 
fimm Ferdinand0 Galli Bibiena, Architemna Civiie (171 1). 



His formai training was first in painting while in Florence with Giovanni 

Paolo paniniM whose paintings of Romau Nios inspired him throughout his 

career. Panini aiso designexi a mucchina (the temporary building structures fiom 

which fireworks are set off) and had taught perspective at the French Academy. 

Servandoni's architecturd training began when he went to Rome as a very young 

man to study under the architect Guiseppe Rossi. in Paris in 1732, Servandoni 

won the competition for the design of the façade at St. Sulpice, which is most 

noted for its contribution to Neoclassicism following Perrauit's ideas fiom the 

Ordonnance of a "conventiodized, a schematized and an unspecific antiquity."" 

M e r  making alterations to the project in 1742 while it was under construction, 

Servandoni abandoned the project. 

The Embrace of Theatre and Perspective 

He fkst works are at the Académie Royale de Musique where he began to 

work as a theatre artist upon arriving in Paris in 1724, soon graduating to premier 

peinrre et décorateur (1728-1 737). The scenes for the theatre that Servandoni 

produced were ofien inspùed by paintings or etchings appropnate to the subject at 

hand. He looked to the styIe of Claude Loriain for his Elysian Fields, to 

contemporary rococo works for wings to a pdace, and to a seventeenth century 

engraving for a backdrop garden?8 

His scenes, which ranged bcoadly in their theme, were in the tradition of 

the Biknia family of theatre artists whose inventive works produced large-de 

effects for ephemerd events. However, the Bibenia perspective or scena per 

angolo (fig.4) no longer had a priviIeged point of view. One-point perspective 

& Although most early accounts of Servandoni conclude that he was bom in Italy and studied 
under Panini, Su Reginaid BIomfield (1920) points out that Panini (b.1695) would not have yet 
established his reputation to have Seniandoni as an undemudy, Nonetheless, Servandoni's work 
tesonates with PaninSs paintings of the Roman nrins. 
" Rykwert, p 1 15. 
48 üonald Oenslager, Stage Design, foiv centuries of scenic invention (London, 1975). p 84, 



had provided a privileged seat in the the-, reserved for the King, with the facus 

of the event and its effécts seen clearly ody h m  that seat. With two-point 

perspective, the proscenium of the stage seemed to disappear and each spectator 

found themselves equally drowned in the new reality called perspective?9 

Servandoni the architect used this perspective to achieve an all-embracing 

experience. The architect could then enhance this embrace of perspective by 

manipdating the scale, the distance and the acceleration of the perspective, and 

give a p a t e r  illusion of depth. The real architecture of the theatre, its balconies 

and arches codd be continued in the sets to bmd the theatrical experience and the 

spectators in the full perspectivai illusion." Servandoni himself is notai as 

having successfuily acbieved "une Représentation exacte" in the opera 

Scanderberg of 1735 where the stage became the interior of a church, complete 

with painted figures kneeling and an immense gale producing a shocking illusion 

of depth and the reality of the light within the chu~ch.~' 

in 1764, Jacques-François Blondel would write, "Without the decorations 

and extensive Iighting of the famous Servandoni, our theatres wodd not be able to 

achieve this degree of excellence. Servandoni, who is no less an excellent 

architect than he is painter, presents to his imitators a path which, for them, is not 

attainable because they lack the architecturai theory, the usefd travels, the 

knowledge of history and the lack of having read the best books available on their 

profession!"52 While the comment is directted at Boucher who took over the 

designs of the theatre &et Servandoni depted, it nonetheless gives a view to 

Servandoni's genius in the eyes of Blondel. He promotes the experience of the 

architect and at the same time notes that it is the lighting of the theatre that has 

raised Servandoni above his contemporaries. 

49 AIbeno Perex-Gornez and Louise Pelletier, Archireclural Representafion and the Perspectne 
Hinge (Cambridge, 1997), p 75. 

Ibidem. 
5' GUsta Mauritr Bergman, Lightîng in the Ilieafre (Stockholm, 199T), pp 13 1-132, 
52 Jacques-Franois Blondel, DrScws (17641, p 89, m L Hautecoeur, L'Architecture CIassique en 
Frunce. I I I .  pp 266-270. 



Lighting was criticai for Servandoni. He infiised his stage works with 

mysterious light such as had not ken seen before in Paris, allowing him to 

dissolve the distinction between the reaI and the constructeci elements of the 

theatre. His early works used a hidden cenrraily pfaced source of light h m  

which produces intense reflections fiom a highiy reflective décor of gold, crystal 

and precious Stones. These elements had been used in theatre previously but 

Servandoni took them to a new extreme to create a new world of light that filled 

the stage and the auditorium.53 

His ski11 in painting allowed him to paint conviaçing illusions especially 

using chiaroscuro. Whether it was the trees of a forest or the architecture of the 

city, his ski11 was such that the painted and reai figures of the theatre and the built 

and painted elements of the stage codd not be disthguished. He painted 

throughout his career, exhibiting his painting at Saions in Paris, most of which 

depicted ruins and nature unbridled with an immense scaie like his teacher 

~anini.'~ His drawings, too, evoked a Piranesian grandeur that seized the eye." 

Transporting Paris - the Eye Arrested 

M e r  exhausting his ideas for the stage of the opera by 1737 (as well as its 

budget) Servandoni took his ideas outside the theam. in the Salle des Machines 

in the Tuiieries, Servandoni produced an event of his own design, a unified 

theamcai experience of son et lumiére presenting Saint Peter's Cathedra1 in Rome 

utilizing a dioramas6 Within a diorama. he used sound, light and motion to 

effectively bring St. Peter's to the people of Paris. 

The diorama extends the embrace of the two-point perspective he had 

worked with in the theatre, seizing the observer with the image of the view. It is 

53 Bergman, p 130. 
Ibid p 129. 

'' ûenslager, p 85. 
% Ibidem 



the diorama effect itseif which is the focus of tbe audience, not the subject matter 

- a spectacle d'optique. Like the theory of Piles, the visual impact is primary, and 

the aiiegory or subject matter simple extends the interval of interest. 

Servandoni continued to expriment with different jeux d'optique 

throughout his career. His works as  an architect continuing to blur the distinction 

between the artificial space of the theatre and the space of the world. The shift in 

focus, from the theatre itself to the effects, fiom narrative to technique, would be 

critical for the years ahead, and lead to an instrumentalism that is chronic in our 

present world. 

Trompe 1 'oeil ut Condé-en-Brie 

Servandoni fond much work in decorating the hôtels particuliers of 

grand private homes of the élite including a variety of works at the château of 

Condé-en-Brie. The medieva1 château, which was purchased by Jean-François 

Leriget de la Faye in 1719, had previously been in use as a garrison by Louis 

XIV. A sincere patron of the arts and lover of literature (he received Voltaire and 

Crébillon oflen in Paris), decoration and gastronomy, he renovated the estate 

empioying Servandoni, Watteau and Oudry among others?' 

Servandoni's work included ttansformiag the old château into a modem 

country house in the taste of the eighteenth century. He removed the southern 

wing of the château, which closed the fouth side of the château, replaced the old 

main staircase with a new one of vast pmportions. He painted windows where he 

felt they were needed to give the sense of symmetry and inside he pahted four 

niches filled with sculptures to represent the seasons, dong with piIasters and 

coffered ceilings, ail in trompe l'oeil- His other additions are a new dining area 

and a music hall.S8 

Marc Gaillard, Servandoni. h&y, Waneou et ses élèves ou château de CondéenlBrie in L'Oeil, 
NoA 17 (Geneva, 1 !NO), p 46. 
'' Gaillard p 47,49. 



The operations which Servaudoni imposed on this building help us to 

better see his intentions. The primary physical changes were done by removing 

parts of the château, which permitteci southem light into the court and allowed the 

building to be penemted by the eye of an observer. When he makes additions 

they are either built in a very large scaie or they are painted pompe l'oeil onto the 

skin of the existing building. With the increased Light, the paintings could be 

better observed and their effect more stunning. Gaillard describes the space as 

having the feeling of a fête.59 

The feeling of a fête, of a theairical spectacle brought to the private sphere 

of the house. His preparationç at the château are for the eye, certainly, and he also 

extends this performance to include a hall for music with excellent acoustic 

properties and a new dining hall, complethg the sensational experïence." He 

Ieaves al1 the other work to fellow designers. 

The "Macchine " of the City 

Fkworks had long been part of celebrations marking the amival, births, 

deaths and marriages of royalty in Rome and the buildings &om which they were 

launched were known as macchine. These transient and brilliant monuments were 

ofkn quite costly, and early in the eighteenth centwy accounted for a large part of 

the a r c h i t e d  finances of the city. While these structures nomally were only 

erected for the short period of the festivities, they were nevertheless ofien 

recorded through en5vings!' 

The macchine themselves were made of cloth, lath and plaster and were 

often on a larger scale than the sunounding buildings, giviug the architects who 

designed them a chance to build more "extravagant or advanced schemes than 



they could in more permanent buildings."62 They couid be thtee-dimensionai 

constructions but also two-dimensional, Like theatncal backdrops or the views 

painted on wails in the gardens of the Engtish at the ends of walkways to extend 

the path for the eye. 

Servandoni, a master of these large-scaie ceremonid structures and their 

choreography, was employed across Europe for his celebrated talent (Paris 1739, 

London 1749, and Vienna 1760). His work in designing the scenes for operas 

aiso took him to in Lisbon, 1742, Dresden, 1754, and Vienna, 1760. 

Servandoni spent considerable t h e  in England, his most farnous stay 

king in 1748-1750 to design the fireworks display to celebrate the Peace of Aix- 

la-Chapelle which were celebrated on 17 April 1749 in St. James' Park. A vivid 

image of Servandoni's character and his passionate invohement in his work are 

portrayed in accounts of the evening The night was rainy causing some of the 

fïreworks to misfïre; one side of the macchine caught fïre at which point 

Servandoni threatened one of the workmen with his sw0rd,6~ The event went off 

well nonetheless and Servandoni was soon employed by Bubb Doddington in 

London to design the scuipture gallery in Roger Moms' Brandenburg houe 

where he installed three-colored Florentine marble fioors and decorated ceilings. 

Servandoni spent many dinners with Doddington and absorbed English ideas and 

thinking tk~ere.~~ 

The macchine and fireworks celebrated an event, a contemporary 

happening. Uniike the architecturai projects for buildings, which took years to 

complete, they appeared quickiy and couid be enjoyed ~ i s t a n t l ~ . ~ ~  in 

. . - . -- - 

" Ibid p 358. 
Ibi4 p 260. 

64 Ibidem. 
Ibid p 362. 
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Servandoni's Temple of Hymen rnacchina exploding at the spectacle on the Seine 
in DescnDtion des festes domte par la ville de Paris, à i'occasion du mariage de 
Madame Louise-Elisabeth de France. & de Dom Phili~m?. Infm & Grand Amiral 
ci'Es~ame. les vina-nevidrne & wntidrne août mil smt cent trente-neuf by Jacques- 
François Blondel (Paris, 1740). plate 9. 
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Württenburg, employed to design the festivities for the opera there, he produced 

sixteen dflerent spectacles over the sixteen-day festival.66 

in 1739, Servandoni was in charge of oqanizing the fêtes for the French 

court, and likely bdiiended the duc de Richelieu at this the.  Servandoni 

ptepared the celebration for the wedding of Louis XV's daughter to the Infante of 

Spain Dom Felipe. in Jacques-François Blondel's illustrated text of 1740, 

Description des Fesres données par la ville de Paris a l'occasion du Mariage de 

Madame Loiuse-Elisaberh de France, & de Dom Phillipe, Infant & Grand 

Admirai d'Espagne, les vingt-neuviéme & nentiéme Août mil sept cent pente- 

n d 6 '  we have the account of this spectacle, its temporary buildings and 

iïreworks orchestrated by Servandoni. 

The ceremony was perfonned on the Seine between the Pont Neuf and the 

Pont Royale with spectators seated on either side of the river. On the morning of 

29 August 1740 the sun rose up behind an exquisite Temple of Hymen, its rays 

reflecting off the painted colonnade of giant Doric columns crowned by pagan 

divinities. The new wing of the Louvre, the buildings bordering the Seine and 

newly constnicted buildings and rnacchine al1 stood together as the set for the 

event. The temporary buildings were mixed with permanent architecture of the 

city withour differentiation for they al1 served tofime the men- al1 the various 

forms and aiiegoricai figures were appropriate to the o c c a s i ~ n ~ ~  

The event took place along the river between the two bridges with seating 

lined along both its banks facing each other. The proximity of the seathg to the 

river and the grand scale of the spectacle effectively placed the audience within 

the performance, becoming a part of it. A new artinciai idand had b a n  

conmcted in the middle of the Seine supporting a music pavilion pierced by a 

66 ûenslager, p 85. 
'' Jacques-Franais Blondel, Description des Festes donnéespar la ville de Paris a l'occmion bu 
Mmictge de Madame Lohe-Efisabeth de Frmico & de Dom Phillipe, Ir@ànt & G m d  Aahiral 
&Espagne. les vingt-neuviéme & lrenriénte Aorir mil sept CeM nerue-neuf (Paris, 1740). 

Ibidem 
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The Temple of Hymen (plan and etevation) by Giovanni Servandoni 
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giant c o l m  fÎom which the orchestra play&, ums, obelisks, and terraces 

embellished the existing site. The naturai and the artificial were one, al1 serving 

the theatrical event. The Temple of Hymen (fig.o), a macchine h m  which the 

crescendo of fieworks erupted at the climax of the ceremony, presided over the 

event from the middle of the river at the Pont ~euf.@ 

This work fuses the theatre to the city and complements Servandoni's 

work in the theatre where he brought the stage, the image of the city, to surround 

the observer. For Servandoni, theatre was the redity. There was no longer any 

separation of the symbolic space of perspective and the real space of the world. 

69 Ibidem 



THE DUC DE RICHELIEU: the site of love 

Contemporary architects have ofien empioyed the "foiiy" as a means of 

architectural investigation. It offers a suspension h m  the fllll pragmatic 

concerns of the present and pmvides an "ordered escape,"'0 a direction for 

thought. 

Son Excellence 

in his animated life, which spanned three regencies and two centuries, 

Louis-François Armand de Vignerot du Plessis, duc de Richelieu, was a constant 

source of intrigue and nunor. Born on 3 Mmh 1696'' to Anne-Marguerite 

dlAcigne and at their family mansion in the Place Royale, he would live until the 

age of ninety-two, findly collapsing of heart fadure on the 8 August 1788, the 

same day as the meeting of the Esrares-Générrrl whose brief work would signai 

the end of his libertine world." 

Richelieu remained at court h m  bis presentation to Louis MV in 171 1 

through the regency of the Duc d'Orleans, Louis XV and Louis XVI. Despite his 

three trips to the BastilIe before he was twentyae, he was appointed as Louis 

XV's First Gentleman of the Bedcharnber, the highest titie for those not of the 

royal blood, which called him to service every four years. The post put hirn in 

charge of the Memcs Plaisirs, which inchded the arrangements of ail the royai 

fêtes, including arranging temporary structures, decoratioas for ballets, operas. 

BJ Archer. Follies - Architecrurefir the Lare-TwemiMenrwy &m&cupe. (New York 
1983). 
'' His binh was wimessed by two guests who were summoned in the night, a certain Franceco 
Mario Pompeo Colonna and his niend the Ab& Nicolas Laureat. Their myste"ous appearance at 
hk birih, subsequent publishing of an alcbemicai treatW under his spnsorship and their apparent 
murder and burning upon their kds  some year later were just a k w  ofthe rumours of involvement 
in the black ans that followed Richelieu 

Hubert Cole, Fht GentIrnon of the Bedchmber (London, 1965). 



b a h  and the orchestration of many of the royal rituals includùig the royal levers 

and couchers.73 

Perhaps because of his continuhg battle to defend his status at cowt (bis 

limage h m  Cardinal Richelieu was tenuous), Richelieu spent much time in the 

royal archives investigating priviieges of rank, ceremony and etiquette. Because 

of his longevity and his investigations he became the arbiter of court etiquette and 

simuitaneously, or perhaps as a result, a master at operating outside the des." 

As a patron of the arts he employed the service of Servandoni at 

Gennevilliers, Jean-Michel Chevotet for his Hotel d'Antin, Gaetano Brunetti for 

interiors and Boucher for painting. He also collecteci various antique vases h m  

Italy, was known to have owned Michelangelo's Slaves, had a renowned 

collection of funiiture, tableware and exotic Chinese wallpaper, and he inherited a 

large collection of the works of Nicolas Poussin as well as his father's Ruebens 

collection. His chef Clouet was famous across paris?' 

Richelieu manied three times in his life, and his last wedding was in 1780 

at age eighty-four d e r  king restored to Me fiom apparent death the year 

pre~ious .~~ It was not bis family iife that made him famous. His adventures with 

numerous mistresses were some of the most spectacular of the era. Hubert Cote 

notes that "the impact that (Richelieu's) amorous exploits made on his 

contemporaies, and on many of his countrymen in succeeding generations, was 

pady due to the elements of drama that he itnparted to them: sometimes comic. 

sometimes farcical, and sornetimes-. .melodramatic.. .aiways pIaying the 

conscience of his prey against their desires."" 

fJ Ibid 
74 Ibid 
'' DeLonne, p 138. 
" Co te. 



Eighteertth Cenhny Libertine Acfs 

Richelieu indeed enjoyed the act of seduction. For him. it was pure 

theatre powered by the irresistiale promise of love and pleasm. This spectacle of 

seduction consumed most of his Me, although his other interests in etiquette, war 

and hmting aiso contribute to his world that Servandoni celehates at 

Gennevilliers. As Cole says, "He was a man of great physicai resources, yet 

dways in sad need of new refkements and mentrtl stimulus to keep his interest 

dive in a woman once he had seduced her."" The act was never enough, aiways 

in need of renewal, and yet he accepts and recognizes that fuIfilhent, if it were to 

be found, wodd be death. 

it is curious to note in Richelieu's ietters and rnemoirs that he writes of his 

first love, an actress, "duchess de ." Just before his death, he removed her 

name with a penknife h m  dl of their letters wbich he kept locked in a cabinet, 11 

is curious that the name of this mysterious duchess was not known publicly, as 

were the rest of the notorious events in his 

His adventures begin fiom his fbt  days when, as a newbom baby, he was 

found apparently dead in his cradle. A passing maid picked up the child out of 

pity and heId him to her breast where he was insbntIy reviveci. His most famous 

intrigue sunounded his &air 6 t h  Madame de Popelinière, which was discovered 

by her jealous husband. Richelieu had rented the adjacent apartment to tiers and 

had secretly constnicted a revolving pane1 in the fireplace between their bedrooms 

to allow them to meet. His sense of invention was inexhausti'ble, inventing the 

carriage with onboard bed and pantry for iong trips, and numerous costumes to 

conceai bis amornus exPloits?O His inventiveness and theatricaiity LikeIy secured 

him management of the Mema Plaisirs for the King. 

7l Coie, p 23- 
" Hubert Cole. p 24. 
lbid 

" lbid 



He treated his body with the same sense of invention and luxe. He was 

fanaticai about bathing (a rarity at the the)  and often bathai in b o n d  milk and 

alcohols, wore strong perfmes, and wore extravagant clothing embroidered with 

goid and gems at ceremonies. As he grew older, he taped his skin back under his 

wig to erase his wrioldes and wore extrernely high shoes- There was nothing he 

would not do to better his image and "though he faced great competition, he was 

admiraby equipped to achieve distincti~n."~' 

The Esme ai Gennevilliers 

The marichal duc de Richelieu has buiIt a hunting Iodge ut 
Gennevilliers: he has builr a rotonab called Temple of Love; it is 
situated on a glacière, in such o w q  rhat it is cnlled love on i~e .~'  

The town of Ge~edlierS sits in the loop of the Seine just to the no& of 

Paris, across the river from St.Denis. ïhe area of this peninsuIa was designated 

largely as hunting grounds for the Kingn and residence of the Swiss Guard. Afkr 

his û-iumphal return to court in January 1749 following a successtitl miiitary 

campaign at Genoa the Duc de Richelieu purchased the estate of Gennevilliers. 

The area was still cebuilding from the famous flood of December 1740 which 

covered the entire plain under meters of water. Richelieu's recent posting as 

Lieutenant of the Royai Hunt had perhaps piqued his interest in this area and its 

bounty of deer. 

In 1749, RicheIieu was en exercise as Fi Gentleman of the Bedchamber 

to Louis XV. The King, bored with the intrigues of the court, spent only 50 days 

at Versailles this year, A series of events occurred wbich then changeci 

Richelieurs status at court. On 23 Aprii 1749 RicheIieu accompanied Louis on a 

visit to La Celle, and two days later one of Richelieu's tongrime opponents at 

- - 

*' Hubert Cote, p 30. 
a Rend-Louis de Voyer, marquis d'Argenson, Jownal et Memoires (Paris, 1867) VOL VIL p 283, 
The mernoir dated 24 August 1752, 
" in Genneviiliers it is noted that Louis XV humed down 165 1 deer m its forests. 



court, one Maurepas, was dismissed. Perhaps as a celebration of this event or 

perhaps to publicly CO* that he was stdI in good standing with the King, 

Richelieu invited the King and Madame de Pompadour to dine with him at his 

petite maison on rue Clichy in Paris, the street of much new building à la mode in 

that tirne. Richelieu, with a naîural seme of ceremony and pleasures, surely 

impressed his exaited Company at this dinner, for just two weeks later they made 

the forty-five minute trip north to Gennevilliers to again be his guests for dimer." 

The pavilion at Gennevilliers and its gardens present several narratives on 

the idea of the threshold. Love, ïhroughout the cataclysmic change that society 

was undergoing, and though love was seemingly Iost in the debauchery and court 

intrigue, the debate on love continueci. Its presence, perhaps as an enigma or as a 

vestige of hope, emerged in the TempIe of Love at Gennevilliers and spawned a 

proliferation of these monuments in France in the gardens of the French elite. 

The Temple itself is a folly, or garden building, which presents an 

interesthg mode of action in a world whose view on architecture had until then 

k e n  absolute. The garden pavilion or FoNy was sister to festival structures and 

macehine; both were erected to "make visible the spirit of the event," whether it is 

the arrivai, presence, rnarriage or birth of a person or prsons of di~tiaction.~~ The 

building was essential in achieving îhe hl1 impact of the event and Servandoni 

was a master in this domain. 

Gardens have dways proMded a retreat and an alternative outside the 

restrictions of the house. Foliies provided a space outside of the restrictions of 

society, an expIoration out of botmds? in forbidden temtory. The liberties 

possible in these structures were not oniy what was spoken of, but also what was 

acted out. Later in the eighteenth century, what had been impiied in the eariier 

models was revealed iiteraiiy in, for example, the plans of Ledoux (the phaIlus 

" Hubert Cole. 
"5 Elenor DeLonne? p 12. 



plan brothels) and Lequeu's monuments to Priapus. This trend increased over the 

century and later, catalogues and encyclopedias were produced to effectively 

summarize this expriment in varyiag degrees of fieedom h m  Nicolas Le Camus 

de Mézières' Genim of Architecture - or the anaiogy of that art with our 

sensations to Marquis de Sade's 120 Days of &dom. These works, produced later 

in the eighteenth century, epitomize an equation or a recipe for architecture, space 

and love. 





TJlE TEMPLE OF LOVE AT GENNF,MLLLERS 

A@ jleeting qiJairs. the academic intrigues and the circus of the 
court would not have been enough to occupy my leisure in 1719 
without my little house at Gennevilliers, which soon became, 
thanh to Servandoni and myseg a beau1131 pleasure pi l ion,  a 
rendezvous for hunting for love andfor the theatre of gmîronornic 
prowess and bacchmals where Louis XV did not decline tu play 
his role (ojien without the rnar ise) and to show himself: withfork 
in hand, a distinguished actor. &: 

Narrative I:  Unfolding the Senses 

On the 17 August 1750, a few days d e r  the Duc had presented his son 

Fronsac and daughter Septimanie at court, the King went hunting with Richelieu 

at Gennevilliers, shooting a variety of wild game on which they dined that night 

in Servandoni's Temple of Love dong with Madame de Pompadour. Richelieu 

passionately recounts the detail of this evening in his memoirs on which the 

description below is ba~ed.~' 

Servandoni's foUy is a place of chance meetings for amornus encounters. 

The avenue to the château had been enlarged to three dleys, each lined by mes, 

emphasizing the importance of arrival. The château was modes with 

exceptionaiiy large and extravagant kitchen and dining areas, with a kitchen 

garden nearby. The gardens (fig.7) were proclairned by Richelieu to be planted in 

the English style but the later maps of the area stiii show the formal layout of the 

gardens in the style of LeNotre. To enter the garden, the guests couid have lefi 

the chàteau through the doors which led h m  the main salon, or perhaps taken a 

more direct route by leaving the house by way of the theatre stage.p 

86 Bemd H. Dams and Andcew Zega, PIeanve Pavilions und Follies (Paris, 1995), p 94. Richelieu 
as quoted in Comte d'AllonvilIe, Mémoires S e m .  de 1770 à 1830 (Paris, 1838-49, vol.1, p 178. 
" Memoires as republished in Robert Qumot, Gennevilliers, evocation historique (Ge~eviiiiem 
1%7), p 122436 with observations of the plans have been reconstnicted to fonn Narrarive 1. 

An intimate theatre fameci fbr its debut of Beaumarchais' Lafolle journée or the Mmri'ge of 
Figuro (1 783) a! a time when the Duc's son Fmnsac owned Gennevilliers. 
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Moreau le Jeune, 'Le Souper Intime' 
Dining Ui the g a ~ d ~  pavilion. 



"The glacière, built within the newly built sugarloaf rnountain and the 

elegant coIonnaded rotunda imitating the Temple of Sybid at Tivoli, houses in its 

bosom a wine cellar. In this cave, wines are perfiuned in the coolness amidst dl 

the exquisite flowen which wouid otherwise wither and fa11 limp in the heat of 

summer. Above ihis precious cavern, where the sparkiing nectar of Ai and the 

ambmsia of silleryW is intensified by the eoohess, and where it is heid in 

preparation of its joyfiil explosion of goIden foarn, there sits a dining room with 

twelve doors of Venetian glas, unique in quality and clarity." The view looked 

out on al1 sides through the carefully planted trees and to the south was a large 

lake and to the north there lay a maIl oval pond. 

Boucher had decorated the interior with his most voIuptuous inspUations, 

the principte subject of which is Venus and Love; four doves pull their chariot, 

two driven by the mother of Cupid and the other pair by Mercury who acts as 

postillion. Flower garlands represented the reins and various allegoricd figures 

representing the seasons completed the design. The furnishings were noted by 

Abbé LeBoeuf in 1752 as king very "gallant, Likely of the exquisite taste that 

Richelieu was famous for, the decotation e~~uis i te"~ '  and R m  of a rich mosaic 

tile design. 

ïhey dined amid baskets of rare flowers and cages fiIled with exotic büds. 

on Richelieu's Samny porcelah The mellow mixture of geenery and statues 

constantly refkshed their eyes, theu brow caressed by the amamai breeze gently 

moving through the open windows of the cupola a feature which Richelieu had 

insisted for this phce of retreat h m  the sun and exertion. The most refined and 

sensual gustatory pleasures joined to the tkeest conversation (fig.8). Louis XV 

dined without reserve, like a true hunter, on the bits of his hunt at this meal, no 

milks, no vegetabIes and no flesh other than his prey, stiil blwdy and pulsating. 

%9 Ai and SilIery are locations in the Mame region hown for their excelIent Champagne. 
90 Robert Qu* Gemevillms. evocation hirturique (GemeviIliers, t %7), p 1 22-1 3 6. 
9' Ibid p 1 2 2  
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Atm'buted CO Giovanni Servandoni, garden terraces l d m g  IO a circularrotonda (on the 
lefi) and an arched collonade in the clouds. 



The menu consisted of soup of puree of pheasant eggs, small pâtés fimly chopped 

and curdled, bunting dumpliags poached in water, blood pudding of hare, venison 

cutlets wiih rum sauce, haif masted pattndge finished in wine sauce and wild 

mushrooms, bar marinateci in Madeira wine, pheasant garnished with tniffles. 

The menu of deserts and wines was no less lengthy and elaborate (and to our 

tastes, excessive and delightfui). "The King showed his sincere satisfaction, 

feasting just short of indigestion, but saved by the quality of the seasonings, an 

excessive appetite and perhaps of greediness."g2 

Richelieu, encouraged by the King's promise to retuni to Gennevilliers to 

see his new works, sets out to embellish the garden and orangerie. "1 iiad received 

the title of Lieutenant of the Hunt of Gennevilliers, and from the top of my 

Itaiianate cade, 1 am master of the piain, the field of ad venture^."^^ 

Servandoni had drawn what may have been the Temple of Love that rests 

in the private collection of Donald Oenslager. The drawing is similar to the 

Garden Terraces he drew in 1750 (fig.9) just before he was commissioned to 

design the Temple of Love at Gennevilliers. The endless stairs constandy shifting 

the eye upwards, culminating in an image of a colonnade and part of a circular 

temple. in Oenslager's drawing, steps climb to a terrace and a circular temple 

held within the clouds." 

Rejlection 1 

With these first-hand descriptions and observations from the plans. a 

reading of Servandoni's intentions dolds ,  especially when read against Jacques- 

François Blondel's chapter dedicated to garden pavilions or belvederes in his De 

la distribution des maisons de plaisance et de la decoration des edifices en 

general: 

Quinot, p 126-13 1. Quote by Richelieu. 
93 Ibi&m. 

Oenslager, p 85. 



We have said that small woods serve to protect one fiom the heat 
by means of the shade provided by their natural foliage in the 
warm semons; but belvederes constructed of masomy in these 
parh have the additional aduantage of providing a beaun%(l 
restingpoint for the eye during alljôur seasans and a shelter fiom 
bad weather. The essential point is thar they me well simated and 
thor we can notice them fiom a distance, this contributes gready to 
their importance in the decoration of gardens. They are built of 
cut Stone or of marble as is fahionable in the mea; and these litde 
buildings are fiequently laced on a rise in our gardens, in order 
to better enjoy the view. P P  

Servandoni raises the pavilion, not just on a pla$orm or a sIight incline in 

the naturai landscape as Blondel suggests, but on top of an artificiai moutain. 

One must not ody make the journey, but also make an effort to c l h b  up to the 

çanctuary. Entry to the Temple of Love is difficdt. Richelieu d e m i s  it a s  

another zone, a place of repose and sensual pleasures where anyone can enter but 

mut change their attitude upon doing so, or better, fht exit from the realm of 

etiquette and formalism. in the story of the dimer, Richelieu remarkç that the 

King "took up his fork and showed himself an excellent actor." The social space 

outside the d e t y  of the known order was theaüe. 

The glass in the pavilion is noted for its unique clarity. Plate gIass had 

been manufactured in France on a larger sale and was more avdable since the 

mid-seventeenth century but its Venetian counterpart stilI outranked it. The gIass 

would not only allow for a clear view to the gardens, but in fact would ailow for a 

view to the inside as well. Raised above the gardens, and with the whdows 

reaching down low near the flwr, the pavilion wodd then be a r a i d  stage for the 

acts to be performed within. At night, the same clarity that ailowed for views to 

the outside would reflect the action within. Richelieu had a boudoir constructed 

later in his château at Bordeaux, a large ovai m m  with minors on ail the waiis 

(and tloor and ceiling) where bacchanaiïan feasts and orgies took place. It bars 

9s Jacques-François Blondel, De la distribution des morioru de plorSance er de la decorarion des 
edgces en generd. Vol 2. p 12. 



close resemblance to Madame de T 's secret cabinet in Vivant Denon's 

famous 1777 libertine story, Point de lendemain. 

Narrative 2: The Unlikely Seduction 

The pavilion is crowned by a dome surmounted by a gildedfigure 
of Mercury (which moves in the w i n ~ 3 ) ~ ~  and surrounded by a 
colonnade of îwelve columns which are each with a statue 
ofpagan divinity, al1 fonning a covered gallery. 

In 1774, Richelieu walks out into the garden with Mademoiselle Raucourt, 

a famous ûagedienne fiom the Comédie-Italian, to show her his Temple of Love. 

We trembled as we entered This was love's sanctuary. It took 
possession of US: Our knees buckled our weakening arms 
interîwined, and unable to hold each other up, we sank down onto 
a sofa ... the moon was setting and ifs last rays lijïed the veil of a 
modesîy that was, I think, becoming rather tiresome. Everything 
grau confised in rhe shadows. The hand that tried to push me 
awayfelr my heurt beating ... Our souls met and multiplied; another 
was born each time we kissed Though it became less tumultuous, 
the intoxication of our senses did not yer allow us the use of our 
voices ... Al1 this had been a Iittle abrupt. We realized out error 
and returned to what we had pmed over in haste ... Calmer, we 
found the air purer, cooler. Earlier we had not heard how the 
river, its wavelets bathing the walls of the summer house, 
interrupted the night's silence with a gentle m u m r  t h t  seemed in 
harmots, with the wild beating of our heurts. In her greater 
abandon, she seemed al1 the more ravishing ...."O h" she said in a 
heavenly voice, "let us leave this h g e r o w  place; our desires 
keep multiplyin here and we havent the strength to resist them". 
She led me out. a 

... Or at least that is similar to what they toId the guests. it is known that 

Richelieu, despite his seventy-eight years, had bounded out of the house with the 

actress, the most famous lesbian in Paris. The two retumed half an hour Iater with 

their reptations bolstered by the adventure. Whether or not the Temple was the 

site of the physical act of love can not be known for sure. Police reports of the 

% Georges Poisson, Evocmion du Grund Purtk (Paris,l%O). 
97 Roque de FilIoL p 108. Quote by Abbey LeboeuE 
* Vivant Denon. "No Tomorrow," pp 7%-739. The story of a one night seduction in a Temple of 
Love in The Liberifne Reu& (New York, 1997). 
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The Temple of Love at Gennevilliers 
photographed in 1896 before it was 
demolished. 



gouigs on at Parisian "Petite Maisons" revealed the nnnars of sexual adventutes 

and orgies to be more story than reality, but d l  somehow valid in the world of 

intrigue. 

The Temple provided a place for anyone to take on a new de, to act out 

fitedom in the absence of structure, or at least to act as he or she pleased beyond 

the restrictions of etiquette. But it is stilI acting, for what is k d o m ?  

Nmative 3: Double Death 

I began to weary of gardening at Gennevilliers and of building on 
the Boulevard I became tired of Gennevilliers, of the icehouse, of 
the Temple of Love with its dome crowned with a winged Mermry 
who danced in the wind and of its perspecfival avenues. 1 also 
Iost the tuste for hunting while in the conrmon chme to h-ilf u 
partri'dge; I had the unjhinate Iuck to Rill a man by mistuRe+ I ai 
once put away my guns and gunshot und never again pulled the 
h.igger. Gennevilliers couid nwer in my eyes recover from the 
melancho Iy mrse of !hi& accident. Isold the property to the duc de 
choseil. 99 

In 1888, Roque De Fi1101 visiteci the temple a few years before it was 

demolished (fig. 1 0): 

The only access to the little round renrple which crowns the ice- 
house is by an exrerior stairway built of various fiugments of 
rotten plankr placed one upon the other and mi'y urtstable. The 
painiings on the inside of the dome are not yet entirely gone ... As 
fir the columns, one would believe [hem to be made,  but they are 
simply woodpaintedfionr the base to the capital, The statues are 
made of putty or perhrips of piaster. Evemhing speaks of ihe era 
of which Richelieu decidedly is a smng representation: he loves 
things ckmlling and loves to ear well. '00 

*~uinof I31. 
lm Roque de FiHol. p 109. 



In the twentieth century, the land of the estate at Gennevilliers was buned 

under one of many experimentai housing projects cailed "La Cité Jardin." 

Reflection 3: 

What then, is revealed in these two deaths, the death that causes the client 

to leave the site, and the death of the building? 

Richelieu is indeed an actor, and a "strong representation" of his era. His 

life was a great act played out before the audience of the court and bis architect 

was the greatest stage designer in France. A perfect match. 

Servandoni's Temple of Love was papa thin. Having the appearance of 

the stone monument at Tivoli, t h e  reveaIed it was only a stage set. It was a 

convincing one; even one hundred and thirty some years f ie r  it had been built, 

Roque de Fil101 had at fm sight thougtit the columns were of marble. The plaster 

pagan divinities had cnmbled and washed away with the rain, only their 

stabiIization rods remain in the photos taken in 1896. Mercury had been stolen 

only a few years after the Duc sold the property. In 1914, only the glacière 

remained, its ice melted 

Change of selfis ioss of sert0 ihese poets. Theh metaphors for 
the experience (of love) are metaphors of war, disease and bodily 
dissolution These metaphors assume a dynamic of assault und 
resistance. Excreme s e m a i  tension behveen the self and its 
environment is the poets'fincs, and a particular image of that 
tension predominotes. In Greek lyric poeny, Ems is the 
experience of melhng.'O' 

101 Anne Carson, Eros the Binemeet (Princeton. I986), p 39. 



CONCLUSION 

A structure catches the eye by virtue of its mass; its general outline 
attracts or repels us... One sensation induces quiet reflection; 
another inspires awe, or maintains respect, and so on What are 
the causes of these various effects? Their existence is in no doubt; 
and this becomes still more apparent if we combine Painting and 
Sculpture with Architecture. Who c m  resist this threefold magic, 
which addresses almost al1 the ajEections and sensations known to 
us. To satisfi ourselves on this point, we have only to look at our 
stage decorations, which use the mere imitation of works of 
Architecture to govem our afections ... . The celebrated 
Servandoni. whose fertile genius and martery of the secrets of his 
Art have so surprised and delighted us in the theatre, once 
conrrived in a mute Spectacle, to make us fiel the burning heat of 
the  un'^^ 

Art and architecture underwent a great change with the democratization of 

space fueled by the liberation of the individual. The search for the genius or 

meaning in architecture and society led to a systematization of the emotions and 

sensations, grounded in an empirical understanding of the relation of built form to 

the individual. The new &dom given to society with the dissoIution of the 

ancien régime and the loss of the authority of antiquity was replaced by a 

Newtonian faith in observation where the eye became the primary sensory organ. 

The new and democratic perspectival world of theatre was represented as a clear 

source of these realities, its power was amplified by its combination with 

Architecture and Sculpture. A sense of d e t y  or security could be found here, 

providing grounding in a world that had lost itself. It offered a system governed 

by d e s  that could intoxicate the viewer without risking his tife. The libertine 

knew this world intimately. He took his &dom to the lits, induiging in 

wonders. illusions and pleasures hitherto tmknown to him. ironically, it was a 

ûeedom that he knew to have boudaries, but which he accepted as a cornmon 

understanding amongst his equals in lieu of the alternative (lovesickness) where 

man would Iose his fieedom. The threshotd to this ûeedom was Ems, m e  love 

and the eIement that would reveal it was tirne. Architecture suffered the same 



malady, coiiapsing the space between the observer and the observed, between 

space and tirne, the space of representatioa Architecture emerged as the 

manipuiation of spaces based on a f o d a  of the senses and use. At the threshold 

of these changes, Giovanni Servandoni, the most skilled magician of manipulating 

the senses through the employment of ail the arts builds the Temple of Love, a 

crystalline form based on classicai examples and allegory infiised with wonders of 

sight, sound and smell and ail the senses, 

Parisian memoirs often noted the two oddities surroundhg this design 

which did not conform to their sense of decorwn, its base of ice and its crown of 

Mercury. While Servandoni cleariy understood aIIegory and its appropriate use 

depending on the occasion, these elements stand out. His familiarity with the 

client and his participation in the libertine world of theatre and pleasures indicate 

that his intentions here may have pointed to an ironic statement of the condition of 

Eros and architecture. Love could no longer be fixe; it wodd remain fiozen until 

released by a reconciliation of tirne and space, like Mercury, neither solid nor 

liquid, a state of the in-between. 

From our technologicai world-view, the architects that are most oflen 

promoted in the eighteenth century are those who inevitably fathered the birth of 

our tradition of fuaction and reason, those who supported a positive beauty, which 

could be readily understood by comrnon sense. Servandoni, while at once 

becoming the master of the domain of the theatre and whose work helped initiate 

architecture as representation, perhaps lefi an uonic note at Ge~evilliers, a note 

which signaied the suspension of the erotic as possible meaning in architecture. 

102 Le Camus de Mézières, ne G e n k  of Architecnvee p lO,7 1. 
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Abstract 

Shifting demographics and economic factors have recently necessitated the export of 

prefabricated homes. With respect to trade in the global market, home miinufacnirers crin 

greatly benefit by using E-commerce and digital networks to communicate with their foreign 

clients. 

The author proposes a software application to assist Canadian home prefabricators and 

manufacturers of building components to display their services and products in an interactive 

and electronic format. This tool would help these companies by increasing the size of their 

potential client base and the speed of their business interactions. 

The study concludes that speciaiised software to facilitate the expon of prefabricated homes cm 

easily take advancage of the Internet's speed and accessibility as a download or Website as well 

as be available on CD-ROM. 



Les nouvelles réalités démographiques et économiques de notre société ont récemment favorisé 

l'exportation de maisons préfabriquées. Les manufacturiers de ces maisons peuvent 

grandement bénéficier de i'utilisation du commerce électronique et des nouvelles technologies 

de l'information pour demeurer compétitifs au sein des marchés globaux. 

L'auteur propose u n  logiciel permettant aux manufacturiers et fabricants de maisons 

préfabriquées de présenter leurs produits et services de façon électronique et interactive. Ces 

compagnies pourraient alors atteindre une clientèle potentielle élargie et améliorer la vitesse de 

leurs interactions avec celle-ci. 

L'étude conclue qu'un tel logiciel pourrait être accessible par téléchargement. via un site 

Internet ou bien sur CD-ROM. Ces moyens permettraient de prendre avantage de la vitesse et 

de la facilité d'accès de I'lnternet. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1. I Rationale for the Study 

With the proliferation of the computer and Intemet technologies, the manner in which 

companies conduct many standard business dealings is constantly evolving. In order to stay 

competitive, the prefabricated housing industry, despite a foundation in manufacturing of 

quality and expertise. must similarly adapt to a contemporary era of advanced communication. 

This is particularly relevant to the multitude of prefabricated housing manufacturers who wish 

to expand their businesses into the export market thus benefiting from the potentiril gains of 

trading within the global economy. Over the course of the 1 s t  five decades. Canada has 

experienced a steady decline in the number of housing starts. a trend from which Québec is no 

exception. The reasons for such radical shifts in housing requirements can be to demognphics 

and economics. 

A foremost consideration in the approach to contemporary housing recognises that while the 

number of families and households in Canada is increasing, the size of these domestic 

arrangements is decreasing. It is also essential to distinguish that fewer Canadians are living 

within families. The subsequent effect is reaiised in a demand for smaller housing units to 

accommodate a smaller number of occupants. The diverse array of household compositions 

correlates accordingly with these demopphic shifts. The disruption of the traditional farnily is 

exemplified by the increased incidence of divorce in Canada and the consequent increase of 



single-parent households. a number which rose by over 3 1% between tg86 and 199 1 

Further defying the definition of the "universal ilamily" is the increase in common-law 

households, a composition thac accounts for one in ten fa mi lie^.^ The single-peson household 

is also a rising trend that challenges the range of potencial investors in the home-buying market. 

Cultural factors also amplify househuld diversity, such as the cohabitation of multiple 

generations within a single household. 

Furthemore. as Canada progresses toward the 2 1st century, the impact of the population's age 

structure upon the housing industry is rui inevitable criterion for future consideration. As the 

ymth bracket recedes. the baby-boomers (Le. those born between 1946 and 1966) validate the 

prospect that Fewer nurnbers of young peopk will be "supponing" a greater number of older 

people. In anticipation of this surte. rnany baby-boomers rue now taking active measures IO 

saïeguard against ri precrtrious future of insufficient or non-existent government pensions (e.2. 

the uncenain future of tx-deductible RRSP contributions). unsrable job markets and shortages 

of viable housing options.' 

The diverse array of dynamic household types undergoes numerous changes in composition in 

naturd progression from stase CO stage in their evolving tife cycles. In order to accommodate 

the fluctuations and transitions in contemporary households. responsive and adaptable housing 

foms rire required. Additionally. effective communication, using cornputer technology ro 

access the global markets, is a pertinent elernent through which to supplement the decreasing 

local housing demand and increased activity within the Canadian housing industry. 

' Starisrics Canado. Age. Sm and Marira1 Srattts (Ottawa: Suppiy md Services Canada. 1992) 
Catalogue no. 96-3û4E 

Statisucs Candn. 1991 Cemu5 High1ight.s as Released ~ h e  Dai& (Tues&y. I 1 May. 1993: 
"Educiition, Mobility and Mipr ion .  and Sheiter COSE") (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada- 1994) 
Catdogue no. 96-309E. 

David J- Krawiiz. 'The Canadian Hausing AffordabiIi~ Challenge.* Open Hoüse i n r e m t i o n a l I = I  
( t 997): 6. 



1 . 1 2  Economics 

The upheavds in the global economy in the last fifteen years have taken their toll on both 

international markets and the individual citizen. Government budgeting for deficit reduction 

has ied to drarnatic cutbacks in social services and jobs; recessions and limited economic 

growrh have deterred potential investors, employers and the average consumer: and the 

restructuring of many traditional arenas of commerce has resulted in redundancies and 

precarious employment security . With the average Canadian annual famil y income at 

$56,269,' combined with declining econornic confidence, the number of housing stans has 

consistently decreased with a 30% differential between 1993 and 1997.1 Given these 

parameters and an estimated median value of an owner-occupied dwelling in Montréal at 

S120.000, the home ownership bracket is significantly narrowed.3 The slow-down in the 

Canadian real-estate market of the late 1980s and early 1990s. combined with the doubling of 

land prices and infrastructure costs. is characterised by companies no longer willing or able to 

take bold financiai risks in local housing developments and exposing the global market as tr 

significit potentiai supplement to decreasing local activity. 

The "move-up" market of Canadian homeowners is also smaller now than ever before. 

instilling the renovation sector as a more viable alternative than the new-house market. First- 

time owners who are reluctant to seIl their starter homes in a depressed market are opting 

instead to renovate with the ready availability of products and technologies as a means to home 

improvement, Renovations made for the purpose of energy efficiency alone increase the 

comfort of the residents and enable energy cost swings of between 15% and 354 annually. 

Statistics Canada. Average Annual Incomc (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1997) Catalogue 
no. 13-207-XPB. 

Statistics Canada. Housing Srans (Ottawa: CANSiM. 1998) Matrix 9715. 
Statistics Canada, Occupied Privare Dwellings (Ottawa: Supply and Scrvices Canada. 1992) 

Cataiogue no. 93-3 14. 



During econornic slumps, competition for renovation work is eminently prevaient in al1 

segments of the housing industry (building material manufacturers, distributors and retailers. 

renovators, contractors and traders), creating a buyers' market where homeowners can plan 

low-cost renovation projects.' 

1.1.3 The Need to Export 

Housing manufacturers must react to dramatic changes in the domestic housing market and 

focus their efforts on the export potential of Canadian housing and building products. The 

elobal economic climate is presently well-suited to new trading opponunities and must cake 
CI 

advanrage of large-scale issues such as freer trade between international economic and political 

barriers and the increased accessibility of long-distance communication and interaction. 

The high demand of housing in overseas markers and the projected decline of the local 

Canadian housing industry provide the frarnework for an intriguing alternative to the 

traditional. conservative conventions of the current industry noms. This transition to the 

international market has been greatly facilitated by conducive global geopolitical changes such 

as NAFTA. whereby an open trade comdor was implernented to simplify trade procedures. In 

addition to the multitude of fundamental dernographic and economic shifts in Canada. an 

expansion of the housing industry during the 1980s witnessed an increase in new companies 

who are now wiIling to compensate Iocd volume deficiencies with activities abroad. 

The variety and abundance of naturai resources, a hi& quaiity of workmanship for cold- 

dimate constmction, reiatively inexpensive hydro-dectric power and efficient communication 

' National Housing Research Cornmittee (NHRC). Housing Resecrrch PriorÏties Idenr$ïed by the 
NHRC in 1990-92 with Addifional Issues for 1995 (Ottawx CMHC. i995) 16. 



and transport systems combine to advocate Canadian products as highly competitive on the 

international market. 

The author suggests that it is essential that Canadian housing manufacturers react to the 

dramatic changes in the domestic market and focus their efforts and direct attention on the 

export potential of housing and building products. The global economic climate is prime for 

innovative trading opportunities passed. not only by more liberd international trade barriers. 

but also by the increased accessibility of long-distance communication and critical interaction 

through various established electronic networks. 

1.1.3 Three Tested Arguments 

Argument 1: Due to the lack of local residential construction activity. Canadian home 

rnanufacturers must gain full advantage from expon in the global market. by introducing or 

nstructuring their utilisation of electronic media. in order to survive. 

Test 1: Considering the rebound of the housing market and the increased demand for the 

construction of new dwellings across Canada. there is liule need for Canadian housing 

manufacturers to invest their energies into developing a highly sophisticated network for 

trading in the global housing-export market. 

Argument 2: The Internet is a promising medium for the global marketing and trade of 

Canadian pre-manufactured homes. 

Test 2: Due to the compiex and non-specific nature of selling and marketing homes. 

prefabricated housing manufacmrers may Frnd it hard to justify the increased cost and effort 

required to export on the internet as a substitue for traditional methods. 



Argtunent 3: Interactivity between the customer/client and the builder/developer is essential for 

the home manufacturer to uade successfully in the globai expon market of housing. 

Test 3: In the process of providing prefabricated homes, builders can sacrifice valuabIe tirne 

and productivity when allowing clients to be too involved in the design phase of a project. 

1.2 Previous Research and Developrnent 

This section will examine the ventures undertaken by othet companies involved in the 

prefabricated housing industry which are king implernented to facilitaie export opportunities. 

In addition. precedents of companies involved in various areas of industry and business who 

already utilize the World Wide Web or Internet as a global trading and communication tool will 

be established. 

Based on the literature review, the majority of the research executed by housing export 

consultants (either performed by acadernic institutions or private consultants who have a gmp  

of market conditions due to their interaction with the industry) is accomplished by observing 

previous market trends and socio-economic factors relating specifically to home buyers. 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) is a govemment-funded agency which 

undertakes and supports research in various housing-related areas. Due to increased activity 

within the field of export, CMHC has recently documented numerous projects concerning the 

expon of housing by Canadian manufacturers. These reports focus their objectives on the 

study of individual aspects particular to the multitude of fundamental issues pertaining to the 

export of housing. Consequendy, a brief analysis of a selection of recent publications will 

enhance the perspective and understanding of the specific probtems and requirements pertinent 

to this field of research. 



Canada is one of the key players in the housing export market. The abundance of natural 

resources, a well-developed econorny and the inherent ability CO efficiently transport and deliver 

housing and related products across a large, geognphically and climatically diverse nation has 

enabled Canada to make the transition into foreign housing markets with relative eue. 

Fundamental to export potential i s  the need to assess the role of competition prevalent in the 

export market. Canada's Cornpetitors in lnremational Horising Markets examines three 

rudimentary aspects of competition: 

"a Factors driving companies and countries to enter international housing markets 

today, and the ways in which they are doing so: 

Ways in which other governments support their firms in entering international 

markets: and 

The state of competition in target markets of interest to Canada. both from 

domestic and foreign firms."I 

To address these topics. the study provides an andysis of six international competitors in the 

market by reviewing the framework and structure of export strategies. the impact of corporate 

subsidies from their respective govemments and the political stability and housing demand in 

countries of potential interest to Canadian finns. 

An additional prime area of concentration in the research of housing export is to examine the 

existing stmcnire of govemment proammes and services which are currently available to 

support the international commercial endeavours of Canada's housing industry.2 These 

resources relate to areas such as data and market research. expon promotions, financing and 

insurance provided by federal and provincial departments and agencies, as well as by the 

academic and business (private on non-profit) c~rnrnunities.~ In terms of p s t  expience. the 

transfer OF technoiogy through traditiond channels by suppliers has, in many instances. led to a 

I Canada Mortgage and Housing Corpontion. Compendium of Research (Ottawa: CMHC. 1984) 84. 
Ibid.. 85, 
Ibid.. 87. 



series of critical asymmetx-ies in the export process. Studies on experiences with individual 

developing countries have documented the indiscriminate export of technolog that involved 

high costs and inefficient management and construction procedures.' By extension, further 

studies provide strategic frameworks through which a context can be developed in order to 

deploy the govemment's housing-related export support activities and resources. 

The appropriate nature with respect to exporting housing is dso a topic of concem, anaiysed by 

resexchen in various CMHC documentation. Issues that require attention are the suitabiIity of 

Canadian technologies in specific markets and the detennination of specific regions which are 

rnost promising for this forrn of trade. Overview of Hotrsing Eiport Opporrimities for 

Canadians (1996) provides analyses of both international housing opportunities and the 

successfuI markets for sales of Canadian housing-related products. technologies and services. 

These are studied through the compilation of data which is displayed as chans and tables 

illustrating how companies cm position their assets in relation to global trading possibilities. 

Considering the widespread use of the Intemet has increased trernendously in only the lasr feïv 

years. justifying the abundance of current studies published of this phenom. The focus. with 

respect to doing business on the Web. is approached from different areas of concentrarion: the 

most distinct division is that between concerns of technical and marketing natures. Clearly. 

housing exporters must address both these issues with perhaps a balance different to that of 

companies in other areas of business also using the Web for trading purposes. For example. 

since building a house is far more complex a task that has a greater client input than marketing 

and selling other products, home manufacturing companies would be more likely to consider 

sophisticated features such as interactive modes to dlow the cIient or user to make choices. or 

the potentid for users at both ends to cornmunicate with the advantage of being abIe to update 

information on each other's screens. These capabilities may require specialised equipment but 

I Singr  et al.. Technologu T r M e r  b?- Multinationais (New Deihi: Ashish Publishing Co.. 1988) 8. 



could allow for savings in time and money. Ultimately, another effective rnethod of 

researching in this field is to simply surf the Web and observe what cornpanies are doing, 

especiaily those involved in the housing and building product industries, and the ways in 

which these uses are changing. 

There is dso research currently king undenaken relating the marketing and selling of Canadian 

manufactured homes in the global electronic network. such as a feasibility study for the 

establishment of a housing expon Website at CMHC. Much can also be iearned from 

companies that produce housing or manufactunng housing-related building products who have 

already created a presence on the Web. even if the cunent function of these sites is simply an 

electronic cataIogue. The development of this potencial will no doubt increase in order to dlow 

housing exponers to benefit from the evolving utilisation of the [nternet as a business medium. 

1.3 Research Question 

1 -3.1 The Main Question 

How can the use of computers and the Internet facilitate the export initiatives and practises of 

prefabricated housing manufacturers in Canada'? 

1 -3.2 Sub-Questions 

How can the introduction or restructuring of the use of computers and Intemet technologies 

facilitate the export of prefabricated homes h m  Canada? 



I s  there a need for manufactured Canadian homes to have a presence in the electronic global 

market? 

Should customer or client interactivity and input be considered in the export of prefabricated 

homes from Canada'? 

1.3.3 Glossary of Key Words 

The following is a list of definitions of key worcis with a particular application to housing: 

cornputer: computers and computer networks are used by home builders and 

prefabricated home manufacturers as tools for design, costing. 

correspondence. payment and shipping. 

[nternet: global digital communication and information network: used for 

transfemng electronic data. 

expon: trading and shipping of goods/technologies CO foreign markets. 

prefabricated homes: residentiai building modules or units manufactured under controlled 

conditions in a factory (Le. off site) typically using standard wood 

frame construction techniques (other rnodular or standardised methods 

are also used). 

interactivity: in this case, user involvernent in the design of a house with respect to 

layout, choice of materials and fmishes. components [e-g. fixtures. 

hardware), and time schedule. 

buyer of home: could be a deveIoper, builder, general contractor or 

private home buyer. 

customer: 



1.4 Objectives 

The author wishes to study: 

Prefabricated housing process and its abiIity to be adapted for export purposes. 

Associated tasks and responsibiiities of a prefabricited home manufacturer. 

Expon practises of companies involved in this industry. 

The potential and Iimits of Internet technology with respect to doing trade locally and 

internationally. in fields as cornplex and technicd as the housing and building product 

industries. 

Analyse and study systems for disphying and ordering housing and building products 

in the local and foreign housing markets using computers and the Internet. The 

required use or purchase of software, hardware and expertise will also be addressed. 

1.5 Scope of the Study 

The author will address the issues of the prefabricated housing market in Canada (with a 

specific case study taken from within Quéùec) and its associated practises using cornputer and 

Intemet technologies in the context of trading in both local and foreign export markets. While 

Chapters 2 and 3 are based on resesirch and observation in the previously stated fields. 

Chapters el and 5 deai with specific solutions or proposais which can be applied to these areas 

of research. Chapter 5 consists of the description of a software tool whose Iogic and Iayout 

was designed and prepared by the author 



1.6 Methodology 

A possible approach to the development of a mehodology is to perform an anaiysis of a study 

which has documented the present conditions and future outlook for Canadian housing 

exporters. Therefore a review will be made of Canada's Horlsing Export Erperience and 

Prospects (Ottawa: CMHC, 1996) written by C. David Crenna. This report provides 

information on three main approaches retating to the study of the business ventures of 

Canadian home builders who trade in the global market: it documents the recent expansion of 

Canada's housing exporters, describes the factors contributing to their success in an 

international context and gives a Corecast of the increasing potential gains for companies 

entering or still trading in this field in the future.' The study concludes by reviewing how the 

private sector and governmental bodies can cooperate by working together to seize export 

opportunities that have little precedent in the history of rhe global economy. 

The author introduced the major players involved in the field. By studying the local and 

foreign markets of home builders and the related businesses, it is noted that the financial basis 

of Canada's housing exporters is domestic construction and renovation activity. The local 

industry is valued at approximately $40 billion mnuaily. providing as many as 300.000 jobs 

through 15.000 home builders and land developers involved in residential construction. along 

with 66,000 trades contractors (e.g. plurnbers and electricians).2 All of these businesses are 

supplied with materials and components by 4.500 Canadian-baçed and foreign manufacturers. 

The decline in the demand for domestic housing creates a more competitive local marketplace 

and higher standards. which prepares these cornpanies for foreign competition in the 

international market. This latter uade is even more important dunng slow periods in th3 local 

home-building econorny. 

C. David Crenna. CunadaS Howing Erporr Erperience aird Prospects (Ottawa: CMHC. 1996) iii. 
ibid.. 1. 



Through surveys of 100 of Canada's Iargest housing exporting companies, the authors clearly 

recognised that companies engaged in exponing homes or investing in foreign residentiai 

development form only a smail part of the industry as a whole. The main success is business 

done by companies trading housing-related commdities and products ($14.5 billion a yew) 

with a strong contribution made by companies involved in licensing manufacturing and 

building technologies and others which seII services such as design and project management 

(Table l . l ) . l  Examples of these successful building products are items such as plywood and 

OSB (oriented strand board or Aspenite) shea~hing both of which rely on Canada's large 

forestry resources and wood product manufacturing industries (Figure 1 .  I ). Marketable 

building technologies. such as steeI frame residential constmction and permanent insulated 

formwork and concrete systems, are developed in Canada, motivated by the desire to have 

more energy efficient buildings with a reduction in construction time Figures 1.2 and 1.31. 

A detailed statistical analysis is shown of the breakdown of the international activities of the 

Canadian housing industry and its companies. Qumtitative data. such as volume of business. 

number of employees and business shares. rire compiled and displayed graphically. [n 

addition. specific éxamples of companies are given. Again factors. c g .  employment, 

production and manufacturing outputs and sales distribution, are quantified and explained with 

respect to possible influences. A broad range of companies are looked at in order to give an 

indication of the variety of Company sizes and the associated practices and trade which occur as 

a resuIt of facilities and financing available. 

Through devoting a chapter to housing export trends, the author determined which housing- 

related exports are the most successfui, and prepared extensive tables of the annuai trade vdues 

of individual building products and services from the yertrs 1990 to 1996 inclusively. The 



Table 1.1 Export of housing products comparai with olfier groupines (Sralistics Canada. 1995') 

Figure I . t Wd-based sheathing (Norborci Industries. 1996) 



Figure 1.2 Steel fnme consuuction (Canadian Sheet SteeI Buiiding Institute. 1993) 

Figure 1.3 Permanent insulated Fonnworklconcre~e systerns (Polycrete IndustriesiAAB Buildin? Systems. 1995) 



fastest-growing exports of housing products and commodities are highlighted in order to 

observe any trends which may be apparent, The roie of higher vaiue-added products is also 

examined. These products use raw materiais that are tumed into items many times more 

valuable in terms of cost than the original materiais, (e.0. appliances and electronic equipment), 

and have ais0 exhibited npid rates of p w t i t  in sales. Overail, the United States is still the 

predominant importer of Canadian building products and of softwood lumber (includin; 2x4 

wood frame construction systems) accounting for approximately 708 of sales in both areas.1 

In order to gauge the prospective markets for Canadian housing expons. al1 of Canada's 

existing trading destinations are snidied with respect to political and economic climate, housing 

trends and policies. previous trade with Canada, and the emergence of freer trading 

arrangements.' In many cases. specific occurrences in the global iandscape. such as conflicts 

or mass migrations. can have a direct effect on Canada's rote in housing exports. This concept 

is reinforced throueh the analysis of Canada's advantages in international housing markets. 

According to the study. some of Canada's strengths are its efficient and relatively low-cost 

rnanufacturing processes. highly developed transportation systems. large resewes of natural 

resources, the support of stable financial institutions, high regulatory and quality control 

standards (e.g. the National Building Code) and a worldwide reputation for honesty and 

quality in its business practices.3 

Through the use of detailed, up-to-date surveys and analyses. the author has provided an 

accurate picture of the situation that Canada's housing exporters face. The understanding of 

which building products. commodities and technologies are appropriate for specific markets is 

invaluable for gaining an understanding of how the industry may approach the business of 

selling homes across the world. Therefore. the main chapter of this thesis will describe a tool 

' Crenna, Canada's Housing Erport. 14. 
Ibid.. 20. 
Ibid.. 29. 



that has been proposed to benefit housing exporters in their task of displaying and 

communicating specific building products and housing systems for foreign markets. This tool 

was specificaily developed as a software application to showcase the Next Homen' 

demonstration unit, which was built as a reseztrch project undertaken by the Affordable Hornes 

Programme in the Master's Housing Department of the McGill University School of 

Architecture in 1996. 

1.7 Structure of the Thesis 

The proposed area of interest can be sirnply isolated into two distinct fields of study: housing 

and Internet technologies. The former encapsulates the following disciplines of the Canadian 

housing market: its history. the use of prefabricated systems. Canada's housing export 

strategy, export of housing with an emphasis on modular and panelised systems, and ridapting 

housing to suit foreign contextual requirements. 

The latter incorpontes an indepth analysis of the evolution of the Internet and the facilities and 

functions available through this technology. The ways in which companies in other fields 

utilize Internet potential (i.e. for exposure, marketing or selling products) wil1 be examined in 

order to develop a similar methodology relating to prefabricated housing manufacturers. 

Requirernents in terms of software and hardware will be determined, as well as the specific 

expertise needed in order to establish, maintain and trouble-shoot any systems that are 

developed or implemented for these types of companies. There also wiil be a description of the 

future prospects and possibilities of business procedures performed on-line incorponting the 

specific requirements of housing manufacturers. 



CHAPTER TWO: CANADA'S EXPORT OF PREFABRKATED BOUSLNG 

2.1 The Housing and Building Product Market 

3.1. I Historical Background 

With the increased demand for housing in post-World War II Canada. the home-building 

industry had to adapt to the specific requirements of a construction boom. [n the period since 

the Iate I940s. Canada tripled its housing stock with the addition of six-and-a-haIf-million new 

dwellings.[ Large suburban developments of single-family homes required the use of a 

prototype that coutd be constnicted quickfy and at Iow cost to both developers and buyers. 

This prototype also had to be energy efficient. especially with rising energy costs. in order to 

provide comfort during the extreme weather conditions experienced in our country. The 

industry dso needed to rely on local resources to develop a strong dornestic industrial base in 

building products which could aiso become a key aspect of foreign [rade. The resuIt was an 

efficiency, wi th respect to construction techniques and practices. that has evolved and k e n  

refined over the second half of this century. ailowing buiIders to construct homes which are 

simpIy and inexpensively b d t  to relativety high standards of quality and low energy 

consumption. 

Canada is a v a t  country with an abundance of natural resources. Histoncaily, Canada's 

economy has relied on these resources to create jobs and to prosper financidty in the gIobal 

market. Because forestry is one of the Iargest industries in the country, Canada's housing 

' Canada Mortgage and Housing Corpontion. Howing in Con& 1945 ta 1986: an Ovemieu! and 
Lessons Lemed  (Ottawa: CMHC. 1987) 33. 



stock has relied almost exclusively on wood-frarne construction. This Faming system profits 

from the cheap avaiIabiIity of smail sectional timber framing members, with the added 

advantage of its inherent modularity and case of construction (Figure 2.1). As well as king 

iightweight and smcturally integral, standard wood-frarne consuuction aIso dlows for high 

thermal insulating properties and is flexible in terms of future adaptations to the structure or to 

inreriar partitions, and lends itself well to the use of prefabricated components. Now. more 

than ever, prefabrication of wood-frame wall panels and building modules is becoming more 

populru. as financial and timing concems are of greater importance to both devetopers and 

consumers. Prehbrication allows for even more standardisation. better quality control and a 

reduction in costly site construction time (Figwes 2.7 and 2.3).1 

2.1.2 The Shift in the Market 

A number of factors are changing the Canadian horne-building industry. As housing starts 

across the country becorne more infrequent. the iodustry has to find different akernatives in 

order to survive. especially in the winrer months when residentini construcrion activity varies 

seasonally. slowing down in Canada's cold and harsh winter climate. With the decreased 

demand for domestic housing and the increase in homeowner renovations and upgrading, 

housing manufacturers are anxious to expand into international markets. The slow population 

growth, shifting demographics and family profiles, rtnd political and economic uncertainties al1 

contribute to the werikening of the industry's traditional base of domestic home-building in 

Canada.' 

Jonathan F. Hutchings. Builder's Guide to Modular Consrrucrion (New York: London: McGraw- 
HiII. 1996) 6. 

Canada Mortgage and Housinz Corponuon. The Houring Indure: P~rspecrivc a d  Prospective: 
Siimmory Repon: rhe Changing Housing indusi. in Canada 1946-2ûûi (Ottawa: M H C .  Public Affairs 
Centre. 1988) 4. 



Figure 2. I '"2 by" wood rnernbers (Rustad Brothers &Co.. 1993) 

Figure 2.2 Erectinp wall panel (CMHC 1995,5) 

Figue 23  ModuIar plant (CMHC 1995.3) 
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Horneowners can easily upgrade and renovate their homes. This is due mainly to the inherent 

simplicity of wood-frame construction and the recent increase in availability of building 

materials at large home renovating stores, such as Réno-Dépôt or Rona l'Entrepôt in Québec. 

These large building suppliers seII al1 the raw materials required to perform most types of 

residential construction and renovation. They also provide the knowledge and techniques 

required to perform simple construction taks rhrough the availability of "how-to" books and 

videos, as well as by offering customen the chance to participate in workshops and seminars. 

These courses provide do-it-yoursejf homeowners with expert advice and residential building 

tips relating to al1 aspects of house technologies, and cover a range of topics. from proper 

detailing to ways of improving the energy efficiency and thermal performance of one's home. 

2.1.3 Prefabrication 

The prefabrication of homes is a rapidly expanding segment of the Canadian home building 

industry, and is a key element of trade for those also wishing to compete in the home expon 

market.' The modular nature of wood-frame construction alIows for a very flexible and simple 

approach to residential home building. Each structural member is of a standardised dimension 

(e.g. wood studs and plywood sheets) and the regular spacing of the wood studs (either 

eighteen or twenty-four inches) directly relates to the standard four-foot width of plywood and 

gypsum sheets (Figure 2.4). A sirnilar flexibiIity is J so  evident in the accommodation of many 

building components (eg. doors. windows and kitchen counters) which are also manufactured 

to standardised dimensions. These prefabrkated building components. specifically kitchen 

counters and roof trusses. are manufactured by many home building companies and are 

marketed individually, thereby increasing the opportunity for more expon dollars for Canadian 

manufacturers (Figure 2.5). 

I C. David Crenna et al.. Canada's Haushg Erpon Erperience and Prospects (Ottawa: Advance Copy 
prepmd for W C .  1996) 7- 



2.2 The Potential of the Export Market 

The downnirn in housing s t m  has had a negative impact on the construcrion industry, causing 

down-sizing and layoffs. Tapping into new markets overseas is one wrty for companies 

involved in the home building and building products industries and those entering the export 

market. to create jobs in Canada, even when there is little demand for homes in the domestic 

residential sector. Building prefabricated units to fiIl orders destined for other markets also 

helps keep rnanufacturers busy in production during the winter months, when domestic orders 

tend to drop off (production smoothing). rillowing them to keep their staff employed year- 

round. This aiso ensures that the factory is constantly busy and that the machinery i s  

maintained in a well-oiled condition.' 

Canada already h a  a hishly respected image overseas as a leader in various aspects of building 

technology. It is important for rnanufacturers to take advantage of this reputation to generate 

more trade and to confirm Canada's rote as a provider of efficient, inexpensive and well- 

manufactured housing solutions. 

Prefabricated building units. regardless of whether they are of modular or panelised 

construction, are designed for easy and streamlined transportation. The standard width of 

prefabriciued building modules ailows thern to fit onto a flatbed mck, which is sirnilar CO the 

size of a typical freight container (Figure 2.6). Various combinations of these narrow modules 

cm achieve many types of successfuI îloor plan layouts. Similariy, prefabncated walt panels 

are usually made ta a standard height of eight feet. ailowing them to be shipped at a high 

density, since they can eady be stacked horizontdly to a given height while keeping the pile rtt 

' Penonal interview with Dr. Donald Chm: discussion about indusuial production systerns. 



Figure 2.1 Standardised members in wood friune construction (CMHC 1995.5) 

Figure 2.5 Use of prefabricated roof trusses (Lincolnbeg International, 1994) 

Figuce 2.6 Transporting modular units (Scanda Consultants, 1996) 
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rnanufactured housing exports is the current state of the local housing economy. With the 

decline of housing starts in Québec and across the country, housing companies are relying on 

their clients abroad to keep their rnanufacturing lines in production. Considering that housing 

construction is a seasonaI venture, many cornpanies depend on export markets to maintain 

financial security during the winter rnonths. The controited environment of a plant ensures 

quality control during the production stage, regardless of the exterior conditions, as no site 

work is undertaken during that time (Figure 3.9). Because few ather countries in the world 

have access to such a wealth of lumber as a natural resource. and because of our high 

production standards, Canadian home rnanufacturers have a great deal to offer foreign buyers 

in terms of prefabricated homes and housing-related building products. 

2.3.1 Response to Cultural Situations 

The Canadian Iow-rise residential construction market is based upon wood framing. or stick- 

built. technologies. The acceptance of this technique rnay be considered difficult in other 

countries due to rnany factors. sorne of which require a determined and appropriate effort by 

manufacturers to overcome. In order for Canadian home manufacturers to successfully export 

to these countries, a strucnired response rnust be estabiished to address these issues. This 

response can be categorised under two main headings: structure and the environment. 

Stmcturd snbility: 

structurai properties of materials used in home building; 

fm-resistance nting (i.e. knowledge of counuies' codes and standards is required); 

seismic resistance through additional design (Le. knowledge of countries' buitding 

and design techniques for earthquake zones is required). 



Figure 2.7 Prefabricated wall panels (SRI Homes [nternational. 1996) 

Figure 7.8 Residential mechanical systems (Venmar VentilationIDMO Industries. 1996) 

Figure 2.9 Factory built modular homes (Canadian Manufactured Houising Association. 1992) 
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Environmental responsibility: 

renewai of forests (Le. is it possible to maintain a steady supply of lumber without 

depleting Canada's stocks; the responsibility and economic viability of the 

sustenance of forests hou* replanting and selective Logging pcactices): 

abuse of old-growth forests (Le. issues of heritage and conservation versus profits 

and the protection and creation of jobs); 

comparative amounts of energy needed for production of wood versus metal studs 

and concrete frames (Le, profits and jobs at the expense of more pollution and the 

depletion of non-renewable energy sources). 

General environmen ciil issues concerning housing: 

energy efficiency (Le. requirements for different chates :  value-added features that 

mise the cost of production may affect the products' ability to compete in the $obd 

market): 

recycling programmes - recycled products used in construction and recycling of 

construction site waste (i.e. the potential market for such products: redistic rnethods 

of cost-effective production): 

indoor air quality (important for areas with high pollution quotient and for special ty 

markets. e.g. dlergy-su fferers); 

materials (Le. toxicity: gassing off; the environmental cost of production and 

shipping): 

water usage. 

Canadian rnanufacturers must Iearn the subtleties of how to conduct business with foreign 

buyers, otherwise tensions cm aise that c m  resulr in a l o s  of potentiril clients and jeopardise 

existing contacts. The proper way to conduct business can Vary greatly from country to 

coune,  and my Canadian manufacturer who wishes to succeed in export trade wouid be wise 



to research the business protocol of each new foreign market. It is also important that 

Canadian business people understand the social concerns of foreign cultures. Prociucts built to 

suit a North American lifestyle may not be appropriate in other contexts. Factors such as how 

families are stmctured, and how day-to-day activities unfold within the private realm of the 

home (and in the more public aspect of the communirj at large) may place different dernands on 

the design of prefabncated homes. 

How, then, does a domestic company from Canada, or specifica1ly Québec. deril and interact 

with businesses and peoples of different values, econornies and languages3 Manufacturers 

must commit the time and invest the funds to rnake first-hand investigations of their targeted 

overseas markets. and be willing and able to take years building solid professional 

refationships with foreign buyers if they wish to succeed.1 This cm be achieved through active 

means such as having trade represeneatives visit the countries with which the company is 

trading as well as placing professionals (Le. builders or architects) in these countries to learn 

specific cultural and technical details, 

There are also moral issues to consider when selling homes and housing products abroad. As 

previously mentioned. the Canadian standard of living is envied by many. especirtlly by people 

in developing countries. Should our manufacturers huny to exploit foreign markets for profit, 

if it means selling products that rnay not be appropriate, in the long term. for the people who 

buy hem? In other words. is it moraily responsibie to profit from giving people what they 

desire. even if it rnay contribute to the gradua1 potential Ioss of their culture and natural 

resources? Canada's international image is key to sustaining the high regard and expectations 

of domestic companies and expertise, in the eyes of our vading partners. 

I Persona1 interview with trnployee of Modulex Inc.; discussion about forging economic and 
pmfessionaI ties with Foreign clients- 



3.3.2 Climate and Energy 

The local climatic conditions have a major impact on the typicai construction methods used in 

the fabrication of a building. Whereas in Canada houses musc be built to withstand extremely 

harsh winters, other regions of the world have very different environmental conditions to 

respond to. These factors must be studied in order to deveIop a tested system whose thermal 

performance is appropriate to the Iocai environment (Figue 2. IO). There are dso some aspects 

of different climates which resuk in the utilisation of similar building practises and construction 

details: for exampie. a deep waIl section is required in cotd climates to allow for adequate 

placement of a sufficient amount of insulating macerial, while a hot climace will atso necessitrite 

thick wails to act as a heat sink chat at night will give off heat that has built up during the 

daytime. 

Wall sections may Vary considerably due to different weather conditions, and the ideal choice 

of materials will also differ accordingly. Canada's winters dictate that high insulating values 

are required: for energy efficient housing construction, a value of RSI 5.1 (RI91 is 

recommended for areas in which there are up to 3.500 degree days.I However in more 

temperate zones of Ehe world. a lesser RSI value is permissible. so wall sections must be 

adapted accordingly. [n some cases. it may be considered undesirable to reduce the wall 

thickness. as a large wall mass in warm climates can be beneficid. Again. acting as a large 

thermal mas, a thick wall will tetain heat gained during the day through active solar gain and 

ndiate the stored heat throughout the cooler nighttime hours. Other consmction pracrises bat 

are affected by climatic conditions are construction techniques. work schedules, seasonal 

pmtises and umsportation routes. 

1 Canada Mongage and Housinp Corporation. EncrgyEfJicienr HolLFing Consrmerion (Ottawa: 
CMHC, i982) 10. 



Similady, there are environmental and climatic factors which are closety related to code 

requirements and may affect them in certain ways (as shown in Table 2.1). 

2.3.3 Building Codes 

Any intervention. either initiated by Foreign developers or designed abroad and carrieci out by 

local labour, must conform to al1 local building and municipal codes. Therefore, individuals 

and companies involved in building homes in Foreign markets must gain a working knowledge 

of this fundamentai stage of the constmction process. This cm be achieved chrough field study 

and by communicating with local experts and professional trades people. Examples of the 

issues relating to building codes and municipal regdations are shown in Table 2.3. 

The mode and system of transportation is detennined after a consideration of the time factor 

versus the cost factor. For example. a company must decide between using shipping (water) 

routes or air routes in conjunction with an appropriate land or ground-shipping rnethod (Le. 

using truck or rail). The local site-access conditions and transportation facilities must be 

studied, A balance must be achieved between the expense in terms of rnoney and the time 

spent. if shipping is used to Save costs. needless use of air freight to rush a missing or broken 

component is a wasteful additional cost (Figure 2.1 1). 

The coordination of materials and arrivai times must be anticipated before the construction stage 

to ensure that al1 materiais arrive ar the appropriate times. They must also be organisecl in terms 

of their location. This requires that a Company representative be involved in organising and 



Fi_eum 1.10 Mesuring thermal performance (Nationai Rcsearch Councii. 1995) 

Figure 2 11 Shippinp modutar units (Scana& Consultants. 1996) 



1 Environmental Factor Effect on Code Requirements 1 

I min, wind conditions 1 mofing rnateriafs, overhangs 

sun angles/conditions -- 
windearthquake loads 

1 tem~eraturehumiditv 1 insulation. moisture and vaoour bamers 1 

no. of windows/sizes/location 
. 

wall foundation construction 

Table 2. i Effects on enviconmental factors on code requirements 

1 Strucutral Criteria 1 CdelRegualtory Criteria 
L 

WalVfoundation constuctionlinsulation 1 Density 
Stmctural cripacity 

- -- -. 

Building heighc Window sizdday light requirements 
.-- 

Seismic loads 
-- - A -- - -- 

Ventilatidindoor air qua& 

- 
Flood areas 

p. 

Plumbing/elecuicai 
- 

Ground/soil conditions No. of families/occupancy 

- -  --- - 

Fire codes 

I Exit/entrance reauirements 
- - - - - - - - -- 

Table 2.2 Criteria to be addressed through building codes 



overseeing the schedules and tasks to be petformed. Packaging the prefabricated panels is a 

process which most be carried out in the most efficient manner to ensure that shipping costs are 

kept to a minimum. The containers must be organised beforehand, so that the panels can be 

transported in the most efficient arrangement, with units loaded in the appropriate order to 

facilitate the process of unloading the parts in the correct sequence. Sirnilarly, the containers 

and their contents must be organised such that breakages and omissions are kept to a minimum. 



CHAPTER THREE: A CASE STUDY, MODULEX INC. 

3.1 Company Background 

Modulex Inc. is an experienced prefabricated home building Company and has been conducting 

its business out of Québec City for over thirty years. Over that time period, it has constructed 

over 11,000 prefabricated homes and is currentty involved in selling its prefabricated homes to 

18 foreign countries including the United States, Japan, Russia, South Africa and Israel. 

Modulex is a member of the Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA) and the 

Association provinciale des constructeurs d'habitations du Québec inc.(APCHQ). In 1977. 

Modulex developed a highly energy efficient type of construction called the Thenno-Plus 

system for applications in areas of extreme cold. e.g. developrnents in Nonhem Canada above 

the Arctic Circle.' The experience of producing such specidised systems has helped Modulex 

adapt to the specific requirements of producing prototypes for sale in the export market. For 

example the Thermo-Plus wall system uses a 2" x 7" stud wall (which is larger than the 

standard thickness) to allow for six inches of mineral insulation and an air space, within the 

waIl cavity, in conjunction with a horizontal anti-torsion systern. This panelised wall assembly 

was easily adapted for the lapanese market where a similar section was needed CO withstand the 

required earthquake design loads. The author will analyse Modulex's mode of operation as 

weIl as specific design and technical issues which have been developed or adapted in order to 

successfully manufacture homes for Foreign markets. 

Although the export market and potential for increased growth is promising to the Canadian 

prefabricated housing industry, the future of this industry can by no means be considered 

I ModuIex Inc.. Showcaie of Homes and Cottages (Québec: Modulex Inc.. 1996). 1. 



stable. The importance of diversity of products and services is essential when considering that 

the practise of exporting turnkey developments may well become less feasible economicaily. 

While the sudden growth in the export of prefabricated houses to foreign markets seems 

exciting, the advantage of the North Amencan home building constmction system will lose its 

edge. The technology of wood-frame constmction and other prefabricated panelised wail 

systems for residential use will soon become locally available for many countries interested in 

the benefits of these systems. Due to the inherent qualities of these systems (e.g. low cost, fast 

turnover, high energy efficiency and excellent quality control). the industry in many foreign 

countries may adopt these building practises and manufacture these components themselves. 

Thus it is the prerogative of Canadian builders to shift k i r  service and product responsibilities 

to respond to the emerging demand for supplying new technologies. raw materials and specific 

products. as opposed to the complete and final product.1 It is for these reasons that Modulex is 

involving itself more and more with the expon market. It still relies heavily on local clients and 

those in the Unites States for the majority of its business: however Modulex is counting on the 

favounble demand for Canadian housing. and associated housing technologies and systems. in 

order to increase its production capacity. 

3.2  Current Mode of Operation 

3 2 . 1  Marketing Stage 

After ail the factors relating to environmental and cultural contexts are analysed by the 

Company. a marketing approach must be developed in order to buiid a relationship with 

Fersonal interview with empIoyee of Modulex Inc; discussion about the importance of establishing 
a farg presence in forei_en markets so that. in the future, Canadian prefabricated home builders c m  manufacture 
w d l  panels in Ixtories built in these counmes. thus saving money due to lower transport and labour costs. 



Modulex's clients, whether they be foreign investors, deveiopers, buildecs, architects, or 

others. Modulex has forged links with home buiIders' associations, government agencies 

(such as the Canada Mongage and Housing Corporation) and foreign trade missions (e-g. 

Team Canada) which has helped the company build up a presence in the global market.' 

Similarly, their well developed Website gives the company a vaiuable presence on the Internet 

which can provide exposure for the business to potential clients all over the world- Further 

Intemet links on other Web pages, such as Provincial and Nationai home builders associations, 

cm also give a usctùl prominence for the company. 

3 - 3 2  Project Development and Design Stage 

Once clients are found. the development of the design occurs. consisting of feasibility studies 

and the prelirninary design. The company is involved in various capacities. depending on the 

circumstances and scope of the project, For example. a cornplete design of house could be 

done from the client's specific requirements, or could be taken from an existing mode1 in the 

company's own caralogue (Figure 3.1). Similarly. the company often executes a redesign of a 

house taken from the catalogue or from an existing set of drawings. The most common 

situation, which occurs during projects targeted for export. is to creace a set of working 

drawings of a design the latter of which has been supplied by the client and has been conceived 

by the client's own architect in the country in which client is based. thereby conforming to the 

local conrext (e-g. cultural requirements, building codes. municipal regulations and climatic 

conditions).~ This process in itself is a large component of the company's business as 

Moduie~ musc ensure chat its designers have a good knowledge of the required design 

parameters and be able to communicate these issues quickIy and efficiently to a dient who is 

o k n  Iocated far away. 

I Persona1 interview with employee of Moduiex Inc. 
%id. 



3.2.3 Obtaining Financing and Penits 

Financing is the most important factor in redising the feasibility of export of Canadian housing 

abroad. Housing expon projects tend to be small and financed almost entirely by govemment 

loans. The Export Development Corporation (an organisation within the Canadian 

governrnent) finds foreign developers who are interested in using Canadian technologies to 

build new housing developments. Loans are available from the Government of Canada IO 

allow dornestic home builders to find foreign clients. These foreign developers are in the 

business of building propeny developments for profit, which results from the quick sale or 

lease of a majority of the units. The financial risk for the developers is usually balanced by a 

high return on their initial investment. This trade allows dornestic builders to have projects 

ongoing even when local starts in Canada are low or the cold winter months have slowed 

domestic orders, and guarantees them a good profit. The Canadian government also gains in 

this process as a result of taxes collected from the profits of the home building company. The 

Iocal economy also benefits, since the Canadian company will have more business and 

therefore require the services of more local people in a variety of job positions. mging from 

carpenters to architects and engineers to financial experts.' 

3.2.4 Finai Design 

Many financiai aspects need to be addressed, including the establishment of a Line of credit 

through foreign banks. The correspondence of quotes and cos& throughout the design stage is 

facilitated through the use of cornputers to transfer and update this information (Figure 3.2). 

I Personal interview with employee of ModuIex Inc. 



Other tasks which need to be completed in-houe, by the company's engineers, architects and 

administrative stfi ,  are: 

obtaining building permit (i-e. project conforms to code); 

preparation of construction schedule (Le. tirne is an important considention when 

shipping items over long distances); 

resolution of the final design; 

cornpletion of the working drawings (Le. stnictural dnwings: materiais, finishes and 

doodwindows schedules: electncal; mechanical): 

preparation of the final cost breakdown. 

3 -2.5 Production 

A house intended for export is prefabncated into individual wdl panels inside the factory. This 

method is modular. economically competitive. ensures a high and controlled level of quality. 

and gives flexibility for custom designs. A sophisticated method of tracking wall panel 

components is used to keep an up-to-date and accurate inventory of parts (Figure 3.3). 

3 2 . 6  Packaging and Transportacion 

Typically, door-todoor tnicking is the industry standard for the transportation of prefabricated 

homes within the North American market. For overseas shipment, the main criterion is the 

time factor versus the cost factor. A balance must be achieved between expense and time when 

determining whether to use shipping or land routes versus air land routes (if and where 

possible)- The scheduling and coordination of materials and arrivai times must be anticipated 

before the construction stage. so that a11 building materials and wall panels are oganised to 



Figure 3.1 ExampIc of mode1 home in company's catdogur (bludulex Inç.. 1997) 

1 I 
F i p  3.4 CAD dnwing for arrangement of shipping container (Modulex Inc.. 1996) 
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arrive at appropriate times. This is ensured through the carefully designed packing 

arrangement of the container (Figure 3.4). The locd access conditions to the building site and 

Iocd transportation fxiiities must be known to avoid any additionai problerns. 

Containers are designed to: 

save space (efficiency of space minimises the high cost of shipping); 

keep track of al1 pieces/components; 

to facilitate order of site construction through packing anangement:' 

protect fragile components (i.e. reduce the risk of breakage); 

avoid omissions which are costly due to extra shipping tirne and rnoney for exva 

transport. and that hold up constmction schedule (e-g. if shipping is used to save 

costs. needless use of air freight to rush a missinzbrokcn cornponent is a wasteful 

additional cost). 

3 2 . 7  Constmction and Supervision 

The on-site work involves the preparation or leveling of the building site. the excavation for the 

development of the infrastructure, pouring the concrete slabs, foundation wdls and retrtining 

walls. and executing the landscaping. The materials manufacturing Company wilI most iikely 

work, in conjunction with the local labour force, in a capacity focused on supervision- Having 

a trained expert on site, who is knowledgeable with respect to the local Ianguage and customs. 

is a necessary investrnent. 

The final stages of the project include resolving problems which occur during construction 

(cg. a panel that does not fit, omissions of required parts, lack of knowledge or unfamiliarity 

I klodulex Inc., Packing Instrucrions for Container (Québec- Modulex Inc.. 1996) 1. 



e of construction details by local workers). The long distances involved make communication 

of specific problems or questions cosdy and diff~cult: the use of a video phone through Intemet 

could facilitate this procedure. 

3.2.8 Addition4 Changes and Calt-Backs 

Additional changes, considered as extras, could be made by a client, who would be billed 

accordingly. The process of obtaining final approvai frorn the client may also require 

additional work and is part of satisfying the demrind for any call-backs or deficiencies which 

rnay have arisen during or after the completion of the project. The company is also bound to 

respect the guarantee that it gives to the client. and is therefore responsible for any servicing of 

problems which may aise in a certain time penod after the client has approved the building. 

3.3  Existing Export Structure 

3.3.1 Specific Construction Details 

Modulex Inc. manufactures prefabricated wall panels for their houses based on typical wood 

frarne construction pnnciples. The company has also developed and adopted additional details 

which enhance the building's performance with respect to energy efficiency and structural 

properties. These details are important when preparing working drawings for a house which is 

used for export purposes (Figure 3.5). 



An analysis of these additionai details was undertaken by the author and are described as 

follows, starting from the roof and inchding wail treatment and interior finishes. Air 

deflectors are placed in the roof and provide better ventilation, thereby reducing the risk of ice 

dams resulting from snow melting and freezing as ice, The tmsses are spaced at twenty-four 

inch centres to increase the amount of insulation and decrease the potential points of thermal 

bridging. These trusses are hctory built by the Company and are designed to exceed snow load 

requirements. The stringer at the ridge line is beveled and jointed flush. The notched 

connection increases roof srrength and simplifies assembly procedures. Stnpping. using one- 

by-threes (one-inch-by-three-inch nominally sized wood framing members). provides an air 

space behind the exterior siding and is used in combination with an air banier to provide 

adequate air flow behind thc building envelope. The exterior sheathing is wafer-board with 

insulsheathingm (a more water-resistant plywood) at the corners to provide better shear 

capacity and rigidity for the wall.1 

The walis are constmcted using two-by-sevens. which aIlow a full six inches of mineral wool 

insulation. leave room for an air space. and give greater strength to the wall. The windows are 

triple-glazed with a low-E glazin_r and are filied with argon gas for greater energy efficiency. 

One-by-three fumng. installed on the interior of the wall and ceiling framing members. reduce 

the potential perforations of the vapour bariier during the installation of electncal boxes and 

interior gypsum wall finish. The funing a h  atIows for easier passage of electrical wires 

behind the drywall without having to drill holes into the studs. Grooves are notched into the 

bottom (or sole) plates. the top and bottom of the header joists and the double top plates of the 

wdI to allow for the insertion of a compression seal. This sed prevents air leakage and 

infiltration due to possible. yet typical, imperfections in the wood framing and connections. 

The two-by-five siil plate is anchored to the concrete foundation waII and is set with a spray 

foam seaiant. The double two-by-X (where X E 1 and 4" I X 5 1 4 )  headers of the window 

e ' Moduiex Inc.. Shorvcase of Humes and Coftages (Queôec: Modulcx Inc.. 19961.2. 



lintels are pre-instdled with mineral wu01 insulation to reduce thermal heat loss. The same is 

done between two studs wherever this occurs, e.g. the double studs of the rough openings of 

doors and windows which accept the jambs. Lastty, an anti-torsion system braces the snid 

wdls and increrises their shear capacity.1 

Many of these details are used for construction in the houses which are developed for expon. 

in this case for a Jrtpanese client. Mr. Kenyu Kogyo.' Japanese building standards require a 

very high level of structural stability, especially due to the high seismic activity in the region. 

Equally important is the notion of quality: typical residential consvuciion in Japan is done using 

traditional wooden post and beam construction or rnasonry systems because of the perception 

chat the applications of these material and their rissociated systems are more solid and will better 

withstand the forces of emhquakes thm typical Canadim stick-frame construction. which uses 

much smaller wood members than the traditional post and beam rnethod. This belief is often 

quite inaccurate, especially when considering the long-term success of many heavy timber and 

wood-frame designs of both the Japanese and North American contexts. Simi 1 arl y. wood- 

frame houses have a reputacion (once the initial stigma against them has k e n  overcome) for 

king  more cornfortable than other residential consiruction systems and also have a higher 

male value. in addition to having a lower Iife-cycIe cost. 

For the Japanese market. the Company specificaIIy focuses on a few details which enhance the 

building's structural performance (Figure 3.6). Steps taken to increase the rigidity of the 

wood-frame construction are the most important with regard to this issue. For example. the 

use of tweby-sevens in the stud wall system. as opposed CO two-by-fours or two-by-sixes, are 

not only Iarger mernbers. but are dso manufactured from an exceedingly highqudity , d e  of 

Iumber (called JAS lumkr). which seerns rather excessive for this application. The same 

results with respect to the structural performance could be achieved by using either regular 

I Modulex hc., Showcase ofifontes and Corrages (Québec: Modulex Inc.. 19961.3. 
Moduiex Inc, Working Dmitfngs: Mursuda Home (Québec: Moduiex Inc., 19%) t . 



Figure 3.5 Wall section of prefabricated model home (Modulex Inc.. 1997) 

I I 
Figure 3.6 Specific construction deuils used for the Japanese market (Modulex Inc.. 1997) 



construction grade lumber (which is far l e s  expensive) with cioser spacing or in conjunction 

with more solid top and bottom plates of the stud wdl. Similady, the shear strength of the stud 

wall is increased using plywood at the corners (where the need for shear resistance is the 

patest)  in combination with wafer-boards as sheathing in the middle of the wail to help reduce 

the cost.' 

3.3.7 Analysis of Plans and Working Drawings 

The working drtiwings were also analysed by the author. They were drawn by Modulex Inc. 

For a house developed for Japanese clients. The use of two-inch-by-seven-inch JAS lurnber 

For constmction of stud walls ensures that the wood will contain no knots and the amount of 

warping and cupping of the mernbers will be greatly reduced. thus leaving fewer areas of 

imperfections for the possibiiity of air infiltration through connections in the structure. This 

use of lumber is very expensive in relation to consrmction grade two-inch-by-four-inch or two- 

by-six-inch studs used in typical North American home construction. The exterior is clad with 

aluminium siding. with the exterior posts and handrails made using the same material (Figure 

3-71, The pitched roofs are reminiscent of rnany suburban homes built on the domestic 

market,' 

The kitchen has a very smail arnount of counter space but provides a large area for eating. with 

the possibility of having family meais on the fioor of the adjoining dining room (Figure 3.8). 

The main bathroom is on the ground floor. away h m  the bedrooms: the bathtub is located in a 

different a m  and is separated with a door from the rest of the bathroom utilities. However. the 

bathroom only includes a vanity with sink and room for a hot water tank and laundry 

' Modulex Inc.. Brochwe: advertising Modulex homes IO be developed in Yuripoka and pnnted for 
the Jap;mse market (Québec: Modulex Inc.. 1996) 2. 

Modulex Inc., Working Drawings: Mursuda House (Québec: Modulex Inc.. 1996) Elevation. 
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Figure 3.7 Front eievarion of  house rot Japancse client (Modulex inç.. 1996) 

Figure 3.8 Ground floor plan of house for Iapanese client (Modulex Inc.. 19%) 



equipment wittiout the presence of a toilet The toilet is located in a separate room off the entry 

hall and contains a storage cabinet The entry haiI is sepmted from the rest of the ground flwr 

by a dwr. creating an isolated entrance space.1 

Upstairs, m o n g  the bedrooms, is a second toilet in a roorn by itsetf (Le. without a sink) 

(Figure 3.9). This upper coilet is stacked verticaily above the bathroom of the ground floor 

which simplifies the passage of services (hot and cold water supply and waste water and solid 

drainage) to the fioor above and is a common practise in dornestic housing units. The 

bedrooms are dI located in the upstairs area and thus is more private. sirnikir to North 

American zoning within the home.> The construction derails are typical wood framing details. 

commonly used throughout the North American home building industry.3 The structure and 

purpose of the joints. connections and deïails of North Amencan wood-fme construction. are 

identicai to those used in traditional Japanese joinery, but appear different only due to 

omamentation. This is not a direct result of ihe response to cultural influences but rnerely the 

onty way CO successfully deal with the physical properties of wood. 

I Modulex Inc.. WonGing Drawings: Mutsuda Hotse (Québec: Moduiex Inc.. 1%) Ground Hoor 
Plan. 

1 - Ibid-. Upper R o m  P l a a  
fiid.. Deiaiis. 
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Fîgure 3.9 Second floor plan of house for Japanese client (Modulex Inc..1996) 



CHAPTER FOUR: THE USE OF COMPUTERS AND THE INTERNET AS A 

BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATION TOOL IN HOUSING 

4.1 Background 

4.1.1 Potential of the Internet 

With the ;lobalisation of wortd economies, the efficient tnnsfer of information is essentid. 

Technology has facilitated communication between different regions of the world wing various 

modes and media, ranging from fast long-distance transportation to voice and video 

communication systems. The increased necessity for canying out al1 these functions at a 

constantly accelerating pace has required the development of high-speed electronic 

communications based on faster personal computers and using new and existing 

telecommunications networks to transfer this data and new data types. 

Through the use of personal computers. the potential exists for people to communicate with 

one another through written, verbal and visual means. Thcse revolutiona~ methods allow 

people to interact and exchange information regardIess of physical and politicai obstacles such 

as distance and culture. The implications of such communication cm be applied to professional 

areas in business and trade. In the pst ,  tnde has been limited more to local markets due to the 

high cost of transponation and the difficulties of setting up markets in foreign places. 

AIthough the use of high1y developed communication systerns does little to influence factors 

such as transportation costs, they dlow companies to tap into the global market by increasing 

@ their exposure to different cuItures and their business pnctises. 



The use of the World Wide Web can dso give a Company an international presence through the 

deveIoprnent of a Website, with an electronic catalogue available on-line (Figures 4.1.4.2 and 

4.3). Another useful application of the Web and its potential is the ability to cornrnunicate 

cheaply and quickly over long distances. Unforninately, many networks are unreliable and cm 

cause systerns to crash: important and confidential information could be lost or appear in the 

wrong place. Search engines, used to find information on the Web. are still weak. At best 

many are only capable of searching through 398 of the information availabte, wich a Iarge 

portion of the search results linking to inactive or dead sites.' The traditional ways to search 

for information. such as using printed catalogues or phoning companies to obtain Website 

riddresses, remain reliable. 

4.1.2 Some Useful Definitions 

Internet 

a digital communicrition network connecting other smaller networks across the globe. using a 

standcird protocol to transfer data (Table 4.1 ). 

WWW (World Wide Web) 

an extensive network of documents that are linked together. whose working system is defined 

by a set of protocols (Table 4.2). 

TCP/iP (Transmission Conuol ProtocoVlnternet Protocoi) 

a standardised set of rules for cornputer communication which ailcws different types of 

cornputers and networks connected to the Intemet to cornmunicate. 



Figure 4. I Viccroy's prefabricated homes for Korea (http:l~www.vicrroy.comlh~mVkorean.hmil. 

Figure 4.2 A Viceroy model home (httpJlwww.viceroy.corn/htmVstonehaven~.hmI. 1997) 

plans of a Viceroy home (http://www.viceroy.com/htmi/stoneha 
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Table 4.1 Components of the Interner (Ellsworth. 96) 

Table 4.7 Documem types avdable on the Wodd Wide Web (Ellsworth. 96) 
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HTML (HyperText Markup Language) 

a language with a standardised set of commands and syntax used for encoding text files with 

formatting and document Iinking information, for use on the WWW and viewed using a Web 

browser. 

HTTP (HyperText Tnnsfer Protocol) 

a standardised set of rules for transfemng and processing HTML and other types of 

documents on networks. 

Web Browser 

software applications used for retrieving and viewing HTML documents (e-g. Nehcape 

Communicator. Microsoft Internet Explorer and Ascii Lynx). 

LlRL (Uniform Resource Locator) - 
an addressing system chat uniquely names files in the Internet: includes a protoc01 narne (e.g. 

gopher. ftp or http), a site name. a sub-directory path and a filename. 

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) - 
a system used to transfer copies of ri fiie frorn one compter on the lntemet to another. 

Gouher 

a toot for finding and retrieving files of al1 kinds throughout the Internet 

* private messages delivered via networks to another individual's E-mai1 account. 



&perText 

text in an HTML document bat is coded LO provide a (hyper)link to other locations within the 

document or to other documents. 

Telnet 

a system that allows access to remote computers on the Intemet. 

Sewer - 
a server programme maintains a database and provides information to client pro, orammes 

through the network when requested. 

IF address 

groups of numbers used by Internet routers to direct packets of information to the correct 

sites. 

VRML 

language for describing multi-participant interactive simulations. 

4.1.3 The Internet Environment 

The lntemet is still in a developmental stage when considering many practical applications. 

However, the tremendous growth of this network has attracted many businesses and 

institutions to this technology. One snidy claims that the Intemet is growing at a rate which 

doubtes its size every nine months.I In order to better understand the present form of the 

Intemet. it is necessary to study its origins. This aIso provides a more complete knowledge of 

Ellsworth, The Intemet Business Book xxi. 



the d e s  and etiquette of the Internet and its layers of technical protocols. Although the intemet 

is changing rapidly, it is stili fundamentally based on its originai foundation. 

The Internet evolved from a network set up by the United States Department of Defense (DOD) 

in the early 1970s. This network was developed by a specific body of the DOD called the 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in order to connect a number of military and 

research sites. Named the ARPAnet, this communications system was also an expenment in 

how to build reliable networks. The research resulted in the development of a protocol 

allowing dissimilar computers and computer systems to communicate over the same network, 

and a method of trisferring data in packets (with their own destination addresses) through 

multiple paths. 1 The success of these research projects resulted in other networks using the 

same standards. known today as TCPAP (Transmission Control Protocolflnternet Protocol). 

which is the mechanism that transmits information across the different necworks of the 

In ternet,' 

fn the late 1980s. the National Science Foundation (NSF) expanded its own NSFNET using 

ARPAnet technologies and a high-speed backbone Iinkage. This network allowed university 

campuses and research centres access to NSFs supercornputers. Soon afterwards. the 

network began to be used for €-mai1 and the transfer of data and information files between 

sites. This network. the internet, grew with the inclusion of commercial interests and private 

individuais who could not obtain access through govemment or acadernic institutions. 

Providing high-speed links, the Intemet is funded by the NSF and is managed by Advanced 

Network System f AW.3 

Ellswonh. The Internet Business Book. 3. 
1 - Melanie Hills. Intnnet Business Stratepies. I 1. 

Ellsworth. The Internet Business Book 4. 



In 1989, the World Wide Web {WWW) was created by Tim Bernes-Lee at the European 

Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN). The Web uses HyperText ro link information; 

HyperText allows users to select a highlighted button (either text or graphics) which links CO 

that information regardless of where it is stored on the network. Home pages form the basis of 

the Web and provide starting points for gathering information. In general. Web pages use 

HyperText links to provide rtccess to information in the fom of text. graphics. sound and 

video.[ 

[n 1993, Marc Andreessen, with the help of feilow students, created Mosaic, the first popuiar 

graphic Web browser. at the University of Illinois' National Centre for Supercomputing 

Applications. Due to its graphic user interface. Mosaic made the Web easy CO use. and since it 

was possible to download it from the Intemet at no cost, riccess CO the Web became 

inexpensive." 

4.1 .S The Requirements for Getting On-Line 

Individuals do not sign up for an Internet account directly, but obtain an account on an 

organisation's host computer that is connected to the Interner in one of a number of ways. The 

organisation may be providing this service to its custorners for profit or. as in the case of many 

academic institutions. free of charge. An individual can be connected to the organisation's 

computer either by having a hard-wired link from the user's network card to the server (or via 

one of its switches or hubs) or by using a phone Iine in conjunction wih a personal computer 

and a modern? 

' Melanie Hills. Entranet Business Strategies. 5. 
1 - Ibid., 6. 

EIlsworth. The hternet Business Book. 6. 



4.1.5 The Availabte Audience 

The Internet is a rapidly increasing medium whose size is directly related not only to the 

number of users accessing the W b ,  but aIso to the volume of information available for use in 

this medium lie. the number of Web pages and Websites). There are over 36 million host 

computers connected to the World Wide Web (Table 4.3), and approximately 320 million Web 

pages on the internet (Table 4.4).1 

[n the international and North American cmtext. the United States remains the leader in Intemet 

usage and development, includin; the number of Internet users and businesses on-Iine. md the 

number of home PCs in use (Tables 3.5 and 4.6). However. many other countries. including 

Canada. have a higher internet usage in relation to their total populations. and a larger 

percentage of people in these countries have accrss to computers with Intemet capabilities 

(Table 4.7). In addition, Canada's network backbone is one of the most highly developed in 

the world - the CA*net [I links the country from the Pacific to AtIantic coasts with the OC 12. 

one of the fastest. opeically based high-speed networks.2 

Engiish is the predominant language used on the Web, with 6 8 8  of Intemet users 

comrnunicating and exchanging information in English (Table 4.81.3 However. the use of 

lapanese. German and Chinese is on the tise. and these languages will remain an important 

factor in international trade and communication. eventudIy reducing English's majority usage 

to Iess than 50%. 

Stace of the internet (www.pegasusrï.com). 
CANALUE Inc.. 3rd Annuaf Mvanced Network Workshop. 
Demopphics (www.pegasusrisom l. 
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Table 1.5 Percent of US households with PCs ( W S  Census Bureau. 1999) 

Table 4.6 Percent of US households on-line (Pepus  RI. 1999) 
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4.1.6 Levels of Irtteractivity 

The level of interactivity in a Website depends on what the site is intended CO do. If, for 

example, the Website is designed as a simple showcase of products. the level of interactivity is 

Iow. since users only get information about specific products or product lines- But if the site is 

also intended tu nllow users to buy pmducts on-line. the level of interactivity must be high 

enough to complete a full business transaction: that is, to have a full ordering process. a link to 

inventory and shipping information and. in some cases. on-Iine credit card verification. 

Some sites also allow usea CO try out computer products, like CD-ROMs. databases and 

software applications. The Website then becomes a platf'orm to leam more about a specific 

product. These rry-outs are mainly on-line simulations of the real products. Some software 

developers also inregnte a Website as a complement to ttieir product: for exmple. an updated 

database or additionai features tike Web content browsing through the CD-ROM (software). 

4.1.7 The Speed of Transmission 

The speed of tmnsmission, or bandwidth. is the rate at which data is transmitted to the end 

user. The bandwidth is usually very high between servers and very low between modem users 

and servers. Bandwidth is key in business data tnnsrnission, because rt large mount of data is 

invoIved. Servers often work in paraIlel and need to be up-to-date in reol time. Bandwidth 

becomes a major concern when transfen-ing large images (like house plans drawn in CAD 

software) or multimedia content such as sound and video. These types of data use larse 

computer fiIes that are very sIow to transfer. Some files are cornpressed before h e  transfer 

process- Compression often atlows users to drasticaHy reduce the sizt of the ftle. from less 

than 2: 1,  to 16: 1 in the best cases, Cornpressing files has its downside, since it requires the 



end user to decompress the data received. This requires that the user has the expertise and 

software to do so.1 

4. I .S Technicat Support 

Generally speaking, end users are only familias with a smdl fraction of their cornputer's 

workings, which is why technical support is crucial. Websites are good declinations of vaiue- 

added technical support- This kind of on-line support is usually intended for more advimced 

users who already know how to use the Interner as a tool, 

4.1.9 Updating Information 

In the Internet's rapidly growing world of information. updating content is key. Many 

Websites are not maintained. and their information is outdated or completely obsolete. 

Information on business Websites must be published in real time so that custorners or partners 

can access it quickiy and reiiably. Most Websites are built in a two-fold fashion: one part 

containing static content about the Company (Le. mission, areas of work, locations) and a more 

dynamic part comprised of breaking news about the business and press releases. Updating the 

content in a Website requires Iittle knowledge about progmmrning, and many user-friendly 

tools exist to help users add. modify or delete content in Web pages. Many industry standards 

in word processing software include sections inside the programme which allow users to create 

and edit Web pages for display on the Internet.' 

' Personal interview with Chrystian Guy. Web spexialisi. 
7 - ibid. 



4.2 Marketing Using the Internet 

"E-commerce" is a term applied when companies engage in the business of Interner-based 

sales: this includes companies selling merchandise through electronic catalogues on the Web. 

or businesses performing everyday transactions such as ordering supplies or seliing srock to 

their distributors. E-commerce is one of the fastest-growing sectors of the economy. with an 

annual growth rate of approximately 100% (Table 4.9). Although it still represents less than 

0.5% of the total retail sales market (Table 4.10). E-commerce is expected to increase its 

market share steadily. especially in catalogue-based consumer sales.' Transactions between 

business. however. comprise the majority of electronic commerce activity. Business-to- 

business E-commerce accounts for 758 of al1 the Intemet financial transactions and is cxpecred 

to increase even faster than consumer mail sales on the Web.' 

4-22 Effective Marketing Strategy and Exposure 

A company interested in exploiting the Intemet for business uses must determine whether it 

wants to use its Website in an active or passive role. The Intemet can be used to assist in the 

marketing of products and to communicate with clients and suppliers on customised Websites 

(active), or simply CO aIlow users to browse through a catalogue of products or advertising 

(passive). Regardless of how it does business. a company may require an Intranet setup co 

faciIitate communication within its own ranks. Many companies are aiso motivated by the fear 

of falling behind the times by not having a presence on the Intemet, even though no one cm 

' E-Commerce (www.pepusri.com). 
7 - E-Commerce; Business to Business (www.pegrisusri.com). 
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predict whether or not the Internet will prove to be a tool necessary for al1 companies in the 

coming years.1 

Once a company has decided to go "on-tine", its requirements, in t e n s  of the use and future 

use/expansion of its Website. must be derermined through consultation with a Web expert 

experienced in dealing with companies of differing backgrounds. This consultant must 

prescribe the correct approach based on the company's business strategy and targeted audience. 

(client base). In addition, the consultant must advise the company on purchasing the 

appropriate hardwarelsoftware and be available for future troubleshooting and updating of 

information. 

4.2.3 Website Design 

Website design should reflect the firm. [t is mandatory that the corporate image of the firm is 

integrated in the Website design for branding matters. Websites should be constmcted in an 

ergonomic fashion. so that information is easily accessibie and navigation is fluid. It is 

important that users are able to find what they are looking for while having a good feeling 

about the Website. Using attractive graphics to support the content helps maintain user 

interest. 

Navigation within a Website is a procedure that should be carefully planned: Websites that are 

difficult to browse through or make it difficult to return main starting points can be frusuating 

and a waste of users' time. Similady, the ,pphic content of the site. while being interesting 

and appealing. must maintain a level of cIarity and legibility. For instance, text should not be 

placed on a graphic background of a similac colour or a disacting pattern that would make the 

text illegible. Another example of good Web page design relates to the display of images: if a 

I Penond interview with Chiystian Guy. 



large number of images is available for viewing, an index showing a thumbnait version of the 

hiII image should be provide rather than displaying a Web page with each image given in its 

full size format. This saves cime loading the page and also provides a surnmary of the images. 

4.3 Security of Confidential Information 

4.3.1 Access to Information 

A Website is a public information publishing tool. Even in Inuanet mode. where users need ro 

register or be pan of ri private group to access information, the underlying structure is one of 

public content display. That is why precautions need to be taken when puttin$ information on- 

line. For example. secret information about products or business plans should not be put on a 

Website. Also. for secutity matters, on-line databases should be replications of the real 

databases: a company might want to display the content of its database. but would want 

information to be deleted or tampered with by an 'info-terrorist' or a hacker. In a corporate 

Website, only the Web master (or design team) should be able to publish content. a precaution 

that prevents unauthorized display of erratic or false information about the company and/or its 

products. 

Logging in can provide limited access to some content to a specific group of users. This 

procedure requests chat a user enter their user name and a password before they can go any 

further. The rnost common piracy cases corne from social engineering, whereby unauthorized 

users gain access to passwords through unscrupulous means such as bribery. looking over the 

shouider of CO-workers. or the "1 forgot my password, piease give me yours" trick. 



But for public information, the Web is a great vehicle for publishing content. And since it uses 

the sarne technotogy as common software (a computer), it is an efficient complement to any 

piece of software. For example, the protocol for accessing information is rather simple and 

easy ro integrate in a CD-ROM software title. Most Web content can be resumed in text form 

and can be browsed with a simple and easily distributed software, since most Web browsers 

are fres.1 

4.3.1 Confidentiality of Client's and Manufacturer's Correspondence 

Data about users. clients and partners rnust be recorded in protected databases. which should 

not be accessible via an ordinary http protocol. which is designed for the transmission of public 

information. A corporate Web rnaster should instead use the http-s protocol. which stands for 

"secure" http. This protocol uses data encryption to prevent unauthorized access to 

information. Encryption is a process that scrambles data before it is sent. and an encryption 

key is needed by the end user to docrypt (unscramble) the data. It is also recornrnended that E- 

mails be encrypted when they contain confidentid information. Contract documents rarely 

need to be displayed on-line. except in an Intranet environment, so they should also be 

protected by a secure http.' 

4.3.3 Methods of Payment 

On-line pzlyment can be processed in rnany ways. The most primitive method is to send an 

order form via E-mail or a Web page with the information concerning the transaction. This 

process is very simiiar to, but less secure than, Fax orders since the data cm reside on Web 

I Personai interview wirh Chrystian Guy. 
7 - Ibid. 



servers or mail servers for some time More it is delivered to the addressee. One of the most 

comrnon ways of processing on-line transactions is through a Webdriven order form with data 

encryption, using Secure Socket Layer (SSL). This method ailows users to order the products 

they want to buy and provides the seller with the customer's credit card information. 

Another option is to process the credit card transaction on-line while the ordering process is 

taking phce, made possible through on-line payment software. In this method. the user's 

credit card is autornntically charged for the transaction. Some business-to-business models 

dso use tokens to make on-line transactions. allowing customers CO make numerous purchases 

on account. The tokens are tallied on a regular basis and a billing process is rhen initirited 

through standard mail.' 

1.4 Example of a Web Search 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The following search was undenaken to explore what sort of presence housing manufacturers 

have on the internet. When searching the Internet, it is important to develop a rnethodology. 

which can be seen as sirnply a structured order while navigating within the Web and other 

habits. allowing for a better grasp of the material that needs to be exarnined and retrieved. An 

example of a Web search methodology is the systematic compilation of site addresses visited. 

AIthough Web browsers have bookmark features, it is equaily simple to cut and paste useful 

addresses into categories laid out in a text application that can be kept running in parallel with 

the browser application. This allows the user to produce a hard copy of Web pages that can be 

Personal interview with Chrystian Guy. 



sorted and used as an index for Iater use, or to distribute to other users interested in the same 

ma of study. 

4.4.2 Lists of Websites 

The purpose of the search was to compile a comprehensive. if not complete, list of 

prefabticated housing manufacturers and retailers in the province of Québec. The list wris 

expanded to inchde the ren of Canada and the United States to aIlow a better understanding of 

the resuits found and to give a relative impression for local cornpanies in the Nonh Arnerican 

context. 

The search was initiated by using a commercial search engine. Many variations of keywords 

and word combinations were used over the course of the research. Specific Web serirch syntrix 

and protocol were followed. such as using quotntion marks and the pius symbol in 

combination with keywords to maximise the search efficiency. by removing as many 

unnecessary hits (Websites containing a match of search topics or keywords) as possible. 

Browsing through irrelevant search results wastes time and mates for work for the user. 

Table 4. l I shows a tist of manufxtured housing companies whose Internet home pages were 

found on the Web. The information was found with varying degrees of ease and rapidity - 
some companies were found through a simple investigation using a commercial search engine 

(e.g, AltaVistaRf or Lycosnf) and through links frorn Websites belonging to one of the many 

prefabricated housing associations or regional organizations invdved with mantifactured 

housing. Other companies were harder to find. requiring specific searches with the addition of 

the location ro the search keywords, while others could not be found even when the cornpany's 

nante was included in the s e m h  description. 



1 WEBSiïE ADDRESS COMPANY NAME ILOCMIOI 
1 1 

htîpdIwww.aiopettehomes.com 1 (Les Maisons) Mouette Homes 1 Qc 
httpY/www.2ianet.com/amhi 

1 http://www.boweshomes.com 1 Bowes Manufacmred Housing Inc. 1 MB 

httpY/www.bentonhomes.com 

Anderson Manufacnired Homes NM 

htîpd/www.amntec.com 1 h o t e c  uic, 

A s m  Homes 

Benton Homes Inc. 

http:l/www.brilliant-homes.com 

http9/www.britco.corn 
-. 

http://www.buccaneerhomes.com 

1 Camboni8 Manufactureci Hornes 1 

Qc 
PA 

hi10 

BnILimt Homes 

Britco Factory Built Buildings 

Buccaneer Homes 

I http://www.burlin_e~onhornes.com 
- - 

http://www.buy-ritehomes.com 

. 

- -4 Cavalier Homes of Alabma 

Castle Homes 

Burlinpton Homes of Maine 
-- -. - 

Buy-Rite Homes 1: 

( Clayton Homes, Inc. 1 

http-J/www.goidenvillacom 1 G d d ~ n  W h  Homes 

httpY~www.guildcrest.com / Guilderest Homes 

htîpd/www.cmvilleray.com 
- 

http.J/www.directory.reddeer.nctkhiles.htm 
- - - - - - - - 

httpflwww.crestlinehornes.com 
- -- - - - -- - -. . 

http:/lwww.emenldlifesty le.com 
-- - 

http://www.factoryhomes.com 
. -- 

http9/www.thcgnd.ne~rek~~rlane.html 
-.. - - 

http.J/www.lasvegasfleetwood.com 
- - A - - . -- 

http-J/www.fourseasonshousing.com 
. . .- . - . - - 

http-Jlwww.fuquahomes.com 
- - - -- 

1 hnpY/www.harthousing.com 1 Hart Housing Croup 1 USA 

CIub Maisons Vileray - - - 
ChiIes Homes Ltd. 

Crestline Homes. Inc. 
~ . 

Emcrald tikstyle Homes 
-. . 

Factory Homes 

Fidane Manufactured Homes --- 
Fieetwood Home Center 

Fout Seasons Hausing - -. 
Fuqw Homes - 

QC -- . - 
AB 

. - 

NC - - - 
OR 

-- - - - 

OR 
- 

C.4 
- -- 
NV 

- 
IN 

-. . - 
OR 

http-J/www.goldmedalhomes.com Gold Medd Homes 

httpY/www.heartlandtexas.com 

http-Jlwwwvtinet.com/heritage 

hnpJ/www.highdeserthomes.corn 

hnpJ/www.highmountainncom 

httpJ/ww.willerby.com 

NC 

Table 4.1 1 Lit of manufactureci housing companies on the [ntemet (Canadian companies in bold) 

Heartland Homes 

Heritqe Homes of the Valley 

High Desen Homes 

High Mountaïn Homes 

Holiday Homes 

- -- 

TX 

CO 

OR 

OR 

UK 



1 I 

httpdlwww.hhs.netlhomes Homes by Sturge 1 PA 

httpf/www.homescanridanet 1 Homes Canada Inc. 1 
1 1 

hnpJ/www.homesoherit.com Homes of Ment FL 

httpd/www.hmsteadsom 1 Homestead Homes 1 GA 
- -- 

hnpd/www.modul;ucenter.comniomeworks Homeworks Modular Homes NY 

httpY/www.hononhomes.com Horton Homes GA 

1 Les Indushies Bonneville 1 Qc 
r - -- - -  pp 

httpJ/www.thekarstenco.com The Kmten Company CA 

httpd/www.kenthomes.com Kent Homes NB 

1 httpY/www.kiimfg.com 1 KIT Manufacturing 1 ID 
r - - - --- 

hitp~lwww.libenyhomesinc.com Liberty Homes. Inc. IN 
-- 

htîp~Iwww.maisonsboodu.com Les iMaisons de pièces Bondu inc 
-. - -  QC 

http:llwmv.hestia.net Maisons Hestia 
- - -  - QC 

http://r*ww.marcoux.qc.cq Maisons klarcoux Inc. ---- QC -- 
htîp:~/wwwmultigon.qc.ca Maisons blultigon QC 

1 http~/www.manufacmredhomesofmi.co 1 Manufacturcd Homes of Michigan 1 MI 
h~ip://www.mlhornes.nb.ca 
-- MapIe Leaf Homes Inc. -1 .-- - NB 

htip://www.maplehomes.com Maplc Homes Canada 
, 

BC 
- 

http://www.rnodularconnection.com / The Modulv Network. Inc. 
-. -- - 

USA 
- - 

http:/lwww.modulex-intemational.com blodulex Inc. --- -- i-- QC --- - 
http://www.moduline.com 

-- 
Moduline Industries C m  

-- - 
http://www. busdir.com/mthou MT. Housing. Inc. 

- 
WA 

http:/~www.nevadmobilehomes.com Neavada Mobile Homes 
- -. - 

NV - 
http://www.nelson-homes.com Nelson Homes AB 

httpJ/www.nomarkhomes.com Nonnark Homes BC 

httpJ/www.normericacom 1 Normerica Building Systems ON 

1 httpJlwww.nerealty.comlmodulrir.htm 1 Northeast County Homes 

I httpJ/www.oakwoodhomes.com 1 Oakwoad Homes Corporation NC 

http://www.paImharbor.com Pal Harbor Homes TX 

httpJ~www.parkavehomes.qpg.com Park Avenue Homes WA 

httpJ/www.patrioihomes.com Paaiot Homes. Inc. IN 

1 hnpJlwww.qmh.com 1 Quaiity Manufactured Homes 1 BC 
-- -- - - -  1 Quality ~anufactured~omes Gd. [ ON 

1 Real Eneineered Homes 1 BC 

Table 4.11 (Cont) List of manufactured housing companies on the intemet (Canadian companies in boid) 



COMPANY NAME 
1 

http JIwww.redmanhom~nwWcom Redman Homes 1 OR 

hupJIww.mchesterhomesinc.com 1 Rochester Homes. Inc. 1 IN 
.- 

httpjfwww.wave.parkwy.us/-rushmon: Rushmore Homes WY 

hrtp~iwwschulthomes.corn i Schult Homes Corporation Dl 

hup~lwww.showpl~ehomes.com Showpiace Homes 
-- 

http:/lwww.silvercrest.com 1 Silvercrest Western Homes Corpontion 1 CA 

http~lwww.westernhomes.com 1 Silvercresc Western Homes Corpontim ( CA 

hrtp~/www.swmanufacturdhomes.com South West Manufactured Homes 

http.Jlwww.hhs.neuhoum~systemmain.hrm Sy stem Homes Inc. 

http:l/ww w.sr&aw khornes.com Sra Hawk Homes 

Skyline Manufacturcd Housing 

hitp~1www.srihomes.com SRI Humcs. tnc. 

hrrp://www.~chomes.com Triple E Hornes 
-- 
http~tflwww.valleyri~hornes.k.c~ Valley Ridge Mmufxtured Home Centre -- 
hrtp~~www.viceroy.com t- - - Vicetoy 

http:/~wwwv.woodhiIIest~tcsinc.corn 
- ) 

Wocdhilf Ltaies. Inc. 

Table 4.11 (Cont.} List of manufacturcd houstng companies on the Internet (Canadian companics in bdd) 



4.4.3 Description of the Results of a Specific Search 

The first step involved using a search engine available on the WWW called AltaVistan' and 

entering the words manujiictrired horisirrg. The partid results of the search are shown in 

Figure 4.4. A total of 139.8 16 documents were found. many of which would prove to be of 

little relevance to the topic if ail these documents were visi~ed. At the time of research. the 

search engine happened to be displayin; an advenisement for arnazon.com. which is an 

electronic bookstore that is one of the most wealthy companies in the United States in terms of 

its stock value. A list of titles on manufactured housing was obtained using this service 

(Figure 4.5). Again. many of the titles listed were only tangentially related to the search topic. 

and rnany publications that are norrnally available frorn local bookstores. such as books by 

home-manufacturing organisations. were notably absent. 

AltaVistaTh% search engine allows the user to refine a search to include only relevant subject 

headings. In this case. the foIlowing subjects were selected to narrow the search: 

'manufactured,' 'residential' and 'experts'. resulting in a list of 1,277 documents. One 

document was selected (Figure 4.6). and by using the translation service offered by the 

AltaVistaml search engine. a Spanish version of the same document was immediately retneved 

(Figure 4.7). This has tremendous implications and usefulness in the global context. 

considering that the WWW is still predominantfy an Engiish-speaking domain used by people 

around the world. In this case. many of the HyperLink buttons and titles remain in English as 

they are HyperText graphic links and not pure text (Le. the fiIes are comprised of images rather 

thm text). 



Figure41 Resuits o f  search usinp Alt;iVistam search engine (http://altavistn.dipitaI.com/s_ei-bin/ 
q u e ~ ' ? p ~ _ e = q & w h a t = w e b & k l = X X & q = m a n u f ~ .  1997) 



% ~ z o ~ . c o ~  E A R T H ' S  B l G 6 E S T  B O O K S T O R E  

Win- Wot.. IYt D w e h r t u  G.Yt .hhy 8-r Rwn- Ib 

~ ~ - i ~ i h u Y n s  
a r r n ~ m r n , q ~ ~ ~  

Figure 45 List of reference materid given by amazon.com(hitp~lwww.am~on~com/exec~obido~av%2DsemM 
q%3DmanufacturedQc2Bhousin~@9 1 11- 17 141 2-1 83707. 1997) 



(f.661 .uil- IJaPl!nq 
~ a u i o q p ~ r o ~ ~ u i o s 1 i c q i I i a ~ o ~ s ! p ' m m ~ ~ ~ )  au!%ua qmas qa'noqi punoj ascd qafi JO alduioxq q-t. amo'y 



Los Marcos Dejaron Hogves M a i d i d e s  Dt la Ea&a 1 IQrorponr El MerCa& Europe0 Gnllpetim 

FT_gure 4.7 Tmlation into Spanish of previous W e b  page (httpYhabeIfish.dtavist;i.di~tal.co~'?. 
r99n 



One of the main problems with sourcing information through search engines of this type is that 

most of them cm only access a very srnaII portion of the Internet. AltaVistaW search engine 

is limited to a maximum penetration of 28% of the Internet, and many of the sites Iisted in the 

search results are Websites that are no longer active.) Other search engines such as Lycosmf 

have a lower number of 'hits.' but tend to find a larger percentage of active sites, resuIting in a 

comparable number of usehl sites that may contain the desired information (Table 4.17). 

Another common problem with Internet searches is having to browse through sites that are not 

relevant to the user's search topic. that rippear in the search resuIts because of similar or 

ambiguous keywords or unclear search parameters. The use of specific and precise keywords 

and proper search syntax will reduce the number of irrelevan t results. 

After visiting a number of sites. a Iist of useful Website addresses was compiled. tn order to 

assess what extent of exposure manufactured housing cornpanies have on the WWW, a table 

format was developed to disptay a Iist of these cornpanies with an overview of what 

information was offered on their sites. Table 4.13 givcs a partial outline of the various aspects 

that could be analysed. 

An example of one company's Website (Figures A.4.1, A.4.2 and A.4.3) is given in Appcndix 

A.4 dong with examples of Web pages frorn other companies that are involved in 

manufacturing building products (Figures A.4.4. A.4.5 and A.4.6). Similady. the Website of 

the Ontario Mruiufactured Housing Association (OMHA) was visited to demonstrate the type of 

information made available on the Web by home manufacturing associations. In this exmple 

(Figures A.4.7, A.4.8 and A.4.9) the OMHA had chosen to subscribe to the LinkExchangeTM 

to increase its exposure on the Internet. In addition, the OMHA pmvides its own compilation 

of links. 

- -- 

1 Smre af the Intemet Iwww.pegasusri.çomi. 
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Tiblc 4. I l  Wcb covenge obtained by commen'inl s m h  engines (Pegwus RI. 1998) 
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Table 4.13 Informaùon to be compiled for housing manufacturen' Websites 



CHAETER FIVE: THE PROPOSED TOOL 

5.1 Introduction 

As pan of the research for the Next Homent projectl. a prototypical software demonstration 

was developed by the author as part of the Next Homen[ design team. Demonstrated in the 

exhibition, this software application displayed a variety of building products and services to the 

user. Some degree of interactiveness was introduced to allow for preater user participation in 

the selection of materials and layouts. This aspect shows a ptential advantage of the electronic 

format as a display option. The user can control and view exactly what is required while the 

opponunity to browse as with a traditional catalogue still exists. 

The goal was to produce a software package. whether available on a CD-ROM or through the 

Internet. which would showcase Canadian (and specifically Québec) companies involved with 

the manufacturing and exportation of prefabricated housing units. These companies would 

inchde not only home builders and building product manufacturers. but also architects. 

developers and reai estate agencies. govemmental housing research and housing export 

organisations, building technology specialists and home manufacturing associations. Each of 

these companies would benefit in various ways from having a database of prefabricated 

housing models and building products that would be easy to update and expand when 

compared to traditionai paper-based catalogues. tt would also be readily available and 

accessible for simple, reliable and fast communication across the world due to the inherent 

nature of eiectronic media. 

I The Next Homen[ is a mid-rise housing unit which could be built as a detached. semidetached or 
mw unit It offered both the homeowner and home builder fiexibility with respect to the interna1 layout (Le. 
whether it was made for one. two or three families or the location of the enmnce and interior stiürs) and the 
extemal features (Le. extenor cladding, roof form and shape. balcony arrangement or window treatment). 



Section 5.2, Design of Software, will explain the logic and basic design of the software as 

proposed by the author and will also include intended schematics and descriptions of the 

desired functions. menus and options. Section 5.4, Description of the Demonstntion Software 

Toot. will show the programme in its final form as the demonstration prototype of the 

software. This was a result of the initial design relriting to the logic and structure of the cool by 

the author in conjunction with the programming skills of K-OS Multirnédia, a multimedia 

software company. 

5.2 Design of the Software 

This section describes the criteria and suggestions for the togic. manipulation. and visual 

design of the programme. 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The programme is divided into three main parts: 

Part A: Background to Companies: 

Part B: Catalogue and Interactive Mode: Housing; 

Part C: Cataiogue: Building Products. 

Each part cm be accessed directly from the main menu (or introduction screen) or in series by 

foIIowing each part consecutively. Part A is essentially a database of company brochures, in 

that there is background information and brief descriptions of the companies' products. 

production rnethods, shipping and packaging information, economic and financial aspects. 

safety and quality controls, use of recyctable products, energy conservation programmes and 



environmental considerations. Part B contains information relating to housing praducts and 

ailows the user to choose various options with respect to the specific design choices and house 

Iayouts. Part C can be considered as a tool to finish the house chosen in Part B. or as a 

catalogue for simply viewing and ordering certain building products. 

5 . 2 2  Screen Layout 

The display has a top menu bar with pull-down menus for thefile, search and print options. 

The file menu allows the user to perfom standard application file functions. such as quiuing 

the application. saving screen information (either graphics or text) to a file and opening 

previously saved information. The bottom part of the display is corriprised of the parh tree, the 

movement biirrons and the information buttons. Each of the five components (given in italics) 

of the display will be explained in more detail in the relevant sections. A sketch of the display 

is shown in Figure 5.1. 

5.2.3 Search Option 

The search option is engaged through a pull-down menu from the top menu bar. The keyword 

search prompts the user to enter the desired word in the search entry box. The search tooI 

treats the entered characters as if there were 3 "wild card preceding and following the enuy. 

For example. if the user enters windo in the search entry box, the search tool will display a11 

the occurrences of windo as part of a word or series of worcis. So in this case, the search tool 

might find windows, casernent windows and rvindows and doors. The user then selects one 

of the listed findings of the search to bring up a list of al1 the occurrences of the selected 

0 finding. Each occurrence of the seIected finding is listed, showing in which index it cm be 



Found and thus accessed, Selecting a specific occurrence takes the user to the appropriate part 

of the programme. 

5.2.4 Print Option 

The print option is engaged in a similar way CO the search option (i-e. through the top menu 

bar). The user c m  print a single screen or a range of screens at any time during the use of the 

progamme. There is also an option on the file menu of the top menu bar allowing portions of 

text or graphics to be copied and piisted onto a clipboard. The print option allows the clipboard 

to be printed at any time. 

5.2.5 Path Tree 

The path tree is the index on the lower left part of the screen which shows the specific area of 

the programme that the user is viewing. It can dso be used as a directionai tool: for example. if 

the user is in the index for the mode1 listing of a certain product and another company's product 

is desired. they can immediately select the Company index from the path tree rather than 

reversing manually through each screen or using the search option. 

5 2.6  Movement Buttons 

These buttons aIlow the user to flip backwiud and fonvard through the screens. which is 

necessary if an index or information window is too long to fit on one screen. Sirnilarly, users 

can retrace their steps using the direction (arrow) buttons. The home and start buttons take the 



e user back to the beginning of a section (either Parts A, B or C) or the main menu (Introduction 

screen). 

5.2.7 Information Buttons 

Once a mode1 has been selected and the user is in the housing or building product information 

mode in Part B or C respectively, the user can toggle back and forth between the four 

information caregories: infomation/specifications, drawings. costing sheet and additional 

information. 

5.2.8 Indexing System 

Each main index lists the major headings for that section. When one of the major headings is 

selected or highlighted. the secondary index (located below the main index) displays a list of ail 

the minor headings associated with the selected major heading. This allows a11 the major 

headings to be continuously displayed on the screen while browsing through the minor 

headings of any major heading. This layout is applicable if a third index of subheadings is 

required in conjunction with the main and secondary indices. An illustration of the Io& 

behind the indexing system can be seen in Figure 5.2. 

5.2.9 Database for Part A: Background to Companies 

In Part A: Background to Companies, the user can search for information on companies 

e invotved in prefabricated house construction and building products used in dl areas of standard 



Figure 5.1 Sketch of proposed s m n  Iiqout with file commands. path tree and movemcnt and information 
buttons 

I ma*1013 1 

F i p  5.2 Sketch of indexing system menus 



residentid and commercial construction. Figure 5.3 outiines the Iogic and layout of this part. 

This section allows the user to browse through two indices; the first is an index of housing 

types (Table 5.1) and the associated companies involved in that ares while the second index 

contains a list of building products (amnged by MasterFonat Divisions, Table 5.2) and the 

companies manufacturing these construction materials. In the former case, the user can select ri 

specific housing type (e.g. modular). and view al1 the prefabricated housing manufacturers 

who buiId modular type homes. Similarly, the user can select a specific building product from 

any of the MasterFormat Divisions or Sub-divisions (eg. O8 Doors and Windows or 08630 

Casernent Windows) and browse through a list of dl the companies that manufacture that 

specific building product, In both these cases. as in the previous examples, the user crin select 

a company. whether it be a modular type home manufacturer or a casernent window 

manufacturer or supplier. 

The software displays information on the selected company. A detailed company profile 

contains information such as the cornpany's history, shipping and packaging information. 

quality control and safety and environmental standards. In addition, links would be provided 

so that the user can directly access that company's. through a Web browser application. or 

even send electronic mail to the company via the Internet. A brief product Iist is also shown. 

which provides the link to Parts B and C. Othenvise, the user cm continue browsing through 

the database of company profiles. 

5.2. IO Database for Part 0: Catalogue and Interactive Mode: Housing 

Figure 5.4 demonstrates the logic behind Part B: Catalogue and Interactive Mode: Housing. 

The user can select a prefabricated home through two rnethods of searching: by housing type or 

by company narne. Each index is similar to the search indices found in the housing section of 
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I HOUSNG TYPES 1 

Mobile I 

Table 5.1 List of prefabricated housing types 

BUILDWG PRODUCTS: MasterFonna~ Divisions -- - 
No. NAME 

02 Sitework . - - --A. 

03 Conçrete 
- .  -- - 

04 Mnsonry 
- -- 

05 Mctals 
. - - - - -- - - . - 

06 Wood & Plastics - - - - -  

07 Thermal & Moisture Protectton - 
08 Doors & Windows - - p. 

09 Finishes 
---. 

IO Speciaiities 
P - 

I I  Equipment -- --A- 
12 Furnishings 

13 Specid Consuuction - 
IJ Conveying Systerns 

15 Mechanicd 

16 Electricd 
J 

Table 5.2 List of MasterFormat Divisions 
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Part A. When searching for a specific housing type, the user can select a company that 

manufactures that housing type, and vice vena in a case where the user initially searches by 

company name. In other words, both search methods result in a list of individual home models 

of a certain prefabricated housing type manufactured by a specific home building company. 

Using this list. the user can then select a specific model of the desired housing type built by a 

certain company. 

Once the preferred model of prefabricated home has k e n  selected. the user then undenakes a 

series of choices of exterior features (Table 5.3). The programme offers only those choices 

relevant to the spccific model chosen. This is important because the choices available from one 

manufacturer to another. as well as from one model to another. are often very different and can 

not be standardised into a general list of options. Similarly some exterior options may become 

unavailable due to the choice of previously selected exterior options. cg. if a unit builr on 

grade is initially chosen. the software will not allow to user to select a garage for that unit. 

Table 5.4 shows summaries for the selected exterior options of two examples of homes of the 

specified mode1 built by the chosen company. 

The user can also choose from a selection of floor plan options. These floor plan options. 

while being k w  and limited. offer a wide range of flexibility and choice. The floor plan 

options are limited because of the obvious but essential requirement of being consistent with 

the previously chosen options for the exterior feanrres. Once the final fioor plans are chosen. 

the software displays a summary of al1 the options (i.e. displays ail the fioor pians and 

elevations of the house). The building specifications and costing breakdown and summq are 

dso available. The proamme also ailows for certain additionai options where the user cm 

interactively choose to repiace certain interior and exterior elements. e.g. windows, or the type 

and size of service units such as the kitchen and toiIet. Similady there is a Iink to Part C so that 

@ the user can re-select or exchange standard building products which are part of the finished 
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HOUSING rYeE (Panelisednog Profiled/Modular/Mobildetc.) 

COMPANY k------ ( Fermco) 

1 LOCATION1 1 (Left UniMiddle UniVRight Unit) 

MODEL 

HOUSE TYPE k 

Laation ----- t I LcftlCrntrelRight - -- - - - -- - -- 
0CCUPANCY4 (Triplex/DupledSin,eIr Famil y )  

(The Next Home) 

( DetachedlSemi-DetachedJRow ) 

NOTES: 
'These locations are applicable as follows: 

Detached None 
Srmt-Detriched (Left Unir/Right Unit) 
Row (Left UniUMiddle Unit/Right Unit): 

Thrages are located on the basement floor of a Basement Unit as long as the basement fioar is not 
a single storey unit: 

'Bays are Iocated on the opposite side to the entrante; 

There can be two types of duplex units. i.e. a b  or abb; however if we have abb-B or abc-B 
{basement units) the basement floor cm not have a garage: 

'Home Oflices are located on the ground floor. 

Table 5.3 Options avriilable for customisation of externd features in Pan B: Catalogue and Interactive Mode: 
Housing 



k o n d  Floor 

Gmund Fioor 

B w m e n t  noor 
2 ,; , ,, 

1 HOMEOFFICE 1 None 1 Ground Hoor 1 

HOUSWG TYPE 
+- - - 

COMPANY - .- - - - - - 

-- 

- LOCATiON 
- 

ENTRrWCE LOCATiON - -  - - 
GROUND L E V U  

- 

TOP FLOOR 
- 

GARAGE 
-- - 

BAY Location 
- 

Roof 

TYP 

Size 

Location 

OCCUPANCY 

-- 

Table 5.4 Customised features of two exmples choscn in Part B: Catalogue and Interactive Mode: Housing 

EXAMPLE I 

Panelised 
. . . - . - 

Fermco 
. . - - - - 

- - - .  

Left Unit - - - . 
Righi Side 

- - .  

On-Gnde 
-- . 

Menanine 

EXAMPLE 2 

Pwelised - - 
Fermco 

*- - . 
MODEL The Next Home 

- . -~ - - 

HOUSE TYPE Row 
-- 

. -- 

Lcft Side 
- -  

Basement 
. - - - 

Attic Cnwl Space 

The Next Home - -- - - 
Dctached 

None 
- - 

and 3"' Storeys 
- - - 

Vault 

Basement Fioor ---- - 

3"' Storey - - - - 
Slope 

- 
Pitch 

- .  - -  

m e  

Left 

Tnplex 

None 

Single Fmily 



house, e.g. door hardware and roof shingles. In both of the pervious cases, the drawings and 

cost breakdown wi11 be adjusted accordingiy. 

5.2.1 I Database for Part C: Catalogue: BuiIding Products 

The functioning of Part C: Catalogue: Building Products is initially identical to Part B (Figure 

5.5). The user can search for models of building products either by seleccing the type of 

building product (using the MascerFormat Divisions and Sub-divisions) or by choosing a 

company which manufactures the desired building product. If the user has initidly selected the 

product, the selection of a specific company musc then be chosen. and vice versa in a case 

where a company has ken  selected initially. 

Once a specific model of a building product has been chosen. the user can view its 

specifications. drawings and images of che item and pricing information. Other products can 

be chosen in the sarne way and added to a 'shopping list'. SimiIarIy if the user has arrived in  

this part from the interactive housing mode. they cari select or exchange products in order to 

customise their prefabricated housing unit. 

5.3 Preparing to Use the Demonstration Software Tool 

5.3.1 Hardware and System Requirements 

The tool was pprogrammed specifically for PC-based machines and wilI onIy mn on cornputers 

wih a Windowr-based platform. eirher Microsoft ~indowsm version 3.1 or Windows 95. A 
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CD-ROM drive is required for both the installation and use of the software pro-me. A 

minimum of 16 MB of RAM (randorn access memory) is recommended, and 2.75 MB of free 

hard drive space or ROM (read only memory) is required for the instdtation of the application. 

In order to have the window for the programme take up the full screen, the display area should 

be set at a screen resolution of 640 pixels by 480 pixels, horizontal number by vertical number 

respectively. The display area control is accessed by clicking on a blank ponion of the screen. 

then clicking on propenies and then settings or by ;oing to Start Menu\Settings\ControI 

Panel\Display\Settings or DesktopWy Cornputer\Conuol PanelWisplayKettings. 

The installation is simple: insert the Québexpon CD in the computer's CD-ROM drive and run 

the installation application titled Setup 95. The appropriate drives Cor both the destination and 

source folders must be specified and the correct version of Windows must be selected. The 

setup application now Ioads the appropriate files from the CD-ROM onto the specified 

destination drive, typicaily the computer's hard drive. This process takes a few moments and 

once cornpleted the software is ready to be used. During use. the user must ensure that the 

Québexport CD-ROM is still available in the CD-ROM drive, since the application needs to 

access information, such as graphics and link buttons, from the CD-ROM. 

The CD-ROM contains 20.6 MB of information in 20 folders and 758 files, The installation 

setup puts 2.75 MB of information in 5 folders and 204 files on the computefs hard drive 

(drive C in this case) with paths C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\ and C:\SHQDEMOL A shoncut is 

aIso created with the path C:\WINDOWS\Start MenuWrograms\SHQDEMO\ so that the 

application can be easily accessed through the Windows' Start Menu. 



As with many prototypicai designs, this software is not exempt €rom minor problems, such as 

bugs which cause the application to crash, not only unexpectedly but also predictably, under 

certain circumstances. These problems c m  be resolved by ensing dl the installed files from 

the hard drive and by reinstalling the programme from the CD-ROM. 

5.4 Description of the Oemonstratian Software Tool 

5.4. L Introduction 

The first screen which appears upon loading the application introduces the software with the 

titIe Québexport. The top menu bar displays buttons for the software credits. three Ianguage 

choices and a Quit option (Figure 5.6). The credits Iist the writers of the software 

programrning as well as the designers of the software logic. The language option is a pertinent 

feature for the cool, ris its inherent use is reiated to the rxport of housing which ditectly irnpIies 

rhat it will be available to audiences around the world, The tarzeted user may be proficient in 

languages other chan English and French, the cwo languages of business in the Crinadian 

housing indusuy, so the prototype displays a button for Spanish as an example of a foreign 

tongue. The idea is that this software cm be upgnded to incfude any language desired so that 

international users can use the programme. In tfiis prototype pro,prnme, onIy the French 

language option was made available. 

There are two principie modes in this software: the purchasing mode (achat), and the catalogue 

mode (catalogue). lnitidly the user may typicalIy browse through the catalogue mode in order 

to become familiar not only with the products included for display but also to understand how 

the software works, especidly with respect to the navigation within the programme and the 



search methods available. For exarnple, the user may look through the catalogue to examine 

products and then go into the purchasing mode to select a house. However, users farniliar with 

the software may directly enter the purchasing mode and choose a house before browsing for 

associated products, or toggle back and forth between the two modes in order to customise 

their selected house with specific building products available through the catalogue mode. In 

this chapter. a description of the catalogue mode will be given first. as it has a more basic 

structure than the purchasing mode. The purchasing mode is more easily explained once 

familiarity hûs ken  achieved with the catalogue mode, as it involves previous user knowledge 

of the catdogue. 

5 -4.2 Catalogue Mode 

When the catalogue button (cutulogne) on the introduction screen is clicked on. a screen that 

shows the basic graphic structure of the catalogue mode. The information areas are blank. but 

the main pans of the catalogue mode are visible. Each of these three main parts of the 

catalogue mode have their individual buttons: prefabncated building systems (rysr2mcs): 

building and construction products (produits); and related building. construction and 

archi tectuni services (services). Each of the three parts has a slightly different methodology 

for searching for information, which is performed using the menus or indices at the bottorn of 

the screen (found below the buttons for the three main parts of the catalogue mode). 

5.4.2.1 Systems 

The systems part, or database, cm be searched by Company, system or mode1 (Figure 5.f). 

For example. when Iooking for a speciftc prefabricated building system. the user can search 



figure 5.6 [ntroductory screen 

Figure 5.7 Systems part screen Iqout 



either by Looking for a company involved in manufactunng prefabicaced buiIding systems, by 

selecting a particular building system (e.g* panelised or modular), or by searching through a 

list of mode! names of individual prefabricated buildings which are mmufactured by alI of the 

compmies involved in this a m  of construction. Table 5.5 displays the information available in 

the systems pan of the dernonstration software. 

The products part has a slightly more sophisticated search process. The three basic 

components or indices of the syscems pan are present as before. with the addition of a fourth 

index which idlows the user to search for building producrs using the MasterFormat Divisions 

(Figure 5.8). This system is the constniction industry standard for the ~Iassification of al1 

building praducts and constniction materials into categories and subcategories. This results in 

a standardised solution for organising these items ineo n format that is  consistent and 

convenient, JO that bui lders and archi tects across Canada and the United States have a simple 

way of listing materials for preparing specifications or cost anrilyses. 

The MasterFormat index is divided into two columns: one For searching using the 

MasterFonat Divisions. ruid another for Iisting the MasterFormat Sub-Divisions. Since each 

MasterFomat Division contains many Sub-Divisions - in rnany cases weII over a hundred - 

the programme alIows the user to search using Sub-Divisions which are more specific. For 

example, if a certain MasterFormat Sub-Division is known, the user cm m e s s  it without 

having to know which MasterFormat Division it is In. 

As with the systerns part. users cari search for a building product either through the company 

index, by looking for a particular building product name. or by searching tfirough the index 



listing of specific mode1 narnes or numbers of individual building products. Table 5.6 displays 

the information available (Le. company narnes with modets produced) in the products part of 

the demonstration software. 

5.4.2.3 Services 

The services pan has only two indices with which to perform a search: by company and by the 

type of building service offered (Figure 5.9). e-g. architectural services. cornputer-related 

services (CAD. networks and Websites. etc.) and landscape architecture. Table 5.7 displays 

the information available in the services pan of the demonstration software. 

5.4.2.4 Exarnples of Semhing within the Systems Part 

In this section. two examples of a search wil1 be described using the systems part of the 

software prototype. The first will be undertaken through the company index and the second 

will use the building system index. 

5.4.2.4.1 Search by Company Narne within the Systerns Part 

In this example. it is assumed that the user would like to use a specific home manufacturing 

company. This might be desirable if the user has a connection to that commune, or has been 

advised to use that company. Sirnilady distance may be a factor: the user might want to choose 

a cornpany that is located nearby so chat they can meet with the builders in person and follow 

the home manufacturing process in the factory. If the user is familiar with a Company that 
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Fipre 5.8 Roducts part screen layout 

Figure 5 9  Services part screen Iayout 



I K-OS Multiledia Inç. ( Logiciels Spkialisés en Habitation 

modèle 

Maison Rédecouverte 

Le Geai Blue 

XYZ (demo) 

compagnie 

Fermo indusuies Ltd. 

XKZ Inc. 

compagnie 

G C d  Gingns 

Table 5.7 Tabulalion of cntrics in service indices (services) 

2 

Table 5.5 Tabulacion of entries in system indices (gsrèmes) 

système 

Panneaux usinés et composants 

XYZ (demo) 

service 

Désigner-Intérieur 
- - --- - -A- - 

( 09 1 Finition 

Categortes des Produits 

Produits Spéciaux 'P+ 

-- - - 
No. 

02 

03 

04 
-- 

05 
-- . - .  

06 
---- 

07 

08 

1 I ?  1 Ameublement 

NOM 

Aménagement de l'Émplacement - - 
Biton - -- 

Maçonnerie 

Métaux 

Bois et Plastique 
- 

Isolation et Étanchéité 
-- 

Portes et Fenêtres 

-- - 

Systèmes Transporteurs 

16 1 Élecmciré 

15 

Table 5.9 List of MasterFonnar Divisions 

Mécanique 



I compagnie I modêie 
B.P.C.O. Inc- Vert Forêt (B.P.C.0.) 

Sebring 

Electmménagen Sans Frontières 1 St-George VEO 7C5 

Benjamin Moore & Cie Ltée. 

Plaque riu Gaz 60cm C660 ZCNS 

Forbo Indusmes Inc. t-- Marrnoleum 3844 Jade 

.- - 

Bleu Cristale (B.P.CO.) 

Gris Antique (B.P.C.O.) 

Tourquoise (B.P.C.O.) 

Latex Regal Waii Satin (21% 
Latex Reg11 AquaGlo (333) 

Latex Re& AquaPert (3 10) 

k l m o l m m  3845 Blue 

Génrd Crête & Fils Inc. ,"x2"18' 

1 1 I" x IO" n 14' 

1 ks Industries Llclco Ltée. r-35-9/16" x 23-518" 

Geknt Manuhctunng Inç. 

Gmitifiandre SpA 

Indusmes Jager lnc. 

L a  Bois dc Plancher P.G. Inc. 

- -  - I " x 6 " x I E  

- - 
150.165 

&hn t  150.1 56 

Grb&n150.157 - 
-.- - Gebent 150.158 

~ ~ 0 3 6  Blue Bay - 
Spacej~ist"~ ---- -- 

2-UV r 15/33" (57 x 19mm) 

1 - 
Matériaux Cascades Inc. Panneau Sonopan 4' x 4' 

F Rangement Id&-Range Inc. 

Panneau Sonopan 4' x 8' 

Srnafil Inc. Membrane Sarnafil S 327-12 

Rangement 001 

Rangement 007 

Table 5.6 Companies with active (in bold') and non-active models 

Untboard Canada Inc. 

Wesuoc [nc. 

Wiremold Canada fnc. 

klembme Samafi1 S 327- I' 

Érable Forêt 
Énble Bourgogne 

i nb le  Naturel 

Récif 

W-IO01 
W- 1002 

hmes SOOO 



manufactures prefabricated buildings, specificdly houses, they m find the desired company in 

two different ways. The first is CO click on the Company button (compagnie) and browse 

through the compmy index (which lis& al1 the home manufacruring companies in alphabetical 

order) in order to find the desired company whose narne cm then be selected frorn the index by 

highlighting it with a click af the mouse. The second way to select the Company requires that 

the user know the name of a desired company. The user begins by typing the first few letters 

of the company name in h e  blank space below the compagnie button (compagnie) md iibove 

the company index. 

In both cases rhe cornpany's screen wiII appeac the left half of the screen contains the company 

logo and a text window (Figure 5.10), The text window's defauIt settinrg shows the 

cornpany's profile (its history and background) riccessed by clicking on the first of three 

buttons appearing next to the company logo. Pressing either of the two other buttons, conrwr 

and rransporr, will display rhe corresponding information in the text window. When the 

contact button is selected. the company's ddress. telephone and fax nurnbers. contact person. 

E-mail address and location are displayed. The E-mail address is an accive HyperText link 

button which. when clicked. opens an electronic mail application such as Pegasus Mail, 

dlowing the user to send E-mail directly to chat company whiie using the software tooi. A 

similar link exists with the location; clicking on the location: autornaticaI1y opens a Web 

browser application, such as Netscape Navigator/Communicator or Microsoft Incernet 

Explorer. aIIowing the user to view the se Iected company's. 

The ticght h d f  of the screen disphys an image of the cornpany, either an example of one OF the 

prefabricated homes that this company manufactures, or simp1y an image of the company's 

p[ant. In this example, the assumption is made that &te user is f a m i h  with a company caIled 

Fermco (Figure 5.10). As mentioned above, the user can either click on the company button 

(compagnie) and browse through the alphabeticd Iist of home builden or start typing the naine 



of the desired company: i.e. the user would enter an 'F (in the blank space under the company 

button), followed by an 'e,' which would automatically display companies whose names begin 

with 'Fe'. This would highlight Fermco Industries Ltd. and display al1 available building 

systems that this company uses in home manufacturing, in this case only panelised wall 

construction ( Piinnema ~isinés et composants). 

5.4.2.4.3 Search by Building Sysrem within the Systerns Pan 

The second example of searching for a prefabricated home within the systems part of the 

catalogue mode. involves looking for a specific building system. A compfece Iist of building 

systtlms is given in Table 5.1 List of prefabncated housing types. The demonsrration software 

tool displays only one active building system (as shown in Table 5.5 Tribulation of entries in 

system indices). which is panelised wall construction (Panneam usinés et composmrs). 

Therefore in this example. the user can only select panelised constmction. and Fennco 

Industries Ltd. is the only manufacturer of that system (Figure 5.10). The originat intention 

was to make other systems available for browsing by giving one example of sach system. For 

example, a mode1 rnanufactured by a cenain company could have been an exampie of a 

building type such as a log-profiled home. 

5.4.2.4.3 Results of Both Search Methods: List of Models 

By either searching by company narne (as in section 5.4.2.4.1) or by type of building systern 

(as in section 5.4.2.4.2), the user chooses both a company and a building systern (the order 

determined by the method of search) and is @en a list of models buiit by a selected company 

of a specific building systern. In this case, the Next Homefn' (Maison Redécouverre) is the 



only mode1 available built by the selected company, Fermco Industries Ltd., and of the selected 

building system type - rhat is panelid construction or factory built panels (Panneaux usinés et 

composants, Figure 5.10). This mode[ can be selected, and thereby added to the 'shopping 

list' using the liste function (explained in section 5.4.2.6 Adding to the List Function). for later 

use when custornising a house in the Purchasing Mode, or ctchar (section 5.3.3). 

5.4.2.5 Examples of Searching within the Products Part 

In this section. three different products will be selected using three different search rnethods. 

The pracedure is similar to that of the services part. however the indices used are different 

reflecting the more specific and varied structure of organisation used for building products. 

5.4.2.5.1 Search by Company within the Products Part 

The first exampie demonstrates how to search for a desired building product using the 

company index (Table 5.8a shows the information in the products part ananged alphabetically 

by company name). The user must select the product part (produits) of the catalogue mode 

(catalogue). Ln this exarnple, it is assumed that the user is searching for a certain Company 

which manufactures specidised toilet equipment. The user cm't remember the hl1 nme  of the 

compmy but knows that the first letter of its name is 'G'. The user can either cIick on the 

cornpany index bution (compagnie) and scroll through the alphabetical Iist of company names. 

or c m  hegin to type the company name in the blank window, locilted undemeath the compmy 

index button (compagnie) and above the company index window. If the user types a 'g' or 

'G', they will access the company profile of Geberit. which in this case is the desired compmy 

(Figure 5.1 1). SimilarIy, if the user types 'gr' or 'Gr'. they will access the Company profile of 



Figure 5.10 Example of a Company profile within the systcrns pi 

Figure 5.1 1 Example of a Company profile within the producrs part 





GrzuiitiFiandre. another company which is part of the database. This text entry feature can be 

w f u l  for gaining direct access to the desired company's profile by typing the first few letters 

of the company's narne, as opposed to scrolling through the complete list of company names. 

Once the user is in the company profile of Geberit, they can access contact and transponation 

information (using the contact and transport buttons respectively), as well as the company 

history as seen previously in the systems pan of the catalogue mode (section 5.4.2.4.1 ). 

Similarly, once a model is selected from the appropriate MasterFormat sub-division (in this 

case the Geberit 150.165 overflow, trop-plein. from 15445 W.-C.). an image and technical 

specifications of that model are displayed. 

5.4.2.5.2 Starch by MastcrFormat (Sub-)Division within the 

Products Part 

The second example will show how the user can locate a building product by searchin~ 

chrough the MasterFormac Division and Sub-division headings (Table 5.8b shows the 

information in the products part arranged numerically by MasterFomat Sub-divisions). It wili 

be assurned that the user is looking for vinyl windows. In order to perfonn a new search and 

discard the information from the previous example, the user clicks on the nouvelle recherche 

button, then clicks on the MasterFormat Division button (catégorie) to display a full Iist of al[ 

the MasterFormat Divisions (Figure 5.12 and Table 5.9). When each of the individual 

MasterFormat Divisions is selected. a list of companies that manufacture products frorn that 

division are displayed. if the MasterFomat Sub-division button (sorts-catégorie) is clicked on. 

a11 the active subdivisions within the selected division are displayed and the user can toggle 

between the individual division or a list of associated sub-divisions (Table 5.10). For 

example. if division û6 Woods & Plastics (Bois et Plastique) is selected, Industries Jager Inc. 





1 Distribution des Caregories des Produits 

1 catégorie I 
1 02 Aménagement de ~'Ém~lacement ( 
1 03 Béton 1 
w 

04 Mqonnerie 

05 Métaux 

1 06 Bois et Plastique 1 

07 Isolation et Étanchéité a l  

( I I  Équipement I 

/ 08 Portes;t Fenêtres 

09 finition -- 

-- 

12 Ameublement 

13 lnstallaiions Spéciales 1 

- 

- 

- 

1 14 Systèmes Transporteurs 1 
15 Mécanique t 

sous-catégorie 

06 10 1 bois d'œuvre 

O6 15 1 assemblage de poutrelles 

073 Il bardeau d'asphalte 

07500 couvertures à membrane 

08630 fenêtres en vinyle 

08700 quincaillerie 

09 1 1 1 panneaux de gypse 
- 

093 10 carreaux de céramique 

09530 isolation et émns acousitque 
- - -- 

09550 plancher en bois 
. .- 

09650 revêtement de sol résilient 

09700 revètements de sol spéciaux 
. - 

09920 peinture interieure 

-- 

1135 1 équipement de cuisine 

12600 mobilier et accessoires 

161 10 canalisation 

Table 5. IO List of MasterFonnat Divisions with active MlisterFomat Sub-divisions 



and Gérard Crête & Fils Inc. will appear in the company index window, whik clicking on the 

MasterFormat Sub-division button (sous-carigorie) displays the two active sub-divisions 

within division 06 Woods & Plastics (Bois er Plastique): they are 06 101 Construction Lumber 

(bois d'œiivre) and 06 L 5 1 Prefabncated Wood Trusses (assemblage de poutrelles). The s m e  

can be done for each MasterFormat Division. which is useful for searching for products of an 

unknown MasterFonnat subdivision. For example, when searching for a type of flooring it is 

useful to look through ail the sub-divisions of Division 09 Finishes (Finition) to view al1 

available choices for interior tinishing products. In this software cool. a few of the 

MasterFormat Divisions do not contain any products or companies (as can be seen in Table 

5.10). 

Now we shall retum to the search for vinyl windows. The user selects MasterFormat Division 

08 Doors & Windows (Portes et Fenêtres) and a list of companies within that division appears. 

Since the user is not familiar with any of these companies, they cm click on the MasterFormat 

Sub-divisions button (sous-catégorie) to view a list of al1 the sub-divisions within 08 Doors 

and Windows. Once the desired sub-division is selected, in this case 08630 Viny 1 Windows 

Venêrres cn vinyle), only the companies that produce items in this specific subdivision remain 

in the company index window. Les Industries Melco Ltée. is the only company entered in the 

demonstration software that manufactures vinyl windows, so the user is directed to that 

company's profile (Figure 5.13). Casement windows venêrres a barrant) are the only product 

type offered by this company in the vinyl window category. Again, a list of models is given 

with oniy the first, asterixed rnodel k ing active, in this case model number T2V 0906. which 

is a casernent window in vinyl of dimensions 35-7/26" by 23-518" (Figure 5-14}, If the user 

clicks on the technical specifications and details button (détails). they cm view the associated 

information (in this case certain physicai properties are described) relating to the selected mode[ 

(Figure 5.15). 



Figure 5.12 Index of the MasterFomat Divisions 

- 

Figure 5.13 Company profile of vinyl window manufacturer 



Figure 5.1 J Example of a specific mode1 of vinyl windows 

Figure 5.15 Technical specifications for selected mode1 of vinyI window 



5.4.2.5.3 Search by Building Product Type within the Products 

Pan 

The third and last example of scarching for a building product in the products part of the 

catalogue mode involves a sexch by product type. A complete alphabetical list of building 

product types, available in the products part of the demonstration software is shown in Table 

5 .8~ .  In this example, it is asumed that the user is looking for ceramic floor tiles. The first 

approach couid be to search the MasterFomat Division and Sub-division indices (as wris 

dernonstrated in section 54.2.5.2 Search by MasterFormat Division or Subdivision within the 

Products Part). it is rissumed chat the user does not know which MasterFormat Division or 

Sub-division contains. cerarnic fl oor tiles. After ciicking on the cat6gorie butron. the user 

scrolls through the MasterFortnat Divisions index and euesses that cerrimic floor tiles rue 

categorised in Division 09 Finishes. After clicking on chat division. the index of MasterFormat 

Sub-divisions within Division 09 Finishes is displayed. Since this list would be nthcr long 

and unfamiliar to the user. an aitemate seürch rnethod would be more useful. 

The user petforms a new search (by clicking on the naiivelle recherche button), then clicks on 

the building product button @rorlrrir) for a list of al1 building products. To Iocate ceramic tiles. 

the user can begin to type in 'ceramic floor tiles' (cnmeuur de céramiqite). As soon as the 'c' is 

entered, the building product named carreau de circ~rniqrre is highlighted. since it is the first 

building product beginning with the letter 'ci. The user clicks on carreau de cérmique for a 

list of dL the campanies that manufacture or distribute ceramic floor tiles (in this case the 

software displays only one Company, GranitiFiandre. Figure 5.16). Funhermore, once the 

building product has been selected by clicking on the building product name. (carream de 

céramique). che corresponding MasterFormat Division and Subdivision of thai building 
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product is displayed in the division (catégorie) and sub-division (sous-catégorie) index 

windows. This example demonstrates how using the building product index cm simplify 

looking for specific building products of an unknown MasterFormat classification, 

5.4.2.6 Adding to the List Function 

In this section. the previously chosen examples of building products will be used as examples 

to demonstrate how items can be selected from the catalogue and added to a 'shopping list' 

using the list function (liste). As soon as a system. product or service (frorn a specific 

Company) has been selected frorn the catalogue mode, ri list of either prefabricated housing 

models. building product models or services (in chat order), is displayed. When one of these 

prefabricated housing models. building product models or services is highlighted (by clicking 

on the name in the index window), three buttons above the graphics window on the right hand 

side of the screen becorne active. They are the details and specifications button (détails). the 

graphic magnification button (an icon of a rnagnifying glas) and the producr selection button (a 

check mark). It is the last of these three functions that will be described in this section. When 

clicked on, the details button will display various technicai details and specifications about the 

selected building product as provided by the manufacturer. The graphic magnification button 

enlarges the product image to fit the entire application screen. to display the product image at a 

size of 640 by 480 pixels. 

The product selection button allows the user to compile a 'shopping list' in each of the three 

pm of the catalogue mode. In other words, the systems, products and services parts of the 

catalogue mode each have a sepamte list for adding selected items. As indicated previously, the 

product seiection button oniy becomes active once a prefabricated housing modeI. building 

product mode1 cr service has k e n  selected in one of the systems, products and services parts. 



To select a prrfabricated housing model, building product mode1 or service, the user must click 

on the active check mark button. As soon as the first item has k e n  added to the list, the list 

button (liste) becomes active and is highlighted. This happens independently for each of the 

three paru of the catalogue mode - if a prefabricated housing model is added to the list in the 

systems part, the list button will only appear highlighted in the systems part and not in either 

the products or services parts uniil an item has been added to the list of one of those parts. 

The user can add as many items as they choose to the list and can access the list for each pm 

riny time they rue working in a part. To do so, the user clicks on the list button: for example in 

the products part. the list of selected building product models appears and the list button is 

replaced by an index button (index) which allows the user to leave the list function and return 

to searching within the catalogue mode. If the user clicks on any of the model names in the 

mode1 index window. the product information and Company profile of that selected model will 

rippear (Figure 5.17). Ail of the models selected to the list can be viewed in this way. Clicking 

on the index button aliows the user to browse for other products. While in the list function. the 

user can view the lists of each of the other parts of the catalogue mode by clicking on the 

destred part button. e.g. when looking at the list of building product models created in the 

products part. the user can view the list of prefabricated housing models selected from the 

systems part by simply clicking on the systems button (systèmes). 

5.4.3 Purchasing Mode 

The purchasing mode c m  be entered through the introduction screen or any tirne when 

browsing through the cataiogue, by clicking on the purchasing mode button (achat), which is 

locaced in the top left corner of the screen. This button allows the user to toggle between the 

catalogue mode and the purchasing mode, so the button wiI1 dways display the mode that is 



Figure 5.16 Rcsult of search for cenmic tile manufacturer 

Figure 5.17 Compilation of different pmducts using the list hnchon 



not in use. These two methods of entry into the purchasing mode relate to two distinct and 

different intentions by software users. 

5.4.3 - 1 Entering the Purchasing Mode 

The first method of accessing the purchasing mode (by clicking on the purchasing mode button 

from the introduction screen) would most likefy be undenaken by users familiar with the 

software who are looking pnm~i ly  for interest in  a prefabricated housing unit that they intend 

to customise. When the purchasing mode button is clicked, the blank screcn of the purchasing 

mode appears (Figure 5.18). The user selects a prefbricated housing model by clicking on the 

model selection button (modèle). which temporarily takes them to the catalogue mode where 

ùnly the systems part is active. The products and setvices parts crin only be used by returning 

to the proper catalogue mode. The user can browse through either the company. system or 

model indices (as explained previously with the systems part of the catalogue mode in section 

5.4.1.4) to select a model of a prefabricated housing unit. Any number of these models can be 

added to the list usine the select item button (liste) or similarly retrieved from there for use in 

the purchasing mode. Whenever the user is looking at a specific model ( i n  the systems part of 

this partial catalogue mode) the choose button (choir) becomes active and highlighted, altowing 

the user to select thar model for cusiomisation within the purchasing mode, becomes 

high tighted or active. 

The second method of entering the purchasing mode for users who rtre unfamiliar with either 

the software proceMmme or the models listed in the catalogue is achieved by browsing through 

the systerns part of the catalogue mode and finding the desired prefabricated houe model. 

Once the desired model has been chosen (the user has either added that mode1 to the Iist or 

highlighted that mode1 so that it appears on the screen), the user can click on the purchasing 



mode button (achat). The blank screen of the purchasing mode will appear, as in the first 

method of entering the purchasing mode. However ,when the model selection button (modèle) 

is clicked so that the user cm enter the systerns part of the partial catalogue mode and choose a 

prefabricated housing unit, the previously highlighted mode1 appears on the screen and the 

choose button (choix) becomes active. SimiiarIy, if a list was compiled previously in the 

systems pan of the catalogue mode. the user can select one of those housing unit models for 

custornisation in the purchasing mode. The user can un-select and re-select different models 

using the cancel (annuler) and choose (choir) buttons respectively. 

5.4.3.2 Choosing Options for the Selected Housing Unit 

At this stage the user has chosen a prefabricated housing rnodel for customisation from the 

options part of the purchasing mode. This function can be staned by clicking on the options 

button (options). which becomes active once the user has selected a housing rnodel using the 

model selection and choose buttons. The only active model in the systems part of the 

demonstntion software programme is the Next Homent (Maison Redécouverte). so that rnodel 

will be used as the example to demonstrate the options available for customisation of a 

prefabricated housing unit [Figure S.  19). 

The main series of options (using the options button) reIate to the exterior features of the house 

as shown in Table 5.1 1. These options relate specificaily to the Next Homenf (Maison 

RedJcotrverte) and would be different to the individual requirements of each prefabricated 

model offered by a variety of companies that manufacture factocy-built homes. In many cases. 

companies oifer models that have very Iinie fi exibility in ternis of exterior features so chat they 

can mss-produce them more efficiently without spending time on customisation. In addition. 

certain options may be invalid: for example, if the user selects an on-grade unit with the main 



Figure 5.18 Screen layout of the purchasing mode 

F_eure 5.19 Selected housing unit to be custamised 
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- - -- -- 

Panneaux usinés et composants 
Maison Redécouverte 

-- 

1.1 détachée 1 

2.1 unité de gauche 1 
- 

2.2 unité de droite 
23  unité du milieu 
3.1 côté droit 

7.1.2 3ième étage 
7.1.2 Zième et Yime étage 

compagnie 
système 

modèle 

1 .O type de maison 

2.0 emplacement 

3.0 emplacement de l'entrée 

7.2 toiture de la haie 

Fenco industries Ltd - 

- 
- 
- - 
- - 
- 

- - 
- - 
- 

7.1.1 en pente 
7.2.2 incliné +- 

- 
4.0 rez-de-chausée - - 

- 
5.0 énge supérieur - - 

- 
6.0 gangc - - 

- 
7.0 baie 

- 
8 7  taille 

8.0 dément du toit 

9.0 occupation 

8.1 type d'éliment 

- . . . .. - 822 grand 

8 3  emplacement 83.1 à gauche 
8.3.2 au milieu L- 

- 
- 
- 

- - 
- 
- 
- 
A 

- 
- - 
- 
- - 

- 

- 
- 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- 

12.3 en voûte 

8.1.1 aucun 
8.13 en vente 

- 
- 
m 

9 2  duplex A - 9.1 tci~Iex 

9 3  duplex B 
9.4 unifamiliai --' 

8.3.3 à droite 

10.1 aucun 
- 

I 
10.2 rez-de-chaussée 

Table 5.1 1 List of extenor features which can be customised using the option function. opfions 

10.3 2ième étage 1 



entrance on the ground fioor, it is not possible to also choose a garage for that unit (Figure 

5.20). 

Once al1 the exterior features of the house have been chosen. the software cm detemine ihe 

final specifications For the entire building. such as the numkr of floors. the occupancy and the 

location of bays and dormes. These options d l  have implications affecting the interior layout 

of the building and mut be deterrnined More the user can choose between intenor plans. As 

soon as the option Function is complete, the interior plans (plms) and details (ditcds) fumions 

becorne active with their corresponding buttons becorning highlighted (Figure 5.71). 

Through the former function, the software offers the user a choice of layouts t'or each fioor of 

the building (using the interior plans button, with each plan relriting to the occupancy and 

feeatures selected for that specific unit). For example. if the user selects a single-farnily 

dwelling with the entrance on the left side of the first floor of ri unit with a basement. the floor 

plan options available will reflect the nature of this storey with ail of its unique features. AI1 the 

tloor plan options will show the front door on the Mt side with the stairwell on the right 

without any stair enclosure wall. due to the nature of the building's selected occupancy (Le. a 

single family houe will have an open striinvell), and so on. In this exmple, the Next HomeT" 

offers the user three different layouis for each of the four fioors of the building (Table 5-12). 

These plans were drawn on AU~OCADQ and cm be easily updated by the manufacturer to offer 

any additional layours of customisation possibilities (Figures 5.22.5.23 and 5.24). 

The second function allows the user to select specific derails. Clicking on the details button 

(dkruiCs) displays a menu of different eiements of the house that have ken  specifically selected 

by the manufacturer as those which cm be modified or have their products exchangeci. This 

function provides the principle link between the purchasing and cataiogue modes, with respect 

to the seleaion or custornisation of individual building pmducts used in the construction of the 



Figure 5.20 Message to indicate inapplicability of potential option 

Figure 5 2  1 Example of avivailable extenor features 



Figure 5.22 Floor plan options and summary of selected extecior features 

Fipre 5.23 Fioor plan options and construction drawing of extenor feature 



prefabricrtted home. The example of the Next Homem shows oniy one example. with a Iist of 

other possible user-selected details; the main exterior door can be chosen from a given door 

manufacturer, les Industries Melco Canada Itée., who pmvides a iist of appropriate choices the 

user can select as desired (Figure 5.25). Table 5. t 2 gives the other details that cm be offered 

to the user for customisation. 

There are four other functions that also become active once the setection of the exterior feacures 

has been completed: specifications (spécificarions). technical drawings of specific construction 

details (dessiris techniyue), costing summaries (lisrr des coirrs) and general information on the 

housing unit (informarion). in this case the Next Homeni (Figure 5.25). Table 5-13 lis& the 

available and active categories within each of these four functions. The specifications function 

gives a summary of the building (Le. the selected exterior features and occupiincy) as well as 

floor areas for al1 of the rooms on each of the floors (Figure 5.22). The technicai drawings 

section shows a construction drawing of the ground-floor balcony (Figure 5.23). The costins 

section shows a summary of the overall pricing structure of the building. This section can be 

expanded to inchde cost summaries for a variety of different breakdowns. such as site 

preparat ion and foundation work, electricd and mechanical services and struc cure ( Figure 

5.24). These costing analyses would be integraced with the option functions so that the 

addition or exchange of features, such as a bay window or a different front door. would be 

appropriately accounted for in the cost breakdown. 



Figure 5.24 Fioor plan options and cost breakdown sumrnary 

Figure 5.25 Option to select dtemate details h m  the catdogue mode 



4ième itage plan JA 

plans bardeau 1 
l er étage 

Zième étage 

3iime étage 

bois de construction 

fenêtres 

latex intérieur 

panneau 

plancher 

plan 1A 

plan 1B 

plan IC 

plan 2A 

plan ZB 

plan ZC 

plan 3A 

- - 

portes principales 1 MeIco-3002 

Table 5. I i  Choices available using the fioor plan option function (plum) and the details function (déruiis) 

spécifications 

superiïcies: occupation C 

~uperficies: occupation B 
- 

superficies: occupation A 
- ---- - --- 

images de la maison 

pmcédures de consuuctton - - 
matériaux 

Liste généde 

structure principale 

taxes 

pones et fenêtres 

maintenance 

dessins techniques 
- - 

balcon: rezde-chaussée 
- - - - - - - 

toiture 
-- -- - - - 

favade 
.- - 

fondations 
- - 

~ O I S  cnvlronnanu 
---- - 

ternin vs maison 

canalisation 

desien intérieur 

information 

la maison redécouverte 
-- 

performance énérgetique 

aspects envimnnementals 

traitements 

protection contre le feu 
- - -  

stratégies 

aides gouvernementaies 

Table 5.13 Lis& of specifications (spéc#cazioris). technical b w i n g s  (dessins techniques). cost analyses (lisrc des 
coûrs) and related information (informuion) dispiayed in the purchasing mode 



CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 

6.1 Applicability 

A software tool, as proposed in Chapter 5, can be a very useful application for prefabricated 

home manufacturers. Such companies can benefit tremendously from this software by 

engaging in commercial activity on the Web. Even without such a specialised tool, it is 

essential for home builders to develop a presence on the Intemet as it  is imperative for 

companies of al1 areas of the econorny to take advantage of the evolvinj facilities offered by the 

World Wide Web. This may go against the traditional nature of the constmction industry 

which operates on a basis of making changes solely to increase productiviry and decreue 

operating cos&: technological advances are constantly occurrin_o but only make significant 

inroads once they have been proven to be an improvement on the previous rechnology and not 

just an innovation which has no benetits in terrns of economics or performance. 

The author suggests that prefabricated builders have much to gain by having a Website: this can 

be a well developed site or a homepage at the very least. The Website should contain 

information such as a company profile (Le. a brief history. its policies and philosophies. 

environmental concerns and related programmes it is involved in)  and the company 's 

coordinates (i.e. location, telephone and facsimile numbers and E-mail address). The Website 

should aiso function as an electronic catalogue, allowing the user to browse through dl of the 

prefabricated mode1 homes that the company has available. images and drawings (Le. 

elevations, plans and details) can be displayed for each mode1 as well as qualitative information 

(i.e. fioor areas. room functions), Internet links with other companies (e-g. suppiiers of 

building products and components that the prefabricator uses) as well as government 



organisations and home builders' associations are useful for the user visiting the Website but 

also provide a positive appearance of collaboration among these companies and organisations 

which reinforces the way in which the Internet is an excellent medium for reducing the barriers 

of distance and borders. 

6.2 Adaptability with Changing Needs and Times 

The benefit for home prefabricators to have a well established presence on the Intemet can be 

seen with both the short terrn and the long term strategies. The former causes a direct impact 

by having the Company have çxposure to a much larger client base. This is tme for any 

business on the Web and although the percentages of on-line business-to-business and 

business-to-consumer transactions are still low relative to the total amount of sales. the figures 

are increasing drarnriticrilly. Similxly the short term advantage of companies getting on-line 

can be noticed in the speed of doing business: not only can companies communicate with 

suppliers and clients in local and distant places almost instantaneously, but they can ais0 

improve their own interna1 communication systems through the implementation of an Intranet 

network. The potenrial for high-speed and long-distance communications ranges from sending 

construction drawings or cost analyses to using Web phones and video conferencing via the 

Internet to communicate in real time in order to obtain a very high level of interaction between 

users. e.g. strearning video files can be essential in the case of a builder immediately solving a 

technical problem with a client without having to be present, Interna1 communication cm aIso 

be improved through better distribution networks and storage of information such as working 

drawings and other computer developed files, e.g. financial statements and other 

conespondence. A successful Intranet wiIl dlow a home prefabricator to have an efficient 

system of updating drawings thus avoiding costly errors of discarding the most recent versions 

of documents or of performing repetition of changes to the sarne file. 



The long terrn benefits of prefabricated home manufacturers having a well developed Website 

and tntemet exposure will be realised in conjunction with the increased growth of the Intemet 

as an appropriate and essential medium for commerce. As the use of the Internet and E- 

commerce grows, as predicted by current studies. the experience of present internet users will 

be valuable in order to allow these businesses to increase their Web literacy and implement the 

most ment features and applications available. 

6.3  Customisation for Different Company Needs 

The tool can be suited for the specific needs of the company. whether they be a home 

prefabricator or a building product or component manufacturer, The software prototype 

described in Chapter 5 allowed only a limited number of choices for each available option. 

whereas the cornpany can determine the b e l  of tlexibility offered to the user. The company 

rnay decide to allow the user to not only browse through the catalogue of predetermined 

selections but also to give the user the opportunity to use their own drawings or specifications 

to update an existing mode1 or to create an altogether new design, e.g. in the case of an export 

situation where the foreign client is relied upon by the company to provide a house design that 

will conforrn to the local codes and regulations. The user can give these suggestions and 

changes in real time to the company: the use of CAD software in conjunction with Intemet 

browser plug-ins allows the client to update drawings and work on the same file with the user 

on the other end of the network connection. 

The home manufacturer also can decide the rnethod by which the tool cm be accessed by users. 

The tool cm be distributed by the company as a CD-ROM which cm be sold and rriiirketed on a 

Website (as a download) or through exposure in other media, e.g. builders' journais and 



magazines or with the hefp of home manufacturers' associations. A major task however is the 

process of updating the material. If the Company decides to use such a tool directly through an 

Internet Website, they must engage the services of a Web programmer to create a site which 

can easily be changed. Many applications to create Web pages exist which require little 

programming experience or knowledge. however a complex and interactive tool can cal1 for 

specialised know-how. Similarly the information database must be designed to be easity 

updated. 

With respect to the proposed tool, the author concludes that with the existing state of the 

Intemet. it is more imponant for companies to develop their Websites (in order to reach more 

potential client through greater exposure) and to increase thrir use of electronic networks (in 

order to communicate at a much higher rate and to take full advantage of the flexibility. speed 

and simplicity of cornputer systems and applications). However the suggested Internet tool is a 

mechanism that would allow cornpanies CO communicate and do business at a much more 

interactive level with the participation and involvement of the user or client whatrver their 

position be. e.s. developer. foreign builder or architect. 
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Figure A.J.1 Homepage for Viceroy prefabricated homes (hnpY/www.viceroy.com. 1997) 

Figure A.&? Shipping informaiion Web page thttp:/lwww.vicemy.comJhmYshipp~ng-.hm. 1997) 

Figure A43 Typimi construction detriiIs (httpJ/~~w.viceroy.comnimiY~pecifi~;~ti011~~~htmI. 1997) 





Figure A.4.7 The Ontario Manufxtured Housing AssociationS homepage i http9lwww.omhaorg. 1997) 
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Eiprc A.4.8 LinkExchangenl Website provides companirs with Internet Iinks (http~/www.Iinkcxchan_ge.corn. 
19971 
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Figure A3.9 Links for the OMHA as provided by the LinkE.lrchgt~~ (http~/www.omhaorg/links.hml, 1997) 




